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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Definition of the Problem 
An important part of the program of clinical pastoral education at 
Boston State Hospital is speciall.Y structured group training. There 
are student interpersonal groups that meet regularly with a staff member 
for the purpose of studying the processes of the group. This study is to 
provide a start toward systematic study of the characteristics, processes, 
and effectiveness of these groups. Specifically, one interpersonal group 
from one summer's program of clinical pastoral education at Boston State 
Hospital, is analyzed in terms of the processes of the group and its ef-
fect on the members. 
In recent years there has been gro'I'Ting interest in group psychology 
in many different fields. Church workers have been a part of this devel-
opment, particularly in relation to the growth of concern for effective 
work in the Church. This increased focus on groups has influenced another 
rapidly growing movement, that of clinical pastoral education.l With its 
concern to help to prepare ministers and theological students to be 
better pastors, including understanding the ways in which they relate to 
others, clinical pastoral education was ready to be interested in the 
phenomena of group inter-action, particularly of the students with one 
1. See below, chap. iv, for a discussion of the movement. 
another. 
One program of clinical pastoral education that has particularly 
concentrated on work with groups has been that at Boston State Hospital. 
There systematic thought has been devoted to the questions of group 
pastoral care and of group training for pastors. In addition, inter-
personal groups for training have been made a regular and distinctive 
part of the program. 
The time has now come when a sufficient background of experience 
with groups has been accumulated so that more systematic study and re-
search are passible. The ultimate aim-·of such research would be the 
development of a tested and evaluated theory of group life that would be 
oriented to pastoral care. The immediate need is to take steps toward 
more careful and systematic description of the interpersonal groups 
conducted.there. This study is a contribution to that endeavor. 
2. Justi£ication 
One characteristic of small group theory is that its form is usually 
intimately related to the practice of the person who has developed any 
particular theory. Since this is the case, the pastor's work with groups 
needs to be based on a theory which is related to the practice of pas-
toral care, not simply imported from one of the secular practices of 
small group work and study. 
The Church has always emphasized group life, especially when it is 
concerned with Christian community. Further, most American Protestant 
churches of the present time have quite an active program of group meet-
ings, classes, committees, clubs, youth groups, study groups, and so.on. 
However, there'is very little available to the pastor who would like to 
strengthen his pastor~! care of groups with grounding in an approach 
that is both pastorally oriented and research supported. 
The training groups developed for clinical pastoral education at 
Boston State Hospital provide a good starting point to remedy this lack 
for two reasons. First, if ministers are to improve their pastoral care 
of groups they will need to have .some training for this• Focusing on 
a training group allows both the aspect of understanding groups pas-
torally and the aspect of training pastors to work with groups to be 
considered simultaneously. Second, the previous experience with groups 
and the setting of regular groups within an enviro~ri~of study pro-
vides a basis upon whiQh research may be built. 
Since the situation is just now ready £or the first steps in sys-
tematic research, the study must be exploratory. Thus the emphasis will 
be upon careful description and openness to various data ra~her than 
upon controlled experiment. Further, initial understandings of a compl~x 
process such as group life are probably better served by studying the 
richness and depth of a single case than by a less intensive study of 
several groups. 
;. Scope ( 
The study is of one.interpersonal group of eight students in clini-
cal pastoral education at Boston State Hospital. Thus, in the strictest 
sense, the scope of the study is limited to that one group. However, 
the composition of the group would seem to be representative of the 
usual composition of such groups in the program. For this reason, it 
may be taken as reasonably representative of those groups, all of 
which are conducted in basically the same way. This situation would 
extend the scope in part to include all work with interpersonal groups 
in clinical pastoral education at Boston State Hospital. 
Further, the treatment o£ the results of the study are to be re-
lated to a general theory for the pastoral care of groups. \Vhere the 
relationship warrants, generalizations fro~ the results could be sug-
gested for the wider field of pastoral care of groups. 
Finally, the scope of the study in terms of its fUnction £or re-
search must be seen ns primarily suggestive and exploratory and not 
conclusive. It is to be seen as the first step in a growing program 
of research in the pastoral care of groups. 
4. Plan of Dissertation 
Before the empirical study of this dissertation can be presented 
much background must be considered. Therefore, the next three chapters 
will deal with review of the literature, the basic pastoral understandings 
that underlie this research, and the setting for research in group train-
ing in clinical pastoral education. Against this background chapter 
five will consider the hypotheses and methodology of the study, chapter 
six will present the results and discuss their meaning and interpre-
tation, and chapter seven will summarize and draw what conclusions are 
possible. 
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CHAPTER II 
REV;IE\'1 OF THE LITERATURE 
The field of literature that must be reviewed for this study is 
fairly well defined by the specific practice being studied, that of 
group training in clinical pastoral education. This topic is at the 
crossing of two streams in the field of pastoral care. One stream is 
clinical training for pastoral care. The other is concern for pastor-
al care o£ groups. 
Since the nature of this study is evaluative with regard ~o the 
effects of clinical pastoral education, the reports of previous 
evaluations of the movement and of any of the programs in it must be 
considered. Discussion of the goals and techniques of clinical train-
ing belongs most properly in a later chapter on theoretical develop-
ment, and consideration of the representative and related literature 
may be left to it.l 
One aspect of the present research deals with the processes:of 
group life vie'l'red from a pastoral standpoint. Therefore, the liter-
ature dealing with pastoral care of groups had to be considered. 
Practically, it 'l'ras assumed that any paper "trritten by one ;.rhose 
specific practice "ras pastoral care or any paper appearing in a 
1. See chap. iv. 
5 
journal devoted to the field of pastoral care 't-tas relevant, if 
it treated group processes as subject matter. 
These two bodies of literature, "tTith their meeting point in 
group training :f'or pastoral care, cover the field in ~rhich this 
dissertation is written. However, the boundar,r around the field of 
pastoral care of gDoups is very permeable, and many influences from 
other fields seep in. Thus it would seem advisable to give some 
picture of the literature in the surrounding territory. The most 
closely related concerns are those of other approaches to the under-
standing and use of group phenomena made by others in the theological 
world. This f'act suggests that a :f'airly extensive review of the w·ork 
in religious education and group dynamics, as "trell as of the works 
suggesting a group focus for some part of' the Church 1 s 1<1ork, would be 
quite helpful. 
In the secular disciplines there are two major sources that have 
influenced the field of the pastoral care of groups. One of these is 
group psychotherapy. The other is that known as 11 group dynamics, 11 
having its historical roots primarily in the l'l'ork of Kurt Lewin. 
Actually, two major varieties of group dynamics work are discernible. 
There is writing that is oriented to practice ·in the field, particu-
larly in education or organization (e.g., industry), and most 
specifically in training for work with groups in such situations. Also, 
there is writing that reports laboratory experiments with groups. The 
purposes of' this chapter 'ti'ill be served by reference to r.epr~;~senta:.t:tve··~ 
'ITorks··.in each of these fields. 
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1. Evaluation of Clinical Pastoral Education 
There are probably aspects of evaluation of the movement in 
practically every paper produced by those in the field of clinical 
' 
pastoral education. It is still a young movement, which is con-
tinually involved in re-thinking itself, and this process always 
involves some evaluation. Ho,-tever, the literature directly devoted 
to evaluation is still quite sparse. FUrther, the bulk of it has 
appeared in the professional journal most directly concerned with 
clinical pastoral education. 
A few papers represent reactions of those '!!tho have had clinical 
training. Two published reports of students' reactions after a summer 
of training reveal a simple and similar pattern. One emphasized two 
benefits of the program: development of his skill in relating to 
persons and increase in his understanding of himself.l The other put 
his full emphasis upon the self-growth that he experienced as a re-
ligious person.2 
Another man~ wrote from the point of view of the effect he had 
seen in his ministry as a result of his clinical training. He found 
that his major gain from the program was the development of deeper 
appreciation of people and of greater ability to care for them in 
depth. Associated 'l'ti th this were four special gains in knowledge: 
(1) his ministry was to the entire community, (2) he could use and aid 
community agencies, (;) he and his church ~ame to recognize the importance 
1. Robert H. Challinor, 11A Student Evaluefti on of Clinical Training, 11 
Journal of Pastoral Care, ?(Fall-Winter, 1949), ;6-38. 
2. Anon., 11 Clinical Pastoral Training As a Religious Experience, 11 
J. Past. Care, 5(Spri~g, 1951), ;1-;5. 
of the institutional chaplaincy arld to support the work, and (4) he 
could see the bereaved, the lonely, the aged, the ill, and those about 
to be married as particularly needing pastoral ministrations. He felt 
that the net result in his church of his clinical training was an in-
creased effect of the church in the community and an increased confi-
dence of his church people in their pastor.l 
Wise comes to the task of evaluation from the standpoint o£ one 
who is engaged in seminary education, but >-rho has l-torked in the clinical 
situation. He evaluates the contributions of clinical training to 
theological education and finds them a needed complement to th~ 
academically oriented, more traditionally intellectual approach o£ the 
seminary. He points to the grounding of clinical pastoral education in 
the experience of relationship as the source of the deep meaning and 
value of the training. He suggests specific points at which this 
experience brings ile'llr life to the theological education of the stu·dent, 
including growth of appreciation of relationship to self, to others, 
and to God, working through the problems rti th the pastoral rol~, prep-
aration to make the most of later field-1-1ork experience, a.nd conver-
sation with other professions.2 
In the mid-forties, five Smith College social workers conducted 
a study of the program of clinical pastoral training at the New Jersey 
1. Robert C. Dodds, 11A Parochial Evaluation of Clinical Pastoral 
Training, 11 .. r. Past. Care, 2( Fall, 1948), 22-25. 
2. Carroll A. Wise, 11 The Place of Clinical Training in the Department 
of' Pastoral Theology, u J. Past. Care, 5(Spril1g, 1951), 46-52. 
8 
State Hospital, Greystone Park; New Jersey. Each of the ·five col-
laborators evaluated a different aspect of the program, and a digest 
of their study was published. One compared the characteristics of 
the students with their effectiveness in the program. She found that 
the follo,-7ing factors of students 1 backgrounds were positively related 
to effectiveness: having made a good personal adjustment, having three 
years of graduate work, baing over thirty years of age, and having had 
experience in a field related to religious "'tork.l 
The other four parts of the study dealt with the effectiveness of 
the academic and clinical work and the supervision, 2 and with the 
quality, as judged against the standards of the Hospital and of the 
Council for Clinical Training, of the students' work with various types 
of patients--psychotic,; psychoneurotic,4 and psychopathic.5 In each 
case, there was general evidence of effectiveness and of appreciation, 
but there was also evidence of inaffective work. The consistent empha-
ses of the writers are on the need for closer supervision and on the 
need for students to understand their role better. 
1. Mary E. Jolley, "Appraisal o.f a Clinical Pastoral Training Program, 
Part 1, 11 Smith College Studies in Social l'lork, 18( 1947-1948), 152-153· 
' 2. Lena K. Beck, "Appraisal of a Clinical Pastoral Training Program, 
Part 2, 11 ibid., PP• 153-154. 
;. Marya Ann Barlowski, UAppraisal of a Clinical Pastoral Training Pro-
gram, Part ;,n ibid., pp. 154-155· 
4. Mary W. Christian, "Appraisal of a Clinical Pastoral Training Program, 
Part 4, 11 ibid., PP• 155-1,0. 
5· Lorraine M. Rat1iffe, "Appraisal of a Clinical Pastoral Training 
Program, Part 5, 11 ibid., pp. 156-157. 
9 
More recently there seems to be an increasing interest in research 
int~ the effect of clinical pastoral education upon the students who take 
it. The first such study reported was a mailed-questionnaire-study of 
the students who had,taken clinical training during a ten year period at 
St. ·Elizabeth 1 s Hospital. Of the questionnaires sent out 80% were filled 
out and returned, revealing the following factors: almost all of the 
students were glad for the training (99% felt seminaries should require 
it); the great majority felt the training ha~ influenced their vocational 
orientation, and all who replied felt ·that the effect was constructive; 
99% felt there was a favorable effect of the program on their self-
development, and 89% felt they were helped by it; 98% felt it had a 
favorable effect on their interpersonal relations; most reported their 
outstanding impression in terms of their understandings of themselves or 
of themselves in relation to others; and the majority felt that the 
opportunities for self-awareness and/or development in interpersonal rela-
tions was the most helpful aspect of the program.l 
Thomas's study also used th~ questionnaire approach, but his primary 
focus was to compare full time and part time clinical training in ef-
fectiveness. For purposes of this revie1rr, the aspect of his study that 
is important is the substantial agreement he found th~oughout both groups 
on a generally very high valuation of the training. Overwhelmingly, this 
feeling of value was in terms of ~1 self-insight 11 and 11 personal grol'lth. 112 
1. Ernest E. Bruder and Marian L. Barb, "A Survey of Ten Years of Clinic-
al Pastoral Training at St. Elizabeth's Hospital," J. Past. Care, 
10(1956), 86-94. 
2. John R. Thomas, "Evaluations of Clinical Pastoral Training and 'Part-
Time 1 Training in a General Hospital, 11 J. Past. Care, 12( 1958), 28-;>8. 
10 
The other published study utilized the system of interpersonal 
diagnosis of personality developed by Leary.l Studying the four students 
and the supervisor in one program of clinical training, G,rnther and 
Kempson gave the test battery during the first and last weeks of the 
twelve week program. They found no significant change in the way the 
students rated one another, nor in the way the students rated themselves, 
nor in the projective self-ratings derived from MMPI scores. The writers 
suggest five possible explanations for this situation. (1) The tests were 
not sufficiently sensitive. (2) The subjects ·were relatively mature and 
experienced and might be beyond the time when they were readily amenable 
to change. (3) The personality of the supervisor may have hindered 
change. (4) The earlier clinical reports of changes through clinical 
training may have been distorted by hopes and wishes. (5) The changes 
may not appear until some time after the conclusion of the program. By 
and large the first two explanations seem to be disco~nted, and no further 
suggestions about the others are given. 
However, other interesting data was turned up by their testing. It 
was found that there was quite a bit of inter-level variability. The 
variation between self-ratings and ratings by others is discussed. The 
authors think that a sterotype of the ideal minister may have governed 
ratings of others more thanyactual social perception. This is indicated 
by the facts that the ratings of others are uniformly high and positive 
and that analysis of the covert relationships revealed on the check-lists 
1. For a presentation of this approach, see Timothy Leary, Interpersonal 
Diagnosis of Personality (New York: Ronald Press, 1957). See also 
the discussion below of this system of testing, in chap. v. 
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showed both positive and negative traits, fairly fine discriminations, 
and reciprocal dyadic relations. This situation is interpreted as indi-
eating that the group was still in its preliminary stages even at the 
end of the summer, and hence the mutual understanding and cohesion neces-
sary for seeing and rating accurately had not been developed. When the 
findings on covert ratings were shared with the students they indicated 
that these gave them a better understanding of themselves and that the 
covert ratings they had made represented feelings they had but couldn't 
express.~ 
Finally, two dissertations have recently been written which deal with 
clinical pastoral education. One of these is primarily a survey of what 
has been written about clinical training coupled with a survey of the 
programs at ten centers of training. The conclusion of the study was 
that the programs bring more rapid development of understanding of self 
and of human relations than would be the case with traditional class-
room methods.2 
Atwood's dissertation tried to determine the amount of personal 
change that occurred i~ fifty-four students in training in the centers 
accredited by the Council for Clinical Training. The heart of her 
method was the rating of diaries kept by the students during their train-
ing and of logs kept by their supervisors. The study confirmed the 
1. Malcolm D. Gynther and J. Obert Kempson, "Personal and Interpersonal 
Changes in Clinical Pastoral Training," J. Past. Care, 12(1958), 
210-219. 
2. Kenneth S. Crofoot, 11A Survey of Programs of Clinical Pastoral Edu-
cation in the Protestant Denominations of the United States as a 
Preparation for Pastoral Counseling11 (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, 
George Washington University, 1959). 
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hypotheses that the amount of personal change taking place in clinical 
training varies from student to student and that the amount of chabge 
that takes place is primarily ·related to the way in which the student 
sees himself and his relationships with others. However, the hypothesis 
that the changes which occur would show relationships with cerYain 
factors (maturity, pressure, and amount of influence in vocational 
choice) in the personality and life situation of the student vtas not 
confirmed. It is to be noted that those rating high in amount of change 
' "'>::. 
also sho"l'red significantly greater amounts of fee"Iing expressions and 
positive feelings. Further, the low group had more general insights than 
they did self-insights.l 
2. Pastoral Care of Groups 
Quite a fe\'1 papers have appeared in the last decade or so which deal 
with the pastoral care of groups. Ho,'lever, the relative newness of 
explicit concern for the field is revealed by the fact that ~11 the 
published papers have appeared as journal articles, except one which is 
an article in a collection on group ..,.rork in several fields and by the 
fact that all of the three dissertations found 't'Tere written at Boston 
University. ~Ao of the articles and one dissertation deal specifically 
\ITith group training. The rest can be grouped together under the rubric 
of 11tp.e pastoral psychology of groups.tt 
i. Pastoral Psychology of Groups 
Far and atqay the most prolific "I'Tri ter in the field has been Robert C. 
1. Barbara Mae Atwood, "Personal Change in Clinical Pastoral Training" 
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1958). 
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Leslie; he devoted his dissertation to the subject and: has since published 
several articles on it. All o£ this wri~ing can be seen as the development 
of the implications and meanings of three basic points. First, the Church 
has a long history of concern for groups and of recognition of the values 
in group life.l Second, ministers can learn from group therapy and thus 
perform their own work with groups in a better way.2 Third, the thera-
peutic approach to groups has a vital place in the Church's life.? This 
approach may be utilized directly in therapy groups in the church,4 or it 
may be utilized indirectly by application of its principles in work with 
the other regular groups of the church.5 
In his writings Leslie offers several ideas about group processes as 
the pastor may use them in his work with groups. He sees such groups as 
having, ideally, a therapeutic function and he suggests what the charac-
teristics of a therapeutic orientation are. In one article he says that 
the characteristics of a 11pure 11 therapy group are (1) an avowed therapeutic 
purpose which serves as a focus for the group's work, (2) a more basic 
concern with feelings than with ideas, (3) a focus on the interaction, both 
the activities and the relationships, present in the group at any time, 
1. Robert C. Leslie, 11 Group Therapy as a Method for Church Work" (un-
published Ph.D. dissertation, Boston University, 1948), pp. 46-122. 
2. See ibid., PP• 22-45 and 251-284; also, Leslie, 11 Group Therapy for 
Emotional Re-Education, 11 J. Past. Care, ;(Summer, 1949), 1-5· 
;. See Leslie, 11 Group Therapy: A:New'Approach for the Church," Pastoral 
Psychology, 6(April, 1955), 9-14. 
4. Leslie, 11 Pastoral Group Psychotherapy," Group Psychotherapy, 3(1950), 
28-72. 
5· Leslie, 11 Group Therapy: A New • • • • 11 
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and (4) the characteristic role of the leader.l In another article he 
applies this basis to the therapeutic orientation that can 1be developed in 
various church groups, suggesting the following characteristics of the 
orientation: (1) The group is able to see each member as a child o£ God 
and accept him, providing the equivalent of the therapy group's per-
missiveness, (2) the group serves as a substitute family in which the 
leader is the parent and the members are the siblings, and (;) the group 
works to modify' members 1 attitudes, thus bringing into being ne;-1 alignments 
of emotional forces. 2 
The therapeutic orientation is to..,.Tard change, and Leslie suggests in 
another article a way of seeing the basic states of growth for a group 
life, and the stages through which members can develop in the group. The 
first stage of group grm~h is one of testing-out, in which the members 
are mostly defensive with one another and are testing the leader. The 
second stage is one of resistance, expressed as hostility to the leader and 
partirlmarly to his method. The third stage brings acceptance, in -v:hich 
social concern and emulation of the leader occur as the members come to 
understand the method and try to 11ork things out together. The fourth 
and final stage is that of responsibility, as the group functions ef-
fectively and its members express their feelings of responsibility for the 
group. 
The levels of' individual growth are pictured as follo\'Ts: first, de-
fensiveness--each member seeks to know the others before he reveals him-
1. llii· 
2. Leslie, 11 Pastoral Group Psychotherapy." 
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self; second, anxiety--there is hostility among the members; third, in-
creasing expression of personal feelings--the leader's consistent accept-
ance o£ feelings, including anxiety and hostility, helps the group to move 
through them; fourth, introspection--the members are able to look into 
themselves and into one another; finally spontaneity--there is free and 
creative use of :f'eelings for growth; ho1-1ever, not all are ever able to 
reach this culminating stage of individual growt~. 1 
In another place, Leslie re-casts this process in terms of communi-
cation, He suggests that one of the great blocks to communication is un-
said feelings and that the development of the therapeutically oriented 
group is development of ability to deal with these feelings and to use 
them creatively for the good of' the group. It is in group interaction 
that members can come to have open communication and can come to see and 
accept themselves and others. 2 
Obviously £or such an approach to be effective proper leadership is 
needed; much of its special nature derives from the special nature of the 
role of the leader. Basically, Leslie sees the leader's task as creating 
the therapeutic atmosphere in the group by supporting the members in their 
creativity.j If there is to be a therapeutic contract it is up to the lea-
der to set it, and, in~any event, he may offer comments interpreting t~e 
processes going on in the group.4 
1. Leslie, 11 Gro"t-rth through Group Interaction," J. Past. Care, 
5(Spring, 1951), ;6-45. 
2. Leslie, 11 Group Experience and Communication in Interper~onal Rela-
tions,n J. Past. Care, 11(1957), 65-72. 
j. See Leslie, "Pastoral Group Psychotherapy. 11 
4. See Leslie, 11 Group Therapy: A Ne'iT • • • • 11 
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In one discussion of the leader's role, Leslie develops these basic 
ideas a little further. It is the leader's acceptance that sets the tone 
for the group to be accepting. Thus he needs to be able to understand and 
handle the £eelings that are aroused in the group, especially anxiety and 
hostility. The group will take its clue fo~ its procedure from the lea-
der, not only in setting an accepting atmosphere but in engaging in sel£-
evaluation and in accepting criticism. In all these ways the role of the 
leader is that of catalyst. Also, because of the nature of the process 
with which he is \'Torking, the leader should underst·and "trhen tension has 
· become too great for the group and how to relieve it. This means, too, 
being able to see and meet excessive anxiety in individ,ual members should 
it arise.l 
Leslie has applied these ideas to his O\'ln work with various groups. 
His work in group training will be discussed in the next section of this 
chapter. The present review of his work may be concluded by reference to 
a brief article he wrote on some group work he was doing with mental hos-
pital patients. He saw his leadership of the group, as Chaplain, help-
ing to make the group therapeutic, for he aimed basically for the free 
expression of feeling~~ reconciliation. ~no companion goals were 
reality-testing, using the group as a mock society, and rehabilitation. 
He used activity to stimulate feeling. Content programs were utilized, 
and projects, especially service projects, were encourated. The focus 
of this activity \-tas, however, the release of free expression of feeling, 
the basically therapeutic task.2 
1. Leslie, 11 GrO\'lth through Group •••• 11 
2. Leslie, 11 The Role of the Chaplain in Patient Relationships: Group 
Counseling, 11 J. Past. Care, 6(Winter, 1952), 4;:;-46. 
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The Kew brothers have published in one of' the journals dealing 't>ri th 
pastoral care three articles that fall under the heading of pastoral care 
of groups. Their primary orientation toward group psychotherapy being 
conducted under the auspices of the church is present in the first article 
published, 1 and their central idea of the nature of the therapeutic group 
as the 11new family 11 i~ made explicit in the second article.2 However, 
the most complete elaboration of their ideas is contained in the third 
article.; 
They suggest a feTtT techniques to facilitate the process of emotional 
re-education that occurs in life in the net;T family of the therapeutic 
group. One is the encouragement of patients to f'ree. associate. A second 
is for the leader to interpret and help the patients to work through the 
material they present. Three other suggested techniques are actually 
specifications of kinds of interpretations to be emphasized. Analysis 
of transference and counter-transf'erence among the patients and from the 
patients to the leader and analysis of the resistances that arise are 
necessary types of interpretations. Analysis of dreams is a useful, but 
. . 
not necessary, form of interpreting that should be avoided if the therapist 
is not adequately trained. 
They see great value in group psychotherapy and favor the church as a 
sponsor for it. However, they suggest that the minister who is not 
1. Clifton E. Kew and Clinton J. Kew, "Group Psychotherapy in a Church 
Setting, 11 Past. Psych., 1( Jan., 1951), 31-;7. 
2. Clifton E. Kettr, 11 Group Healing in the Church, 11 Past. Psych., 
5(March, 1954), 44-50. 
;. Clifton E. Ket;r and Clinton J. Kew, "Principles and Values of Group 
Psychotherapy under Church Auspices, 11 Past. Psych., 6(April, 1955), 
;7-48. 
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trained in deep psychotherapy should not engage in it with groups. On the 
other hand, they make the point that the minister-can utilize some of the 
principles of group psychotherapy in something like discussion groups for 
personal problems_. In such groups the minister can help to provide an 
accepting atmosphere and.help the members to gain in their ability to 
understand and deal with their emotions. Such activities as giving talks 
or suggesting readings would be in order for him. But, basically, he is 
to see the group as the new f'amily and work v-Ti th it ,.1i th this key in 
mind.1 
Howard's dissertation represents an attempt to use a change-oriented 
approach '1-Tith a church youth group. The methods he utilized in the group 
werg role-playing, member ev~luation, the administration of sociometric 
and Rorschach tests to understand the members and their inter-relations, 
and in addition he served as an observer for many of the group meetings, 
recording the interactions, besides meeting with interested group members 
in a study group on the group. The group did change, but not in the 
direction Howard was trying to promote. It disintegrated, and the disser-
tation is an interesting study in social disintegration. The particular 
problem that ''~'as not overcome was the person of the adult advisor to the 
group, who served as- its leader. Howard concluded from this that groups 
that are to bring change need leaders who are adequately trained.2 
The one article he has had published is more directly related to the 
subject of this dissertation. In it he writes about the kind of group 
,'l'hich is studied here. These interpersonal groups he sees as having no 
1. ill..£.· 
2. Judson D. Ho'l'rard, 11An Action Research Project in a Church Group 11 
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Boston University, 1950). 
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task but simply to observe the relations and feelings among the group 
members, the goings on in the group. He refers to two foci of inter-
action, the threat of the loss of a member and concern with the leader. 
Facing these foci provides members l'ri th the opportunity to experience 
warmth in the group as the threatened separation is dealt with and to 
gro''l' through the appraisal of their feelings about the leader. 
Basic problems are involved in these dealings. The deepest inter-
member problem is handling the expression of warm feelings, whether they 
be positive or negative. Two issues of considerable consequence are a 
part of this problem. One is the matter of 11 self-other evaluations" 
of the order of who cares more for whom. The other is the tendency to 
avoid irritation; to speak one's feelings is to show that one cares, and 
this is an embarrassing situation. Also involved is the matter of the 
members' feelings about the leader, for wham there is much concern and 
about whom there are many misperceptions. 
As the group goes about its task, the leader functions as a 11 strong 
father." He is permissive to a considerable degree, thus giving a large 
measure of freedom to the members. However, he also provides certain 
essential limits, notably the time and place of the meeting and the neces-
sity of members' staying in the group. He thus assists the members to 
face the foci of feeling and interaction, thus bringing greater under-
standing to the members~·understanding that would be lost if too great 
concentration upon a group task were to make it tmpossible to deal with 
such feelings. 1 
1. Hol'l'ard, 11 Pastoral Experiences in Interpersonal Groups, 11 Past. Psych., 
6(April, 1955), 25-,0. 
2.0 
Price has suggested that a minister can counsel by using counseling 
groups. These can be started for the specific purpose of counseling if 
the minister is respected as a counselor, or they may be developed frorrL',.' 
groups already existing or started around an interest. At any rate, the 
group may develop an agreed upon counseling orientation, ~-rith goals of 
acceptance, expression, evaluation, planning, and responsibilit~. 
The leader will set the tone of acceptance and permissiveness, but 
he will li'ork in a group-centered way, aiming to help the group to be its 
oTtrn authority, with him in the role of equal-member-resource-person. His 
primary goal l'l'ill be to facilitate the group 1 s connnunication. To achieve 
this end he will not direct or coerce the group, but he will assist l'lhere 
it might be helpful or necessary. He may present a problem for consid-
eration or suggest such a technique as buzz groups or role-playing to 
help stimulate participation. He may interpret and/or summarize using 
skill and caution and avoiding artificiality. Also, he may give support 
when it is needed. In all these ways, the minister will seek to help 
the group to develop and to bring mutual need satisfaction to its members, 
along with understanding of the defense patterns they brought to the 
group. 1 
Anderson writes of the advisability of applying the principles of 
"group dynamics 11 to the local church situation. He explains this as a 
kind of person-centered ministry. In the church the leadership roles 
are shared by all, and the minister loses leadership and serves as a 
resource person. However, he must perform certain functions to help· to 
1. John M. Price, 0 The Processes of Group Counseling, 11 in Wayne E. Oates 
( ed.), An Introduction to Pastoral Counseling (Nashville: Broadman 
Press, 1959), PP• 282-294. 
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build the necessary atmosphere in the groups of the church. These func-
tions are understanding the meanings of what is said in order to facilitate 
expression, accepting all viewpoints and feelings expressed, clarifYing, 
listening, integrating, allowing the group to make its Ol'tn decisions, 
allowing the group to feel responsible for itself, and allowing~he group 
to do its own evaluating. He suggests the use of role-playing, member-
observers, checklists, and buzz-sessions as ways of developing ~he 
group's life. 
He reports using this approach with a fellowship study group, the 
church benevolence committee, and the church school curriculum committees. 
He found the method effective with these groups. The members did a good 
job and enjoyed doing it, and in the process he noted several good effects. 
This group life became healthier and stronger. There was increased effi-
ciency of productivity in.the long run. Real learning took place. Some 
therapeutic by-products occurred. A more intensive feeling of belonging 
developed in the groups. On the basis of this he suggests that the vigor 
of the church depends on the people rather than on the minister and urges 
such a person-centered ministry. 1 
Yoder reports on follcn-ring through on an idea that both Leslie and the 
Kews suggested, that a kind of therapy group could be developed out of 
existing groups in the church. He conducted a twelve session, one-hour-
a-week group on 11Solving Personal Problems" for six high school young 
people. The group developed out of the eonfirmation Class. In leading 
the group he focused on creating an atmosphere of acceptance in which 
1. Philip H. Anderson, 11 Group Dynamics in a Local Church, 11 Past. Psych., 
'(~an., 195,), 19-25. 
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feelings and conflicts could be faced. Further, he strove to understand 
the personal needs of the members and through this to help them to under-
stand themselves e.nd one another better. His feeling we.s that.~the young 
people he.d derived considerable benefit from the experience.! 
One other paper focused on the local church situation. In it 
Wittenberg presents several suggestions, with illustrations of their use, 
f~r group leaders on how to build good group discipline. The emphasis is 
upon making discipline group-centered. However, the fact the.t all the 
examples e.re drawn from such groups reveals the assumption the.t the paper 
is·for those who e.re working with children's or young people's groups.2 
Two other mental hospital chaplains, besides Leslie, he.ve reported 
something about their work with groups,of patients. Anton Boisen writes 
of carrying on three different types of work with groups of patients at 
Elgin Ste.te Hospital. One o£ thes~ for patients on the receiving wards, 
is e. formal meeting at \'lhich e. ce.se is presented e.nd discussed. Such 
meetings have twelve to fifty in e.ttendence, e.nd the emphasis is upon in-
forming e.s well e.s upon discussing. Often these meetings e.re begun with 
group singing. On the disturbed wards e. more informal meeting is held, 
but no description of it is given in the article. Finally, the Sunday 
morning service provides e. group experience, e.nd it is directed to meet-
ing the needs of the patients.;5 Boisen comments, 11 0ur e.im is the fur-
J • ~ .. ., : 
1. H. We.l ter Yoder, 11 Solving Personal Problems in e. Church Group, 11 
Pe.st. Psych., 6(April, 1955), ;51-;56. 
2. Rudolph M. Wittenberg, 11 Ree.ching the Individual through the Group, 11 
Pe.st. Psych., 2(June, 1951), 41-47. 
;5. Anton T. Boisen, 11 Group Therapy: The Elgin Ple.n, '~ Pe.st. Bsych., 
5(Me.rch, 1954), ;5;5-;58. , ..... . 
therance of fellowship among our people and the exchange of experiences 
regarding the laws of the spiritual life. 11 ~ 
The aspect of group meaning in worship for patients was a major con-
cern of the ward services on chronic wards reported by Klink. His services 
were thirty-five to forty-five minutes in length, but 'l'rere not structured 
as to program. As chaplain and leader of the services he varied his pro-
grams and would look to the dynamic interactions of the group as a part 
of the service. Attendance was entirely voluntary. Elements of consist-
ency were provided by him as regular leader, the physicial arrangement of 
sitting in a circle of chairs, and closing by singing "God Be With You." 
Two foci of interaction were highlighted in his work. One was the com-
municative meaning of patients' movement toward or away from the center of 
the group. The other was identification of one's self with the group by 
the patients. He found that the oblique communication in the worship 
setting served to reduce the threat of dynamic meanings, and that those 
meanings could be worked at in such a worship setting.2 
All of the writings revie'l'led thus far have been by professional 
churchmen who have become interested in group work.; There are alsa in 
the literature on the pastoral psychology of groups three articles by 
professional group therapists who have become interested in some aspecR 
1. Ibid., P• ;7. 
2. Thomas w. Klink, llGroup Movement in the Ward Religious Service, 11 
J. Past. Care, 10(1956), 177-181. 
;. Actually the writings of the Kews are the product of terum~ork be-
tween a clergyman and a group psychotherapist. 
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of the work o£ the church. One of these articles suggests how group 
leadership in church groups may be improved.! Another is a comment on 
emotional expression in groups by a psychiatrist who has worked in train-
ing groups for ministers.2 The third is a major presentation of a group 
therapy program carried out by social scientists under the auspices of 
a church.? 
Gor.don sets forth for church group leaders the basic ideal common 
in 11 group dynamics" literature, that o£ the "democratic group 11 with 
11 group-centered leadership." He points to six charac~eristics of such 
a group. (1) The members of the group determine their own goals, and 
such goals prove to be more beneficial than goals determined in adv.ance 
by the leader. (2) ~he group members are able to have a voice in deci-
sions that affect· them. (?) The leader has faith that the members of the 
group can arrive at correct decisions. (4) The leader trusts people, 
respecting individuals' capacities. (5) The members' real participation 
in the group builds a better group and brings greater acceptance of the 
group's decisions. (6) Because the group is able to tap the resources of 
all its members, it·is able to make wiser decisions. 
To bring about this quality of group life the leader must be truly 
group-centered. Gordon suggests two major aspects of this role. First, 
1. Thomas Gordon, 11 The Challenge of a New Conception of Leadership, 11 
Past. Psych., 6(April, 1955), 15-24. 
2. Robert w. Hyde, "Communication of Feeling in Group Psychotherapy, 11 
J. Past. Care, 6(Fa11, 1952), 26-??· 
?• Hubert Coffey et !1 (eds.), 11Community Service and Social Research--
Group Psychotherapy in a Church Program, 11 Journal of Social Issues, 
6( 1950) ' 2-64. 
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it involves working to remove the various psychological blocks to 
members' participation by creating an accepting atmosphere in the group. 
Since the major blocks are feelings of lack of worth as persons and 
feelings that contributions will be rejected, the best approach for the 
leader is to receive all contributions without evaluating them. The 
second aspect of the role is the distribution of leadership functions 
throughout the group; that is, the leader surrenders his leadership to the 
group. In this way the problems of authority-transference are handled. 
The method suggested involves the leader's giving up the bulk of the 
leadership functions people usually recognize as such and his turning 
over to the group as much as he can of th~ authority. Gordon suggests, 
and illustrates, that a group conducted in this way will bring deep 
learnings of responsibility.! 
The thesis of Hyde is of three parts. The first part is that while 
it is desirable for people to be able to recognize and express their 
feelings, too many are unable to do so. Instead they deny and rationalize, 
or make the feelings over into something else, or suppress them. One 
special fear that causes feelings to be so blocked is the £ear that i£ 
they are expressed they will be over-expressed and that this will bring 
retaliation. 
The second part o£ his thesis is that what is needed to correct this 
is to help persons see that direct expression o£ their feelings has 
desirable effects and that the effect of the devices of non-expression is 
warping; and, groups are an excellent setting in which to do this. In a 
group where the leader can accept feelings and help the members to accept 
1. Gordon. 
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feelings, persons can learn that retaliation does not automatically 
fo'llow. Thus, they increase their ability to express their feelings. 
FUrther, in the group encounter they come to see in others defensive 
patterns and misperceptions of feelings,· ;.rhich as the encounter continues 
they are able to recognize in themselves. 
Part three of ~de's thesis is that thus dealing with feelings is 
related to two Christian principles. One of theae is that it is necessary 
for persons to understand each other. The other is the principle of 
turning the other cheek, which he interprets as remaining in the encounter 
situation without withdrawing when one is hurt or threatened.! 
The bulk of the report of the therapy program directed by Coffey 
deals with the techniques and effectiveness of the method of group 
therapy used. For the purposes of this review only the basic character-
istic of this need be considered. The approach used emphasized the social 
aspects of personal development and the therapeutic resources of the 
special social enviroment provided by the therapy group.2 In addition, 
the comments of the minister of the church that sponsored the program are 
worthy of note. He suggests that he came to see that therapy was needed 
for many who came to the church 1 s programs, particularly students. When 
he saw this he arranged for the church to support the program·of group 
therapy. It is his feeling that such a program l·ras a legitimate ~x­
pression of the Church's concern for the development of pe~sonality.; 
1. Hyde. 
2. Coffey et al, esp. PP• 25-61. 
;. Raymond J. Cope, 11 The Church Studies Its Emerging Fbnction, 11 ibid., 
PP• 5-l;. 
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ii. Training through groups 
Hyde and Leslie were apparently the first to work at formal group 
training for ministerial students. They reported on five year's experi-
ence with their course on group therapy for theological students. Al-
though the students had other experiences in the course (seeing st~f:f' 
meetings, working with some patient groups in the Hospital), the center 
of the course was a group :f'or the students. With a limit o£ ten members 
and with Leslie (the Chaplain) and EYde (a psychiatrist) serving as lead-
ers, the group met :f'or thirty sessions. 
Four main -stages are reported to have occurred. First was a period 
o£ becoming acquainted, which would include some 11testing" of' the leader 
and a s·truggle :f'or leadership among the members. Then would come a time 
when ho13tility to"torard the leader was focal, and the leader helped the 
group t1' work through their resistances and handle them better. This re-
sulted j_n a time when deep personal problems were shared by the members. 
The final stage involved the members' seeing their own problems in others 
and the1.r working on them. It was noted that earlier in the group the 
members took their cues to group activity from the leaders, but later in 
' 
the group's life they were able to see and point out what was going on for 
themselv·es.l 
This program was the subject of Boyd's dissertation. He studied one 
group of' students who took such training. He administered the Rorschach 
Test and the T.A.P. Social Attitude Battery both before and after the 
program. He also had a specially structured role perception interview 
1. Robert W. Hyde and Robert 0. Leslie, "Introduction to Group Therapy 
:f'or Graduate Theological Students," J. Past. Care, 6(Summer, 1952), 
19-27. 
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with the students before and after. His concluding evaluation "t-ras bol-
stered by the use of' the EYde Interpersonal Relations Test, a socio-
metric analysis, a final intervie1o~, and a clinical evaluation. In addi-
tion, he performed a content analy~i~ on the material provided by the 
group sessions. 
The results of' the psychological testing revealed the following: 
(1) the group as a 1-rhole showed more improvement, in general, than the 
individuals in it, (2) the statistical significance attaching to the 
group changes was greater than that o£ the individual changes, (3) the 
group's Rorschach showed positively more adjustment signs after the 
course than before, ( 4) the 11 ~-eneral role stress 11 of' the group ''~as de-
creased sign.if'icantly, ( 5) the religious attitudes after the course 1-1ere 
truly more equalitarian than before, (6) most test variables sho11red no 
significant change, and (7) in all cases there was some trend toward at 
least part of the complex of' better personal adjustment, greater role 
perception, and more equalitarian social attitudes. 
The clinical evaluations pointed toward a positive effect of' the 
group. The group developed in several ways, including its problem-solving 
ability, its acceptance of' dynamic goals for the group interaction, and 
its members' roles and psychological growth. The members showed most im-
provement in regard to their ability 6.£ self-understanding. There i'Tas 
evidence of the members' growing abilities to evaluate themselves. The 
sociometric analysis showed a change toward acceptance and liking among 
the members. A survey of students l'Tho had taken the course tw·o years 
earlier showed that they were using group dynamics in their church work; 
that is, they were practicing what the members of' the group studied were 
~lanning to do. Further, it 1-ras suggested that the group and the hospital 
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setting provide mutual inter-stimulation for the students. 
Four stages of group life were hypothesized and substantiated by use 
of Bales' interaction process analysis, and by the content analysis. The 
first stage was 11 transference, 11 in which the building of relationships and 
the development of a therapeutic orientation occurred. The second stage· 
was 11 catharsis, 11 in which the members' unresolved feelings were returned 
to and released. 11 Gaining of insight, 11 the third stage, centered on open 
expression of behavioral patterns and therapeutic interpretations of those 
patterns by members and leader alike. The application of these insights 
and trying out the new understandings in the group made up the fourth 
stage of 11reality-testing. 111 
The basic nature of this approach to group therapy training is em-
bodied in one of Boyd's concluding comment·s. 11It may be held quite firmly 
that one of the effects of group psychotherapy on the personality struc-
tures of the members l-ras to enable them to· release the feelings and re-
vie>-r those attitudes which estranged them 'from their fellow : .llian, and by 
actual participation in a group given to the getting and giving of human 
support, to foster a more spontaneous interest in the needs of the other 
person. 112 
Since Leslie has become a professor in a theological school, he has 
conducted a similar course in the academic setting. He reports that he en-
titled the course 11 Group Therapy and Mental Health11 and that it met for 
for twelve l'leeks, l'Tith one two-hour session each week. No agenda or out-
1. Richard 11. Boyd, 11 The Use of Group Psychotherapy in the Professional 
Training of Ministers 11 (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Boston 
University, 1952). 
2. Ibid., P• 351. 
;o 
line was presented, other than the three goals, to study the process of 
group life in order to be able to recognize barriers to real communication, 
to come to see the determining role feelings play in group life, and to 
develop a sense of the primary significance of the role played by the lead-
er. 
To accomplish this the leader provides a demonstration of authority 
in action without being authoritarian, thus providing structure and sup-
port, but no answers. Also, one member serves each time as observer, 
>-rriting up his report on the interactions and reading it at the beginning 
of the next session for the members' reactions. Leslie notes several 
results often achieved by this group approach. Feelings that have been 
blocking communication ;-rere grought to a;-rareness. Sensitivity to others 
increased. New confidence in group processes began to appear. There 
was some learning that it is more effective for the group to try to 
change an individual by acceptance than by pressure. Finally, the mem-
bers came to be aware of their own patterns of behavior and of the roles 
they typically played in the group. 1 
In a paper on the approach to supervision in clinical pastoral ed-
ucation at Boston State Hospital, Howard briefly describes·the form of 
group training he has been developing.2 Since this approach is the one 
used in the group studied in this dissertation, it is described in chap-
1. Leslie, "The Therapeutic Group Experience as a Course in the Theologi-
cal School Curriculum," in Helen I. Driver (ed.), Counseling and 
Learning through Small-Group Discussion (Madison, Wis.: Monona Publi-
cations, 1958), PP• 346-350. 
2. Howard, "Holq Is Supervision Actually Carried Out ? 11 in Ernest E. 
Bruder and Marian L. Barb (ads.) Clinical Educati.on for the Pastoral 
Ministry (n.p., The Advisory Committee on.Clinical P.astoral Educa-
tion, 1958), PP• 113-114. 
ter iv. At this point, it is sufficient to note what Howard feels to be 
the core of the phenomena in the group. "The basic issue of the group be-
gins to emerge: the hostility toward the leader has been due to the 
warmth and closeness implicit in the group itself. nl 
). Related Church Group t'lork 
i. Religious Education 
There is quite a growing literature in religious education on group 
work. The basic forms taken by it seem to be well illustrated in two re-
cent books in the field and in three symposia on the subject in the pro-
fessional journals. The purposes of this chapter will be adequately 
served by brief summaries of these. 
Douty has written a handbook for those in religious education to use 
in trying to increase the effectiveness of their program of work with 
groups. Her basic emphases are on the fact that most of the work of the' 
church occurs in groups and on the fact that concern for the dynamic life 
of the groups will make their work more effective and ~'lill provide an 
avenue for religious growth of the members. 
The major characteristics of the approach she recommends involved 
most basically working to help the group to develop its unity, its ability 
to discuss, plan, and work together, and to ground its functioning in con-
cern for each individual member. Many suggestions are given on ways of 
proceeding toward this aim in groups which one leads. Also, she suggests 
that beginning with the Church School staff as a group is a good way of 
1. Ibid., P• 114. 
developing this emphasis throughout the program.! 
Clemmons aims toward the same complex of goals, but he appro~ches 
his concern more theologically, and he uses maturity and communication as 
his two basic concepts for group life. The emphasis on the members of 
groups growing and doing for themselves is repeated by Clemmons, but he 
places this view within the context of the position that maturely fUnc-
tioning Christian groups provide a redemptive community.2 
The earliest of the symposia consisted of four articles. One of these 
suggested one way of applying the principles of group dynamics by develop-
ing neighborhood groups.9 Another wondered i£ group dynamics was all it 
claimed to be. He thought it had more 11mystique11 than science, and that 
many of its techniques were just time-honored doings in new dress.4 The 
ofher t>·To articles, by religious educators, made the same basic point. 
Leadership in groups should aim to help the members to share the leadership 
and to grow as persons through the interaction of the group. One labeled 
such a group ndemocratic. 115 and the other labeled it 11personality-centered, 116 
but both had the same basic understanding of what should be done and why. 
1. Mary Alice Douty, How to York with Church Groups (Nashville: Abingdon, 
1957)· 
2. Robert s. Clemmons, Pynamics of Christian Adult Education (Nashville: 
Abingdon, 1958). 
~. 1.fesner Fallaw, 11Developing the Neighborhood Group, 11 Religious 
Ea~cation, 46(1951), 5~4-541. 
4. Robert G. Gunderson, "Dangers in Group Dynamics," ibid., PP• ~42-~44. 
5. Ross Snyder, ,n Group Dynamics in the Life of the Church, 11 ibid., 
pp. ~2~-528. 
6. Harry DeWire, 11 The Group in Christian Education, 11 ibid., PP• ~29-~~~. 
The second symposium was key-noted by Lippitt, who suggested that 
group dynamics was necessar,r to effective religious education; that is, 
the study of the processes of the group's functioning would help to make 
better groups. To illustrate this, he made many suggestions for group 
work based on the work of the researchers in.group dynamics.l This basic 
key-note was developed in the other articles. One illustrated how group 
dynamics could be used in classes teaching religious education.2 Another 
was devoted to a discussion of the meaning and necessity of evaluation as 
a regular aspect of group life.) The last worked on the point that lead-
ers trained in group dynamics principles \'Tere needed in religious educa-
tion groups. Basic group dynamics concepts and techniques were suggested 
for such training.4 
The third ·symposium seems to be more directed at the worker in the 
local church (a difference consonant with the difference between the 
International Journal of Religious Education and Religious Education). 
Several of the articles are pointed toward sho\dng the need of sen.si ti ve 
work with groups. 'Some of the articles relate this need to the basic 
task of ~xistian education.5 Others relate it to the basic functional 
1. Gordon L. Lippitt, "Religious Education and Group Dynamics," 
Rel. Ed., 47(1952), 371-4ol. 
2. Paul B. Maves, 11 Group Dynamics in the Class Room, 11 ibid., pp. 381-386. 
3· Warren H. Schmidt, liEvaluation: The Key to Systematic Learning f'rom 
Experience,n ibid., PP• 378-)80. 
4. Tilden Harrison, "Training Methods for Improving Group Leadership," 
ibid., PP• 387-392. 
5· Lowell B. Hazzard, "'Where Two or Three ••• , 111 International 
Journal of Religious Education, ;)(May, 19.57), ); Ross Snyder, "Mem-
bers One of .Another ••• , 11 ibid., pp·. 8-9; Dwight E. Stevenson, 
11 'Only Christ and Each Other, 111 ibid., pp. 10-11; Cynthia C. i'ledel, 
nGroup Life in the Church, 11 ibid., PP• 14-15. 
needs of individuals in groups.l One article sets forward the basic 
needs for effective group functioning, following essentially the pat-
tern developed in the National Training Laboratory.2 Four articles are 
aimed at leaders of groups in religious education. One suggests some of' 
the dangers that good group procedure can avoid.3 Another gives specific 
advice on teaching using group procedures that will be as effective as 
possible.4 One presents the function of leading as enabling the group 
to grow an~ to fulfill its Ol1n needs, along with some ideas of what such 
a role i'Tould involve.5 The last article puts f'or1tard some thoughts about 
training leaders for such an approach to leadership. It recommends a 
training program including supervised experience in small groups, and 
some techniques for self improve~ent are suggested as we11.6 
The major feature observable in all of the writings in all three 
symposia is the essenti~l dependence upon the group dynamics developments 
in secula-r educational and agency '\'Tork, and particularly in the '\'rork of 
the National Training Laborato~. More recently, there has been a growing 
emphasis upon placing this approach within the context of the Church's. 
basic concerns in eduoation.7 However, in a recent article, Lippitt needed 
1. Reuel L. Howe, 11Help Me Become a Person, 11 ibid., pp. 4-6; Jesse H. 
Ziegler, "Don 1 t Threaten Me, 11 ibid. , pp. 6-7. 
2. Jack R. Gibb, 11 Groups Are Made--Not Born, 11 ibid., pp. 12-13. 
;. Jesse H. Ziegler, 11 Group Dangers--Beware," ibid., PP• 16-17. 
4. Paul B. Maves, "Hot·T to Teach in Groups, 11 ibid., pp. 18-19. 
5· Harleigh B. Trecker, 11What Are the Leader's Roles?" ibid., PP• 20-22. 
6. Warren H. Schmidt, 11Leaders with a.. New Vie,.,, 11 ibid., PP• 22-2;. 
7• The manner of approach taken by Clemmons is an excellent example of 
this trend. 
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to list as two of the greatest needs in the field of group religious 
education those of expanding the amount of research done on group dynam-
ics within the field of religious education and of training religious 
education workers for such action research.! 
ii. Group Approach in Church Work 
Some of the suggestions of the applicability of group emphases in 
the church have taken a different form than focusing on either pastoral 
care or religious education. Some have dealt with a group-centered 
approach to organization and administration; Douglass' book serves well 
to represent this aspect.? Others have been grounded in the Church's 
long-standing concern for groups as places for spiritual growth (for in-
stance, prayer cells). Casteel's book shows one way·1o£'f'u·si)'lg~ ... . : ··.- -:; 
the face-to-face group for spiritual growth.; 
The main burden of Douglass' argument is that persons may develop 
through participation in effectively functioning groups. A second point 
which he ~nterweaves with this one is that groups will be more productive 
if they are concerned for the spiritual gro~~h of their members. The or-
ganizing concepts for his presentation are the necessary function of 
goals in binding and directing group members, the importance of all in the 
group being a part of its decision-making, the need for development of 
1. Gordon L. Lippitt, 11 Trends in Group ))ynamics and Their Implications 
for Religious Education, 11 Rel. Ed. ,. 5;( 1958), :59-46. 
2. Paul F. Douglass, The Group l7orkshop t'lay in the Church (New York: 
Association Press, 1956). 
;. John L. Casteel, S~iritual Renewal through Personal Groups (New York: 
Association Press, 1957). 
maturity as group members, and the basic worth of all individuals (w·hich 
he sees as needing to be made a value for the group).l 
Douglass is writing primarily to church leaders, and he atte~pts to 
demonstrate his thesis to them, as well as to present a methodology by 
which they may make the groups in their church more maturely effective. 
He includes many suggestions of' specific techniques that may be used. 
Also, the book contains much illustrative material, drawn both from 
churches with effective group plans and from other community institutions.2 
It is not necessary to review these contributions here; rather, it will 
suffice to point out that the basic tenor of the way he ·presents his 
m~in points, as well as of the kind of techniques he suggests, is much 
like that of many writings on the application of group dynamics princi-
plea of human relations in an organization. Thus, it may, be concluded 
~hat Douglass is trying to bring about application of the principles of 
group dynamics to the work of the local church. 
Casteel presents reports from eight churches and one state women 1s 
group on their work with small groups meeting especially for spiritual 
renewal. The purposes of this review will be served by presenting the 
main points from Casteel 1s summary. He found that there were several 
respects in which the groups were basically similar in the various set-
tinge, although they had been begun independently. The groups were small, 
. 
face-to-face groups ,.,hich met regularly for study, for sharing, and for 
prayer. The members generally have some basis of commonality (e.g., all 
members of one profession), but many differences exist among members of 
1. See asp. Douglass, chaps. i and ii. 
2. See, e.g., ibid., chap. v. 
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any group. The groups are of, by, and for the laity--they have not been 
minister-sponsored or minister-led, although they have had ministers' 
support. In many cases, the group members followed a daily discipline 
of devotions in connection with their group membership. As groups be-
come effective, there is a tendency for them to produce an outreach of 
concern. Further, they are generally able to maintain. good relation-
ships with the rest of the church, working through the problems that 
arise. 1 
In the various particular approaches developed by the different 
churches Casteel discerns a common orientation to purpose, which he sug-
gests is basic to such groups. He quotes scripture to name the central 
ptntpose as being 11 to grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and 
Savior Jesus Christ. 112 Seven forms of such growth are distinguished as 
possible through such groups: ( 1) growth in self-understanding and self-
acceptance, (~) growth in understanding and acceptance of others, (3) 
growth in understanding of the Christian faith, (4) growth in experiential 
knowing of God, (5) growth in ability to make responsible decisions, (6) 
growth in the capacity to give on~~el~~ in love to God and to others, and 
( 7) gro'l'rth in the capacity to continue growing.3 
4. Closely Related Secular Fields 
One approach to ''~'ork 'I'Tith groups that must be represented in thi~ 
review is that of group therapy. The fact that much of the work on the 
1. Casteel, PP• 191-193, 195-212. 
2. 2 Pet. 3:18. 
;>. Casteel, P• 194f. 
pastoral care of groups was stimulatea by encountering group therapy makes 
it necessary. The field of group therapy may be delimited sufficiently 
by reference to those whose practice is therapy and who work l'Ti th groups. 
Corsini 1 s definition may be useful to illustrate tothat is meant by this. 
UGroup psychotherapy consists of processes occurring in formally organ-
' 
ized, protected groups and calculated to attain rapid ameliorations in 
personality and behavior of individual members through specified and con-
trolled group interactions.nl 
The literature in group psychotherapy has been becoming ever, more 
voluminous in the last decade. This c}:!..a.pter's purposes l'lill be well 
served by reference to one book that surveys the field and tries to pre-
sent a picture of what is going on. Corsini bas performed this func-
tion we11.2 He perform~ several valuable services, including illumi-
nating the historical setting of group psychotherapy, pointing to several 
major trends in approaching the task, both theoretical and procedural, and 
suggesting its value at the present time in American culture. 
From the point of view of the pastoral care of groups, the most sig-
nificant service Corsini renders is his analysis, based on an earlier arti-
cle that reviewed the literature on the mechanisms of group psycho-
therapy,' of basic factors operating in group psychotherapy. - He found 
nine general factors, which he organized into three groupings. Three. f'ac-
tors dealt with the emotional relationship of the group members with one 
1. Raymond J. Corsini, Methods of Group Psychotherapy (New York: McGral'r-
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1957), P• 5· 
2. illi· 
'· Raymond J. Corsini and Bina Rosenberg, "Mechanisms of Group 
Psychotherapy,n Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 51(1955), 
4o6-411. 
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another and with the leader; they 11ere labeled acceptance, altruism, and 
transference (by which he means positive bonds). TPree factors dealt 
with the intellectual functioning of the group members and were labeled 
spectator therapy, universalization,and intellectualization. Three 
factors dealt with the action of the members- and he labeled these reality 
testing (with the group serving as a base of social reality), venti-
lation, and interaotion.l 
He concludes his presentation of these factors with the following 
comments: 
More generally, in effective group psychotherapy there must 
be ~' understanding, and action. There must be love of 
fellow men, knowledge of oneself, and good works. It is 
evident • • • that religion and psychotherapy have the same 
general aims--establishment on earth of a community based on 
ethical principles. Furthermore it is clear that the religious 
and therapeutic means whereby the good life is to be attained 
are essentially the same.2 
Here is a summary of the process of group psychotherapy which indicates 
part of the reason why that discipline has haa such an influence on the 
field of pastoral care. 
Group dynamics has not had quite so much direct influence on th~ 
field of pastoral care as has group psychotherapy. However, the prac~·· 
tationer aspect of the group dynamics approach has had enormous effects 
on religious education and has had considerable influence on the tlpasto-
ral psychology of groups." Thus a brief sketch of a little representative 
literature is in order. The heart of the use of group dynamics princi-
ples in human relations in education, industry, and institutions is lead-
1. Corsini, Chap. 4. 
2. Ibid., P• 48. 
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ership training, and the center of such training has been the National 
Training Laboratory at Bethel, Maine. This three week residential 
experience has been copied by several other training centers and its 
basic techniques of training have been used in many .other types of 
settings. 
The focus of the training is to develop the leadership abilities of 
those who come for training, but to develop them in terms of democratic 
approach to group functioning and of sensitivity and skill in working 
with group processes. Several different types of training are pro~ided, 
including theoretical material, practice of skills, consideration of 
problems of application in one's home situation, and consultation. One 
of ~he major aspects of the training is what is called the "T-Group." 
All delegates are assigned to such groups, about fift~en to a group. 
They meet every day for two hours. They are left without an agenda, but 
the eta££ member who is trainer helps them to develop their group ex-
perience. In the process of this, direct experience of the processes of 
group-life is analyzed, and members come to see some of their own pat-
terns of resistance to group development. Through this primary exposure, 
~nth the help of permissiveness and under the democratic leadership of 
the trainer, delegates can develop the sensitivities and skills they need 
to be better group members and leaders.l 
This look at the group dynamics approach to human relations practice 
can be amplified by consideration of a sample of what is going on in the 
1. See National Training Laboratories in Gro~p Development, Explorations 
in Human Relations Training (n.p., National Training Laboratories, 
n.d.). 
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fields '\<Thich have become interested in group dynamics. An excellent 
recent example of the study of small groups from the educational point 
of view is that of Matthew B. Miles, Learning to Work in Groups.l The 
basic theme of this book is that schools do most of their fUnctioning in 
small groups (including the class) and that, therefore, adequate train-
ing in group work is needed for all school personnel.2 Writing to 
tlpersons 1-rho are in a position to start and carry out training programs 
designed to improve group processes in schools, 11J Mrles ·discusses,• sorne,l 
basic processes necessary to group fUnctioning,4 outlines a way to devel-
op a training program in a school or school , system,.5 and devotes the 
bulk of the book to a presentation of a basic technique of training 
through the training group, with many techniques involved in this.6 
The major characteristics of the book would seem to be determined 
by two things: the author's practice, and the source of the author's own 
training. Thus, the focus in the training is on preparation for work with 
task-centered groups, with the assumption,that better group functioning 
will lead to better task perform~~ Also, the techniques of training 
suggested are basically those developed in the National Training Lab-
oratory. 
The other major aspect·of group dynamics is the laboratory study of 
group phenomena. It has not had too much obvious effect on group work in 
I 
1. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1959. 
2. See Ibid., chap. i. 
J• ill!•' P• 2. 4. Ibid., chap. ii. 
5· Ibid., chap. iv. 6. Ibid., chaps. iii and v-viii. 
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the church. Some of the results of laboratory study have been incorporated 
in group dynamics.training or in application to a field, and they may 
through this channel influence religious workers. However, the bulk of 
the work done in the laboratories is directed toward testing, and re-
fining some of the ideas developed in the field. Thus there is a tendency 
for this work to strive to isolate single factors as much as possible, 
in order that they may be tested. This means the laboratory studies tend 
toward an atomistic approach, while the work of the pastor must neces-
sarily be holistic. 
Because of the relative lack of direct contact between the labora-
tory work and the field in which this study is being pursued, it is not 
necessary to_ review here any specific reports of experimental studies. 
They are, however, attempts at research in group phenomena, and acquaint-
ance with them is helpfUl for the researcher interested in the pastoral 
care of groups. Fortunately, ~here are. two fine collections of signif4-
:Can~- studies, lThich include some field studies and some theoretical 
papers, but which contain many of the more-or-less-laboratory experimental 
research reports; and the person 'desiring such background may go to 
them.l 
1. Dorwin Cartwright and Alvin Zander, Group Dfnamics (Evanston, Ill: 
Row, Peterson, 195;); Alexander P. Hare, Edgar F. Borgatta, and 
Robert F. Bales, Small Groups (Ne,.r York: Knopf, 1955) • 
CHAPTER III 
BASES FOR A PASTORAL APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF SMALL GROUPS 
A pastoral approach to the study of' small groups 'l'till need to be 
directed by the purposes of pastoral care of groups, for the pastor's 
needs for understanding of small group life are shaped by his practice, 
which is here labeled pastoral care. This chapter will attempt to de-
lineate the ~ajor outlines of a basic theory of' the pastoral care of 
groups. The procedure 1-l'ill not include an exhaustive study of' all the 
literature relevant to the question of' the purpose of pastoral care; 
rather, it will concentrate upon setting forth the position upon which 
this study is based. 
1. The Basic Purpose of Pastoral Care 
The setting for the pastoral care of groups is provided by the 
basic purpose that underlies all pastoral care. Various ways of 
stating purposes have appeared in the literature, but it would seem 
possible to analyze them as expressions of a single basic purpose. 
Further, this purpose can be seen as an expression of the mission of 
the Church. 
i. As implied in representative literature 
A great deal of' literature has appeared in the field of pastoral 
care, and in recent years there has been a trend in the direction of 
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greater concern with explicit consideration · of·. goals., with a "theology 
of pastoral care. 11 The purpose of this chapter 'l'lill be served with 
consideration of the basic implications in five of the relatively popu-
lar books directed toward the practical problems involved in pastoral 
care and of two recent attempts to deal explicitly with the matter of 
underlying theology. 
The five 11practica1 11 books are by five leading figures in the field 
of pastoral care, or pastoral counseling. They are: Russell L. Dicks,l 
Seward Hiltner,2 Paul E. Johnson,, Wayne E. Oates,4 and Carroli 
A. Wise.5 The books will be considered in their chronological order. 
Dicks writes: 
The clergyman 1s task in pastoral work is to assist 
spiritual forces at work within the individual, forces 
which are struggling for growth and maturity of the soul • 
• • • The purpose of living is to develop spiritually ma-
ture human beings; maturity to the place of accepting and 
carrying through responsibility in the creative process of 
the·universe of which we are a part; maturity to the place 
that we may feel comfortable without forcing our wills 
upon others; maturity to the place that we are willing to 
let others be free thus gaining freedom for ourselves.6 
Within this general statement of the task, a more specific su~-
1. Dicks, Pastoral Work and Personal Counseling (New York: Macmillan, 
1945)· 
2. Hiltner, Pastoral Counseling (Nashville: Abingdon-Cokes bury, 1949) • 
,. Johnson, Psychology of Pastoral Care (Nashville: Abingdon, 195;). 
4. Oates, The Christian Pastor (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1951). 
5· Wise, Pastoral Counseling-Its Theory and Practice (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1951). 
6. Dicks, P• 5· 
gesti9n is made that the pastor's ta[Jlt is llto cure sometimes, to relieve 
often, to comfort always. nl These t,-ro statements suggest quite succinct-
ly the basic theory of the pastoral fUnction that is held by Dicks. 
This point is elaborated through three emphases that pervade the 
book. One is that the crisis moment in the life of the parishioner is 
a time of particular need for pastoral service. Thus, attention is given 
to reactions such as pain, fear, and loneliness~2 A second emphasis is 
upon rapport as the basis for pastoral care. 1fhat the pastor can do in 
his general pastoral work and in his personal counseling is seen by 
Dicks to be a result of the rapport which he is able to build l'Tith his 
parishioners.) The third emphasis is upon 11 1isteningtt as the approach 
to. be taken to the parishioner. By this Dicks seems to suggest that 
the pastor should actively concentrate his attention upon the parish-
ioner and respond to what he is thus able to perceive.4 
In his book on pastoral counseling Hiltner gives indications of a 
theory of pastoral care through his comments on counseling. The general 
task of the pastor is set as follOltrs: 
The pastor's counseling task is part of his total task. 
His counseling contributes in a special i'ray to the fUlfill-
ment of his aims. It is the shepherding aspect of his work 
--l'l'ith the difference that people are not merely sheep to 
be led but are individuals to be helped to find the Ttray to 
help themselves. The special aims of counseling are a de-
velopment of this assumption.5 
It is to be noted particularly that this way of seeing the task empha-
1. Ibid., P• 9· 2. Ibid., chap. viii. 
;. Ibid., chap. ix. 4. Ibid., chaps. xi and xii. 
5· F~ltner, p. ;;. 
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sizes the function of assisting the growth of the paris~~oners. Also, 
counseling is seen as a part of the total unified role of the pastor; 
it is one of his functions. The counseling approach may pervade other 
functions as well, but it is specifically for counseling. 
The heart of the method suggested by Hiltner is what he describes 
many times as ·eau~tion, with understanding and acceptance. This in-
valves appreciating the counselee and his personal resou~ces and draw-
ing upon those1 resour.ces for growth. 
There seem to be three rather charac~eristic emphases that run 
through the book. One of these is upon the importance of the counselee 
himself seei~g his needs as the basis for pastoral counseling. Another 
is that counseling proceeds in the course of a counseling relationship; 
that is, the processes of counseling are dependent upon the forming of 
a relationship. The third emphasis suggests that this kind of relation-
ship is one in which the focus is on the counselee's feelings and on 
helping him to help himself.l 
Oates proceeds from the position that the total task of the minis-
ter is to do the work of the Church and that pastoral work is one facet 
of this; however, there is also the implication that pastoral work can 
be involved in all the tasks of the pastor.2 He lays considerable 
stress upon the symbolic aspects of the pastoral role.; These he sees 
contributing to the pastoral relationship, and 11the careful, intelligent, 
and devoted management of the unique interpersonal relationship of a 
' 1. These emphases are main themes running through the entire book; For 
one neat summary of them, see the discussion of the good pastoral 
counselor, ~bid., p. 94. 
2. See Oates, pp. 61-74. ;. Ibid., pp. 25-27 
pastor to an individual or group becomes the normative definition of 
pastoral care and personal counseling."! 
In the development of the nature of this task Oates seems to have 
t'<~o basic emphases. One of these is upon the crisis-experience as a 
time £or pastoring. The other is upon pastoral care being concern £or 
persons. This is revealed in two areas. One is his vie'" that the 
process o£ counseling requires the counselee to truce primary responsi-
bility £or decision and self-improvement. The other major area of 
concern for persons appears in his emphasis upon the process o£ growth 
in Christian experience; the pastor's "ultimate objective is the 
development of a co-1-rorker in the Kingdom o£ God. 11 2 
Wise stresses basically that the pastoral task is that o£ bring-
ing grm·Tth in individual persons. He sees counseling as a process to 
bring such gro"ttth.? He holds that it is the relationship between 
pastor and parishioner that is the key to counseling. 
Counseling is essentially communication and as such is a 
t,.ro-directional process. It is not 1-1hat the counselor 
does to or for the counselee that is import4nt; the im-
portant thing is what happens bet,-1een them. 
There are five distinguishing qualities o£ the counseling relationship 
as Wise sees it: (1) it is person-to person, (2) there is acceptance 
o£ the parishioner in it, (?) there is freedom for the parishioner in 
it, (4) there is mutuality in it, and (5) there is a balance between 
dependence and responsibility in it.5 
1. ~., P• 26. 
2. Ibid., p. 94. See the whole section preceding, pp. 73-94. 
j. Vise, pp. ?-4. 4. Ibid., P• 6. 5· ~., chap. iii 
\'lise holds that the goal of counseling is insight. This insight 
involves four factors: (1) there is discovery of positive realities 
mald.ng for gro\oTth, (2) it covers the entire process of life, (;) it has 
the quality of wholeness, and ~4) it forms the basis for action. Also, 
he sees four levels of insight: (1) awareness of need, (2) understand-
ing of one's life situation and one's own behavior, (;) understanding of 
one:' s own feelings and motivations and their consequences, and ( 4) so-
. 
lution of the problem.l Times of special need are seen as times when 
such insight would be particularly beneficial; thus they are times for 
pastoral counseling.2 
Johnson t~kes special pains to point to the theological and psy-
chological theories which he assumes. He suggests that the care of 
souls is the central task of the pastor, and he traces this concern in 
the Bible and in the history of the Church.; The task thus seen is 
summarized in these sentences: 
A pastor is a religious leader who understands and 
individually cares for his people, to 't'Thom they return f'or 
the health of their souls. To meet spiritual needs of 
persons, pastors are ordained for the work of the minis-
try, to strengthen and educate the fellow·ship of the 
church, to counsel and encourafte the growth of its members 
in love and Christian service. ~ 
With this religious background in mind, Johnson adopts the psy-
chological framework of interpersonal psychology. He suggests seven 
axioms of this psychology: 
1. Ibid., chap. iv. 2. Ibid., chap. v. 
;. Johnson, pp. 19-2~. 4. Ibid., P• 21. 
1. Persons are central. 
2. Every person confronts other persons in interactive 
relationships. 
;. Motives respond to significant persons >·tithin one 1s 
social orbit. 
4. Goals are valued by persons• 
5· Values multiply in sharing. 
6. Spontaneity is creative. 
7. Persons gro'!fr through love.l 
Within the framework thus provided four central emphases occur. 
One of these is that the key 11thing11 in 1?astoral care is the relation-
ship of the pastor and the parishioner.2 A second central idea is that 
the pastor proceeds Tesponsi~ely in counseling; in other words, the 
parishioner is the focus of attention and the pace-setter in the 
relationship.? A third basic concern directly related to both of the 
first two is for the importance of communication in relationship.4 
The fourth emphasis is upon seeing the crucial events of life (e.g., 
marriage, sickness, bereavement) as specially important times for 
pastoral care.5 
Since Johnson makes growth the goal of pastoral care it is 
instructive to note the centrality of the concept in his Personality 
and Religion.6 For the purposes of this study his treatment of it may 
be summed up in two simple statements: (1) The goaa~of growth.is per-
sonal integration. (2) The matrix for growth is love. 
1. Ibid., PP• 25-32. 2. See ibid., chap. ii. ;. See~., chap iii. 
4. See ibid., chaps. ii and iii. 5· See ibid., chaps. v-viii. 
6. Nashville: Abingdon, 1957· 
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It wil~ be seen that each of these five lead-:i:ng books presenting 
practical approaches to pastoral care has a theory involved in it. 
Further, certain emphases seem to occur consistently in all or almost 
all of these books. These consistencies point to four foundation 
stones of pastoral care. 
First, pastoral care is a natural expression of the Church. 
This affirmation is not always explicit in the books, and it may not 
even appear in some of the above analyses. Nevertheless, it ~rould. 
seem to be ahrays present. The pastor performs pastoral care because 
he is the servant of the Church; thus, what he expresses is the 
concern of the Church. 
Second, this c·oncern is basically for the Christian growth of in-
dividuals. The focus of pastoral concern. is the individual, and the 
aim of that concern is the development of the individual as a 
Christian person. 
Third, counseling is a process of growth. This statement may be 
broadened to say that pastoral care is basically a process through 
which growth may occur. There are tirtO very important aspects of this 
process. One is that relationship is the key; that is, the process 
takes place in the pastoral relationship. The characteristics of 
that relationship are love, acceptance, and understanding. The 
second aspect of the process is that in it the parishioner must take 
the responsibility for his own self-imp~ovement. This is to say that 
the pastor is a helping person, and that his helping is directed 
toward helping parishioners to help themselves. 
Fourth, there are centain periods and events in life that 
represent crises and which call particularly for pastoral care. Almost 
all of the books analyzed contained this assumption, and many organized 
part of their material in terms of particular crisis periods (e.g., 
bereavement, aying, vocational choice, marriage, birth of a child, 
sickness). 
It \·rould seem that all four principles could be summed up under 
the general statement of pastoral concern being for the growth of 
persons through their relationships within the church and particularly 
with the pastor. The first three principles are clearly involved in 
this summary statement, and principle four can be seen as a statement 
ofwben there is most opportunity for growth and need for relationship. 
More recently, some direct attempts to formulate basic theoretical 
and theological undergirding for pastoral care have been essayed. Paul 
Tillich offered a paper on 11 The Theology of Pastoral Care" to the Fifth 
National Conference on Clinical Pastoral Education in 1957.1 Although 
in this paper considerable attention was given to the side issue of the 
relationship of pastoral care to psychotherapy, the main outlines of a 
theory were presented by Tillie~. 
1. Printed in Ernest E. Bruder and Marian L. Barb (eds.), Clinical 
Education for the Pastoral !unistry (n.p., The Advisory Committee 
on Clinical Pastoral Ed.ucation, 1958), pp. 1-6. 
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He sees care as being a helping encounter, an experience which is 
universally human, and ,.;hich is saved from making persons only "objects 
of care 11 by its inherent mutuality.l Pastoral care deals in the di-
mension of ultimate concern, helping to bring self-fulfillment in this 
dimension. This can only come about through acceptance; 11man must ac-
cept himself in all his negativities, but he can do this only if he ac-
kno,.,ledges that he is accepted in spite of these negativities.n2 
11Accepta:nce of the negative presupposes the p·ower of acceptance 
which is positive, and to mediate this po,-rer that makes acceptance 
possible is the all-embracing aim of pastoral care. 113 This power, 
l"Thich is the pastor 1 s great resource, transcends the relationship. 4 
.Apparently this situation makes it possible for the relationship to 
develop the necessary elements of communion, both in the positive and 
in the negative, and such mutuality is the requisite attitude for 
pastoral care.5 
It 110uld seem safe to conclude that Tillich is suggesting in his 
own way a theory of pastoral care very much like the four principles 
implicit in the practical books. !f, as is probably the case, Tillich 
would admit that bringing about self-fulfillment through being grasped 
by the power of the 11 Ne1-r Being11 is the aim of the Church as well as of 
1. !bid., P• 1. 
4. Ibid., p. 4. 
2. ~., P• 2. 
5· Ibid., P• 5· 
;. Jlli·' p. 4. 
pastoral care, his statement of' this would correspond to the f'irst tt'lo 
principles suggested above. The idea of self'-fulfillment, fUrther, is 
essentially the se.me as is meant by the idea of growth as it appeared 
in the practical books. Also, Tillich repeats the emphasis upon this 
growth or self-fUlfillment taking place in e. relationship. Finally, 
Tillich 1 s reference to "17he.t he feels to be basic anxieties in the human 
situe.tionl looks in the se.me direction as the practical emphasis upon 
crisis periods as e. special time for pastoral care. 
The other explicit attempt to consider basic theory that must be 
vie~red here is e. book-length discussion by Seward Hiltner,2 who has also 
written extensively in the area of' the practical problems of pastoral 
care. In order to establish the nature of pastoral theolo~/ and its 
relationship to the other branches of theology he takes a very inter-
esting approach to the total field of theology. He divides theology 
into two types, which he calls 11 logic-centered 11 and 11i'unction-centered. 11 
The former includes such fields as systematic theology, Biblical the-
ology, and historical theology. The latter contains three f'ields which 
are cognate with ~ne another and whose differentiation is upon the 
basis of the particular function that is the center of attention. The 
three are: shepherding, communicating, and organizing.; 
Although the term 11 logic-centered 11 seems particularly infelicitous, 
Hiltner is suggesting e. very helpful distinction. It may be seen as 
1. Ibid., PP• 2-;. 
2. Preface to Pastoral Theology (Nashville: Abingdon, 1958). 
;. Bee ibid., chap. i. 
paralleling roughly that between traditional philosophical methods and 
the methods of theory development in science. Both attempt to be 
thoroughly logical; ho1qever, the one deals with the results of broad-
ranging reflection or with a given body of tradition, and the other 
deals with concepts tied closely to particular functions. 
Hiltner sees pastoral theology as that function-centered the-
ology that concentrates upon the shepherding perspective. It must be 
remembered that he holds that all three aspects are involved in all of 
the fUnctioning of the pastor, but that any one of them may be the 
dominant concern o£ a given tim~ or may be the dominant interest in 
analysis of function. His two formal definitions of pastoral theology 
are enlightening in this respect: 
Pastoral theology is defined here as that branch or 
\ field of theological kno1·1ledge and inquiry that brings the 
shepherding perspective to bear upon all the operations and 
functions of the church and the minister, and then draws 
conclu~ions of a theological order from reflection o~ these 
observations.l 
Pastoral theology • • • is an operation-focused 
branch of theology, '\'rhich begins "'ri th theological ques-
tions and concludes with theological answers, in the 
interim examining all acts and operations of pastor and 
church to the degree that~they involve the perspective 
of Christian shepherding.2 
Hiltner sees three forms of this shepherding perspective: heal-
• ing, sustaining, and guiding. Healing is the pastoral attempt to help 
the parishioner to achieve wholeness that has been impaired in either 
timing or direction. The wholeness aimed for is a functional whole-
ness.~ ·~sustaining has the same aim as healing, but consists of the 
1. Ibid., P• 20. 2. ~., p. 24. ). See ibid., chap. vi. 
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pastoral ministrations during the periods when progress toward 
functional wholeness is, for one reason or another, impossible.i 
Guiding is the pastoral work that he~ps the one who has experienced 
healing to continue growing.? 
Three emphases pervade the entire presentation of Filtner's 
position. The first of these is that the hallmark of the shepherd-
ing perspective is the focus upon the needs of the individual (as 
opposed to the organizing perspective, in which the focus is upon the 
needs of the church as an organization, and the communicating per-
spective, in which the focus is upon the giving of the gospel). The 
second emphasis is that in shepherding, as well as in communicating 
and organizing, the function is essentially relational. That is, they 
involve the relationship between the pastor and the parishioner, and 
they depend upon an effective relationship for their successful dis-
charge. The third emphasis is that shepherding is basically eductive 
in approach. In other words, it reverences the person, s~eing the 
resources for healing, sustaining, and guiding within him; the pastor 
is to draw out these resources. 
In summary, it can be noted that Hiltner's theoretical presen-
tation again carries th~ idea that the basic goal of pastoral car.~ is 
that of bringing Christian growth. Apparently this goal arises from the 
function of the Church in shepherding its flock. FUrther, the idea has 
appeared here again that the context in which this growth occurs is that 
1. See ibid., chap. vii. 2. See ibid., chap viii. 
of relationship. These points would seem to be, thus, the basic 
common core of the theory of pastoral care '·1hich has been developing 
through its practice and which is appearing in the literature in the 
field. 
ii. As a fUnction of the Church's mission 
In its broadest meaning pastoral care is not just a professional 
province in the theological irorld. On the contrary, the name of 
pastoral care suggests a much wider meaning• Care means not only help-
ing, the sense Tillich worked ~~th, but it also has connotations of· 
affection. To care about someone is to feel warmly enough about him 
that what befalls him makes a real difference to oneself. In this 
sense, caring is not a subject-object relationship of the 11I-It" 
variety, but a relationship of the 11 I-Thou 11 variety. 
Pastoral care carries at least two meanings in addition to th~t 
of being the work of the person who is a pastor. On the one hand, it 
refers to a fUnction of the Church, which the person who is pastor 
represents and expresses. On the other hand, it suggests that the 
function involved deals ;.rith "the flock, 11 not just collectively, but 
personally with each individual who is a part of the flock. 
Thus the fullest meaning of pastoral care could be summed up as 
the expression of affectionate concern felt by the Church for all its 
members, and indeed for all men. This concern is no peripheral aspect 
of church life. It is an integral part of the basic mission of the 
Church. Ultimately the affection toward men has its source in Him 
who is Lord of the Church and Lord of all Creation. It is because the 
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Church is called to be the community of Christian love, expressing the 
love of God, that ~astoral care is one of its necessary functions. 
As H. Richard Niebuhr suggests, the Church is "the subjective pole 
of the objective rule of God. 111 As such it must live i"l'i th many po-
larities, one basic one being that o£ existing both as a community and 
as an institution. 2 Because the Church is made up of human beings, its 
embodiment of the love of God can never be complete, and neither can it 
be a pure Christian community, but must ahrays have elements of 
institutionalizat~on. However, it is called to live creatively in its 
polarities, working 1-rith the basic purpose of bringing about increasing 
love of God and love of neighbor.3 
It seems not to stretch interpretations at all to label the purpose 
analyzed by Niebuhr in terms of the two great commandments forCOhristian 
living4 as attempting to bring about Christian growth. Thus, vial-ted 
from its broadest perspective as a basic function of the mission of the 
Church, pastoral care is seen to have t\'ro of the basic principles £ound 
in the literature specifically on pastoral. care: it is an ·expression 
of the basic concern of the Church for per~ons, and that concern is that 
persons experience Christian grot-tth. 
The other ti'lO principles f'ound above would seem to derive from 
the nature o£ pastoral car~ in the narrower sense of its being a special 
discipline in theological studies. It is specifically concerned 'l'li th 
1. H. Richard Niebuhr, The Purpose of the Church and Its Ministry (New 
York: Harper and Brothers, 1956), P• 19. 
2. See~., ~P· 22-23. j. See ibid., PP• 27-39· 
4. Mark 12: 28-;1, and parallels. 
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aiding Christian growth throug~ the medium of in~erpersonal exchange 
and particularly with helping those persons who are in some way hindered 
from achieving the growth that should be possible for them. Thus, pas-
toral care is most specifically concerned with bringing about growth 
in a relationship and with meeting the needs of persons in crisis situa-
tions. 
Actually, it must be noted that the concern with relationship is 
a natural corollary of the concern of the Church for Christian growth. 
As is obvious from Niebuhr's way of stating the nature of Christian 
growth, this is a process necessitating growth with God and with neigh-
bor--an~ with self--obviously growth in relationship. The specific 
function of the discipline of pastoral care is the study of the tech-
niques by which the pastor can best assist in relationship. 
The techniques developed, however, are not really pastoral care 
unless they are suitable for and used as an expression of the basic 
purpose of bringing Christian growth, especially through relationship. 
lihat is more, this basic purpose needs to be seen in its widest meaning 
as a central aspect of the mission of the Church, mediating the love 
of God. 
One of the basic assumptions lying behind this entire presentation 
is particularly involved at this point and must be made clear. It is 
that pastoring is a function of the Church. The minister who pastors 
does so as a representative of the Church. Th~s means, furthermore, 
that the entire community of the church is to be a pastoring community, 
both in its relationship with the secular community around it and in 
the relationships among its members. 
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Niebuhr seems to be po~nting to this same basic idea when he 
suggests that the evolving concept of the role of the minister is one 
that sees him as the pastoral director of the church.l This would 
mean that the minister is the one charged with professional respon-
sibility to help the church to respond to its call to be a Christian 
community, e. pe.storing community. 
2. The Place of Groups in Pastoral Care 
Against the background of the basic purposes of pastoral a~re it 
is possible to sketch the main outlines of the answer to the question, 
''Ttlhy should the pastor attempt to work at pastoral care through the 
' 
groups that are possible in the chureh? 11 
i. Pragmatic value of work with groups 
One line of argument on behal~ of pastoral care of groups is the 
practical one that this way of proceeding ~'Till help to meet the situa~ 
tion efficiently. There would be little objection to the proposition 
that the American Protestant Churches need to have more pastoral care 
offered to their members. People need to be brought into relationships 
that will help them to have Christian gro~rth, but the demands are many, 
and the pastor's time is limited. Somehow, the pastor must find a way 
of spreading effective pastoral care as widely as he can. 
Ome obvious way of attempting to meet this situation is to 
provide pastoral care to more than one person at a time. Presumably, 
1-10rking at pastoral care in groups '\'fould mean that more persons would 
1. See Niebuhr, The Purpose of the Church ••• , pp. 79-94. 
qO 
receive pastoral care in the same amount of time than would be the case 
trying to work in an exclusively individual fashion. Presented thus, 
the argument is a duplicate of that which has led many psychotherapists 
into the practice of group therapy. 
There is an added aspect of this argument for the pastor, ho,'l'ever. 
~hereas the psychotherapists had to venture into an entirely different 
area in working with groups, the pastor already spends a good bit of 
his time working with groups. Thus, for the pastor to "rork for pastoral 
care of groups is a way of using more efficiently some of the activity 
in l-thich he is already engaged. In Hiltner's terms, it would mean that 
the pastor would look on the groups 'orith which he '\'rorks through the 
shepherding perspective as well as through the organizing (committ~es) 
or communicating (classes) perspectives.! 
One major argument, then, for pastoral care of groups is that it 
makes it possible for the pastor to use his time and activity more ef-
ficiently in meeting the situation posed by the great need for pastoral 
care. In addition, there is one other situation confronting American 
Protestantism in w·hich pastoral care of groups may well be admirably 
suited to assist. 
The situation is that of urban life and the necessity of the 
churches finding ways of meeting the challenges that are peculiarly a 
part of the urban complex. One unfortunate aspect of urban li£e seems 
to be that of separation, of the lack of really personal contacts. The 
urban dweller suffers from lack of whole-person encounter with others. 
1. See Hiltner, Preface •••• 
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Insofar as the churches wish to counteract this situation by t~ng to 
bring urbanites into meaningful encounter, the medium of pastoral care 
of groups seems to be ideally suited. In groups the persons £or the 
encounter are already present and meeting. Adding the perspective of 
pastoral care brings concern for development of vital relationships 
into the picture. Thus, the pastoral care of groups should contribute 
directly to meeting the problems of separation in urban life. 
ii. Christian community and church groups 
Whatever the force of the pragmatic argument fe~ the past~ral care 
of groups, there is a deeper justification that presents itself in the 
concept of Christian community. This justification of pastoral care of 
groups is deeply grounded in the Christian understanding. The Pauline 
appreciation of the value of the community as the locus of Christian 
development would be a central example of this grounding. The image o£ 
the Church as the Body of Christl carries the basic idea of the indi-
vidual finding Christian meaning 't'lithin the Christian community. Also, 
it must be remembered that the passage containing the phrase, 11attain 
to ••• mature manhood, to the measure of the stature of the fullness of 
Christ, 112 is dealing not 1-rith the individual Christian but 1-1ith the Chris-
tian community. The meeting of the community of Christians is also 
1. See, e.g., I Cor. 12:12-27. 
2. Eph. 4:1;. (Unless othe~~ise noted, Biblical quotations are from 
the Revised Standard Version). 
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hallowed by Jesus in the words found in Matthew: "For where two or 
three are gathered in my name, there am I in the midst of them. 111 
Because of this mandate a·major part of the mission of the Church 
is to bring about more complete realization of Christian community. 
One level of this mission is directed at the life of the local church; 
each local church is called to make its fellowship an expression of 
Christian community. In most local churches the membership is too large 
for the total fellowship to know close, directly personal community 
life with others. This means that the small groups of the church pro-
vide a needed experience of intimate Christian community. 
Thus, each group in the church is called to become a Christian com-
munity. If it responds to the call at all, i~ becomes a pastoral group, 
working at the purposes of pastoral care 'Nithin itself. Pastoral care 
of groups is directed at assisting this process of the group growing in 
Christian community and in the expression of pastoral care for its mem-
bars. In this sense pastoral care of groups is needed as a part of the 
mission of the Church, tn its response to the call of Christian communi-
ty. 
2 In other words, as Niebuhr suggests,-· the minister's primary 
function is to develop the life of the Church. His O\'ln pastoral i'lork 
is an expression of that life, and ~e must help the church to come to 
its pastoral expression as a Christian community. This is the basic 
reason that pastoral care of groups is important for the minister to do. 
1. Matt. 18:20. 
2. See Niebuhr, The Purpose of the Church • • • , PP• 79-94. 
It is also the basic reason for the increased effectiveness of pastoral 
care when it is focused on groups, for as the groups grow in community, 
the members come to be able to pastor to one another.i 
iii. Reality of group life 
Recognizing the grounding of the pastoral care of groups in the 
concept of Christian community means taking group life seriously. An 
individualistic bias that relegates groups to the shadow world of the 
unreal or only apparently real cannot be reconciled trri th the basic con-
cern of Christianity with Christian co:mmuni ty. The very analogy of the 
Body of Christ for the Church implies the real existence of an entity 
that is more than just the sum of its parts, an entity which, in fact, 
gives netrr meaning to its parts. 
Secular "'rorkers with groups have also noted that there is a real 
sense in trthich the group as a \'thole (the members in interaction) is an 
entity in itself. The Engli~h group psychotherapist w. R. Bion is ap-
parently one who observed the phenomenon that the group seems to develop 
a life of its own; he made the analysis of this situation a central part 
of his technique of group therapy. 2 He labeled the phenomenon 11 group 
culture11 and spoke of the pool of the members' anonymous contributions 
1. The presentation in this section has been from a 11 systematic 11 rather 
than a 11 historical 11 point of view. A revietrr of the history of the 
place of groups in pastoral care of the Church can be found in Robert 
C. Leslie, "Group Therapy as a Method for Church \'1ork11 (unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, Boston University, 1948), pp. 46-122. 
2. See, e.g., 1'Experiences in Group, I, 11 Human Relations, 1(1948), 
?14-?20. 
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to it as "group mentality.nl 
Bion, however, did not 1rrant to invest reality in the group as a 
~.,hole, but in the individuals who were its members. He used first the 
analogy of a clock to clarifY the relationship,2 but in a later pub-
lication he emphasized that the group was no more than an aggregate of 
individuals.? The sense of being a group he attributed to a joint 
emo~ional regression by the members into a common "basic assumption" 
about the nature of the group (the nature assumed is always of an 
order to meet magically the members' emotional needs). 4 To explain 
the basic assumption, which is essentially a group phenomenon, in 
individualistic terms, he hypothesized a £undamental and primitive 
level of the individual, the "proto-mental, 11 and located the material 
for the basic assumptions in it.5 
On the other hand, Shepard and Bennis feel that to take the phe-
nomena of group life seriously it is necessary to as.sume that the inter-
actions among members in a group develop a functioning entity that is 
- ... .. • -..._ ~,to 
more than the sum of its parts. Building upon the '·rork of Lewin and 
Sullivan, they suggest that the entity of group qua group should be la-
1. 11Experiences in Group, II, 11 Hum. Rel., 1( 1948), 487-496. 
2. "Experiences in Group, VII, 11 Hum. Rel., 4( 1951), 224. 
;. "Group Dynamics--a Re-View," in Melanie Klein, Paula Heimann, and 
Roger T. Money-~rle (eds.), New Directions in Psycho-Analysis (Lon-
don: Tavistock Publication~, 1955), PP• 440-476. 
4. See ibid., pp. 44o-451; also "Experiences in Group, III," HUm. Rel., 
2(19~15-22, and 11Experiences in Group, IV, 11 Hum. Rel., 2(1949), 
295-?04. 
5· See 11Experiences in Group, V, n Hum. Re1., ?( 1950), 5-14; a more ex-
tensive treatment runs throughout 11 Group Dynamics •••• 11 
beled the 11interperson. nl From this st~rting point they follow the 
path of the organismic analogr in trying to understand group life; that 
is, they utilize parallels from the understanding of individual person-
ality.· In other words, they treat ~he group as an organism.~ 
In considering the situation from the standpoint of pastoral care, 
two different kinds of reasons suggest that the group should be treated 
as a functional entity. The first of these is that the question of 
whether the group or the individual is the more nearly ultimate locus of 
reality is of a different order than the question of whether or not the 
group as a 'l'rhole is a functional reality. Bion seems to have made a 
prior decision on other grounds that the individual is real and the 
group not, except as an aggregate of individuals. He then interprets 
liis own experience of the reality of group functioning to fit with his 
prior theory. 
The practice o£ pastoral care is carried on at a level like that 
at which Bion carried on his practice, not that at which he made his 
prior decision for individualistic reality. Because of this, it would 
seem legitimate for the field o£ pastoral care to by-pass the more 
metaphysic~! question and deal with the more functional question. On 
this level, experience in working with groups suggests strongly that 
the group is functionally an entity. Fbr that matter, Bion's experi-
ence--and certainly his analogy of the clock--would affirm such a 
1. Herbert A. Shepard and \•Tarren G. Bennis, 11A Theory of Training by 
Group Methods, 11 Hum. Rel., 9(1956), 4o;-4I4. 
2. ~-
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statement at this level of analysis. 
The other reason ;.rhy pastoral care should respect the functioning 
of the group as an entity derives from the basic. pastoral commitment to 
Christian community. The Church as the Body of Christl is certainly 
an attempt to understand a group situation through a type of organismic 
analogy. FUrther, as the Body o£ Christ the total community is certain-
ly mor~ than the sum of its parts. While psychologically this 11more 11 
can be seen as the ·result of the interaction of the members, theological-
ly it can be seen as the activity of the Holy Spirit. 
In this regard it is enlightening to note ho>-r the idea of' a group 
being gathered gets radically different treatment by Bion, on the one 
hand, and by the Quakers, on the other. Bion suggests that whenever he 
has a £eeling that the group has really 11 gatheredn he can be sure that 
one of the basic assumptions o£ group emotionality is in operation.· 
.Further, this operation is, in effect, a regression by the members of' 
the group, almost a common psychotic episode.2 This would mean that 
for Bion a gathered group is in the grip of' forces sometimes called 
demonic. As opposed to this, the quakers hold that for a group to be 
gathered the Holy Spirit must be active. The signs of common centering 
'I'Thich indicate a 11 gathered meeting11 are taken as signs of the operation 
of a force the direct opposite of demonic. 
All this suggests that the pastor needs to see in groups the op-
portunity for the development of Christian community. To do this, he 
1. I Cor. 12:12-27. 2. See Bion, 11 Group Dynamics . . . . II 
will need to take the phenomena of group life seriously and to value 
the sense of the group becoming a group as a place for the 'l'rorkings of 
the Holy Spirit. As he works to build Christian community in the groups 
of the church he serves he is rendering pastoral care of groups, as well 
as developing a community of pastoral care. 
;. The Stages of Christian Growth 
In order for the pastor to be effective in his pastoral care of 
groups he needs to understand the processes of group life. However, not 
just any form of understanding will serve him well. He needs to look 
at group life in terms related to pastoral care. Since the basic goal 
of pastoral care is Christian growth, it would seem that a schema re-
lating processes of Christian gro\~h to group life would help to meet 
the pastor's need for understanding. One way of formulating such a 
schema is to see Christian gro\'rth as occurring in three stages, first 
inclusion, then individuation, and then responsibility-taking.! 
i. The basic paradigm 
The basic paradigm for this theory of stages of growth is the 
course of the child's psychological growth in the family. The ap-
propriateness of this model is founded on the familiar idea that the 
Christian community is the "family of God.n2 If the individual's re-
r. The basic conceptulization of this schema was developed in the 
discussions on research and theory held under the auspic:e s, of the 
Protestant Chaplain's Department of Boston State Hospital. 
2. Fbr one Biblical basis for this idea, see Rom. 8:14-17. "For all 
who are led by the Spirit of God are sons of God •••• And if 
children, then heirs, heirs of God and fellow heirs with 
Christ • • • • 11 
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lationship to the Christian community is like that to a family, and if 
we wish to bring Christian growth, then the model of the child's growth 
in the family seems both appropriate and useful. 
The first stage of the child's gro~~h is his inclusion in the fami-
ly. When he is born, he is helpless and totally dependent on his en-
virement for meeting all his needs. If he were not included in a fami-
ly, or some substitute for the family, he would not be able to survive, 
for no one would care enough to meet such elemental needs as that for 
food, to say nothing of his needs for affection. 
Because the child is included in a human family it is possible for 
him to develop his O>·m humanity. ~e is born a human animal, but it is 
only through interaction ~lith persons that he is able to develop into 
a human being. This development is the second stage of his growth, 
in which he begins to develop as a human person, becoming an individual 
self. 
As the individuality of the child develops and he is able to stand 
on his own feet, both literally and figuratively, he enters the third 
stage of his grmith. Since he can express himself, he is expected, and 
is taught to express himself in ways that are beneficial for the family. 
That is, he comes to take responsibility in and for the family. One 
important function of this state is to allow the expression of the 
child's individuality without bringing disruption of the inclusive 
family unit. 
Of course, these three stages do not each pass in turn, holding 
the government of development for a while, only to surrender it to the 
next and fade forever from the scene. Inclusion must be continued for 
the other two stages to have their full development. Individuation 
continues to go on, even after responsibility•taldng has arrived as 
something the child can do. In fact, it can probably be ·said that the 
deepening and expanding of individuation is constantly making necessary 
new forms of responsibility-taking and causing mutual re-inclusions 
within the family. These in turn make for new individuation, and so 
the process of healthy growth continues. 
It is to be noted that a break-down of serious proportions in the 
family's ability to aid any one of the three stages would have conse-
quences in the form of underdevelopment of the child's psychic life. 
Similarly, the schema suggests the continual tension between inclusion 
and individuation that seems to be one of the major strains to be 
dealt with in the family. The P!ocess of responsibility-taking is in 
part, as was noted, a creative resolution of this tension. 1 
There is a sense in which the analogy between the Church and the 
family breaks down somewhat. For most children the time comes when 
they individuate out of one family and begin to take responsibility in 
and for another one. This does not happen in the same way in the re-
lationship of the Christian to the Church. A member may move from one 
church to another for ohe reason or another, but it would seem that one 
would never individuate out of the Christian community and remain in a 
course of Christian growth. 
The analogy is restored, however, if the family is placed in its 
1. This discussion has been pursued without reference to specific au-
thorities, since the facts are generally agreed on. One good presen-
tation of child development interpersonally is Harry Stack Sullivan, 
The Interpersonal Theory of Psychiatry (New York: Norton, 1953). 
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context in the community, as the local church was placed within its 
context in the Church. The family's attitudes toward and methods of 
dealing with its children are in large measure determined by what the 
community around them sanctions, and the development of inclusion, 
individuation,· and responsibility-taking within the family can also be 
seen as community-oriented. The end result of the training of the child, 
in which the family plays a large part, should be his taking of responsi-
ble citizenship in the community. 
The family is used for the paradigm rather than the broader and 
more fully accurate parallel of the community because of the more 
manageable idea of the family and because of the direct and primary 
relationships in the family, which correspond to the relationships in 
the Christian community of a church group. The family is the parallel 
of the group, more or less, while the community is the parallel of the 
Church, or perhaps of the Kingdom of God. 
ii. The three stages 
(1) Inclusion.--"Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born 
anew, he cannot see the ldngdon of God. n1 The Gospel of John tells us 
Jesus said these words to Nicodemus about entry into the Kingdom. It 
is to be noted that they resemble the situation of entry into the family. 
Birth is needed, and what it brings is inclusion. The child must be in-
cluded in the family, and the Christian must be included in the Kingdom. 
In this sense the Kingdom would seem to refer to the community of those 
who acknowledge and respond to God's reign of love. 
1. John ;:;. 
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Thus, the first stage in Christian growth is inclusion in the 
Kingdom of God. However, this one step is a giant step, as is sug-
gested by Jesus' statement that it amounts to being born again. To 
bring it to pass requires two movements. The first is the outreach of 
God in love, off'ering 11 the Spirit of adoption 111 to men, that they 
might become members of' the family of God. The second is the response 
to this invitation. One must risk the trauma of birth and venture 
forth in trust to allow himself to be included. 
God makes the first move, accepting the person where he is and 
for what he is as a child of God. The person must then respond and 
accept this acoeptance. 2 This response is faith. In this sense the 
Christian is justified by his faith. That is, he puts his faith in 
God's grace, and ventures to accept the invitation to come into the 
Kingdom. 
Unfortunately, judgments on the extent of a person's inclusion in 
the Kingdom of' God are extremely difficult to make. The only basis for 
estimation would be the effects that might appear in the person's life. 
However, there mfa related aspect of inclusion vrhich can be dealt with 
.in a fairly direct fashion. This is inclusion irl the Christian com-
munity, inclusion in the church. 
The Christian community is the earthly counterpart of the Kingdom 
of God, ''the subjective pole of the objective rule of God. 11; '~The;Chur~h 
1. Rom. 8:15 (King James Version). 
2. See Paul Tillich, The Courage to Be {New Haven: Yale, 1952). 
;. Niebuhr, The Purpose of the Church • • • , P• 19. 
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and each local church is called to be a Christian community on earth, 
embodying the Kingdom as well as possible in human form. To the ex-
tent that the church responds faithfUlly to this mission, the inclusion 
of persons within its community can be said to be an "external and visi-
ble sign of the inward and invisible grace" of inclusion in the King-
dom of God. 
The process of inclusion in the Christian community, if it fulfills 
its mission, consists of the same two steps as inclusion directly in the 
Kingdom, God's outreach and man's response. What has been added is the 
mediation of the Church. The Church mediates the love of God through 
its community, beckoning to men to come into the fellowship. The man 
·who responds to the mediated love of God comes into the Christian com-
munity and through it into the Kingdom. 
The requirements for inclusion fall on both sides of the relation-
ship. On the one hand, the group must sufficiently embody God's love 
that it is truly an including fellowship. It must be able to accept 
persons as and where they are, offering them the genuine "rarmth of Chti's-
tian love. On the other hand, the person must be able to accept this 
acceptance. The baby has no choice in its inclusion in the family; by 
the time he is individuated enough to choose, he is already included. 
He may choose to disinclude himself in time, but he may not choose to 
remain outside inclusion. Some who have been children of Christian 
homes stand in a similar situation 't'Ti th regard to the Christian com-
munity,. but for many this is not. the case. Most persons who are more 
or less adult must allow themselves to be included. As has been 
suggested, this means their accepting their acceptance, and it means 
their venturing forth with faith and with trust in the community, for 
no one can know in advance precisely what will happen as a result of his 
taking the step of inclusion. 
( 2) Individuation.--One thing that >'Till result from inclusion is. 
growth of one's self. The Christian tradition has developed the notion 
that after a person is justified he is able to go through the process of 
santification. It was noted above that inclusion in the Xingdom is 
equivalent to justification. The two stages that £ollow inclusion can 
be seen as together being a process o£ sanctification. 
The first phase of this process is the second stage of Christian 
growth, individuation. The basic meaning of this stage is that the in-
dividual who becomes included within the Christian community finds that 
he experiences self-development, resulting £rom his interactions in the 
11 • • connnuni ty. 
There is not anY'1here near as much tradition or even language in 
, the development o£ Christian ideas as is the case with the other t ... ro 
stages. The relatively recent development of the Christian Education 
movement can be seen as an attempt to remedy this lack. In fact,. the 
lack of already developed concepts of the proce'ss of Christian indi vidu-
ation may be one reason why Christian educators have had to struggle to 
differentiate between Christian education and its aims, on the one hand, 
and secular education, on the other. 
One Christian thinker who has given considerable thought to what 
seem to be problems of individuation is Soren Kierkegaard. His concern 
with dread arising from gazing into the abyss of possibility is a 
concern with individuation. The possibilities that are the nothingness 
of the abyss are the possibilities of one's self development; thus, 
the dread of the abyss is anxiety about individuation. It is impossible 
to predict in advance what one will become, and it is threatening to 
plunge into the unknmin.l However, Kierkegaard bas stood somewhat alone 
in this interest, and it is only recently that others have become inter-
ested in his formulations. Perhaps this ne\'1 interest will lead to a 
better developed Christian language of individuation .• 
At present it would seem only two aspects of individuation are well 
undergirded in the Christian tradition. One of these is tbat which is 
implicit in its being the second stage: Christian individuation can go 
on only within the Christian community. In terms of the position being 
outlined here, this affirmation means that individuation occurs through 
interaction within a community, thus, since the character of the inter-
action is shaped by the character of the community,: the character of 
the individuation is considerably colored by the community. 
The other aspect on which the Christian tradition is strong deals 
with the fact that individuation often proceeds l·tith a model in mind. 
The family parallel of this situation is the way the child learns what 
it is to be human (and many other things) from the model provided by 
the parents. There can be no doubt that the model for Christian in-
dividuation is Christ. 
However, the Christian may not take Christ (or the life of Jesus) 
as a model in any sense of simple literalistic copying. As Paul 
1. See, e.g., Soren Kierkegaard, The Concept of Dread, trans. W. Lowrie 
(Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1944). 
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pointed out, different persons have different gifts,l and their Christian 
individuation must fulfill in a Christ-like 'l'ray the use of those gifts. 
In the last analysis, having Christ as his model of individuation seems 
to mean for the Christian that he must allow the spiritual meaning of 
Paul's admonition to the Phillipians to come to pass in him: 11 Let this 
mind be in you l'lhich was also in Christ Jesus. 112 
In other words, the model o£ Christ deals more with basic attitudes 
than it does with specific actions. Once the model is seen to operate 
on this level, it can be seen that its development comes about as part 
and parcel of the Christian's experience. It is nurtured in .his con-
tacts with his God, through the action of the Holy Spirit, and through 
his involvement in Christian community. 
The major problem involved in individuation is that hinted at in 
the comment on the effect of varying gifts. One concomitant of indi-
viduation is differentiation, and the Church's record is not as good 
as might be desired in dealing with differences and the consequent hos-
tilities. This weakness may be in part due to the lack of attention the 
Church has given to the process of individuation, aggravated perhaps by 
at least partial failure to value enough the role of tensions and disa-
greement in developing the life of the community. 
At any rate, the community that would support the individuation 
of its members must be prepared to deal creatively with the anxieties 
1. I Cor. 12:4-11. 
2. Phil. 2:5 (King James Version). 
and hostiiities that attend the ~ifferences that will inevitably arise. 
In addition, the community needs to provide a firm matrix for individual 
self-development. Such a matrix would have the components of permission 
to develop and acceptance of change, and it would also have the compo-
nent of a strong sense of belonging to the community. 
The individual would seem to have to meet two requirements to be 
able to individuate. One of these is the willingness to risk the change 
that is involved in growth. Presumably much of this willingness would 
be a product of the interpl~ of, on the one hand, the comfort, £reedom, 
and security which he felt in the group and on the other hand, the 
pressure he felt from the group for self-development. In other words, 
if the group is providing an atmosphere conduc1Ve~~o.~ individuation the 
individual will probably taka th~ step. The other personal requirement 
if that of having capacity for further individuation. The problems and 
limitations involved here go far beyond the limits of this study and 
thus can only be mentioned here. 
(?) Responsibility-taking.--The natural end result of Christian 
individuation is the person's taking responsibility in and for the 
Christian community. This outcome is inherent in the model for indi-
viduation being Christ. Whatever else may be said about the life and 
work of Christ, there can be no doubt that he took responsibility in 
and for the Kingdom of God. 
Further, Christian literature is full of examples of concern that 
Christians accept their responsibility in and for the community--and 
to God. One example of this is the oft appearing concept of steward-
ship. In fact, the importance of this third stage in Christian living 
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is a good argument for the validity of the second stage in Christian 
growth, even though the tradition has not talked much about it. A per-
son must be somewhat individuated, able to stand on his own feet, before 
he is able to bear the burdens of others or to act responsibly in any 
other way. 
One mark that individuation was Christian 't'rould be its eventuation 
in responsibility-taking in and for the Christian community. However, 
evan Christian individuation would involve necessary differences between 
persons. Consequently, the Christian community would experience the 
tensions bet't'reen inclusion and individuation. The individual's taldng 
responsibility in and for the community would provide a method of using 
these tensions creatively. 
On the side of the individual, this would mean keeping his self-
expression harnessed to his loyalty to the community and to God. The 
aim of this development would not be conformity but responsible use for 
the community of one's special interests and abilities. On the side of 
the church, two basic attitudes 't'rould be necessary to make possible the 
development of this stage of Christian growth. First, the church must 
feel that it is possible for its members to take responsibility. The 
Protestant affirmation of this principle is revealed in the doctrine of 
11the B'riasthood of all believers." Second, the church needs to be able 
. 
to place value on the differing approaches and ideas of its members, 
seeing them as potential contributions to the life of the Church. In 
other words, the church must see (1) that each member has some gift 
which he may offer to the community and (2) that the gifts should not 
be judged for their responsibility according to the letter but according 
to the spirit. 
Two major forms in which the taking of responsibility may occur 
need to be noted. The first is that of taking responsibility within the 
Christian community, that is, offering leadership in the church. Two 
problems must be especially guarded against in this respect. On the 
one hand, some leadership cannot really be adjudged to be responsible. 
It may serve the function of glorifYing the individual rather than serv-
ing the church. Or, in some cases, it may be that the leadership serves 
the purpose (probably unconsciously) of preventing real involvement with 
the other members of the community, hence resisting inclusion. On the 
other hand, the pastor must be especially carefUl not to define leader-
ship too narrowly. Fbr example, one might tend to look on someone 1s 
complaints as only his irritating irascibility; however, these com-
plaints can be seen as contributions to the life of the community--he 
who would doubt this should consider again those continual complainers 
in the religious community, the great Hebrew prophets. 
The other major form of expression of r~sponsibility-taking is 
taking responsibility on behalf of the Christian community in the secu-
lar community around it. This would involve such things as personal 
outreach to include others in the Church, attempting to carry the spirit 
of Christian living into all one 1s daily tasks, and working to embody 
in the relations of the community as a whole the basic principles of 
human relationship inherent in Christian love. This meaning of the 
third stage of Christian growth is like the emphasis that has appeared 
in the recent ecumenical conversations on the mission of the Church. 
It has been suggested that each local church is in reality a mission 
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station. Similarly, each Christian is a mis~ionary, having his 
grounding in the Christian community and going out into the secular 
community as a representative of the Christian community. 
In these ways the Christian may shovr forth his development in his 
loyalty to his Church and his God. He is individuated, but he uses his 
individuation in responsible service of the community vrhich includes him. 
iii. The stages and 11the Body of Christ 11 
One of the great images for understanding the nature of the Church 
is one that has already been twice.referred to in this chapter; it is the 
Church as the Body of Christ. This image fits particularly vTell the . 
implication in the three stage theory here presented that the effectively 
functioning Christian community is one in i<J'bich inclusion, individuation, 
and responsibility-taking are going on. 
The emphasis on the wholeness of the body, vrhich is one, thougrr 
having many members, is equivalent to the first stage of inclusion. The 
emphasis upon the uniqueness of function of each organ is equivalent to 
the second stage of individuation. The emphasis upon the necessity of 
each organ contributing its function for the good of the whole, and of 
the whole valuing each organ's contribution, is equivalent to the third 
stage of responsibility-taking.! 
Further, the context of the use of the image of the Body of Christ 
by Paul in the Corinthian correspondence suggests another parallel of 
the theory here presented. It would seem that t~e situation in the 
1. See I Cor. 12:12-27. 
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church in Corinth t-tas one in \'thieh competitive individuation "''Tas 
threatening'to disrupt the inclusion of the community. Paul's way of 
meeting this problem is to appeal to the individuals to recognize the 
value that each one has in his distinctiveness, to remember their es-
sential oneness in Christ, and to use their individual gifts responsibly 
in and for the Christian community.! 
iv. The heuristic nature of the stages 
It must be remembered that the three stages suggested here are to 
be seen as >'7ays of organizing data. To say that any one stage is being 
>-torked at in a group is only to suggest a f'ocus of attention. It is not 
to say that both of' the other stages are necessarily absent from the 
group at that time. 
The three stages are related to each other by the logic of develop-
ment. Since the pastoral task is one of' bringing gr~rth, or development, 
such a focus is quite appropriate to a theory for pastoral care. 
However, in actual experience with groups the pastor will generally 
find something of each of the stages going on all the time. In part, 
they ''Till work cyclically, "''rith development or regression in any of the 
stages having effect on both of the oth~rs. It is probable that much of 
the time one stage will be clearly dominant. For instanca,~wheh~a group 
is ne .. rly formed or i•rhen ne'l'r members are introduced into a group, the 
dominant concern will almost certainly be with problesm of' inclusion. 
This fact would suggest that the handling of the dominant stage will 
1. See the entire t"lrelfth chapter of I Cor. 
8-1 
have specially significant effects on the other stages. 
One implication of the idea that there is continual development in 
all the stag~s .deserves special attention. If increasing individuation 
and responsibility-taking bring increases in inclusion, then inclusion 
cannot be considered a once-and-for-all completely accomplished thing. 
Some might not be ~Tilling to accept this on the level of the theological 
question of inclusion in the Kingdom of God. It could be argued that 
either one is in or one is out. 
An answer to this question is beyond the scope of this present con-
sideration. It is enough to point out that at the level of the human 
community of the Church inclusion does vary in depth. One dimension 
that may be helpful in dealing with this, and which may help to answer 
the related theological question, is that of centrality-peripherality. 
Deepening inclusion can be seen as the person not only being within the 
connnunity, but moving to"rard the center of the community. Conversely, 
the weripheral member is in constant danger of disincluding himself. 
In any event, the purpo~e of the stages suggested here is to help 
the pastor to understand 1·1hat is going on in the Christian growth of 
groups and their members. Their value is in their suggestion of what 
he may look for in the group's processes and in their doing so in 
terms that are relevant to pastoral care. 
4. The Interaction of Individual and Group 
Throughout the presentation of the three stages two sides of 
action have been considered, the action of the group and the action of 
the individual. It would seem that for Christian growth to occur there 
must be both the community to support it and the individual willing to 
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risk it. Thus, any stage may break down on either side, the individual's 
or the group's. 
Sometimes the pastor will find it necessary to work specially 'l'lith 
certain individuals to help them to take advantage of the resources for 
gro'l'~h in the interactions of the Christian community. In fact, pastoral 
counseling could well be seen as playing its major role under this 
rubric. 
Usually, however, more attention to the group aspect will enable 
the individual to advance. The basic affirmation of this chapter is 
that while individual differences in capacity for self-development and 
for r~sponsibility-taking and in readiness for inclusion must not be 
forgotten, pastoral care of groups can be effective with primary 
emphasis upon the processes of group life and on the ways in which the 
members :i.rlter"act "11th one another. 
CHAPTER IV 
GROUP TRAINING AND CLINICAL PASTORAL EDUCATION 
Training is one of the major needs for increasing effectiveness 
in pastoral care of groups. All persons, pastors included, probably 
develop their own more or less explicit ways of seeing group processes 
and of dealing with them. Ho\oTever, the pastor needs to be as well 
equipped as possible to woDk with church groups, especially in helping 
the group to be a Christian community whose members pastor one another. 
One Ttray of meeting this need is to provide some training in the pastoral 
care of groups as part of training for the ministry. 
Since such training deals with a kind of pastoral care, a natural 
locus for it would be in clinical pastoral education. This rapidly 
growing movement has become one of the major types of training in pastoral 
care in the theological world. 1 Group training can be, and has been, 
pursued within this context. 
1·. No definitive history of the clinical training movement has yet been 
i"lri tten, and such at·task is well beyond the province of this 
dissertation. Some picture ofthe development can be had in the 
historical articles that comprise Part I of Seward Hiltner (ed.), 
Clinical Pastoral Training (n.p., Commission on Religion and Health, 
Federal Council of Churches, n.d.), pp. 1-22. The ~ollowing articles 
might also be consulted: R. J. Fairbanks, 11 0ri-gins of Clinical 
Pastoral Training, 11 Past" Psych., 4( Qct., 1953), 13-16; F. C. ,Kuether, 
11Council for Clinical Training," ibid., pp. 17-20; J. H. Burns, 
"institute of Pastoral Care," ibi~pp. 21-24; E. E. Bruder, 
nclinical Pastoral Training, 11 Past:" Psych., 4(Nov., 1953), 27-36; 
A. T. Boisen, "The Period of Beginnings, 11 J. Past. Care, 5(Spring, 
1951), 13-16. 
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1. Purposes of Clinical Pastoral Education 
The definition of clinical pastoral education adopted in 195~ by 
representatives of the four major bodies concerned with clinical trainingl 
reads as follows: 
Clinical pastoral education is an opportunity for a 
theological student or pastor to learn Pastoral Care through 
interpersonal relations in an appropriate center, such as a 
hospital, correctional institution or other clinical situation, 
where an integrated program of theory and practice is individ-
ually supervised by a qualified Chaplain-Supervisor, with the 
collaboration of an interprofessional staff.2 
Such a definition stresses the aspects of purpose, methodology, and 
location for training. 
The By-Laws of one of the accrediting agencies, the Institute of 
Pastoral Care, list four goals for clinical pastoral training. These 
goals, which help to spell out further the meaning of the purposes of 
the movement, are the following: 
a) To enable the student to gain an understan,ding of people, 
their deeper motivations, and difficulties, their emotional 
and spiritual strengths and weaknesses. 
b) To help the student develop effective pastoral methods for 
ministering to people, recognizing his unique resources, 
responsibilities and limitations as a clergyman. 
c) To help the student learn ho.-r to work cooperatively with 
representatives of other professions and to utilize 
community resources toward achieving more effective living. 
d) To encourage a desire for further understanding, particularly 
such as may be obtained through appropriate research.~ . 
1. The Council for Clinical Training, Inc., the Institute of Pastoral 
Care, Inc., the Lutheran Advisory Council on Pastoral Care, and the 
Association of Seminary Professors in the Practical Fields. 
2. From the Standards for Clinical Pastoral Education, adopted by the 
Fourth National Conference on Clinical Pastoral Training. It is 
printed in Bruder and Barb (eds.), Clinical Education ••• , p. 1~2. 
~. The By-Laws of the Institute of Pastoral Care. 
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Some of the earlier articles at the beginning of the fi:rtie,s 
published on the matter of' goals stressed the same t"ro areas for train-
> 
ing for the student himself that are stressed in the official goals of' 
the Institute. Those goals are increased understanding of oneself and 
increased ability to relate to others. 1 One of these articles included 
as ~ell the aspect of opening the students to theological meanings~ 2 
Later articles have stressed the theological embeddedness of the under-
standing of self and others and one's relationship with them; clinical 
training is placed '-rithin the context ·of theological education.' 
A good example of the blending of these aspects of interpersonal 
growth and theological gro\'lth is found in Leslie's paper. He specifies· 
that the three major areas in which the student is helped by clinical 
pastoral education are those of involvement, commitment, and finding 
in all life the man-God encounter.4 The companion paper by Hiltner 
looks at the goals from the perspectives of the various concerned groups, 
the institutions in which the programs are conducted, the students, the 
churches, the movement of clinical training, and theological inquiry. 
1. See Carrol A. Wise, 11 The Place of Clinical Training in the Department 
of Pastoral Theology, 11 J. Past. Care, 5( Spring, 1951), 46-52; Ernest E. 
Bruder, 11 The Goals of Clinic9.1 Pastoral Training Reappraised, 11 ibid., 
pp. 68-70; Reuel L. Hol-Te, tiThe Role of Clinical Training in Theological 
Education, 11 J. Past. Care, 6(Spring, 1952), 1-12; Ernest E. Bruder, 
11 Clinical Training and the Student," ibid., PP• 1'-16. 
2. Howe, 11 The Role of Clinical Training •••• 11 
;. Jervis S. Zimmerman, "A Christian Theological Approach to Clinical 
Pastoral Training, 11 J. Past. Care, 7( 1953), 59-76; Ernest E. Bruder,. 
11 Some Theological Considerations in Clinical Pastoral Education," 
J. Past. Care, 8(1954), 1'5-146. 
4. Robert C. Leslie, 11 The Goals of Clinical Pastoral Education, 11 in 
Bruder and Barb (eds.), Clinical Education ••• , pp. 16-24. 
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The major meeting point of all of these perspectives seems to be in the 
idea of pastoral service, and its basic elaboration is in terms of the 
growth of the ability of the student to be a pastor.l 
In their review of theological education and its needs, Niebuhr, 
Williams, and Gustafson consider clinical training under the heading of 
pastoral theology; they suggest, "The student needs three contributions 
from his work in pastoral theology; first, an interpretation of the 
care of souls within the church and his pastoral office; second, an 
interpretation of the meaning of the data and scientific understanding 
in this field for Christian faith and theology; and third, growth in 
self-knowledge both as a person and as one 1.-tho is to be a channel :f'or 
the healing promised in the Gospel. 11 2 They see clinical training as 
. the main avenue for this, though they point out that it is not the 
only avenue.3 
These various ways of stating the purpose of clinical pastoral 
education can be summed up in a few propositions. The basic purpose is 
to serve the Church through the training of its professional leaders (or 
those who will become its professional leaders) to be as effective as 
possible. This training, in turn, has two aspects; one of these is 
teaching particular techniques, but the moye basic one is deepening the 
student's understanding as he looks at himsel~, at others, and at the 
way he relates to them as a pastor. One of the major facets o:f' this 
1. Seward Hiltner, 11 The Goals of Clinical Pastoral Education," in Bruder 
and Barb (eds.), Clinical Education ••• , PP• 25-33· 
2. H. Richard Niebuhr, Daniel Day Williams, and James M. Gustafson, The 
Advancement of Theological Education (New York: Harper and Brothers, 
1957), P• 127. 
3· !bid., PP• 121-129. 
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training is starting the student on the road of continuous self-appraisal. 
Finally, all of this training occurs within the context of theological 
education and thus is grounded in fundamental theological concerns. 
2. Methodology of Clinical Pastoral Education 
The discussion of purposes has already hinted at the basic method 
of clinical training. It is done within a clinical setting, under 
supervision, involves confrontation of persons as a pastor, and works 
principally on the level of relationships. A good summary of what this 
means in practice is contained in the statement on standards for clinical 
pastoral education adopted by the National Conference on Clinical Pastoral 
Training in 1953· It lists the minimum essentials of a program as follows: 
1. A supervised practicum in interpersonal relations. 
2. jlriting of clinical notes for consultation with the Chaplain-
Supervisor. 
). A continuing evaluation of the student's experience and growth 
to be offered during the training period. 
4. Frequent association with an interprofessional staff who are 
genuinely interested and qualified to teach students. 
5· Adequate provision for group discussions, seminars, and other 
group experience for all students. 
6. A continuing concern for an integration of psychological, 
ethical and theological theory with practical understanding of 
the dynamics of personality and facility in interpersonal 
relations. ' 
7• A written evaluation of this experience to be made by the 
student to his Chaplain-Supervisor at the end of the training 
period. 
8. A final summary evaluation of the student's work and capacities 
to be written at the end of the training period by the 
Chaplain-Supervisor, discussed with the student, and, with 
his knowledge, made available to the appropriate responsible 
parties.1 
The heart of the methodology is teaching through existential involvement. 
1. Printed in Bruder and Barb (eds.), Clinical Education ••• , PP• 
1)2-1)). 
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The focus in on relationship, student with patient (or inmate), 
student >"lith supervisor, and student l'l'ith other students. The various 
content problems and techniques are considered in connection with this 
relational center of concern. It is not in the province of this 
dissertation to detail this methodology by surveying techniques of 
supervision.! It is enough to note that observation and analysis of some 
o£ the processes going on in the group of students in training is a 
common aspect of clinical pastoral education. A few centers have valued 
this part of the program enough to provide a formally structured group 
experience devoted to the study of group process. Boston State Hospital 
has been notable in this regard. 
:;. Group Training in Clinical 
Pastoral Education at Boston State Hospital 
i. Development of approach 
The background of the interest in group training in the program of 
clinical pastoral education at Boston State Hospital lies in the Hostital's 
interest in group therapy. As a training hospital interested in group 
therapy, it was natural that Boston State should provide opportunities to 
work with group therapy for its psychiatric residents and that it should 
provide group training for these residents. 
The basic method of leadership for group therapy was applied to the 
1. For such a survey, see Crofoot. Also, examples of supervision being 
carried out are given in the section on 11How Is Supervision Carried 
Out? 11 in Bruder and Barb (eds.), Clinical Education ••• ; see the 
papers by Thomas N. Klink, pp. 104-110, and Judson D. Howard, PP• 111-
115, as >'Tell as the discussions of Klink's paper by Russell L. Dicks, 
pp. 115-118, and Richard K. Young, pp. 118-121. 
training groups. A working agreement or contract was presented by the 
leader at the beginning. This established time and place, the purpose 
of studying the group, the basic conversational procedure with freedom 
to participate as one felt it appropriate. The leader provided a model 
of concern for this task by commenting on processes and anxieties in the 
group, ~y pointing out the group's deviations from the working agreement, 
and by giving basic support. This support largely consisted o£ allowing 
the members to work on the group for themselves, while encouraging 
participation and appraisal. Also, the leader l'tould help actively 'l'then 
intense differences arose.l It is to be noted that the leader was 
basically permissiwe and that he played no favorites in the group; both 
of these characteristics tended to acti'vate and expose members' emotional 
patterns. 2 
Working in this enviroment at Boston State Hospital and in one simi-
larly interested in group training at the then Boston Psychopathic Hospi-
tal enow Massachusetts Mental Health Center),, Chaplain Robert C. Leslie 
became interested in making formal group training a part o£ his program 
o£ clinical training for theological students.4 Interest in group work 
1. Elvin v. Semrad, John Arsenian, and Christopher T. Standish, "Experiences 
with Small Groups in Teaching Group Psychology, 11 ,Group Psychotherapy,· 
10(1957), 191-197· . 
. " 
2. Elvin V. Semrad~and John Arsenian, 11The Use of Group Processes in 
Teaching Group Dynamics, 11 American Journal of Psychiatry, 108(1951-
1952) ' ,58-'6'. . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . 
'· For an example of the approach represented by this latter hospital, 
see Hyde, "Communication of Feeling ••• , 11 reviewed above in chap. ii. 
4. See, e.g., Hyde and Leslie, "Introduction to Group ••• , 11 reviewed 
above in chap. ii. 
became a characteristic feature of the program at B~ston State Hospital 
under Leslie. Further, his papers and presentations on his work contribu-
ted greatly to the general interest in student group dynamics as a part 
of clinical training.! 
Leslie's successor as Chaplain and as Supervisor o£ Clinical Pastoral 
Training "ras Judson D. Howard, who had already been doing work on group 
training in his previous position. He continued the emphasis Leslie had 
begun. Some of Ho"rard' s training in group life had come f'rom Mann (one 
of Semrad's collaborators); thus he moved even closer to that approach 
than had Leslie. In addition, Howard had picked up some of the basic 
technical ideas developed by Bion in his papers. Principally there were 
t"ro, both related to the type of comments made by· the leader. One was 
that emphasizing the development of e. culture of' the group, with the 
phenomenon of' the group acting as if' it had made an agreement when no 
direct overt communication had passed on the theme.2 The other we.s that 
suggesting the importance of the group member 1 s percept of ho.-r the group 
saw him and of the leader's commenting in terms of the relationship of 
the group to him as e.n aspect of this.3 
ii. Purpose of Group Training 
The purpose of' the group training is tw·o-fold. On the one hand,. the 
1. For instance·, Klink testifies, "Robert Leslie has left us all in his 
debt by the several excellent articles which he has written concerning 
this invaluable method of supervision." Klink, "How Is Supervision 
••• ,n p. 106. 
2. See Bion, 11Experiences • • • ,. II~" 
3. See ibid. and Bion, "Experiences ••• , I." 
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group experience is a part of clinical pastoral education and is used for 
the general aims of developing understanding of oneself and others in 
relationship. On the other hand, it has the special purpose of training 
for work with groups. The particular purpose of the formally structured 
training groups is to help the students to arrive at a deepened and 
sharpened understanding of group processes and of the involvement of 
themselves and others in those processes. 
The level of understanding which is worked upon is not so much that 
o~ intellectual knowledge as that of personal reaction. That is, the 
learning worked for is at least as much emotional as cognitive. This 
focus is in line with the general orientation of clinical pastoral edu-
cation toward learning in and through existential involvement. The basic 
judgment implicit in this emphasis is that the primary needs to be able 
to give pastoral care effectively are not for facility with techniques, 
but for a basic "feel 11 for the processes of the interpersonal situation 
coupled with a firm grounding in appreciation of the pastoral role. 
Because of the primacy of the existential dimension and because of 
the historical source of the technique of leadership in group therapy, 
there is a temptation to see therapy as a goal of the training group. 
This is not the case. The sole purpose is to train pastors for their 
work with groups through their involvement in the training group. 
However, insofar as the members of the training group develop a community, 
there will be therapeutic by-products of the group. Further, since the 
leader is interested in the members' self-appraisal and in their discover-
ing the impact they have on the group (i.e., coming to see themselves as 
others see them), he encourages these processes in group members, and 
these processee have a large therapeutic component. Even in this rega~d, 
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though, the purpose of the leader is training for group leadership, not 
thel'apy. 
iii. Method of Conducting Groups 
(1) Structure.--The groups for training are called interpersonal 
groups, and all students are required to attend them as a part of the 
program. They are announced as a regular part of the summer program 
1 in the descriptive statement sent to each student t-rhen he is accepted. 
Each student is assigned to a group on the first day. 
The groups are composed of from seven to ten students with a leader 
from the supervisory staff; often an assistant leader will also meet the 
group. The first meeting of the groups is on the first day. Throughout 
the t"relve weeks of the summer the groups meet at regularly scheduled 
times. There are three sessions each week, coming as the last scheduled 
event in the day on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Each session is one 
·and one half hours long. 
(2) Contract.--The basis for the existence of the group and its 
manner of proceeding are embodied in a 11 contract 11 which the leader pre-: 
sents to the group at the beginning of the first session. Thete is no 
negotiation of this contract; it is determined in advance by the leader 
and given to the group as an accomplished fact. There are two sides to 
this situation. On the one side, the group members have already agreed 
to the direction of the supervisor in signing up for the program; the 
contract tells them what is involved for them in this aspect of the 
1. The statement sent out in the year this study was made contained the 
phrase, 11 group sessions vri th an experiential orientation for 
discovering the dynamics of group life and the student's involvement 
in them, 11 in its description of the "\'rork of the program. 
program. On the other side, the contract sets forward the foundation 
on which the leader plans to conduct the group; thus it serves to bind 
him in his relationship to the group. 
The £orm of contract that has developed specifically under Howard's 
guidance contains four articles. One specifies the time and place 6£ the 
meetings. Another gives the purpose for the group session, which is to 
study group processes and one's own involvement in them. A third out-
lines the basic functional role of the leader as one of commenting on 
what he sees going on in the group. The £inal aspect deals with re-
strictions. Only two are set £orth, and both are intended to keep the 
focus of the group's attention on the 11 here-and-now11 of the group's life. 
The restrictions are that there be no note-taking in the sessions and 
that the members re£rain from giving any extensive personal history. 
In the case of the group studied for this dissertation, the leade~ 
turned on the tape recorder at the appointed hour for the beginning of 
the first session, waited briefly until all had gathered, then spoke for 
the first time, offering the contract for the group. He phrased it as 
follows: 11 \'le will meet in this room at three o'clock on Mondays and 
Wednesdays and at noon on Fridays, for an hour and a half each time. The 
purpose of this particular session is to enable us to come to understand 
the processes that go on in groups and our m·m involvement in them. I 
will comment from time to time on what I feel is going on. There are 
two restrictions that we ask of you; one, that you take no notes; and tl-to, 
that you refrain from giving any extensive personal history." 
( 2) Leader."s Role .--The basic function of tqe leader is to help the 
members take advantage of the group experience to sharpen their under-
' 
standings, both intellectual and emotional, of processes of group life. 
Essentially, this is approached by the leader's utilization of his 
knowledge and position to aid the members' grmith of underatanding, 
appreciation, and ability with regard to the group. 
The position of the leader ia that of authority. This comes from 
his being a staff member for the program. It also comes from the fact 
that it is he who calls the group into being, who establishes the contract, 
and 'l'tho calls time at the end of each session. In· other >-tords, the leader's 
position is a product of the structure of the course and of the inter-
personal group. 
The kno't'tledge of the leader comes .from two sources. One of these 
sources is his understanding of basic processes and concerns that are a 
part of group life. The other source is the leader's o~in feelings while 
sitting in the group session. They provide his best clue to the emotional 
meanings involved in whatever the group may be doing at any time. The 
ability to call on both these sources and use them to understand the 
group is a product of the previous training of the leader, including his 
reading on group theory, his own experience as a group membe~ and his 
previous experience in group leadership. Also, the regular meetings of 
the staff serve to assist the leader in his task, both in c.onsolidating 
previous learning and in pointing to new learning. 
There are two major forms of overt behavior which the leader uses in 
his role. The first of these is that mentioned directly in the contract; 
he comments occasionally on the processes of the group. These comments 
are couched in terms of the group as such; they are focused on the mean-
ing for the group of what is being done or said by its members. Individual 
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members are not singled out for comment. Often the interpretation 
offered deals with the relationship of the group with the leader: In 
line with the aim of helping the members to come to understand what is 
going on, the leader often picks up a figure of speech that has been 
used in the group and comments in ~erma of it. 
The other overt behavior pattern of the leader, and the one which he 
follows most of the time, is silence. This means that he does not offer 
any of the usual leadership forms to the group. The students are cast 
upon their o~rn devices to solve the problems that come up in the group, 
including what to talk about and the problem posed by the leader's 
silence. The meaning of this behavior is that it makes it necessary for 
the group to do its own 1-1ork. Learning to deal \ITi th group processes is 
best done when one is actively trying to do so, and the leader's silence 
represents his conviction that the members are able to work at their 
problems as \ltell as his bringing pressure on them to attempt such work. 
Similarly his silence prevents the group from successfully acting out 
their needs to be dependent by having a leader who is god.l At the same 
time, the silence o~ the leader makes him a particularly good screen 
onto which members can project their feelings about authority. 
Although by being silent the leader thrusts upon the group the ne-
cessi ty for self-direction, he does not leave it entirely ~Ti thout help. 
His comments are to help--help, that is, with perception of group 
processes. There is another very fundamental way in which the leader 
helps the group. It may be called his giving of basic protection to the 
members. 
1. Bion's cbncept of the 11 dependent group "culturen is ):lelpful at this point. 
See, e.g., Bion, nExperiences ••• ,III 11 and 11 Experiences ••• , IV. 11 
The primary form of this protection is in the underlying structure 
of authority and limits provided by the leader. He is not active very much 
in building this structure, but he supplies it through his presence and his 
consistency. He does not allow himself to be dra'~ out of his role of 
silence and commenting on dynamics. He demonstrates constancy also in such 
things as always sit~ing in the same place for the sessions and always call-
ing time at the end of the sessions. 
Further support and protection is given by the leader's handling of 
the emotions that relate to him. He allows them to be expressed and does 
not retaliate--nor does he wilt before them. Two related forms of support 
are also given by· the leader. One of these is his consistent stand that 
all must stay in the group. He thus protects against the scylla of differ-
ing members being driven out and against the charybdis of the threat of 
members withdrawing from the group if hurt. The other form of protection 
is provided by the leader's obligation to keep scapegoating activities 
directed upon himself, thus preventing the group's attacking a member as a 
scapegoat and cutting too deeply in the process. 
(4) Members' responsibilities.--Just as the leader's role arises from 
the nature of the group as a training group, so do the members' responsi-
bilities to the group arise from this source. The concern at this point 
is not with the op·ligations and the like that develop in the feelings of 
the members for one another as the group develops; rather, it is with 
their obligations in coming into a training group. 1 
1. It could be said that the other level or responsibility, that which de-
velops in the give and take of interpersonal relationships, becomes an 
obligation for the students not by virtue of their coming to clinical 
training and being assigned to a training group, but by virtue of their 
commitment as Christians to the development of Christian community. 
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Viewed in this way, there are only two basic responsibilities of the 
members. One is to use the group for the purpose it is intended, that is, 
to try to understand through their own involvement something of what is 
going on in the group, and to try to act in terms of that understanding. 
One facet of this kind of work arises from the importance in group of the 
self-other percepts of the members; each member should be able to expect 
to receive some "feed-backn on the way the others see him, and he should 
be prepared to give some of the same to others. 
The other basic responsibility is a product of what it means to be. 
in a group and is aggravated by the leader's silence. It is the necessity 
to work for themselves on the anxieties and problems that appear in their 
group life. If it were not for the purpose of training, these diffi-
culties could be handled by avoidance. However, since the problems and 
anxieties and way of meeting them are an important part of grouB process, 
the group must face them as well as it can--or at least it must be will-
ing to explore some,-rhat the "\.:rays in ''lhich it has dealt ''lith them. 
These responsibilities are based on the purpose as set forth in the 
contract, and they are implied in the contract. However, they are not 
specifically spelled out in the contract, nor are they delineated in any 
of the advance literature. For that ·matter, they are not specifically!n-
Rica~e~· by the leader at any time during the group. The basis of 
functioning for which they are necessary is set forth, and the leader 
shapes his comments in terms of the assumption of these responsibilities. 
Nevertheless, it is left to the group to discover them for itself. This 
lack of specific direction has the effect, paradoxically, of making more 
certain the responsibility of the members in these basic regards. One of 
the major problems the group needs to face is the responsibility of its 
members, and this problem is left in the members' hands. Also, the nature 
of this responsibility derives from the nature and processes of the group. 
Thus having to struggle with the problem of responsibility causes some 
concern with the dynamics at work in the group. 
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CHAPTER V 
HYPOTHESES AND METHODOLOGY 
1. Level of Research 
This study is shaped by the theoretical and historical background 
outlined in the last two chapters. Further, it builds upon the work 
that has gone before it in pastoral care of groups at Boston State 
Hospital, and it is intended to open the way for continuing research to 
follow it at that center. Thus, the kind of research is determined by 
its professional and theoretical context, by the kind of foundation al-
ready laid for it, and by the direction projected for future research. 
The first of these three elements has already been discussed at 
some length; it is now necessary to sketch the form of the latter two. 
The Chaplain's department at Boston State has been gmassing experience 
in the pastoral care of groups with groups for patients and with train-
ing groups for theological students like the one studied for this dis-
sertation. The leaders of these various groups have written reports of 
the sessions. No particular form has been developed for these reports, 
but generally they have been primarily reviews of the leader's experi-
ence in the session, including what he felt the group and its members 
were doing. 
In other words, phenomenological description has provided the ma-
terial on which the approach studied here was developed and on which the 
ideas for future study a~e based. The major aim for such future study 
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nas been crystallized as more complete development of a theory of group 
life that would be pastoral in orientation. A necessary part of such 
development would seem to be exploration, evaluation, and validation 
grounded on research procedures. 
What is now needed is a start on systematization o£ observations 
and evaluations. More particularly, there are pressing needs for eval-
uation of the effect of group membership on individuals and for an ob-
servational system for the processes of the group. The first step from 
phenomenology into research must be an exploratory one, and the tech-
niques of the former cannot be dispensed with. Rather, some testing of 
more formal methods must go hand in hand with clinical intuition. Fur-
ther, no kind of definitive results can be expected at such a stage of 
study. It is-stimulation not conclusion that is needed. 
This complex of needs suggests the value of concentrating intensive 
study. on a small sample. Better direction f~r the future would seem 
to inhere in the attempt to understand one case in depth than in the 
attempt to survey a whole field.l Thus is the form of this study de-
termined. It is to focus on one interpersonal group in clinical pasto-
ral education, trying out some ways of research that give promise of 
fitting the pastoral fr~mewor~1 but not .sur.rendering the technique of, 
clinical description and judgment. Its attention is to be given to two 
concerns, one dealing with evaluation of what happens to the group mem-
bars as a result of the program, the other dealing with description of 
1. This position is somewhat similar to that supported by Gordon ~llport. 
~ee, e.g., his The Use of Personal Documents in Psychological Science 
(New York: Social.Science.Resear.ch.Oouncil, .19-42)~ ......... . 
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what transpires in the group. 
2. Evaluation of Effect on Members 
It is impossible to measure the exact effect of membership in the 
interpersonal groups on the students. The groups are a part of a total 
experience of clinical pastoral education, and all the aspects of that 
experience can contribute to whatever effect appears in students' lives. 
Viewed in this way, what is being evaluated is not just group membership 
but the entire program of clinical training. However, it is possible to 
relate the measurements a little more particularly to the groups by 
choosing dimensions for evaluation that are particularly involved in the 
purposes and functioning of the groups. Three such dimensions are: self-
understanding, interpersonal effectiveness, and understanding of group 
processes. 
In general, the form of prediction would be that the membership in 
the group would help the student to realize some progress in each dimen-
sion studied. However, such prediction is far too naive. It does not 
take into account a student's readiness for development, for instance. 
What is needed is a more sophisticated level of prediction. The possi-
bility of this and the form which it might take are part and parcel with 
the types of measures that are available and appropriate to use for the 
dimensions. Thus, consideration of methodology is intertwined with the 
-
question of prediction and must be so treated. 
i. Self-Understanding 
(1) Relationship to group.--Helping the student to develop his under-
standing of himself, particularly in relationship to others, is one of 
the basic aims of clinical pastoral education. Perhaps the aspect of 
this dimension most intimately bound up 1-Ti th the aims and methods of 
clinical training is self-appraisal. The supervised work of the student 
with patients involves a large measure of such a process for him, and 
the various content seminars or lectures present concepts that can be 
used in understanding oneself. The interpersonal group is another of the 
loci 1-rhere processes leading to self-understanding and self-evalu~tion 
may 1-1ell be set in motion. 
Two features of the groups are especially l~esponsible for this 
situation. Both of the features arise from the purpose of the group to 
provide training in group life for the students. One of them is that at 
least part of the understanding of the dynamics of group life is to be 
sought through looking at one's own involvement in the training·group. 
1~le the.training focus falls first on the processes in whi~h the stu-
dent becomes involved, the aspect of how he as a person responds is also 
·present. The student cannot look at the former without also looking at 
the latter. Thus, he is forced to engage in appraisal of himself as he 
tries to understand how the group functions. 
The other feature arises from the corollary of the purpose of under-
standing group processes through one's involvement; that corollary is the 
function of the group as a stimulus for 11feed-back. 11 Members of the 
group let one another know what kind of impact they are making; one tells 
another how he sees him as a person. In terms of self-appraisal, what 
this amounts to is a chan~e to test one's percept of oneself against oth-
ers' percepts of one. Naturally, such a process may well have an effect 
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on the self-understanding of the students who are members of the group. 
( 2) Measurement and prediction ..• --Many techniques for measuring a 
person's self-understanding have been developed by psychologists. One 
such system of' testing seems to be particularly appropriate to the kind 
of' question and the kind ~ orientation basic of' this study. Thus the 
basic assessment of change in students' self-understanding will be based 
upon the system of interpersonal diagnosis of personality developed by 
Timothy Leary. 1 
Four factors about the system suggest its use in this study. First, 
it deals with the self in an interpersonal fashion. The way a person re-
lates to others is the focus of the variables involved. 2 Similarly, clin-
ical training has an essentially interpersonal focus. FUrther, the manner 
in 'I'Thich self-understanding may be furthered by group training is in 
terms of relationships. Since the emphases relevant to the concern of 
this study are embodied in Leary's approach, his system of measurement 
'\'Tould be particularly appropriate. 
Second, the construction of the system of testing makes possible a 
fairly sophisticated level of prediction and test. It must be admitted, 
as Schutz points out,; that the statistical procedures employed.by Leary 
are not the most powerful. Nevertheless, the clinical context in '\'Thich 
1. See Interpersonal Diagnosis of Personality (New York: Ronald Press, 
1957) and Multilevel Measurement of Inte ersonal Behavior (Berkeley, 
Calif.: Psychological Consultation Service, 195 
2. See Leary, Interpersonal Diagnosis ••• , esp. chaps. i, v, and vi. 
;. William 0. Schutz, "Dimensions and Levels of Personality," rev. of 
Leary, Interpersonal Diagnosis • • • , Contemporary Psychology, 
2(1957), 227-228. 
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the method ·\'Tas developed puts some premium on detection of change in per-
sons tested. The basic construction of the theory, especially the opera-
tionally defined levels of personality function, seems well calculated to 
help detect both change and readiness for change.l 
Third, the implicit value of balance which influenced the form of 
Leary's approach is appropriate to the training of pastors, even though 
the concept of balance is mostly transmuted into one of adjustment by 
Leary.2 Adjustment would not be particularly in line with pastoral con-
earns, which have a higher point of reference. However, Leary's way of 
talking about adjustment and his way of representing it involve the idea 
of balance in the person,3 and it would be desirable for a pastor to have 
such balance in order to make more effective use of his mm capacities 
and to be.able to respond to various kinds of persons. 
Finally, the Leary system has been used by ~ther and Kempson in an 
evaluative study of clinical pastoral training.4 Although they did not 
find any major changes in the students revealed by the system, they did 
find several interesting phenomena, and they recommended its use for such 
a purpose.5 Further, it should be noted that G,ynther and Kempson did not 
take full advantage of the possibilities of prediction in the Leary sys-
tem of levels, particularly in terms of level III.6 This study will at-
1. See Leary, Interpersonal Diagnosis ••• , chaps. vii-xii. 
2. Ibid., chap. ii. 
3· Ibid. 
4. Gynther and Kempson, 11 Personal and Interpersonal Changes • • • • 11 
5· Ibid., P• 219. 
6. Ibid., esp. PP• 214-218. 
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tempt to profit from more complete use of the system. 
There are two major parts of the theory developed by Leary. One of 
· these is the idea that the self-systems of a person can be plotted in 
terms of ~ajor types of interpersonal reactions. Further, these types of 
reactions are inter-related in such a way that they can be organized as 
octants of a circle. The source of this inter-relationship is in the 
fact that each type is the result of the interaction of two basic factors. 
Each of these factors is a dimension of interpersonal rel~tionships. One 
of them is the dimension of dominance-submission; the other one is the 
dimension of love-hostility. 
These two dimensions provide the axes of the circle. The vertical 
axis is that of dominance; and the horizontal, that of love. The octant 
falling at the top of the dominance axis is for managerial-autocratic be-
havior; its opposite at the bottom of that axis is for self-effacing-
masochistic behavior. On the love axis, the positive end runs through 
the octant for cooperative-overconventional behavior, and the negative 
end runs through the octant for aggressive-sadistic behavior. The four 
remaining octants fall between the axes. The one with relative high 
dominance and low love is for competitive-narcissistic behavior. Rebel-
lious~distrustf'ul behavior represents relatively lo'-1 placement o~ both 
factors. Relatively high placement on both factors yields responsible-
P~pernormal behavior. Finally, the octant with relatively higher scores 
on love and lower scores on dominance represents docile-dependent behav-
ior.1 Figure One sbo'I'TS. the graphic relationship of the octants and axes 
1. See Leary, Interpersonal Diagnosis ••• , chap. vi. 
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of this diagnostic circle. 
Leary and his associates have developed an adjective~ checklist for 
use as a measuring instrument embodying this view of personality organi-
zation. This "Interpersonal Oheck List 11 iS' a list of one-hundred-tw.enty-
eight adjectival terms, sixteen for each of the eight octants.l A good 
operational definition of the octants is provided by these terms and 
their organization; they are given in Table One. 
1. See ibid., pp. 455-463. 
TABLE !.--Interpersonal Oheck List developed by LaForge and Suczek.* 
Words arranged by Octants. 
Octant 1: 
well thought of 
makes a good impression 
able to give orders 
forceful 
often admired 
respected by others 
good leader 
likes responsibility 
Octant 2: 
~elf-respecting 
independent 
able to take care of self 
can be indifferent to others 
self-confident 
self-reliant and assertive 
businesslike 
likes to compete with others 
Octant ): 
can be strict if necessary 
firm but just 
can be frank and honest 
critical of others 
hard-boiled when necessary 
stern but fair 
irritable 
straightforwar~ and direct 
ahrays giving advice 
acts important 
bossy 
dominating 
tries to be too successful 
expects everyone to admire him 
manages others 
dictatorial 
boastful 
proud and self-satisfied 
thinks only of himself 
shrewd and calculating 
somewhat shobbish 
egotistical and conceited 
selfish 
cold and unfeeling 
impatient with others' mistakes 
sel.f-seeking 
outspoken 
often unfriendly 
sarcastic 
cruel and unkind 
frequently angry 
hard-hearted 
* Based on the form printed in ~e~ty, MUltilevel Measurement • • • , P• 13. 
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Table 1--Continued 
Octant 4: 
can complain if necessary 
often gloomy 
able to doubt others 
frequently disappointed 
resents being bossed 
skeptical 
hard to impress 
touchy and easily hurt 
Octant 5: 
able to criticize self 
apo'logetic 
can be obedient 
usualt;r:,E!~es·in: · 
easily embarrassed 
lacks self-confidence 
easily led 
modest 
Octant. 6:f 
gratefql 
admires apd imitates others 
appreciat=l;.ve 
very anxi~us to be approved of 
often helped by others 
very respectful to authority 
accepts~advice readily 
trusting and eager to please 
Octant 7: 
coo.perative 
eager to get along with others 
friendly 
affectionate and understanding 
always pleasant and agreeable 
wants everyone to like him 
sociable and neighborly 
warm 
Octant 8: 
considerate 
encourages others 
helpful 
big-hearted and unselfish 
kind and reassuring 
tender and soft-hearted 
enjoys taking care of others 
gives freely of self 
bitter 
complaining 
jealous 
slow to forgive a wrong 
resentful 
rebels against everything 
stubborn 
distrusts everybody 
self-punishing 
shy 
passive and unagressive 
meek 
timid 
al~'l'ays ashamed of self 
obeys too willingly 
spineless 
dependent 
l'l'ants to be led 
lets others make decisions 
easily fooled 
hardly ever talks back 
clinging vine 
likes to be taken care of 
will believe anyone 
too easily influenced by friends 
will confide in anyone 
fond of everyone 
likes everybody 
wants everyone's love 
agrees l'li th everyone 
friendly all the time 
loves everyone 
forgives anything 
oversympathetic 
generous to a fault 
overprotective of others 
too lenient l-rith others 
tries to comfort everyone 
too willing to give to others 
spo1ls people with kindness 
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Figure 1. The Lear;r D1agno1tic Grid.* The Terti cal axis 
is dominance-subndssion; the horizontal axis i1 love-
ho•tility. The octants are as ~ollows: (1) managerial-
autocratic, (2) competitive-narcissistic, (;) aggre•siTe-
sadistic, (4) rebellious-distrustfUl, (5) self-effacing-
masochistic, (6) docile-dependent, (7) cooperative-over-
conventional, (8) responsible-hypernormal. 
*Based on the form printed in ibid., p. 24. 
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The other major feature of Leary's theory is the concept~auzation 
of personality as having five levels of organization, the level of pub-
lic communication,l the level of conscious communication,2 the level of 
private perception,) the level of the unexpressed,4 and the level of 
values.5 The basic focus of understanding these levels is their oper-
ational definition in terms of the source of the data used in measuring 
them. Leary summarizes the definitions of the four levels with which he 
has been able to work as follows: 
Level I considers how a person presents himself to or is de-
scribed by others. Level II is comprised of his descriptions 
of himself and his interpersonal relationships. Level III 
considers fantasy or "projective 11 material, and Level V, his 
ego ideal.6 
More explicit definitions of each level can be made in terms of the 
instrument used to gather the data used. Thus, in this study Level I is 
operationally defined in two 1'lays. One is in terms of scores drawn from 
j the Minnesota MUltiphasic Personality Invent6~y;7 the other is in terms 
of the subjects• rating of each other on the Interpersonal Chec~list. 
Level II represents each subject's description of himself on the Inter-
personal Checklist. Level III is determine~ by rating according to the 
Leary profile the stories obtained to ten of the Thematic Apperception 
Test pictures.8 Finally, Level V is defined by each subject's check-
ing of the Interpersonal Checklist according to his ideal self. 
1. Leary, Interpersonal Diagnosis • • . 
' 
chap. vii. 
2. Ibid!., chap. viii. ). Ibid., chap. ix. 
4. Ibid., chap. x. 5· Ibid., chap. xl. 
6. Leary, Multilevel Measurement ••• , P• ). 
7• Ibid., PP• 8 and 86. 8. Ibid., PP• 17-21, 94 and 104-105. 
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Plotting of the results on the diagnostic circle for each level may 
be done in two ways. The data may be weighted in terms of the relative 
strength of the dominance and love components and a summary point com-
puted using standard scores established by Leary.l This summary point 
can then be placed on the circle; the octant in which it falls represents 
the interpersonal diagnosis given by that measure. Proceeding in this 
way, it is possible to place the summary points from all the levels 9£ 
the subject on one diagnostic circle. Also, vari~bility indices among 
the various levels can be computed.2 Similarly, all the scores given 
one subject, or all his scores of the others, could be plotted on one 
circle, and their variability found.; The other method of plotting 
involves calculating the score for each octant, in terms of distance on 
the radius of the circle. Thus, the arcs for each octant may be marked 
off at their score distance on the radius. This procedure yields a 
profile showing the relative prominence of the various octants. Of 
course, only one level's profile could be represented on any one circle 
in this way.4 
Putting together the bases for prediction· involved in Leary's work 
with the kind of' influence the group might be. expected to exert, the 
follol'ring predictions can be made: 
(1) Ther~ should be a tendency toward convergence of scores on Levels 
I, II, and V. In other words, getting reports on 1>rhat effect he has on 
others in the group should help the student to modifY his own perception 
1. Ibid., appendices a-f. 
;. Ibid., PP• ;5-42. 
2. Ibid., pp. 22-;o and 95-97· 
4. Ibid., PP• 27-28: 
of himself, to re-evaluate his ego ideal, and perhaps to modify his 
interpersonal behavior. 
(2) Level III scores will influence the possibility and direction 
of change in Levels I and II. In general, the pre-conscious foundation 
which a student brings with him will be one determining factor in his 
response to the challenge to self-understanding posed by the group sit-
uation. For instance, if Levels I and III both give the sam~ su~mary 
diagnosis, and level II gives a different one, there will. be a te~dency · 
for level II to shift toward agreement with levels I and III during the 
program; if levels I, II, and III all give the same diagnosis, there is 
very little likelihood of change; if level III differs from levels I and 
.II, there will be a tendency for either or both of the latter levels to 
shift in the direction of the former. 
(3) There should be a tendency toward better balance in the inter-
personal·profiles of the students. That is, the group experience should 
help them to.be able to express a wider range of interpersonal behavior. 
Considering the stereotyping tendency to see ministers in the upper 
right quadrant of the Leary circle,l the most likely form such shifting 
toward broader expression would take would be one of a more negative 
picture. In other words, a shift toward more hostile and/or more de-
pendent features of the profiles may be expected. 
All three of these predictions may be tested by t~e Leary system. 
The full battery of tests (MMPI, TAT, and Interpersonal Check List) 
checked for self, ideal self, parents and spouse wa~ administered at 
1. See ~ther and Kempson. 
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the beginning of the program and again at the end of the program. This 
testing provides a before and after comparison of each of the levels. In 
addition, the Interpersonal Check List was administered to the group five 
times during the summer. The form was given to each member at the end 
of the Friday session in the first, third, sixth, ninth, and eleventh 
weeks; they were filled in and returned by the middle of the following 
week. The instructions were to check the list for themselves and for 
each other member of the group and for each of the leaders. 
Just as the discrepancy score between levels or between two sub-
jects• percept of~ third may be'computed, so may a discrepancy score be 
computed between different testings. These discrepancy scores an~ their 
changes are the basic tool of measurement for the first two of these 
predictions. A direct statistical test of them can be made by comparing 
the discrepancy.scores between the various levels given by the testing 
at the beginning of the program with those given by the testing at the 
end of the program; the sign test would be the appropriate statistic. 1 
However, since the number of subjects is small; the .likelihood of find-
ing significant changes is slender. Particularly since· the factors in-
volved in the second and third hypotheses will effect the results bear-
ing on the first. 
In the light of this situation, it would seem advisable to consider 
only those who showed a change of significant proportions on any leve~,2 
1. See Sidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics (New York~ McGraw-Hill, 
1956), PP• 68-75• 
2. Leary suggests that a discrepancy scor$ of more than twe~t1-six 
should be considered a significant cq~nge; see Multileve~ 
Measurement • • • , P• 79· ' 
11) 
and to check this change and its direction against the various other 
levels. The most crucial point for this study w·ould be the effect of 
group 11 feed-back11 on self-perception; thus the final self-checkings for 
level II need to be compared with the group's pooled ratings of each 
member. This point can be pursued further by going back through the 
group ratings to determine the period during the program >-lhen any shift 
occurred and the relationship between change in self perception and 
stability of the group's pooled perception (the greater the stability, 
the greater should be the likelihood of change). 
The third prediction ,.,ould suggest that at some or several of the 
levels the after teats should give lower standard scores on the dom-
inance and love axes of the Leary circle. Since these standard scores 
are based on a normal distribution the statistical significance of their 
variation may be tested by the t-test for significance ~f differences. 1 
Additional indications of the extent to which self-understanding 
improved during the program are available and may be considered clinically. 
Each student was evaluated by the staff at the end of the summer, and 
self-evaluations that l'Tere \'Tritten by some of them are available. Any 
judgments on self-understanding contained in these evaluations may be 
reviewed. Also, some testimony on increase in self-understanding--or 
failure to experience this--may appear in the interviews held with the 
students ninety days after the program. 
> • • 
' . ~ 
ii. Interpersonal Effectiveness 
(1) Relationship to group.--Just as developing self-understanding is 
1. See Wilfrid J. ~xon and Frank J. Massey, Jr., Introduction to Statis-
tical Analysis, (2d ed. rev.; New York: McGraw-Hill, 1957), PP• 124= 
127. 
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a basic aim of the entire progr&m of clinical pastoral education, so is 
helping the student to incre~se his interpersonal effectiveness. In fact, 
the very genius of the clinical setting utilizing the pastoral relation-
ship of the student with a patient is focused on interpersonal effective-
ness. However, the training group also has aspects that deal quite 
directly with the students' abilities to work in the interpersonal situ-
ation. After all, the group setting is an interpersonal setting. Partic-
ularly since the aim of the group is to develop understanding of group 
life through one's o~m involvement and to develop that understanding on 
the level of personal reactions, concern for the student's interpersonal 
effectiveness is an important feature of the groups. 
The question of dimensions of interpersonal effectiveness that 
should be considered may be answered in a way consistent with the setting 
of the group and with the context of pastoral concern. This can be done 
by looking at it through the perspective of the theory of Christian 
growth suggested in chapter iii. Thus, the student's relationship to 
the group would be evaluated in terms of his abilities El) to be in-
cluded, (2) to take advantage of the opportunity for individuation, and 
(;) to take responsibility, involving his willingness to lead, to work 
to include others, and to support others' attempts at individuation 
and leadership. 
A further aspect of interpersonal effectiveness tha~ may be ex-
plored is that of accuracy of social perception. It would seem safe 
to say that a pastor needs to be as perceptive as possible of the ways 
·o;f' behaving of the people 1-ti th whom he works. The group setting, 
which encourages the members to discuss the i~a.y they perceive one 
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another, provides an opportunity for the members to check their percep-
tions of one another with a social base. In other words, accuracy of 
interpersonal perception is a dimension relevant to the functioning of a 
training group.l 
(2) Measurement and predictions.--One of the indices that may be 
derived from the periodic administration of the Interpersonal Check List 
is that for each members• misperceptions of the other members, as test-
ed against the pooled score based on all members• scoring.2 The tendency 
should be for the misperceptions to become smaller as the group goes on. 
This prediction can be tested by dichotomizing the discrepancy scores 
into accurate perception and misperception, then comparing the distriBa-
ti~·. into these categories of the discrepancy scores of the whole 
group from one administration to another; the McNemar test is the appro-
priate statistical method.5 
Leary suggests that discrepancy score of more than forty-four can be 
assumed to mean misperception and that one of forty-four or less can be 
assumed to mean accuracy of perception.4 However, since the subjects of 
this study are fairly homogeneous, it seems better to dichotomize the 
discrepancy scores below rather than above forty-four. 
1. It is outside the scope of this study to review the increasingly abun-
dant literature on this subject of social or personal perception. A 
representative work is Renate Tagiuri and Luigi Petrullo (eds.), 
Person Perception and Interpersonal Behavior (Stanford, Calif.; 
Stanford Univ. Press, 1958). 
2. See Leary, Multilevel Measurement ••• , pp. 55-42. 
5· See Siegel, PP• 65-67. 
4. Multilevel Measurement . . . ' P• 42. 
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No ready instruments seem to be available to make possible meas-
urement on general interpersonal effectiveness, and particularly n~t for 
measurement in terms of the pastoral concern. Thus, two measures were 
built for this study. Neither is very refined, and neither has been used 
in any previous work. In fact, their use in this study is as ·much to 
help to bring about their development into a more refinad form as it is 
to give measurements. How~ver, they may give some rough indications o£ 
the effect of the group (and of the '1'7hole program) on the interpersonal 
effectiveness of the subjects. 
One of' these tests ,.ras a role repertory test. Ways of operating in 
groups "rere stated in general terms, and the following directions were 
given: 11 In the follo"ring list of' roles thE~.t one can play in a group, 
check the ones that you feel you regularly take. 11 The 11roles 11 were de-
veloped on the bas~s of previous experience in groups and were organized 
on the basis of the theory of' pastoral care. The basic form of' the items 
was derived from'decisions as to behavior dimensions that would relate 
to inclusion, individuation, and responsi.bility-tald.ng; the poles of' 
each of these dimensions 1r1ere taken as categories f'or the test. Inclu-
sion and individuation were each represented by ~our dimensions, and 
five dimensions were used for responsibility-taking. Items were also 
included to elicit information on modes of relationship to peers and to 
authorities. The peer relationships were cast in terms of' roles taken 
in meeting other members; the general form '\'tas again that of' opposite 
poles of four dimensions of' behavior (in one dimension a secondary posi- ' 
tion on the negative end was added). The items relating to authority 
\'l'ere determined primarily in reference to 1r1ays of' handling dependence. 
Thus five items 1r1ere presented, roughly' scaled from active dependence to 
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active count.er-dependence. Table t\'ro presents the forty-two items, 
according to factors and dimensions. 
TABLE 2.--Items £or Role Repertory Test, arranged according to factors 
and dimensions. 
Inclusion: 
Withdrawing from the group's interaction 
Seeking to be accepted by the ·group 
Feeling distrustful of the group 
Feeling trustful of the group 
Feeling 11left out" of the group 
Feeling securely a part o£ the group 
Feeling anxious when the center of attention 
Feeling pleased when the center of attention 
Individuation: 
Being anxious when £eeling different from the rest of the group 
Being comfortable when £eeling different from the rest of the group 
Feelingfearful of st~ding alone against the rest of the group 
Willing to stand alone against the rest of the group 
Smoothing over differences that exist in the group 
Pointing out differences that exist in the group 
Joining in attacking a deviating member 
Coming to the support of ~someone attacked by the rest of the group 
Responsibility-taking: 
Trying to hold the group back from going to work 
\vanting to help the group to 11 get along11 
Preferring to follmi someone else's lead in the group 
Trying to lead the group 
Feeling bored with ~he group 
Feeling very concerned with the group 
Opposing the l~adership attempts of other members 
Supporting other members' leadership attempts 
Ignoring those who seem 11 left out 11 of the group 
Trying to bring others into the group interaction 
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TABLE 2.--Continued. 
Peer Relationships: 
Keeping distant from the other members 
Keeping feelings secret from other members 
Trying to get close to the other members 
Expressing disliking for the other members 
Expressing liking for the other members 
Competing with other members 
Cooperating with other members 
Holding in anger felt toward other members 
Expressing anger toward other members 
Authority Relationships: 
Seeking approval from the authorities 
~'Ianting to know ~There the authorities stand 
Following the group 1s attitude tO\'I'ard the authorities 
Trying to ignore the authorities 
Opposing the authorities 
.General Activity: 
Remaining silent 
Talking a lot in group sessions. 
In general, it would be predicted that the summer's experience 
would lead to more positive interpersonal action; that is, a greater 
proportion of the positive .poles of' the various dimensions would be 
checked. However, since the role repertory test is based on the sub-
jects 1 self-ra~~ngs, it is possible that an increase in perceptiveness 
of self behavior in gr.oup would lead to an increase in the number of 
negative poles checked. Thus, conclusions based on these results must 
take into consideration both the changes from the beginning role test 
to the end role test and the relative accuracy of perception of roles 
played. This latter feature could be tested blf comparing the descrip-
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tions of the subjects on the role repertory test with their behavior in 
the ,group sessions. 
The other rough instrument developed for this study deals 1-1i th 
this matter. The sessions were electronically recorded, and verbatim 
transcripts >'Tere prepared from the recordings. A form of content analysis 
was thus made possible.l The primary aim of this analysis was systematic 
description of some basic processes to go on in group life, in terms of 
inclusion, individuation, and responsibility-taking.2 The categories 
developed for this task could be modified slightly to provide categories 
far analyzing the behavior of the individual members of the group; these 
categories for the individuals are given in table three. 
The categories are applicable to each of three levels of analysis 
for each subject. These levels parallel Leary's levels I, II, and v. 
Level I is the level of interpersonal behavior, in which the categories 
are assigned according to the interpersonal meaning of what the subject 
says or does in the group. Level II is the subject's self description; 
whenever he says something directly about himself, accepts another's 
description of him, or admits of himself what he says· of another, the 
categories can be 9;pplied to Leve.l II. Level V is the level of the indi-
vidual's self-ideal; it is rated according to the same criteria as Level 
II, except that the descriptions must be in terms of what he desires to 
be rather than what he is. 
1. For·a discussion of the techniques and problems of content analysis, 
see Bernard Berelson, 11 Content Analysis, 11 in Gardner Lindzey (ed.) 
Handbook of Social Psychology (Cambridge, Mass •. : Addison-Wesley, 1954), 
I, .. 488-522. 
· :2. A more complete discussion will be found belo'l'r, PP• 1'1-1'7. 
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Table ;.--Categories for analysis of transcripts for individuals. 
The categories are organized by basic factors and by behavioral 
equivalents. 
I. Inclusion 
A. Belonging, being involved 
1. I am not involved 
2. I am not as involved as some 
3. I am involved 
B. Closeness 
~~ 1. I am not close 
2. I am not as close as I might be 
;. I am too close 
4. I am in a warm fellowshi~ 
c. Dealing with self 
1. I cannot talk directly about myself 
2. I can talk directly about myself 
II. Individuation 
(Dealing with differences) 
1. I try to drive out members who are different 
2. I do not recognize any one's being different 
;. I try to change members who are different 
4. I handle differences by sub-grouping 
5· I support members who are different 
6. I appreciate differences .among us 
III. Responsibility-Taking 
A. Leadership 
1. I am not able to lead 
2. I do not follow others' leadership 
;. I support others' leadership 
4. I am able to lead 
B. ''lork at task 
1. I avoid getting dor,m .to work at all 
2. I "t>rork at tasks set by the group, but resist studying 
group process 
;. I "ltTork at the tasks of studying the group's processes and 
of 11feeding-back11 to others my perceptions of them 
c. Concern for gr~up development 
1. I am not concerned "ltTith including all 
2. I am concerned with including all 
;. I do not support others' individuation 
4. I do support others' individuation 
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Natural units in the transcript, such as conversations, "speeches," 
or themes >'1ithin 11 speeches, 11 provide the blocks to be rated. The rater 
/ 
must first read the transcript and determine the blocks, then rate them 
according to leyel and category. The simple unit of measure adopted is 
the line of typewritten material. Two-thirds or more of a line are counted 
as a line; less than that are counted as a part-line, and two part-lines 
are taken to equal one \'Thole line. 
The pattern developed by each member of the group 1'1'0uld appear in 
this analysis, and directions of change ,.,ould be revealed. Hol'l'ever, the 
nature of the instrument is too rough to make possible any really appro-
priate application of statistical procedures. Instead, simple analysis of 
the data must be relied upon. The patterns of behavior and the relation-
ships among the leveis of description can be compared from one meeting 
or one period of time to another over the summer. Further, the generally 
stable patterns appearing in this analys~s can be compared with the rat-
ings the subjects gave themselves on the role repertory test. 
The final evaluation of the effect of the group on the members' 
interpersonal effectiveness may also utilize some clinical judgments. The 
data for these judgments come from the self-evaluations and the staff 
evaluations prepared at the end of the summer, and from any indications 
that might appear in the post-program interviews held with the subjects. 
iii. Understanding of Group Processes 
(1) Relationship to group.-- The aim of understanding of group proc-
asses is peculiarly related to group training. In the first place, other 
than the interpersonal groups only a short-term theory seminar dealt with 
this training directly. In other words, training in the understanding of 
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group processes is carried on principally within the training groups. In 
the second place, increase in such understanding is a direct aim of the 
training groups; it is their explicitly stated purpose. Thus, in eval-
uating changes in subjects' understandings of group processes, it is pos-
sible to say with considerable certainty that what one sees is the e£fect 
of the tTaining group (however, even in this sphere the student may pick 
up learning through other aspects of the clinical training program). 
The major factor that must be taken into consideration in looking 
at the effect of the interpersonal group on its members' ability to un-
derstand group processes is that the aim of the training is not just 
intellectual understanding but personal understanding, which is more on 
the emotional level. In this sense, the measures of self-understanding 
and interpersonal effectiveness might give as accurate a picture of what 
a student has learned about group as any verbal report he might give on 
group processes. There might be no change in his verbalized theory of 
group dynamics, when he might have experienced considerable growth in such 
basic dimensions as hie recognition of the difficulty of working deeply 
in the group, his sense of being caught up in the group's li£e, and his 
sensitivity and skill in operating in the group. 
(2) Measurement and predictions.--The aspect of verbalized under-
standing of group processes does deserve some attention. Thus, the stu-
dents were asked to write an essay on this in the first and again in the 
last week of the program. The assignment was given as follows: 11Write a 
brief paper (about two typewritten pages) outlining what you consider to 
be the basic processes and factors in small group life (e.g., as in the 
interpersonal group seminar). 11 The resulting essays can be compared for 
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each student to show if any deepening of his understanding is revealed. 
The only prediction possible for this kind of test is that, in general, 
the over-all effect of all the subjects' second essays will be more un-
derstanding than it was for the first essays. 
Deeper levels of measurement may also be tapped. The interview· 
held ninety days after the program was primarily intended to discover 
ho\-t the subjects had experienced the group and 1trhat understandings they 
had gained from it. The follo"t"ting interviel'l' schedule was drawn up to be 
used by the interviewer, who had also been the leader of the group: 
1. 1fhat are your feelings now about the summer of clinical 
training? 
2. ~articularly, what are your present feelings about the 
i~terpersonal group experience? 
;. \fuat, if anything·, do you feel .it has contributed to 
your ministry? 
4. In what respects are you dissatisfied with the experience? 
5· Are there any particular incidents or sessions that stand 
out in your mind? 
6. How would you characterize the group? 
7. Ho''l' much did you feel you were included in the group? 
8. Were there times when you felt apart from the group? 
9. Were there times when you felt tho»oughly accepted in the group? 
10. When did you first begin to feel really in the group? 
11. Did ys>u•·feel:.ypu~~'-rene ·ab:Le .tocbe'}a~separa:te~liildl.v:i!dual "'!iil'1the 
group? 
12. Did yo.u ever feel you "t"tere carried along "t:-rith the rest, even 
though you might have had some reservations? 
1;. Were there times when you sensed that the group didn't want 
your opinion because it "'ras different from theirs 1 
14. How did you feel, in general, about the group's leadership? 
15. How did you feel about the 1:ray in which I led the group? 
16. Row did you feel about the members' leadership attempts? 
17. Hoi·T would you asaess your own willingness and success at 
leading the group? 
18. Did you have any expectations about the interpersonal group 
when you came at the beginning of the summer? 
19. (if so) \•!hat vras the source of these expectat-ions? 
The interviews were recorded and transcripts of them prepared. Thus, 
the <;ray in which each subject responded to these questions may be anal-
yzed in terms of the understandings gained about group life. However, 
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no other method than subjective thematic analysis has been prepared for 
use with this data. As a result, the prediction and its testing must be 
of the order of a general expectation that the over-all effect showed by 
all the interviews will be one of deepened and sharpened understanding 
of group processes. 
A similar kind of thematic analysis is made possible by the inclu-
sion of an additional picture in the battery of TAT pictures used by the 
Leary testing at the beginning and at the end of the summer. The picture 
shows a group sitting around a table; not all have their eyes focused on 
one person, and one woman is gesturing. No special directions were 
given for the picture, and all subjects wrote stories for it, just as 
they 1-trote them for the other ten pictures. The same general shift to-
ward deeper understanding may be expected in the themes elicited by the 
picture. 
A final source of data on the members' abilities to understand 
group processes is the trans'cript of the group sessions. The times at 
1-1hich a member makes a comment on '\'that he feels is going on in the group 
would be a part of the transcript. The frequency of these comments may 
be tallied. In general, more such comments should appear in the later 
sessions of the group. Also, some clinical judgment on the depth and/ 
or accuracy of such comments are possible. Here again, the general pat-
tern should reveal more depth and acuteness in the later sessions. 
;. Description of Group Life 
The basic problem posed in this part of the study is not making 
and testing predictions but organizing description as systematically as 
possible. Taking this step implies a long-run view toward developing 
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observational measures that will allow prediction and test, but this step 
must be taken first. Particularly, two aspects of group life need inves-
tigation. One of these is the complex of interpersonal relationships 
that develop among the members, along with the feelings that develop to-
ward the leaders. The other aspect deals v1ith the processes of the life 
of the group that are b~st seen as functions of the group as a group. 
i. Interpersonal R~lations 
The Interpersonal Check List has been used by Leary for the analysis . 
. 
of the relationships in groups. Analysis of the ratings of all the mem-
hers of the group for themselves and for each other provides many measures 
of their relationship. Also, analysis of the items checked (or omitted) 
idiosyncratically for members can indicate some covert relationships.! 
These uses vrould seem to be admirabl;y: suited to this study. Further, the 
process of development can be surveyed by administering the Check List 
periodical!¥ (at the ends of the first~ third, sixth, ninth, and eleventh 
weeks). 
Two special expectations should be noted about the use of this mate-
rial. One, comparing the membe_rs 1 descriptions of the leaders 'fith their 
descriptions of their pabents should reveal a certain amount of identifica~ 
tion, at least in the earlier adm~nistrations of the Check List. The bas--
is for this expectation is in the clinical observation that the silent lead-
erP iS' often made a scr.een for projected feelings about authorities. The 
second expectation is derived from the comment of Gynther and Kempson that 
the checking done by their students showed that the group vras still in the 
1. See Leary, Multilevel Measurement ••• , PP• 43-50. 
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·early stages, even at the end of the summer.l Since the interpersonal 
group provides a setting that may well speed this development, it would 
se~m very possible that the descriptions would be less stereotyped by 
the end of the summer. This situation would show up in two comparisons, 
(1) the final Check List pooled ratings should be closer to the final 
MMPI ratings than the first Check li"st pooled ratings were to the first 
MMPI ratings, and (2) the discrepancy between the overt perceptions re-
vealed on the Check Lists should decrease with successive testings. 
A concluding survey of the relationships and matrices of feelings 
that developed during the life of the group was made sociometrically. 
The subjects were asked to list in order of extremity the three members 
of the group they felt met the follo'"Ting conditions: 
· 1. Liked the most; 
2. Liked the least; 
j. Contributed most to the group; 
4. Contributed least to the group; 
5· Offered the most leadership; 
.6. Offered the least leadership; 
7. i'Tas most friendly; 
8. Was least friendly; 
9. 1rhose leaders~ip you are most willing to follow; 
10. i'lhose leadership wou are least l'lilling to follow; 
11-. Most like yourself; 
12. Least like yourself; 
13. Most cooperative; 
14. Least cooperative; 
15. Most aggressive; 
16. Least aggressive; 
17. Most involved in the life of the group; 
18. Least involved in the life of the group~ 
The instructions specified that in any question in which the respondent 
himself was not logically excluded from the category, he might use himself 
' 
' 
in the answer (e.g., someone could list himself as one of those who con-
1. Gynther and Kemps_on. 
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tributed the most to the group). Presumably the results from the socio-
metric test should reveal the same patterns of relationship and evaluation 
as the Leary material. Since the questions are paired, the effect of the 
sociometric test is to get a ranking of the group members by each subject 
for nine dimensions. Thus rank-order correlations are applicable to them.l 
The post-summer interview would also give many indications about 
relationships in the group. Almost any of the questions might bring o~t 
comments that would be relevant; however, the question on the leadership 
attempts of the members relates directly to this area of concern. The 
relationships indicated in the interviews can be compared with those 
suggested by the Interpe~sonal Check List analysis and the sociometric 
. 
questionnaire. Further, all of these may find some corroboration in the 
analysis of the seating habits of the group members. 
Finally, the transcripts of the group sessions can be studied to de-
tenwine if there is evidence in them of the relationships suggested by the 
Check List, the sociometric test, and the interview. No ·fomal category 
system \'las developed for this. The data on members 1 leadership found in 
analyzing their interpersonal effectiveness would fit in this situation as 
well. In addition; the areas of '-1ho talks to whom, and other such evi-
dances of pairing sub-grouping would be particulariy relevant in guiding 
. analysis of the transcripts. Primarily, this would involye clinical eval-
uation of the relationships revealed in the transcripts as compared \'lith 
those sho't'm in the testing. 
1. The Spear.man rank correlation coefficient will be used to compare two 
sets of rankings (see Siegel, pp. 202-215), and the Kendall coefficient 
of concordance will be used to compare several sets of rankings (see 
Siegel, PP• 229-258). 
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ii. Group Processes 
As was suggested in chapter iii, both the context of pastoral con-
cern and clinical experience with groups suggest the profitability of 
treating the group as a functioning entity. In the work with groups 
carried on by the Protestant Chaplain's Department at Boston State Hospi-
. ~ 
tal, this idea has come to occup,y a central place both-in understanding 
group life and in commenting in groups on the processes going on there. 
Thus it is necessary that this study give attention to the task o£ devel-
oping systematic observation of group processes. 
The basic data for this task are the transcripts of the electronic 
recordings of the group sessions. This form of data ''~ould seem to be 
particularly appropriate to the technique of category analysis. This 
line of attack, then, is what makes possible systematizati-on. of obser-
vation. However, the eventual aim of such research as this is the devel-
opment of categories of analysis that will help a pastor to be aware of 
the meaning of what is going on in groups, while he is in the meeting of 
the group. This fact, coupled with the source of the ideas for categories 
in clinic~l experience, suggests that the categories must necessarily be 
more clinical in form than is usually the case with content analysis. 
Within these limits, the problem addressed by this aspect of this 
study is that of working out a system of categories_for analysis of the 
transcripts of the group sessions, and this analysis must treat the group 
as actor.l The idea put forward by Shepard and Bennis that analysis of 
group qua group can be carried on through the concept of interperson 
1. The >·rord is used in the sense advocated by Parsons. For a discussion 
of his approach, see Talcott Parsons and Ed,'l'ard A. Shils, Toward a 
General Theory of Action (Ogmbridge, Mass.: HarvaDd Univ. Press, 1951). 
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suggests a way of doing this. 1 If what is said and done in the group 
are seen as "actions" of the ·interperson, then a parallel can be drawn 
with·teary 1s treatment of the inaividuals actions and words. Each of the 
levels employed by Leary in his interpersonal diagnosis of personality is 
a self, or a self-description; the data analyzed represent descriptions of 
various 11 selves 11 which express themselves in verbal and/or non-verbal be-
havior.2 
Similarly, the interperson can have interselves representing various 
levels (or modes) of self-description. That is, the conversations and 
actions recorded in the transcripts can be analyzed in terms of levels of 
,the group 1s description of itself. Five such levels can be worked out to 
parallel Leary's five levels. Each of these levels can be roughly oper-
ationally defined in terms of the instructions given to those who would 
do the rating for the content analysis. 
Level I is the level of the group's overt behavior and its mean~ng. 
The basic question to ask of the dat.a is, 11What is the group implicitly 
saying about itself by 'l'lhat it is doirig? 11 Since most of the overt behav-
ior in the gr~up. is talk (and since this is >-that the transcript >-rould 
emphasize), the level becomes the interpersonal meaning of the nature of 
the conversation that is going·on--what the group is trying to do through 
its conversation, and what it says about itself in trying·to do that. 
Level II is the level of the group's conscious description of itself. 
Obviously, only one of the members can verbalize a description of the 
1. Shepard and Bennis, 11A Theory of Training • • II • • 
2. Leary, Interpersonal Diagnosis • • • , chaps. Yii-xi. 
group, but the response can determine ;;rhether or not he has been speak-
ing for the group. In general, anything that is said by any mem?er of 
the group that characterizes the group should be considered as an expres-
sion of this level as long as there is no objection to it. A leader's 
comment should be considered similarly. 
Level III is the level of the group's description of itself through 
projection. For the purpopes of analysis it may be assumed that any talk 
about groups or interpersonal situations other than the particular group 
being studied is a projection df the group's feelings about itself. The 
descriptions of these other situations should be rated by the same tech-
niques as levels I and II, whichever is more appropriate to the situation. 
Level IV is the level of the unexpressed. This would include those 
feelings that are deliberately not expressed by the group. Only two 
sources are possible for such rating, and both involve the leader's par-
ticipant observations. If the leader offers an interpretive comment which 
is roundly rejected by the group, the comment may be treated as expressing 
something from this level of the unexpressed. Also, if in the after-meet-
ing discussion by the leaders of their feelings about what had gone on, 
any ideas are suggested about feelings or processes that were deliber-
ately suppressed by the group, these ideas should be rated for level IV. 
Level Vis the level of the group's ideals for itself. It is opera-
tionally the same as level II, except that the content of the statements 
rated must deal not with the group as it is now seen, but with the group 
as it 't'7ould like to be. 
Each of these levels can be rated in terms of the same set of cate-
gories, for '"hether behavior or words are rated, the meaning of them can 
be seen as a belief about the group. Thus if all the categories are stat-
ed in the form of a description of the group, they may be applied at any 
level. The basic problem in developing a system of categories to use 
for the analysis was to decide upon observable behavioral dimensions 
that could be said to represent each of the three factors of pastoral con-
cern in group life. The decisions were made on the basis of experience 
in training groups and in consultation l"lith a fet"l others with similar con-
cerns and interests. 
The feeling of belonging, of being a group would seem to express the 
matter of inclusion. This feeling could be expressed in various ways, de-
pending upon how involved the group members £elt with one another. At 
one extreme ~rould be the feeling that they were not really a group. If 
they felt that they were not involved, there would be the implication 
that there was a group in \'lhich they might be involved; therefore, the 
f'eeling that "we are not involved" vrould represent a next step in belong-
ing. W'hen some feel involved and others don't; another step in belonging 
is in process. Then, when all feel involved, still another step is taken 
in belonging. Finally, when the involvement engenders the feeling that 
the group is a distinctive one (often ~rith its own special language and 
history to be interested in), there is a well-developed sense of belong-
ing in the group. 
An associated feeling is that of closeness. Four steps of increas-
ing closeness seem discriminable. First, the feeling that the members 
are not close to. one another. Second, the feeling that they are not as 
close as they might be; the implication of closeness is present in the 
very desiring of it this way. Third, the feeling of being too close rep-
resents greater closeness than the previous two, but the sense of being 
too close reveals ao~e underlying distance. Fourth, the feeling of 
1-tarm fellotoTship shows a genuine closeness in existence. 
A final indication of inclusion would be the willingness of the 
group to talk about itself. It '.-rould seem that a sense of comfort with 
one another is necessary for group members to deal directly with them-
selves in the group. Thus, their feeling about whether they can or 
cannot talk directly about themselves may be taken as an index of inclusion. 
Although individuation includes all the matter of individual growth, 
the only dimension for which categories of observation could be developed 
for the group 'l'ras that of tolerance of differences. A necessary result 
of individuation is difference, and therefore, ability to ~olerate differ-
ences is a part of the foundation a group must have to be able to encour-
age individuation in its members. Three modes of handling differences by 
11 removing11 them can be ordered by their severity. The 111ost severe is 
removing the one who is different; the next most severe is pretending 
the difference does not exist; the least severe is trying to change the 
one who is different. A fourth way of handling differences that does 
not really use them constructively but does try to tolerate them is to 
form sub-groups. Finally, two really positive ways of meeting differ-
ences would be supporting the different member, and going a step further, 
appreciating the differences as contrrbutions to the group. 
One important aspect of responsibility-taking that can be treated 
operationally is leadership. Growth in responsibility in the group will 
bring growth in leadership. The lack of leadership can be represented 
by the feeling that the members need the leader to lead them; that is, 
they do not feel they can lead themselves• nor can they try. 11hen they 
begin to feel that they can try, the ~eeling of not having enough leader-
ship appears. Leadership needs followership, and failure to give support 
to those who try to lead is a sign of incomplete responsibility-taking on 
the part of the group. lfuen such support is given, the group evidences 
more leadership. Finally, the feeling that the group is able to direct 
itself well may develop; it would represent a high level of leadership 
in the group. 
Since the group has a basic task, that of understanding the group 
and the involvement of each member in it, the dimension of willingness to 
work at the task would also indicate the level of responsibility-taking. 
At the lowest level, the group might avoid getting do~m to work at all. 
-At a somewhat higher level, they might work at special tasks set by the 
group, but refuse to study the processes of the group. When the members 
work together at studying the group and at telling one another the effect 
their behavior has on the group and h~T it is seen the peak of task-work 
may be said to have been reached. 
A third and final dimension related to responsibility-ta~ng is 
concern for group development. The more responsible the members become, 
the more they will feel the group should ~evelop. Particularly, they 
would show increases in their concerns for bringing all into inclusion 
and for supporting the individuation members may embark upon. Writing 
these behavioral indices into proper form prepares them for use in cate-
gory analysis; table four contains the finished categories for analysis 
of the transcripts. 
The raters were instructed to read the entire transcript of a 
TABLE 4.--Categories for Analysis of Transcripts of Group Sessions, 
for rating the behavior of the group as a whole. 
I. Inclusion 
A. Belonging, being a group 
1. We are not·really a group 
2. We are not involved 
;. Some are not involved 
4. We are all involved 
5· We are a ,distinctive group 
B; Closeness 
1. i'le are not close 
2. We are not as close as we might be 
;. We are too close 
4. We have a \'Iarm fellowship 
G. Dealing with selves 
1. We cannot talk directly about ourselves 
2. We can talk directly about ourselves 
II. Individuation 
(Dealing ,.,.i th differences) 
1. We try to drive out members who'are different 
2. \'le do not recognize any one 1 s being different 
;. \'le try to change ·members \'Tho are different 
4. We handle differences by sub-grouping-
5· We support members who are different 
6. We appreciate our differences 
III. Responsibility-taking 
A. Leadership 
1. We need the leader to lead us 
2. We do not have enough leadership 
;. We do not follow each other's leadership 
4. We support each other's leadership attempts 
5· We direct ourselves well 
B. -Task 
1. We avoid getting down to work at all 
2. l'le i'lork at tasks set by the group, but avoid studying group 
processes 
; • We v1ork at studying the group 1 s processes and 11 feeding-back11 
our percepts of each other 
C. Concern for group development 
1. We are not concerned with including all 
2. We are concerned ldth including all 
;. We do not support individuation 
4. We do support individuation 
session before rating it, then to apply the various ratings to what 
seemed to be natural blocks of material that fit-the meaning of any 
given category. All the levels were to be considered for all material, 
and as much rate~ at as many levels as possible. However, the raters 
were instructed to be fairly conservative in rating at level I; if the 
meaning of the activity was not quite obvious, it was not to be rated. 
The·same units of measure were used as for the analysis of individual 
participation--lines on the transcript, with two part ·lines (i.e., less 
than t1-ro-thirds of a line) equal to one full line. 
It is to be noted that these categories are deficient in regard to 
one important kind of dynamic that occurs in groups. There is no place 
to pick up in them the aspect of dependence upon the leader and the 
various &~~noes of authority relationships that relate to that aspect. 
It seemed that the attitudes of dependence or counter-dependence or their 
various shades could be seen as expressing many different meanings of 
inclusion, individuation, or responsibility-taking; no simple relation-
ships among the variables could be discovered. Thus another system of 
categories would have been needed to pick up this dimension. This was 
not developed for two reasons. (1) The one set of categories with five-
levels was complicated enough to have to apply to a transcript, especially 
since analysis of the individual members and the group as a 1;1hole 11rere 
both necessary, without adding another set of categories. (2) The cate-
gories seem well suited to the most basic phenomena of group life, which 
are those of warmth; in this sense, the dealings l'Tith the leader can be 
seen as projections of feelings about giving and receiving warmth. 
The shortcomings in the categories of analysis can in part be compen-
sated for by including some clinical comments on the life of the group. 
These can go fUrther in interpreting the meaning of the data than can the 
ratings of the transcripts. In any event, there are t"ro expectations for 
the results of the analysis of the transcripts. First, the dominant con-
cerns of the early sessions should deal with inclusion •. Second, the pre-
ponderance of interest in the concluding sessions should again fall on 
inclusion problems, tempered by a concern for evaluatio~,which would be 
more nearly responsibility-taking. 
4. Selection of Subjects 
The aim in selecting the subjects for this study was to provide a 
group that would be as 11normal 11 as possib'le, in the sense of representing 
the typical composition of the interpersonal groups in the clinical pasto-
ral education programs at Boston State Hospital. ~10 external criteria in 
addition to t~s aim shaped the selection. These criteria were (1) the 
inclusion in the methodology of this study of a follow-up interview ninety. 
days after the end of the program and (2) the inclusion in the program of 
a special interpersonal group for those who had had previous group experi-
ence. Thus the population of students from which subjects were chosen ex-
cluded those who would not be in the general vicinity of Boston in the 
Fall and those who had had prior experience in an interpersonal group. 
A normal size for the interpersonal groups is eight, and eight sub-
jects were chosen from the available students to provide a range on each 
of the three variables, age, marital status, and denominational affilia-
tion. Within these limits the choice was random. The variables selected 
for discrimination are those customarily emplqyed in dividing the students 
into interpersonal g~oups in the program. 
The subjects thus chosen will be represented by randomly assigned 
initials (the first initials drawn from the first eight letters of the 
alphabet, and the last initials drawn from the last eight letters of the 
alphabet). 
A. z. was twenty-eight years old and single. He was a 
Methodist enterin~his~senior_ye~r at a~Methodist seminary. 
His upbringing had been in the midwest, where he had at-
tended a Methodist-related college. Also, he had served 
in the armed forces. 
B. T. was twenty-three years old and single. He was a 
Methodist entering his senior year at a Methodist seminary. 
He had come from the South (although not the deep South) 
and had worxed one year in industry be£ore coming to 
seminary. 
C. s. l'Tas thirty-three years old and married. He l'fas an 
Episcopalian entering his mtddler·year at an Episcopal 
seminary. He li'as from the Northeast, but had li'Orked 
several years as a salesman in the Mid-West. 
D. w. was twenty-two years old and single. He was an 
Episcopalian entering his middler year at an Episcopal 
seminary. He had been born and raised in New England, 
attended college in New England, and was now going to 
seminary in Neti' England. 
E. Y. was twenty-three years old and married. He was a 
Methodist entering his middler year at a Methodist semi-
nary. He was from the Mid-West, where he had attended 
a Methodist-related college. 
F. u. was tt>Tenty-six years old and married. He li'as an 
Episcopalian entering his middler year at an Episcopal 
seminary. He was from the Mid-1'1est, l'fhere he had at-
tended college. He also had had experience in the 
armed services and had spent some time in a social serv-
ice job. 
G. v. was twenty-eight years old and married. He was a 
Methodist entering his middler yegr at a Methodist semi-
nary. He was from the Northeast, but had attended college 
in the Mid-West. He also had had armed services exper-
ience and held a job in the field of mass communications 
before coming to seminary. 
H. X. was twenty-four years old and single. He was a 
Universalist who had attended a Universalist.seminary 
and college. He 'l'ras a minister's son and had lived in 
the far l'Test, the Mid-1'1est, and the.South while growing 
up. He had spent one of his seminary years abroad. 
It is to be noted that A. z., B. T., E. Y., and G. v. all attended the 
same seminary. Similarly, c. S., D. l'l., and F. U. were classmat.es in 
seminary. 
The leader was· a graduate student majoring in pastoral care of 
small groups. He was an ordained Methodist minister in his mid-twenties. 
He had had previous experience as a member of a student group and as 
leader of a patient group and t'\'ro student groups. The symbol Ll vrill be 
used to designate him. The assistant leader was one of the Associate 
Protestant Chaplains at Boston State Hospital. He was an ordained 
Unitarian minister with several years experience. He had been a member 
of a previous student group. The sy.mbol L2 1dll be used to designate him. 
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CHAPTER VI 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
. 1. Effects on Individuals 
i. Self-Understanding 
The results of the Leary testing procedures bearing on the group's 
effect on its members' self-understanding are given in tables five through 
fifteen and in figures two through nine. Table five gives the standard 
scores for both the dominance and love axes and the resulting summary 
diagnosis for each subject on level I (from the Minnesot~ Multiphasic 
Personality Inventory). The results of both the before and after tests 
are given, along w~th the discrepancy scores between the two ~iagnoses.l 
Tables six, seven, and eight give the comparable results for the other 
levels used. Table six shows level II (from self-checking on the Inter-
personal Check List). Table seven shows level III (from responses to the 
Thematic Apperception Tests). Table eight sho~rs level V (from self-ideal 
checking on the Interpe~sonal Check List). 
Tables nine through thirteen give the resuits obtained from adminis-
tration of the Interpersonal Check List five times during the summer, to 
be checked by each subject for himself and all other members of the group. 
The results of each administration are given in a separate table. Each 
1. Discrepancy scores have three parts, one showing the·total discrepan-
cy, the others showing the difference on the dominance and love axes. 
Bee Leary, Multilevel Measurement ••• , P• 28. 
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contains the standard scores and summary diagnosis £or level I (the 
pooled score of a subject by the others) and level II (a subject's score 
for himself), and the discrepancy scores between the levels. 
Tables fourteen and £ifteen contain the discrepancy scores that oc-
.curred among levels I, II, and V. Table fourteen shows the discrepan-
cies at the beginning; table fifteen shows those at the end. 
The figures show ~he pooled scores each subject received in the 
idiosyncratic analysis of the five administrations of the Interpersonal 
Check List to the whole group. Each figure contains the five profiles 
one subject received on the five administrations. 
TABLE 5.--Summary diagnoses for each subject on level I, before and af-
ter, with discrepancy scores between before and after diagnoses* 
Before After Discrepancy 
Sub-
jects . 
dam lov diag dom ' lov diag · D L d 
A. z. 61 50 1 59 59- 8 -24 +56 44 
B. T. 6;; 57 l 58 61 8 -24 +56 44 
c. s. 6;; 62 8 61 58 8 0 0 0 
D. l'l. 6;; 58 1 66 64 8 -24 +;56 44 
E. Y. 60 61 8 61 56 1 +-24 -;;6 44 
F. u. 60 61 8 58) 56 8 -15 -19 2;5 
G. v. 58 6;;. 8 60 61 8 0 0 0 
H. x. 65 56 1 6;; 58 1 0 0 0 
* The dam columns contain the standard scores for the dominance axis; 
the lov columns contain the standard scores £or the love axis. Plot-
ting the resultant point on the diagnostic grid gives a summary diag-
nosis, in terms of the octant in i'l'hich the summary point falls (given 
in the diag column). See pp. 106ff. for a discussion of this system. 
Underlined diagnoses fall in the moderate section of the circi~; others 
are considered extreme. The D column shows the amount and directipn 
of difference on the dam axis; the L column·, on the love axis. The d 
column shows the total discrepancy •. 
TABLE 9.--Summary diagnoses for each subject on level II, before and af-
t~r, with discrepancy scores between before and after diagnoses 
. 
-
Before After Discrepancy 
Sub-
jects . . ' > .. ' . 
dom lov diag dom lov diag D L d 
. . . . . . . ... "' .. ~ ... 
A. z. 65 59 1 67 58 1 \. 0 0 0 
B. T. 70 51 1 76 50 1 0 0 0 
c. s. 60 62 8 65 48 1 +24 -56 44 
D. w. 65 68 8 62 71 8 0 0 0 
E. Y. 61 48 2 60 4o 2 0 0 0 
F. u. 66 46 2 69 41 2 0 0 0 
G. v. 58 55 l 59 47 g - 5 -25 26 
H. x. 64 51 1 65 .45 2 - 9 -45 44 
TABLE 7.--Summary diagnoses for each subject on level III, before and af-
- ter, with discrepancy scores between before and after diagnoses* 
. . . . 
-
.. . 
Before After Disc:r:epancy 
Sub-
jects .. 
dom lov diag dom lov diag D L d 
A. z. F 55 75 7 41 :61 6 -56 --24 44 
c 48 .46 4 70 64 8 +51 +·75 91 
B. T. F. 42 56 6 54 55 8 +47 f,. 9 48 
c 62 68 8 61 59 1 -1-24 --·56 44 
c. S. E 59 70 8 41 - 85 7 -45 +~ 9 44 
0 61 72 8 60 64 8 0 0 0 
D. W. E 57 44 2 4o 44 5 -84 +~ 8 84 
0 51 54 8 60 59 2 +28 -·60 66 
E. Y. H 44 62 6 55 52 5 +58 -·-88 105 
0 56 58 8 71 50 1 +57 -·-17 41 
F. u. H 66 64 a 49 54 5 -21 -10:; 105 
o. :;:; 55 6 49 56 1 -1-41 + 1 41 
G. V. H 46 57 1 :;a 6:; 6 -41 - 1 41 
0 51 61 7- 58 55 §. +58 + 14 41 
H. X. H 45 54 6 48 65 7- -1-17 -1-,.,7 41 
0 
. 47 5:; ~ 70 51 1 -i-84 - 8 84 
* The row labeled H contains the scores for the heroes of the stories; 
the row labeled 0 contains the scores for the others in the stories. 
TABLE 8.--Summary diagnoses for each subject on level V, before and after, 
\'Ti th discrepancy scores between before and after diagnoses 
. . . ~ ... ll • .. ... )0- " • .. ~ .,. ... .. .. .. ... . . .. .. ~ • .1 • ~ .. .. "',.. . . 
. ~ .. , ~ "' ......... , .... 4 ... "' "" .... • .... • .. .. ... .... # ... . . . . 
Before After Discrepancy 
Sub- . 
jects . . .. . 
dom lov diag dom lov diag D L d 
. . . . . .. 
A. z. 74 67 8 62 59 8 0 0 0 
B. T. 62 55 1 ~1 51 5 -112 -22 114 
c. s. 55 61 8 no after scores received from c. s. 
D. w. 59 51 1 51 61 7 -44 +50 
E. Y. 49 41 I 41 42 4 - ~8 -14 
F. u. 45 48 2. 57 ~1 ~ +44 -50 
G. v. 5~ 6~ 8 52 51 1 + 1 -41 
H. x. 5~ ~7 ~ 6~ ~1 2 + '6 +24 
TABLE 9.--Results of the first administration of the interpersonal 
6heck list to the whole group: the pooled diagnosis of each 
Sub-
jects 
A. z. 
B. T. 
c. s. 
D. w. 
E. Y. 
F. u. 
G. v. 
H. x. 
member by all others, each members self-diagnosis, and the 
discrepancy between the two diagnoses-
... : 
Level I Level II Discrepancy 
. . .. 
lilom lov diag dom lov diag D L 
... 
61 58 8 62 55 1 f24 -~6 
65 48 1 75 46 1 0 0 
\ 67 51 1 65 62 8 -24 t~6 
58 56 8 59 68 8 +1~ +19 
6~ 59 8 60 52 1 +24 -~6 
66 49 1 64 4o 2 - 9 -4~ 
58 59 8 6~ 60 8 0 0 
57 56 §. 65 59 1 +~7 -17 
66 
41 
66 
41 
44 
d 
44: 
0 
44 
2; 
44 
44 
0 
41 
TABLE 10.--Results of the second administration of the interpersonal 
. check list to the whole group: the pooled diagnosis of each 
member by all others, each members self-diagnosis, and the 
discrepancy between the two diagnoses 
. . tJ. .. .. .... .. ~ # .. "' .. , "' ............ "' " ... ~ , , ... ,. ~ . 
. II. .... ,. • :. " ....... , ... .. .. "' , . . ... ' .. .. ................... . '; .. ~ .. ,. .. 
Lev~l I Level II Discrepancy 
Sub-
jects 
' 
.. 
dom lov , diag dom lov diag D L 
........ , . . .. .. . . . . . .. , . .. 
A. z. 61 59 8 61 48 1 +24 -36 
B. T. 68 47 1 71 45 2 - 9 -43 
o. s. 64 51 1 6; 52 1 0 0 
D. w. 55 53 1 53 6; 8 - 1 +41 
E. Y. 60 55 1 56 44 2 -28 -30 
F. u. 6; 46 2 65 47 1 + 9 +43 
G. v. . 60 54; 1 61 56 1 0 0 
H. x. 64 52 1 65 59 1 0 0 
TABLE 11.--Results of the third administration of the interpersonal 
check list to the whole group: the pooled diagnosis of each 
member by all others, each members self-diagnosis, and the 
·• discrepancy between the two diagnoses 
. . . .. 
Level I Level II Discrepancy 
Sub-
jects . . . . . . . . .. . .. ... . ............ . ,; ..... . .. 
dom lov diag dom lov diag D L 
-
. . ... .. .. .. , .. .. , ,. ... ... ~ . , "' ..... ," . . . . .. . .. . 
A. z. 61 61 8 60 57 8 0 0 
B. T. 72 ;6 2 74 52 1 +9 +4; 
o. s. 63 51 1 64 49 1 0 0 
D. w. 47 46 4 61 54 7 +8 +84 
E. Y. 57 53 l 55 45 2 +5 +25 
F. u. 6; 39 2 60 45 2 0 0 
G. v. 56 50 l 55 53 l 0 0 
H. x. 67 49 1 59 4o 2 -9 -4; 
d 
44 
44 
0 
41 
41 
44 
0 
0 
d 
0 
44 
0 
84 
26 
0 
0 
44 
144 
TABLE 12.--Results of the fourth administration of the interpersonal 
check list to the whole group: the pooled diagnosis o£ each 
member by all others, each members self-diagnosis, and the 
discrepancy between the two diagnoses 
....... ,. .- ~ :::::.::;:~~:;,...;;.:;-:.;:: ;_:.:~::.:::~;0::!;;~!~~;:~;-~;~;:;::,._:::::.~ 
" ..... .,. .... " 
Level I Level II • Discrepancy 
Sub- . 
-
.. 
jects . ' . . . . . . "' ... I',." . . . . . . . ... 
dom lov diag dom lov diag D L 
. . . . . . . . . 
A. z. 61 65 8 60 56 1 +24 -.?6 
B. T. 69 41 2 76 49 1 + 9 +4.? 
o. s. 66 50 1 60 5.? 1 0 0 
D. w. 51 48 2. 61 7.? 8 +26 +80 
E. Y. 56 5.? 1 57 49 l 0 0 
F. u. 64 40 
-" 
58 44 _g +17 +.?7 
G. v. 62 54 1 55 51 1 -2.? - 5 
H. x. 67 45 2 56 45 g_ -19 +1.? 
. 
TABLE 1;.--Results of the last administration of the interpersonal 
check list to the whole group: the pooled diagnosis of each 
member by all others, each members self-diagnosis, and the 
discrepancy between the two diagnoses 
. . . . . .. 
·Laval I 
... 
Level II ...... ·····niscrepancy 
Sub- . 
-
-jects . '. ... 
dom lov diag dom lov diag D L 
' -
-
.. .. .. . .. • .. ~ - I> .. . ... .. ... - . . .. . . . . - ......... .. . 
A. z. 61 61 8 67 57 1 +24 -.?6 
B. T. 70 ;a 2 7.? 51 1 + 9 +4.? 
c. s. 6; 55 1 65 48 1 0 0 
D. 1'1. 51 49 2 57 70 7 -.?9 +75 
E. Y. 57 5.? 1 60 42 2 +14 -.?8 
F. u. 6.? .?7 2 6.? 46 2 0 0 
G. v. 59 50 1 60 44 2 +14 -.?8 
H. x. 66 45 2 59 45 2 0 0 
d 
44 
44 
0 
84 
0 
41 
2.? 
2.? 
d 
44 
44 
0 
84 
41 
0 
41 
0 
1~5 
TABLE 14.--Discrepancy scores among level I, II, and V at the beginning 
of the program . 
~,,._~ ........ ~ ................ "' .. .. . . ... .. ... .. .. .. . .. .. .. "' ~~,., ........ ~- ........ 
,. • "'"" 1' ,. ,. "' .. ~ ~ ... ,. .............. ,. ~ "' .... ...... .,~, ....... ~,~"'"""'~"'"'""'' ,. "f_ ..... 7' .. .,..,,.. ...... Between I & II Between I & V Between II &V 
Sub- . .. . . jects .. ... ~ .. .. . ...... ,. ,I .. ,. , , .. ,. ~ .. I' ... #' ........ ~ ,. ........ ,. ..... . . . . . f ... - • 
D L d D L d:; ""'D L d 
-
. 
-
. . 
... . . . • I' .... . . . . . . .. . . 
A. z. 0 0 0 -24 +?6 44 -24 t?6 44 
B. T. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. s. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D. 1•1. -24 +;6 44 -2; 
- 5 2; + 1 -41 41 
E. Y. +15 -79 81 -26 -80 84 -41 - 1 41 
F. u. +15 -79 81 -65 -5? 84 -80 +26 84 
G. v. + 1 -41 41 0 0 0 - 1 +41 41 
H. x. 0 0 0 
-4:5 -67 81 -45 -67 81 
TABLE 15.--Discrepancy scores among level I, II, and V at the end of 
the program 
.. . 
:Between ·:r · & II Between ·:r ·tr:v .. . . Bet:ween II & V 
Sub- . 
jects. . . . . . . . ... 
D L d D L d D L d 
. 
-
. . 
-
. . . .. . . . . . . . 
A. z. +24 -;6 44 0 0 0 +·~24 -;6 44 
B. T. +24 -?6 44 -88. -58 105 -112 -22 114 
c. s. +24 -;6 44 no level ·V scores received from C. s. 
D. li. 0 0 0 -4; + 9 44 - 4? + 9 44 
E. Y. 
- 9 -4? 44 -88 -58 105 - 79 -15 81 
F. U. +28 -60 66 - 8 -84 84 - ;6 -24 44 
G. V. - 4 -66 66 + 1 -41 41 + :·5 +25 26 
H. X. 
- 9 -4; 44 - 9 -4; 44 0 0 0 
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Second Administration P'irnt Administration 
1hird Administration 
Fourth Administration Fifth Administration 
Figure 2. The pooled idiosyncratic ratings for A. z. for each 
of the fiTe administration• of the Check List. Each o~tant has 
a radius in millimeters equal to the number of idio~yncratic 
ratings given to him in that octant by all the othef subjects. 
First Administration 
Second Admin~etration 
Third Administration 
Fourth Administration 
Fifth Administration 
Figure ,. The pooled idiosyncratic ~atings for B. T. for each 
of the five administrations of the Check List. Each octant has 
a radius in millimeters equal to the number of idiosyncratic 
ratings given to~im in that octant by all the other subjects. 
1~ 
First Administration Second Administration 
Third Administration 
Fourth Administration Fifth Administration 
Figure 4. The pooled idiosyncratic ratings for c. s. £or each 
of the f1Te administrations of the Check List. Each octant has 
a radius in millimeters equal to the number of idiosyncratic 
ratings given to him in that octant by all the other subjects. 
First Ad~nistration Second Administration 
Third Administration 
1 
Fourth Administration Fifth Administration 
Figure 5· The pooled idiosyncratic ratings for D. w. for each 
of the fiTe administrations ot the Check List. Each octant has 
a radius in millimeters equal to the number ot idiosyncratic 
ratings given to him in that octant by all the other subjects. 
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First Administration 
4 
5 
0 
12 11 
4 
1 
Fourth Administration 
;~0 
1~1 
6 5 
Second Administration 
Third Administration 
Fifth Administration 
Figure 6. The pooled idiosyncratic ratings tor E. Y. for each 
of the five adminiltrations ot tba Check List. Each octant has 
a radius in millimeters equal to the numbe~ of idiosyncratic 
ratings given to him in that octant by all tqe other subjects. 
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4 
1 0 
0 0 
0 
First Administration Second Administration 
1 
2 
1 
Third Administration 
12 1 
0 
1 
7 
Fifth Administration 
Fourth Administration 
Figure 7• The pooled idiosyncratic ratings £or F. u. for each 
of the five administrations of the Check List. Each octant has 
a radius of millimeters equal to the humber of ~diosyncratic 
ratings given to him in that octant by all the other subjects. 
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1 
~~ 
10 9 
First Administration 
*
4 2 2 
2 
2 
2 
. 1 
~urth Admini1tration 
3 
4 
1 
Third Administration 
2 
1 
6 
Second Administration 
Fifth A&.ini•tration 
P1gure 8. The pooled idio1yncratic ra~infl ~or G. V. tor each 
o't the tiTe a&.ini1tration1 o't the Cbeok Liat. Each octant hal 
a radiu1 in •illt.eterl equal to the number ot idio•yncratio 
ratings giTen to him in that octant by all the other 1ubject1. 
1 
Second Administration 
First Administration 
Third Administration 
8 
88~~ 
9 V\': 
1 
Fourth Ad~iniatration F1tth Administration 
Figure 9· The pooled idioayncratic ratings for H. x. for each 
of the five ad~inistrations of the Check List. Each octant has 
a radius in millimeters equal to the nu~ber of idiosyncratic 
rating• giTen to him in that octant by all the other subjects. 
1~ 
The discrepancy scores for each level between the before and after 
testing were dichotomized, with those twenty-six or under being cal~ed 
no change, and those over twenty-six being called change. This made it 
possible to use the binomial test to see if there were statistically sig-
nificant changes on any levels for the group.l Using .05 as the level 
of significance, no significant changes were found in levels I or II. 
Significant changes were found for both level III Hero and level III 
Other. A change approaching significance (p=.062) was found for level V. 
The sign test was applied to the directions of change in the dis-
crepancy scores between levels I an·d II, I and V, and II and V to see 
if there was any convergence of these levels. No significant change 
t-ras found. 
Both the binomial and the sign tests were used to test for any sig-
nificant tendency for levels I, II, or V to change toward the diagnoses 
for ~II:Jiero or III Other on. the beginning testing. No significant 
tendency was found. 
The t-test for significance of differences wa~ applied to the com-
parison of the before and after dom and lov standard scores for each 
level. No significant changes were found except in the case of the lov 
scores for level I as determined by the pooled rating of each subject by 
the-others (comparing the first and last administrations). In this one 
case there was a significant shift toward greater hostility. 
Thus, there is no statistical support for either hypothesis one (that 
. 
there will be a tendency toward convergence of Levels I, II, and V) or 
hypothesis two (that level III will serve as an indicator of the direc-
-tion of change). Further, levels I and II, vthich might be expected to 
1. Siegel, PP• ;6-42. 
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be most influenced by the group experience, were the ones that showed 
no significant change at all. The third hypothesis (that there will be 
a greater tendency toward expression of the negative aspects) received 
support only in the group's seeing of its members as more hostile. This 
result is probably caused by development of the group as much as by real 
change in the members; that is, as the group became closer there would 
be greater freedom both to express more hostility and to see more of it 
in others. 
In other words, on this level of statistical analysis, it would ap-
I 
pear that the group had no significant effect on the member's self-
understanding. Howeve~, in the post-summer interviews, all the subjects 
reported feeling they had gained in their understanding of themselves, 
particularly in relation to others. It is possible that the students were 
f'ooling themselves into thinking they had greater self-understanding; most 
of them had came with the expectation of gaining in this regard, and all 
felt that· the program should cause some such gro'l"rth in them. It is also 
possible, though, that the testing was not sufficiently sensitive to pick 
up the kinds of changes that occurred. 
The proffules provided by the idiosyncratic ratings, as can be seen 
in the figures, show a few consistencies that should be noted. First, 
the general pattern shows much more exaggerated profiles in the later 
administrations than in the first one. That is,the longer the members 
kne-vt one another and observed one another in action in the group, the 
mor.e they saw the idiosyncratic features of one another. 
Second, as Leary suggests,l there is a definite tendency for the 
1. Leary, Multilevel Measurement ••• , p.44. 
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ratings to pile up in a few octants. ~ and large these foci are quite 
close to the octant in trthich the pooled diagnosis fell. The idiosyncratic 
profiles of A. z. , c •. ;:s;·, and (to a lesser degree) H. X. had a more posi-
tive emphasis; E. Y. 1s and G. v. 1s '\"tere more submissive.. Also, D. lf. is 
consistently placed in the three bottom octants. This suggests a con-
sensus on his behavior, which appears only on this level. 
Another level of analysis is possible with the Leary data; that is, 
the comparison of the level II scores with the level I scores provided 
by the pooled scores of the group for each subject. Such a comparison 
is most use~l i'lhen made for each subject. The subjects trrere given no 
information on the results of any of the testing, thus any signs of 
changes must be due to the effect of the summer program, including the 
intera·c:t:iron of the group (barring other random factors that might influ-
ence the subjects). 
T'l"to subjects continued to see themselves in the same way, despite a 
different perception of them by the group. A. z. saw himself as 
11n!anagerial-autocratic 11 while the group saw him as "responsible-hyper-
. . 
normal. 11 B. T. also saw himself as 11managerial-autocratic, 11 but the 
group saw him as 11 competitive-narcissistic. 11 D. W. 1s perception of him-
self also did not conform to the group's perception of him. 
The other five subjects all showed some effect on their self-percep-
tion of the group's perception of them. Three of them had level I and 
level II scores on the before battery that differed; the Leary expecta-
tion for each of them \·Tould be that their level II scores would change 
toward the level I score (and the level III score trThich supported it) • 
. 
However, G. V. changed away from them, while F. U. and E. Y. showed no 
1%3 
change. c. s. had complete agreement on all levels in his before test-
ing, which gives the prediction that any change is very unlikely; 
nevertheless, his level II score changed from "responsible-bypernormal" 
to 11managerial-autocratic. 11 Finally, H. X. 1s level II score changed 
away from the before level I and III scores, contrary to what the Leary 
system would suggest. 
All of these scores that vary from expectation find support in the 
group situation. The level I scores provided by the group for C. S., 
F. u., and H. X. agree exactly with those subjects• concluding level II 
scores. E. Y. and G. v. saw themselves as more hostile than the group 
sa,., them, but t\'10 factors of the relationship must be noted. First, the 
group score more nearly supported their level II score than did the MMPI 
score. Second, their perceptions of themselves represent quite close 
identification with the way in which they perceived the group as a whole. 
Thus, it would seem that all five of the results in which the level II 
score did not 11 behave" as the Leary system would suggest, the interac-
tion of the group has influenced the level II score heavily. 
Also, the difference of A. Z. 1s level II score from the group 1s 
pooled level I score for~him can be understood in the light of his rela-
tionshipm the group. The Leary testing and analysis reveals that his 
self-perception and his perception of the group as a whole were in agree-
ment. Further, he sees himself as more hostile than either the group 
or the concluding MMPI sees him, and one of the points the group tried 
-
to make with him was that his loving behavior covered up a great deal of 
hostility. Thus, his variant self-percept accords with ide~tification 
with the group and with the effect of their feed-back to him. 
The basic difference between B. T.'s perception of himself and the 
group's perception o£ him was that he saw himself as more loving than the 
group did. The grounds for his feeling he had more warmth are suggested 
by the concluding MMPI score and by the before IIIH and after IIIO scores. 
His comment in the after-summer interview that he had gotten into a role 
in the group and that he couldn't get out of it indicates that he had 
some awareness of the difference in perception and some appreciation of 
the justifiability of the group's percept of him, in the group. 
Finally, it may be noted that the one subject (D. W.) least influenced 
by the group was the one who through most of the summer was apparently the 
least involved in it. Also, no stabilized level I scoring for him a~axa~±n 
the group's pooled rating of him. However, one sign of an undercurrent of 
effect is discernible, even in his case. The idiosyncratic rating of D. W. 
by the group falls very heavily in the three octants that contribute to a 
submission score, and the major shift in his level III scores is toward a 
more submissive self-percept. 
In summary, then, the Leary data was not very helpful either in 
predicting the kinds of changes that would occur or in showing statis-
tically significant changes in self-understanding in the group as a whole. 
It may be that the system would have been more use~l for detecting 
general trends in a larger group of subjects. Also, the great change on 
the TAT scores may indicate the effects of insufficiently skilled scoring. 
If this is the case, this situation might account for the failure of the 
level III scores to serve as indicators. If it is not the case, then the 
much greater tendency to change of this level is an interesting phenomenon 
that could stand further investigation. 
The Leary data did prove useful in revealing the influence of the 
group situation upon the subjects' self-understanding, when it was used 
more in the form of clinical than of statistical evaluation. The general 
trcend of this consideration would seem to indicate that the group situa-
tion provided some opportunity to check one's self-perception against 
the group's perception, and that generally this led to greater self-
understanding. 
ii. Interpersonal Effectiveness 
The discrepancy scores between each subject's perception of each 
other subject and the pooled perception of the others by the rest of the 
group provide a measure of misperception in the Leary system. These re-
sults are tabulated in tables $"i~teen through -.:twent:YI• One table is 
devoted to the results of each of the five different administrations of 
the Interpersonal Check List during the life of the group. 
The scores were dichotomized into the categories of misperception 
(a discrepancy score of foxty-four or greater) and perception (a score 
of lees than forty-four). The McNemar test for significance of changes 
revealed a significant shift to less misperception bet\'leen the first 
administration and the third, fourth, and fifth administrations. In 
other words, the general effect of the group on its members was to re-
duce their misperception of one another. 
This conclusion is tempered by two considerations. First, the sig-
nificant changes were £rom only the first administration, not from any 
of the later ones. In other words, a continuing effect upon accuracy of 
perception that >'ras statistically significant could not be found (although 
TABLE 16.--Indices of each subject's misperception of the other subjects 
on the first administration of the interpersonal check list 
.. . "' .. . ... ~ ... .. .,. .... ... '* .tf "'e • • ... .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. "' ... , ....... ,. "' ... . .. ,. .. 
. . . ... ,.. .. , ... ' . . . 
··········Perception ,J> " ,._ • I" "" "' II ,.. " ,.. '.P ,. _, ... ;o ~ ~ • of: 
Sub-
jects .. 
.. ., .. $ .... - ......... ,.. I>- .... "' "' .. ,. .. ~ , ........ ~ " .... ~ ,. "' .... .,II" ... . . . . . 
A. z. B. T. c. s. D. '1'1. E. Y. F. u. G. v. H. x. 
. . - .. . . . ' .. . . .. . . 
A. z. • •• 44 
' 
0 2:; 44 44 4-il 2:; 
B. T. 44 • •• 44 41 44 44 44 41 
c. s. 44 44 . .. 66 44 0 0 26 
D. \1. 41 44 0 • •• 44 0 44 81 
E. Y. 66 44 44 2:; . .. 44 2:; 81-
F. u. 44 44 0 44 0 . .. 44 0 
G. v. 0 81 44 2:; 44 0 • •• 2:; 
H. x. 44 44 0 44 44 44 44 . .. 
TABLE 17.--Indices -of each subject's misperception of the other subjects 
· on the second administration of the interpersonal check list 
'. . . : . . . . ... .. 
Perception of: 
Sub-
jects . . . . . . . . . . . "" ..... .. 
A. z. B. T. c. s. D. \'1. E. Y. F. u. G. v. H. x. 
. 
. ,. ........... .. ... "' .... ..- . . . . ... .. .. .. . . .. . '"' , "" . ,. ,. .......... .. . .. 
A. z. • •• 0 41 84 41 44 44 0 
B. T. 44 . .. 44 2:; 0 0 0 0 
c. s. 44 44 . .. 48 44 0 0 0 
D. w. 44 0 44 . .. 41 0 44-, 0 
E. y. 0 44 44 68 • •• 81 41 44 
F. u. 41 0 0 26 2:; • •• 0 44 
G. v. 0 44 44 41 44 44 . .. 0 
H. x. 44 0 44 41 2:; 0 41 . .. 
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TABLE 18.--Indices of each subject's misperception of the other subjects 
on the third administration of the interpersonal check list 
' 
. 
... 
. . . . . 
Perceptions of: 
Sub-
jects . 
A. z. i3. T. c. s. D. I'f. E. Y. F. U. G. v. H. X • 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
A. z. • •• 0 44 41 41 44 84 81 
B. T. 0 ••• 0 62 2; 0 66 0 
c. s. 0 44 ••• 66 41 0 66 0 
D. w. 44 0 44 ••• 0 0 0 41 
E. Y. 26 0 0 0 ••• 44 0 81 
F. u. 44 44 0 0 . 62 . .. 48 ~ 
G. v. 41 44 0 26 41 0 ••• 44 
H. x. 44 0 
.I 41 66 66 81 26 ... 
~ABLE 19.--Indices of each subject's misperception of the other subjects 
on the £ourth administration of the interpersonal check list 
. 
Perceptions of: 
Sub-
jects ' .. 
A. z. B. T. c. s. D. vl. E. Y. F. U. G. V. H • x. 
. . . . . . . . 
A. z. • •• 0 44 68 26 0 44 0 
B. T. 0 • •• 0 68 41 44 0 44 
c. s. 44 0 • •• 68 41 0 41 44 
D. w. 0 0 44 • •• 2; 44 44 0 
E. Y. 44 0 0 26 • •• 0 2; 0 
F. u. 0 0 44 26 48 • •• 0 44 
G. v. 0 0 0 41 26 0 . .. 44 
H. x. 66 81 81 41 62 2; 44 • •• 
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TAaLE ~p.--Indices of each subject's misperception of the other subjects 
on the last administration of the interpersonal check list 
.. ., • ., .. ~.- ... ,~ ....... ·~·,~~ ..... ,. ... ~,_ .. ,.~ ....... .,. ..... ,..~ .... ,.s-.- ...... ,., .. 
. Perceptions of: 
Sub-
jects . . . 
.. " ,. J • ~ .. .. .. ~ .. ,. , - ~ ' , ,.. .. ,. " ,. . .. .. ;;. ,.. , .,. ... ., . ~ ... .. ....... " 
A. z. B. T. c. ·s. D. \'1. E. Y. F. u. G. v. H. x . 
. 
. . . .. ,. .... . ..... ,. . ,. .. . ........ . , ., .. ~ .. .. . .. .. .. . " ~ .. , ...... . . . . . 
A. z. ... 0 0 48 26 0 66 0 
B. T. 44 ••• 0 91 23 0 41 44 
c. s. 81 0 ... 48 26 0 0 ·o 
D. w. 81 0 44 ••• 41 0 0 0 
E. Y. 0 0 0 48 ••• 44 41 0 
F. u. 0 0 44 0 48 ... 23 81 
G. v. 0 0 0 48 26 44 ... 0 
H. x. 0 0 84 0 23 0 48 ... 
the general trend was in the direction of less misperception). Second, 
at least two factors would contribute to \-Thatever effect the group had. 
One would be the st~bilization of the group's percepts of its members as 
the group become more stable. The other would be the opportunity for the 
members to check their percepts of each other against this consensus. 
Thus, the changes that occur in misperception may indicate processes in 
the group rather than any increase in ability to perceive in the group 
members. Nevertheless, it would seem that in the group itself there was 
a significant change in the accuracy o,f perception of members of orie 
another. 
The role repertory test did not prove to be a very useful instru-
ment. The only form in which its data could provide anything like a sig-
nificant picture was to score each item plus one if the positive pole 
was checked, zero if neither was checked, and minus one if the negative 
pole was checked, then to total the score for each area covered. These 
results coul~ be checked for significance of changes by the sign test. 
There was a significant change toward the positive poles on the items 
dealing with individuation. Also, there were strong trends toward a 
change toward the negative pole on the items dealing with inclusion 
(pD.06) and ~dth peer relationships (P=.l45)· No significant change oc-
curred in the items dealing with responsibility-taking or with rela-
tionships with authority. 
These results would seem to indicate that there was an increase 
in negative feelings toward others, and an increase in feelings of self-
expression. Probably these results indicate awareness of one's behavior 
rather then change in it. In this sense, they deal with the area of 
self-understanding. Since the awareness deals with ways of relating to 
others, though, it is also directly connected to interpersonal effec-
tiveness. 
Two comments on the instrument are also suggested by these results. 
The tendency toward agreement on inclusion and peer-relationships suggests 
that the way they are cast in the test makes them over-lapping cate-
gories. Thus, it would seem advisable to drop the category of peer-
relationships and depend upon the three areas of inclusion, individua-
tion, and responsibility-taking to pick up the data of feeling~ about 
others. Also, if such a test is to be really useful it must be made 
more sensitive. One possible line of development that might be pursued 
would be to give it the form of an attitude test, treating inclusion, 
individuation and responsibility-taking as attitudes. 
The post-summer interviews turned up some feelings about gains in 
interpersonal effectiveness. Both A. z. and C. s. specified a greater 
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feeling that the group could get along in spite of differences, that 
there could be acceptance without agreement. They also felt they had 
learned that their leadership was acceptable when they were leading out 
of concern for the group. H. X. £elt he had increased interpersonal 
sensitivity, especially ~n regard to the anxieties of meeting. F. U. 
also spoke of being more able to allow a relationship to develop. Both 
H. X. and F. U. felt that the group had contributed to the general effect 
of the entire program in these gains they had made. 
E. Y. and D. w. pointed to specific things they had learadd in the 
group. D. w. referred to discovering that sharing his feelings made for 
a better relationship to the group and that communication in depth was 
very difficult. E. Y. discovered in himself tendencies to project 
imagined qualities on silent ones, particularly leaders. 
G. V. and B. T. each felt they had learned much from the group. 
G. v. mentioned especially the particular feed-back of the group on his 
tendencies to be too judgmental and to use aggressive humor. He said 
that he was still working on these insights, and that he £elt that he 
had become a better leader because of the experience. B. T. contrasted 
his behavior in the training group he was in at the time of the interview 
with his behav~or in the group in the summer. He felt that he had been 
given a great deal of insight into his behavior (which didn't come to 
focus until after the summer), and that now he was much more effective 
in the group because of this. 
Over-all, then, there seems to be a general £eeling among the 
subjects that their group experience contributed to the increase in in-
terpersonal effectiveness which the summer wrought in them. The basic 
1~ 
tone of these assessments emphasizes greater awareness of self and other. 
in relationship. The findings on misperception and on the role raper-
tory test would t~nd to confirm this feeling. 
The other major source of data for evaluation of change in inter-
personal effectiveness was the analysis of the recordings of the sessions. 
The categories for this did not prove to be of unifor.m value. In the 
first place, they were developed first for the group, then applied to the 
individual situation. In rating the sessions the procedure usually 
. 
resulted in the individuals' ratings being determined by the group rat-
ing. FUrther, many of the categories were rarely if ever able to be used. 
Almost all the rating w·as done for level I; that is, there \'Tare few 
explicit statements by the subjects about themselves or their self-
ideals that were rated. On the level of interpersonal behavior (level 
I), the three categories for rating the way in \'Thich the individual 
worked at the group task were far and a\'ray the most Qsed. In this re-
gard, the rating of the individuals followed the pattern of the rating 
of the group as a whole. The categories for talking about oneself and 
for leading'were used some, but nowhere near as much as the three on 
work. Also, the category on being able to lead did not prove adequate 
to pick up all the real leadership offered by the various members of 
the grotlp. 
In the light of these >·Teaknesses in the analysis it \'tould be a 
distor.tion to attempt to give refined results or to test for statistical 
significance of tendencies. It is stlfficient to note for each session 
those categories for the members which differ markedly from the pattern 
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of the rest.l 
Session One: B. T. '\'las relatively lolt on IIIB2 (he was also 
fairly lo'l'l in ~ount of participation). 
Session Two: H. X. was relatively high on IIIBl, low on 
IIIB2, and had no IIIB' at all. A. z. '\'las lo>t on all three 
c~tegories. 
Session Three: G. v. was relatively high on IIIBl and low 
on IIIB2, while D. w. was higher on IIIB2 and.lower on:II!Bl • 
. 
Session Four: C. S. and D. W. were relatively high on IIIB2. 
There wa~ a ~plit in the group in terms of the relative. 
weight of IIIBl and IIIB'; c. s., E. Y., and G. v. were higher 
on IIIBl, ~nd.A. z. ~nd.B. T. were higher on IIIB,. 
Session Five: A. z. was relatively very high on IIIA4, and 
H. X. was quite high on that category. D. W. and. H. X. were 
high on IIIBl, while A. z. and especially B. T. were high 
on IIIB, •.. 
. . . 2 
Session Seven: B. T. was the focus of the session, and 
his rating of I02. "llas high. A. z. w·as high on IIIA,, and 
E. Y. was particularly high on IIIB,. 
Session Eight: B. T. and G. v. had relatively a little less 
on IIIBl and more on IIIB2 and IIIB,. 
1. The percentage of the total number of lines spoken by each subject 
that was rated in each category is the basic measure. The comparison 
was made on the basis of a given percentage standing in a clearly 
different position from those of the rest. Two lines of comparison 
were used; 1) comparing the percentages of the subjects on a given 
categor,r with.one another, and 2) comparing the different ratios of 
t~e subjects in their relative amount of any two or three categories. 
The results given here refer to the categories given in table three 
on p. 121. Those referred to here are: IC2, I can talk directly 
about myself; II-,, I try to change members who are different;IIIA,, 
I support other~' le~dership; IIIA4, I am able to lead; IIIB~ I 
~void getting down to work at ~1~~ ~IIB2, I work at tasks s~t by the 
group, but resist studying group proo~~s; IIIB,, I work at the tasks 
of studying the group 1 s processes and of 11 feeding~back11 to others my 
perceptions of them; III04, I do support others' individuation. 
2. The tape for session six 'l'tas accidentally used to record a later 
session; thus the recording of session six was lost and no ratings 
of the session could be made. 
Session Nine: A. z. was very high on IIIA4 and relatively 
lower on IIIBl. G. V. and H. X. had a relatively greater 
amount of:IIIB2 than the rest. 
Session Ten: H. X. was ver,r high on both IIIA~ and IIIA4. 
B. T. was relatively high on IIIB~. Most of the rating 
was.IIIBl and IIIB2, with B. T.,.D. W., F. U., and G. V. 
high~r.on the f9r.mer an4 A. z. and H. X. higher on the 
latter. 
Session Eleven: A. z. and F. U. were high on IIIA4. The 
IIIBl, ~IIB2, and IIIB3 ratings were divided up.~ong the 
members.~s follows: .. ~. z., B. T., and to a lesser degree 
F. U. were high on IIIB2, with IIIBl and IIIB~ getting 
even distribution; C. s. and H •. x. were highest on IIIBl 
and lowest on IIIB2; G. V. had no IIIB2 and balance on 
IIIB~;and IIIB~; D. W. had practically nothing but IIIBl. 
Session Twelve: The key division of the group was between 
emphases.on IIIBl or IIIB2. B. T. and F. U. were higher 
on IIIB~; A. ·Z., D. w., E. Y., and G. V. were higher on 
IIIBl; C~ S. had ~ balanced distribution. 
Session Thirteen: There were no stand-out ratings. 
Session Fourteen: A. z. and G. V. were relatively high on 
IIIA4. C. s. and H. X. were high on IIIC4. 
Session F.ifteen: A. z. and c. s. were high on IC2. B. T. 
;-1as rel~tively higher on IIIB~ than IIIBl, while the ratio;. 
of IIIBl to I!IB~ was particularly high for A. z., C. S., 
D. W., and G. v. 
Session Sixteen: D. w. and E. Y. were relatively high on 
IIIB2. Most rated more IIIB~ and IIIBl, but D. W. was 
higher on the latter and H. ~· and.~ •. z. had a relatively 
balanced ratio~ B. T. was particularly high on IIIB3. 
Session Seventeen: D. W. and G. V. were high on IC2. In 
the ratio betl'reen IIIBl and IIIB~ C. S. and F. u •. were 
higher on IIIBl, B,.T,, E. Y,,.~nd G. v. were higher on 
IIIB3, and.the rest were pretty well balanced. In addition, 
E. Y. was relatively higher than the rest on IIIB2. 
Session Eighteen: A. z., D. w., and H. X. had a greater 
proportion of IIIBl. A. z .. and G. v. were high on IC2, and 
F. u. was high.on.IIIA4. . 
Session Nineteen: G. v. was the focus of the group, and he 
was~high on IC2. B. T. was highest on IIIB~. H. X. was 
high on IIIA4, while E. Y. and C. s. wer~.relatively high 
on IIIA~ •. 
Session Twenty: C. s. \'las the focus of attention, and he 
had more on IC2 and less on IIIB' than did the rest • 
. 
Session Twenty-one: D. W. was very low on participation, 
and high in IIIBl in what he did offer. 
Session T'l'renty-two: E. Y. and especially G. V. were rela-
tively high on IIIB,. A. z. and H. X. were particularly 
high on IIIBl. ' 
Session Twenty-three: A. z. v1as relatively low on IIIB,. 
0. S. and E. Y. were relatively high on IIIBl. D. W. had 
no IIIB' in his little amount of participation •. G. V. 
was high on IC2. 
Session Twenty-four: The group was predominantly IIIBl. 
However, G. V. was rel~tively high on IIIB,, and A. z., 
B. T., and H. X. were not so one-sidedly IIIBl as the rest. 
Session Twenty-five: B. T. was relatively high on IIIB,. 
Session Twenty-six: D. ~1. and H. X. said little, and 
mostly IIIBl. The rest were mostly on IIIB,. 
Session Twenty-seven: D. w. was high on IC2, and G. v. 
was particularly high on IIIB,. 
Session Twenty-eight: D. W. was particularly high on both 
IIIB' and IC2, while talking much more than anyone else. 
Session T\-1enty-nine: F. u. was relatively high on IIIB2. 
D. W. was high on both IC2 and IIIB,, and B. T. was also 
relatively high on IIIB,. 
Session Thirty: There were no stand-out ratings. 
Session Thirty-one: D. w., E. Y., and H. x. were particu-
larly high in their ratio of IIIBl to IIIB,. D. W. and 
H. X. were also high on IIIA4. 
Session Thirty-t\iO: H. x. was high on IIIA4 and relatively 
high on IIIB,. 
Session Thirty-three: There were no stand-out ratings. 
Session Thirty-five:1 B. T., C. S., F. u., and H. X. were 
relatively high on ~II-' and IIIC4; G. V. was also high on 
1. Session thirty-four was a special session in which the leader would 
ans\ier any questions the members had on the approach to the group 
that he had taken. For this reason it was JlOtr tated ··as theJ.,:rest. 
III04. Those five were relatively lower on IIIBl. 
Certain tendencies for various subjects to prefer different kinds 
of behavior appear in this catalogue. However, this kind of data needs 
to be considered in the section o~ the interpersonal relations of the 
group. At this point the relevant concern is hm~ much increase in inter-
personal effectiveness is revealed by this. By and large, movement to-
ward concentration upon IIIB? rather than IIIBl would reflect such devel-
opment, and both G. V. and D. W. sho,~ed such. a movement. No other clear 
tendencies could be found. This paucity o~ definite indications is pre-
sumably the result of the failure of the category analysis to discriminate 
the changes that occurred. This, in turn, may indicate that the develop-
ment that occurs during twelve weeks in interpersonal effectiveness i~ 
not very marked, at least in the kind of behavior displayed in the group. 
It should be noted that the two subjects whose behavior was shown 
to change by the category analysis both had quite dramatic experiences 
in the group. All the g!oup members felt that the session in which G. V. 
was addressed--and his response to this--was "one of the highlights of the 
group 1 s life. Also, the long period of relative withdrawal by D. \'1. made 
his bursting forth a very significant event. Further, in their post-
summer interviews both subjects reported feeling that these events were 
turning points of benefit for them. 
Thus, the general conclusion may be drawn that the group aided in 
the development of the interpersonal effectiveness of at least some of 
its members. The evidence is not over\'rhelming, and the conclusion can-
not be sutstantiated statistically; however, the weight of the evi-
dence does seem to f~vor such a conclusion. 
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iii. Understanding of Group Processes 
The following shifts in emphasis and tone were noted in comparing 
the essays written at the beginning of the summer with those w~itten at 
the end: 
A. z. and D. w. both came to recognize that leadership was 
a group function that could be exercised by more than one 
person. 
A. z., C. s., D. w., E. Y., and G. V. all revealed in their 
second essay a much higher valuation of the importance of 
trust of the members in one another for effective group life. 
1 The general tone of all but F. U. and H. X. was much more 
co~i~ant~of~thawg~oup?as a dynamic entity. 
H. X. had had a theory course on group dynamics, which shaped 
his first essay; his latter essay revealed more personal 
involvement and appreciation of group. 
F. U. 1s second essay was characterized by his reaction 
against the interpersonal group structure. 
Other then F. U., all showed some·manner of increase in appreciation 
and/or understanding of group processes. 
The responses to the group picture revealed an interesting consis-
tency. Every subject portrayed essentially the same problem situation 
both at the beginning and at the end of the summer. A. z. made the 
greatest shift in the for.m of his response, but he was concerned each 
time with.problems of inclusion. In the later response, he revealed more 
emphasis on the value of inclusion. D~ W. focused on responsibility-
taking as the central problem. His early story concerned withdrawal 
and his second story concerned the failure to support a leader. E. Y. 
was also concerned both times with the problems of a group not support-
ing a leade~ who becomes frustrated. The later picture response seemed 
1. B. T. did not turn in any concluding essay. 
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to sea the situation in an intensified way. G. V. focused each time on 
involvement or its lack. B. T. had the same focus. G. V. 1s later story 
made inv.olvement even more central. B. T. 1s only shift in the second 
story was to make one person more involved. H. X. was concerned in 
both stories with finding unity amid diversity; the second story seemed 
to be a purer case of the problem. F. U. 1s stories revealed no real 
c~ange at all. c. S. 1s revealed one change: in the early story the 
group members were relaxed and at ease; in the later story they were 
sti£f and formal. 
The general impression given by both the essays and the stories is 
that for most the group contributed to a deepening of their understanding 
of groUpJprocesses. There seemed to be a shi£t toward more involvement 
and seeing of the members as influenced ~ the ·group's life. Only F. U. 
did not give something of this picture. However, in his post-summer in-
terview, he expressed a little more appreciation o£ the group experience. 
Also, he revealed one understanding o£ group process that was greatly 
sharpened by the summer experience, that the group needs to be willing 
to follow in order to be able to move effectively~ In fact, the over-
all effect of the interviews would be to confirm the sense that the mem-
bers o£ the group had a deeper appreciation of what goes on in groups 
and of their involvement in it. 
During the course o£ the group all its members at one time or 
another·revealed their ability to perceive some of the processes of 
group life and to comment on them. However, these indications cannot 
yield any evidence of increasing understanding of the group. Whatever 
may be the development of any member 1 s ability to see what is going on, 
1~ 
this is obscured by the general development of the life of the group. 
Someone 1 s commenting on the group's processes is as much an ind~cation 
of his feeling that the group ~dll allow such a comment as it is of his 
ability to make it. That is, there may be other reasons for not com-
menting than not understanding. 
;for instance, when D. vl. burst forth 1-1i th a negative evaluation of 
the group in the tl'renty-eighth session, he exhibited a good bit of under-
standing of what had been going on during his withdrawal--a time when, by 
and large, he had given no signs of understanding of group process. An-
other indication of the effect of the processes ~f the group is the 
11 fizzling out.11 (E. Y. 1s term) of the group in its last few sessions. Sev-
eral times in these sessions several different members remarked on how 
difficult a time it was for them and on ho'i'l they felt they were being 
held back by the impending end of the group. However, there were many 
more expressions of mystification at what was going on, and there was no 
real dealing with the issues raised by the comments that were made. In 
other words, it would seem that the members had more understanding of 
what was happening than they could admit to focal awareness, and the 
block preventing such a'I'Tareness came f'rom the very dynamics ·of the group. 
Considering these essential qualifications, it would be fruitless 
to try to analyze in detail the understanding of group processes as it 
appears in the transcripts. The aspect of this related to group life is 
included in the content analysis under the category of working at the 
basic task of the group and will be considered at that point in the dis-
cussion. What can be said in general is that all members were able to 
exhibit some ability to understand l'rhat was happening in the group. 
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In the post-summer interviews, several indications appeared pointing 
to \'That the subjects had learned about the processes of group life through 
their experience in the interpersonal group. A. z. said that because of 
his being in the group he now saw a much greater potential for the use 
of work with groups in his pastoral ministry. On the other hand, he said 
he could see the difficulty of working at the analytic task which the 
interpersonal group had had because of the fear of emotions that people had. 
He also spoke of the power the group has to mold those who are in it, 
saying of himself on,.one occasion, that there was 11a force that I felt 
no ability to keep away; I just felt a part of the group and had to do 
it. 11 
B. T. said that he was planning to work with groups as a central 
part of his pastoral ministry. In looking back on the interpersonal group 
he pointed to three processes that had occurred. One was the pressure 
that l'ras built up to keep him in his role; he commented that the pressure 
was in himself. Another basic process he noted was the necessity of 
trust in the group; he cha~cterized the group as suffering most basically 
from lack of trust. Finally, he saw the joking as an expression of a need 
of the group, and he didn 1t feel he could have stopped it if he had tried. 
C. S. commented that he saw that the group had the power to get at 
an individual and hurt him. As he talked about this he revealed the fact 
that he feared the inadequate preparation of the membe~s for this pos-
sibility. His perception of the need to be prepared to work with groups 
and his respect for the power of the group represent good insights into 
group processes. However, the implication he drew out that the group 
needed a strong leadership may indicate his own feelings of needing a 
strong authority. A somewhat similar dynamic may lie behind his com-
ment that it was very important for the group to have a goal. In any 
event, this was an idea he carried into the summer with him. · 
D. W. commented pn three different aspects of the group's life~ 
One was its tendency to foTim sub-groups; he saw these as inhibiting the 
group ~rom realizing its potentialities. A ~econd was the "vicious cir-
cle of exclusion" that developed between himself and the group--he saw 
that his feeling rejected led him to >dthdraw, which brought more re-
jection, which brought more withdrawal, and so on. And, he saw that his 
finally speaking his feelings broke this cycle. Finally, he saw that 
the group had had a great deal of concern with the leader. All three 
of these perceptions reveal understanding of the group processes. 
E. Y. also spoke of the sub-groups that had formed within the 
group. It was his feeling that ~ome were more involved in the group 
than others, and that those who were not so involved, in their forming 
a sub-group of non-involvement, hindered the group. Since he emphasized 
the importance of the involvement of the members, this shows considerable 
insight into group process. 
F. U. 1s comments on the group were primarily focused on his feelings 
about the way in which it had been conducted. However, he did speak of 
one other aspect of the lif~ of the group, and this comment represents 
some learning of group processes. He said that one of the problems in 
the group was its failure to follow anyone's leadership. He specified the 
insight from this that a group needs to be willing to follow to be able 
to move effectively. 
1~ 
G. v. and H. X. did not give so many indications of understanding 
of group processes. G. V. spoke of the need for a directive purpose for 
the group. The way he did this indicated his understanding that for a 
group to move forwatd there must be agreement on where it should be 
moving. H. X. emphasized primarily the inter-individual relations that 
had existed in the group. The lack of direct comments is not a sufficient 
index that no gain in understanding of group process was made by these 
subjects, for the general tone of their comments in the interviews pointed 
to a deepened appreciation of groups and their processes. 
Thus., the over-all impression given by the subjects in their post-
summer interviews is that they had gained in their understanding and 
appreciation of group processes. 
Another indication of the value some felt they had received is the 
fact that three members of the group went on to take fUrther training in 
group experience during the succeeding school year at their respective 
seminaries. However, the response to the interpersonal group showed 
considerable variation in the concluding evaluation of the course filled 
out by the students. A. z. listed it among the most valuable both pro-
fessionally and personally. B. T. and G. v. rated it most valuable per-
sonally, and E. Y. listed it as among the most valuable personally. c. S. 
listed it among the least valuable personally, but as one of the most 
valuable professionally. H. X. listed it as one of the least valuable 
personally; D. w., as one of the least valuable professionally; and F. U • 
. 
as pne of the least valuable both professionally and personally. However, 
all have indicated receiving some value from it. 
2. Description of Group Life 
i. Interpersonal Relations 
The basic data from the Interpersonal Check Lists in terms o£ the 
relationships of the subjects with one another are given in tables 
twenty-one through twenty-five. The diagnosis of each subject by each 
other subject is given for each administration of the Check List; one 
table is devoted to each administration. The di~gnoses by the subjects 
of the group as a whole and of the ti'ro leaders are also included.: 
Indices of conscious identification were found by-comparing sub-
jects 1 self- and other diagnoses. Extreme scores in adjoining octants, or 
further apart, represent disidentification; closer scores, identification. 
No statistically significant relationships were found betl'reen these 
indices and the corresponding indices of misperception. Similarly, the 
subjects 1 pooled scores i'1ere compared, giving an index of behavior identi-
TABLE 21.--Each subject's diagnosis of himself, each other subject, the 
group as a whole, and each of the leaders, as derived from the 
first administration of the interpersonal check list 
. 
Diagnosis of: 
Sub-
jects 
Lla L2b A.Z~ B.T. c.s. D.W. E.Y. F.U. G.V. H. X. Gp. 
-
. ... " ~ .. ' . . . . . . ' . 
A. z. 1 2 1 8 8 8 1 8 1 2 1 
B. T. 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 8 
p. s. 8 2 8 1 8 1 8 1 8 .1 8 
" 8 D. w. l 2 1 8 1 1 7 7- 1 1 
E. y. 1 2 2 8 1 2 8 2 _g_· 2 8 
F. u. l 2 1 l 8 2 l 8 1 2 1 
G. v. 8 8 8 8 8 1 8 8 8 1 7 
H. x. 1 .1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 
a. The leader. b. The assistant leader. 
TABLE 22.--Each subject's diagnosis of himself, each other subject, the 
group as a whole, and each o~ the leaders, as derived from the 
second administration of the interpersonal check list 
. 
Diagnosis of: 
Sub-
jecte . . . . ' . . . 
A.Z. B.T; o.s. D.W. E.Y. F.u. G.V. H.x. Gp. Ll L2 
. 
A •.. z. 1 1 2 2 8 1 8 1 1 2 1 
B. T. 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 I· 1 8 
o. s. 1 2 1 1 8 2 1 1 1 2 2 
D. w. 8 1 8 8 8 2 8 1 1 1 8 
E. Y. §. 2 2 1!. 2 2: ~ 2 2 l 2 F. u. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 1 2 8 
G. v. 8 1 8 8 8 1 1 1 8 8 7 ~- x. 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 
TABLE 2,.--Each subject's diagnosis of himself, each other subject, the 
group as a whole, and each of the leaders, as derived from the 
third administration of the interpersonal check list 
Diagnosis of: 
Sub-
jects . . 
A.Z. B.T. o.s. D.W. E.Y. F.U. G.V. H.x. Gp. Ll L2 
. . .. . 
A. z. 8 2 2 5 8 1 
' 
8 1 2 1 
B. T. 8 1 1 i 1 2 8 1 1 1 8 o. s. 8 2 1 8 2 7 1 1 8 8 
~- w. 7 2 8 7 1 2 l 2 1 2 8 E. y. 1 2 1 4 2 , l , 2 2 8 
F. u. 1 1 1 4 4 2 2. 8 1 2 1 
-G. v. 1 2 1 2. 2 2 .! 2 2 2 7 
l£1. x. 7 2 2 ., 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
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TABLE 24.--Each subject's diagnosis of himself, each other subject, the 
group as a whole, and each o£ the leaders, as derived from the 
fourth administration of the interpersonal check list 
Diagnosis of: 
Sub-
jects 
A.Z. B.T. c.s. D.W. E.Y. F.U. G.V. H.x. Gp. Ll L2 
.. 
A. z. l 2 2 6 8 2 8 2 1 1 1 
B. T. 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
c. s. 7 2 1 6 8 2 8 1 1 1 1 
D. w. 8 2 8 8 1 1 8 2 1 8 8 
E. Y. 1 2 1 
.2. 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 
F .• u. 8 ·2 8 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 §. 
G. v. 8 2 1 2 8 2 1 2 2 2 7 
H. x. 2 8 , 2 4. 2 2 2 2 2 
.2 
-
TABLE 25.--Eaoh subject's diagnosis of himself, each other subject, the 
group ··as a \'lhole, and each of the leaders, as derived from the 
last administration of the interpersonal check list 
. . . 
Diagnosis of: 
Sub-
jecte 
A.z. B.T. c.s. n.w • E.Y. F.U. G.V. H.JC. Gp. L1 L2 
• 
. 
A. z. 1 2 1 
.2. 8 2 8 2 1 1 1 
B. T. 1 1 1 7 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 
c. s. 7 2 1 4 8 2 .! 2 1 2 1 
D. w. 2 2 8 7 8 2 1 2 1 1 1 
E. Y. 8 2 1 4 2 , 8 2 2 2 1 
F. u. 8 2 8 _g .2. 2 1 8 1 2 1 
G. v. ·8 2 1 
.2. 2 , 2 2 g 2 1 
H. x. 8 2 4 g 1 2 2. 2 2 ., 2 
-
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fication. No significant relationships were found between this index 
and that for conscious identification. The dichotomized indices of iden-
tification were compared from one administration to another, by the chi 
square test.l There was no significant difference between the first and 
the last administrations, nor among the second, third, and fourth adminis-
trations; but each of the latter showed significantly more disidentifi- \ 
cation than either of the for;mer. Thus there was greater differentiation 
during the central part of the group's life than at the beginning and the 
end, (this result may describe the development of the group more than the 
interpersonal relations within it). 
The patterns of conscious identification for each subject were 
analyzed, trichotomizing the indices into high identification (scores 
falling within the same octant, discounting whether extreme or moderate), 
moderate identification (scores in adjoining octants ~rlth at least one 
of them moderate), and disidentification (scores at least as far apart 
as extreme scores in adjoining octants). A. z. identified highly only 
with C. S., moderately only with D. W. on the fir~t administration. On 
the second testing his high identifications were with B. T~, F. u., and 
H. X. and his moderate identification was ~rlth E. Y. E. Y. and H. X. 
were the only ones A. z. identified ~dth (both highly) on the next round. 
In the fourth use of the Check ~ist he identified highly with no one and 
moderately only with E. Y. The final checking of A. z. showed con-
tinued moderate identification with E. Y. and high identification with C. S. 
Thus, A. Z. 1s pattern seems to show mostly disidentification. The only 
significant variations are his high identifications with C. S. at the 
1. Siegel, PP• 104-111. 
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beginning and the end of the program and, more importantly, his mild 
identification with E. Y., especially after the first administration. 
B. T. had no-moderate identifications in any of the administrations 
and only ti'IO disidentifications on each of the first, fourth, and fifth 
administrations (C. S. and F. U. on the first, A. z. and D. w. on the 
fourth, and D. ~~ and F. U. on the last). On the other hand, the second 
and third testings showed few identifications for B. T.--C. S. and F. u. 
on the second, and c. s., E. Y., and H. X. on the third. In other words, 
B. T. exhibited basic identification ~uth E. r: and H. X. and essential 
disidentification with D. W., 't'lhile sho'l'7ing a mixed picture with the 
others. 
On the first Check List C. S. showed high identification with A. z., 
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E. Y., and G. V. and moderate identification ~lith D. w. and H. X. How-
ever, on the succeeding Check Lists he showed a preponderance of dis-
identification. On the second and third he had no moderate identifications, 
having high identif'ications with A. z., G. V., and H. X. on the second, 
but only with H. X. on the third. He revealed identif'ication with G. V. 
on the last two administrations, moderately on the fourth, highly on the 
fifth. In addition, he identified highly with H. X. on the fourth and 
moderately with E. Y. on the last. In' summary, C. S.'s pattern seems to 
be predominantly one of disidentification, with B. T., D. W., and F.· U. 
receiving heavy disidenti~ications; G. v. and H. X. received the most 
identification from him. 
D. w. showed almost no identification at all, except on the second 
and fourth administrations.· ~e showed identification with A. z., C. S., 
and G. V. on both those testings, as well as with E. Y. on the former. 
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Besides that he sho1-1ed identification only \'lith A. z., moderately the 
first time, highly the third, and even A. z. was dropped >·rith all the 
rest into the categor,r of disidentification the last time. 
The first Check List of E. Y. showed no high identification and 
moderate identification only with D. W. and G. v. However, his second 
Check List showed high identification with B. T., C. s., and H. X., as 
'\'Tell as moderate identification with F. U. By the third time, only B. T. 
''~'as highly identified with by E. Y., but he made moderate identifications 
with all the rest except D. W. Again the fourth time, he was disidentified 
only with D. W., while identified highly with A. z., C. s., and G. V. and 
moderately with B. T., F. U., and H. X. E. Y. 1s last Check List seemed 
to return to the greater disidentification of the first; it showed mod-
erate identification with C. s. and high identification with only B. T. 
and H. X. All in all, the picture given by his identifications is not a 
very clear one. What can be discerned is that he basically disidentifies 
with D. w., has fairly heavy disidentification with C. S., but fairly 
heavy identification with B. T. and signs of identification with H. X. 
F. u. showed some alternation in amount of identification, showing 
more in the second and fourth administration than in the first, third, and 
~~;~ He identified with only B. T. (highly) in the first and with only 
G. V. (moderately) in the third. In the second administration he dis-
~ 
identified only with H. X. and identified highly with all the others. He 
was highly identified the fourth time >"lith B. T. and D. 1if. , with whom he 
was also highly identified the last tim~. E. Y. was the object of moderate 
identifications both times, but G. v. and H. x. dropped from moderate iden-
tification on the fourth to disidentification on the fifth. In this pat-
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tern clear basic identification with B. T. shows, along with equally clear 
disidentification with A. z., C. S., and H. X. Apparently, F. u. 's iden-
-
tification with D. W. was gro\-ting in the latter part of the group (when 
the two of them were united in criticizing the way the group had been 
going). 
G. v. showed very little disidentification on any of his Check Lists 
. 
except the second. On the first he disidentified with F. U. and iden-
tified highly 'ltTith all the rest. On the second he showed high identifica-
tion with B. T., F. U., and H. X., but was disidentified with the other 
four subjects. His third Check List showed disidentification only with 
D. W., high identification with A. z. and c. S., and moderate identifica-
tion with the rest. The fourth time he identified highly l'Tith only C. s., 
but moderately with everyone else in the group. The final time he showed 
high identification with B. T., E. Y., and H. X., moderate identification 
l-tith C. S. and D. vl., and disidentification only ,.,ith A. z. and F. U. 
Although he show·ed little disidentification (most with D. W. and F. U.), 
G. v. did not sho'ltT very strong identification \-tith any; rather he ex-
hibited fair identification with B. T. and H. X. and a little more with 
c. s. 
On his first three Check Lists H. X. showed no moderate identifica-
tion and disidentification only •11th F. U. (on the first and second), 
- . 
D. w. (on the second arid third), C. s., and G. V. (each on the second only). 
Ho'l'rever, C. S. got only moderate identification on the fourth and dis-
identification on the last. In addition, H. X. disidentified with E. Y. 
on each of the last two administrations, as well as with B. T. on the 
fourth and '1'7ith A. z. on the fifth. FUrther, his identification with G. V. 
the last time \'Tas only moderate. Thus, torhile H. X. showed no def'ini te 
disidentification, he showed basic identification only with B. T., 
although his identification with G. V. was fairly heavy. One other 
pattern appeared in his relationships of' identification; he shifted from 
identification to disidentification with E. Y. and from disidentif'ication 
to identification with F. U. 
The idiosyncratic analysis of' the Check Lists is a way of' getting at 
some of' the covert perceptions and relationships among the group members. 
The £act that in general the pooled idiosyncratic rapings supported the 
pooled regular ratings would suggest that not too much was being concealed. 
However, the idiosyncratic ratings 't'rould still suggest some of' the ways 
in which the subjects saw one another as different from the rest. It is 
not necessary to give the fUll compilation of' these results; rather, it 
is sufficient to note those that give some evidence of' reliability of' 
perception (how strongly weighted an octant is and how consistently it 
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is weighted over the five checkings). 
A. z. gave strong indications of' seeing B. T. as behaving most 
singularly in the competitive and aggressive quadrant. He placed D. W. 
just as decidedly in the dependent and self-effacing quadrant; E. Y. was 
also placed in that quadrant, but not so markedly. 
B. T. 1s per~eptions of' others' singular behavior were very strong in 
the cases of' A. z. and D. W. and quite strong in the case of' F. U. He 
placed A. z. basically in the responsible-overgenerous octant, D. W. i~ the 
docile-dependent octant, with some shading particularly towards modesty 
and distrust, and F. U. centrally in the blunt-aggressive octant. 
c. S. showed a definite placement of' D. W. in the dependent and self'-
effacing quadrant. He saw, though not as strongly expressed, B. T. in 
the competitive and managerial quadrant and A. z. in the octants for 
responsible and for dependent behavior. In addition, he showed a de-
veloping placement of F. U. in the blunt-aggressive octant. 
D. W. consistently and strongly placed B. T. in the managerial and 
competitive quadrant. He placed H. X. similarly, butLmore toward an 
aggressive and competitive quadrant, after an initial view of him as 
self-effacing. His view of A. Z. 1 s singularity emphasized the respon-
sible-overgenerous octant, although the quality of self-effacement and 
dependence was also fairly strong. 
E. Y. placed D. W. quite clearly in the docile-dependent octant. His 
placement of A. z. as responsible-overgenerous was almost as clear, but 
more of a modest-self-effacing aspect was present initially. He was quite 
definite in placing F. U. in the blunt-aggressive octant and H. X. in the 
competitive-exploitive octant, but neither of these showed any great build 
up of idiosyncratic ratings. 
F. u. was quite strong in placing D. W. essentially in the modest-self-
effacing octant, with heavy shadings from each adjoining octant. His 
perception of H. X. was about as strong in quality but was in substance 
in the cooperative-overconventional octant, with some secondary involvement 
of the responsible-overgenerous octant. B. T. was seen fairly strongly 
by him as falling centrally in the competitive-exploitive octant. Al-
though he twice didn 1t really give any idiosyncratic rating to E. Y., 
the three ratings he gave all pointed toward the modest-self-effacing 
octant. He showed some evidence--though not too strong--of placing both 
A. z. and o. s. in the cooperative and responsible quadrant, tempering 
this with a little '\"Teight of' the docile-dependent octant,. 
G. V. gave no very strong idiosyncratic ratings, and many of' his 
ratings contained too little idiosyncratic material to matter. \1hat 
little he did show suggested as~~ his view of' D. w. from basically 
dependent to a mixture of' competitiveness and distrustfulness, as well 
as fairly stable views of' E. Y. (docile-depend~nt), F. U. (competitive and 
aggressive), and H. X. (competitive-exploitive). 
H. X. saw D. W. as idiosyncratic primarily in terms of' the distrust-
ful and aggressive quadrant. His vie'\"1 of' F. U. was generally in the 
blunt-aggressive octant, though not too strongly--he once placed him in 
the docile-dependent octant. H. X. saw B. T. mostly in terms of' the 
competitive-exploitive octant, but in tne fourth administration (when 
their friendship had probably reached about its peak of' closeness), he 
rated him equally and fairly strongly in the dependent, cooperative, and 
responsible octants. 
It is to be noted that B. T., D. W., and F. U. are the ones most · 
frequently placed idiosyncratically,- and further, that there is pretty 
substantial agreement as to their placement. D. W. is seen as one of' the 
lowest in the group on dominance, but '\"lith a fair charge of' hostility 
mixed in. F. u. and B. T. would both fall fairly close to the line be-
t'\"Teen the competitive and the aggressive octants, '\"Tith B. T. being more 
on the side of' the :f'onmer and F. U. more on the latter. 
A. z. and H. X. are given a fairly high amount of' idiosyncratic 
ra~ing, but not so much as the three just discussed. There is fairly 
general agreement that A. Z. 1s locus is the responsible-overgenerous 
octant, with weight from the cooperative and dependent octants. H. X. 
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is not pictured so clearly. For most, he seems to be somewhat like B. T., 
though not as exaggerated; however, F. U. sa'I'T him more as being cooper-
ative-overconventional. E. Y. did not receive very much idiosyncratic 
rating, but what he did receive all tended pretty much to1'1ard the modest-
self-effacing octant. 
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Neither 0. S. nor G. V. received any very great idiosyncratic percep-
tion from any member. This might suggest that for the members individually, 
these two tended most to be seen as like the rest of the group. However, 
l'lhen the idiosyncratic ra~'ings 1'1ere summed, there were definite tendencies 
for each of the two, with 0. S. falling into the responsible-overgenerous 
octant and G. V. into the modest-self-effacing or docile-dependent octants. 
Application of the binomial test to the conscious identification of 
the leaders with the group as a whole by the members and of the members 
with the leaders indicates thgt for the group, excepting·n. W. and F. U., 
there is a significant tendency to feel oneseilif"identified with the lea-
der when he is also seen as identified with the group. D. W. does not 
give any particularly consistent picture--and, in fact, inclusion of 
his scores with the rest would not change the significance of the general 
tendency. By and large, F. U. tends to see himself and Ll as identified 
vrith one another and disidentified with the group as a vlhole. This is 
an interesting phenomenon in the light of his objection to the way in 
1-1hich Ll had structured the group. 
No simple, clear general picture of identification of the leaders 
with parents appeared. E. Y. obviously identified Ll with his father 
and L2 with his mother. B. T. and A. Z. both changed the scoring of 
their fathers from the before to the after testing in such a way that 
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while the before score was not identified with Ll, the after score was • 
. 
A. Z. did the same thing with the score for his mother. F. U. dis-
identified Ll l'li th both parents and identified L2 with both of them (with 
. 
his father more than with his mother). D. W. showed signs of some identi-
fication of Ll with his mother and L2 with his £ather. H. X. seemed to 
identity both leaders somewhat with his father. o. s. and G. V. seem to 
have predominantly disidentified both leaders with both their parent~. 
The only conclusion that can be drawn is that £or those with some ten-
dency to do so it is possible to identity one or both of the leaders with 
one or both of the parents. 
The sociometric questionnaire provided each subject's ranking of the 
group members on several dimensions. There l'Tas significant agreement 
(according to the Kendall coefficient ~f concordance) among all the sub-
jects on all the ranldngs on 1'1'hich the subject could include himself in 
the ranking, and none on the three dimensions in which the subject was 
logically excluded from his own ranking. In other words, there was 
agreement for the ranking of the group in order of contribution to the 
group, in order of leadership offered, in order of friendliness, in order 
of cooperativeness, in order of aggressiveness, and in order of involve-
ment. The pooled rankings for these dimensions are given in table twenty-
.Six •. 
There was significant correlation between every possible pair of 
these dimensions except those containing friendliness. Fri~P.dliness and co-
operativeness correlated with an r' of .62, which was almost significant 
at the level of .05. Thus, it would seem that the factors of contribu-
tion, offering of leadership, cooperativeness, aggressiveness, and involve-
TABLE 2~.--The pooled ranking of the group members on nine dimensions, 
based on a sociometric questionnaire 
... .. .. .. . ,. . 
• • ., , ,. " • • r p 
~ubjects 
:Oimensions* 
. 
-
A, •. z. ~.-T'. a~s. . .... D~\1. E:Y. F"~u. .. G~V. H.X 
Invol"llement 2 1 5 8 6 7 3 4 
Leadership 2 1 6 8 7 5 4 3 
Aggressiveness 3·5 1 5 7 8 6 3·5 2 
¢ooperativeness 1 3 5 8 6 7 2 4 
Contribution 2 1 5 8 7 6 4 3 
Friendliness 1 6 2 8 4 7 5 3 
* The Dimensions are listed in the order of the size of the coefficient 
of concordance found for them. 
ment were greatly inter-related in the group. In addition, the pooled 
ranking of friendliness correlated significantly with the rank order on 
the love axis for the final administration of the Check List in the pooled 
perception of each member. Similarly, there was significant correlation 
between the ranking on the aggressiveness dimension and on the dominance 
axis. 
The other three dimensions, liking, i'Tillingness to follo1'1, and seeing 
as like oneself, showed no consistent patterns of relationship. Also, 
the correlations among them varied from member to member, and no clear 
pattern could be found for their relationship. 
There is some slight indication that the sociometric ranking of 
identification elicits the same type of result as the measure of con-
scious identification in the Leary system. However, no s~atistical 
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Procedures can be applied to this comparison, and the pi~ture given by 
inspection is mixed. For any one subject's pattern of conscious iden-
tification only the ones that were definitely identified with or dis-
identifmed with in a way that discriminated them from the rest can be 
compared with his sociometric rankings. 
For A. z. the two who >'l'ere identified >·dth most strongly were 
ranked second and fourth. B. T. gives quite a clear picture of agree-
ment; the tvro he identified \'lith strongly he ranked first and third, 
and the one he disidentified with most emphatically he ranked last. 
C. S. placed the same two on top of his sociometric ranking that he 
showed the strongest conscious identification '"ri th. The three he most 
disidentified with '"rere ranked fourth, fifth, and seventh. D. i'l. 
ranked in a tie for first one of' the two he showed a tendency to iden-
tify with, and he ranked in that tie for first the one he identified 
with most strongly. Ho'"rever, the other member he showed signs of iden-
tifying with was ranked fifth. E. Y. 's ranking of the two most extreme 
on either end of the identification-disidentification continuum was 
almost as extreme--second and third, and fifth and sixth. F. U. ranked 
the two he sho\'led most identification with in first and second places. 
He also ranked sixth the one he most disidentified with, but the other 
two he disidentified with he ranked third and fourth. G. V. also 
ranked the t>·TO he disidentif'ied with third and fourth. Further, while 
he ranked one of the two he identified with second, he ranked the other 
two sixth and seventh. Finally, the only two discriminably categorized 
for H. X. 1s conscious identification (both identified with) were ranked 
first and sixth. 
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Thus, at least ~or G. V. and H. X. there is considerable doubt that 
the conscious identification obtained through the Leary system is the 
same as that the subjects would report. While the correspondence is 
higher in the other cases (and quite str,ong for B. T., C. s., and E. Y.), 
the over-all evidence is not strong enough to demonstrate that the two 
measures of identification are measuring the same thing. 
A record was kept of the seating in the sessions (this ltras part of 
the responsibility of the assistant leader). These records were avail-
able for analysis for twenty-nine· of the sessions--for one reason or 
another no permanent record of seating ,'las made for the other six ses-
sions. The room was small, and a desk was pushed in one corner of it, 
leaving a rectangular space, with the door at one end, a '-Iindow in the 
wall opposite, and a >-Iindow in the one long >'Tall. The leaders sat a-
gainst the long w~ll with no windows (the tape recorder was between 
them, with the microphone on a low stool in the middle of the room). 
The group's chairs were arranged pretty consistently so that places 
could be ~stablished for analysis.1 Chair one was in the corner on 
Ll 1s left, with chair two next to it, in front of the window. Chair 
three was in the corner on the other side of the window. Chai~four, 
five, and six were ranged along the long vtall, from neX,t to chair three 
(the corner) to about opposite L2 1s place. Chair seven was out from 
the >'lalla, usually about even 'I'Tith the edge of the desk, and chair eight 
.· 
1. The leaders did not arrange the chairs, and the members were not 
informed of this system of analysis. It vtas possible because the 
natural 11 geograpey 11 of the room shaped the seating pattern. Hoi.,rever, 
the members did have some idea that seating 'l'tas important and that a 
record was being kept; they said as much in the 11 open session 11 (also, 
at a pre-arranged time all but two of them changed places in the 
twelfth session). 
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was at the corner of the desk, to the right of L2 1 s chair. 
The pattern of location for each member was plotted. Different 
possible combinations of chairs were grouped together for statistical 
test of significance of preference for location. The binomial test 
l.'las used to determine if there 1-1as any tendency for any member to sit 
at one end of the room or the other (chairs one, tT;To, three, and 
four, or chairs five, six, seven, and eight), or to sit at the ends, 
- . 
near the leaders; rather than in the middle of the group (chairs one, 
two, seven, and eight, or chairs three, four, five, and six). '1 No sig-
nificant results were obtained. 
The chi square one sample testl was applied, grouping the chairs 
into pairs to make the test applicable, to see if there ~tere any 
tendencies to sit in particular chairs. No significant results were 
obtained for A. z., E. Y., F. U., and H. X. C. S. showed a signifi-
cant tendency to sit in the tT;To center "chairs (four and five); in fact, 
he sat in chair four eleven times and in chair five once. No other · 
1~ patterns were significant at the ~05 level, but three were at the .10 level. 
B. T. tended to sit in chairs next to,the center ones (chairs three and 
six). D. ·\V. \'lOuld usually sit in one of the chairs by the windol.-rs ( t\'TO, 
three, fou~ and five) •. G. V. 1s customary choice was chair two or three. 
They did not sit predominantly in one chair, but each did tend to sit 
in a particular part of the room. 
No statistical test was possible, but a striking consistency appeared 
in the matter of the chair left empty in case of absence. There i·Tere 
t'\'ro occasions on 1r1hich two members l.'lere absent. Each of these times 
1. Siegel, PP• 42-47. 
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chairs seven and eight were left empty. There were six sessions that 
had one member absent; chair eight was vacant four of these times, and 
chair four was vacant the other two times. Also, twice when L2 was ab-
sent a member sat in his place. One of these times chair eight was 
left empty, and the other time chair four was the vacant one. This 
does not mean that the empty chair was in the room, just that the empty 
space >·ras where the chair would be. In any event, it seems that the 
group sal'T chair eight as the most peripheral location in the group. 
The seating patterns were also analyzed in_terms of who sat next 
to whom. No statistically significant '!;endencies could be f'ound; how-
ever, a few tendencies were observable. First, there was a trend toward 
increasing randomness in seating partners as the group progressed. 
Counting the session in which the members switched places as two seat-
ings, the recorded seating orders were divided into three groups of 
ten--earlier sessions, middle sessions, later sessions. A pair occur-
ring t'-to or three times "Vras taken as a random occurrence, and a pair 
occurring either less than that or more than that was taken as an 
extreme occurrence. In the first third, there were nine 11 random 11 and 
twenty-one 11 extremen occurrences. The second third had fourteen of 
. 
each, and the last third had sixteen 11random 11 and t't-telve 11 extreme. 11 
This might be taken to indicate a loss of stability of relationships 
in the group. However, a more probabl·€! interpretation is that the 
members of the group began to feel more a group and could sit more with 
any other member of the group. 
Second, there were a few pairings that occurred either more or 
less f~equently than any others during the whole summer. D. W. and 
G. V. sat next to each other thirteen times (out of thirty), A. z. 
and D. W. sat beside each other twelve times. The pairings of E. Y. 
and F. u; and of G. V. and H. X. each occurred eleven times. B. T. 
and E. Y. paired off ten times. At the other end of the scale, F. U. 
and G. v., as well as A. z. and B. T., £ormed a seating pair only 
three times. Two pairs (A. z. and F. U., D. W. and H. X.) occurred 
only four times. It is to be noted that c. s., who had by far the 
strongest tendency to sit in one place, is the only subject that does 
not occur in either of these lists. 
Third, there was a difference in the various subjects' prefer-
ences for sitting next to one of the leaders. Three of them (B. T., 
F. u., and G. V.) seem to represent a middle of five or six times. 
E. Y., C. s., and A. z. showed a greater tendency to sit by a lead-
er--nine, eight, and eight times, respectively. E. Y. and C. s. sat 
next to Ll six times, and A. z •. sat next to him five times. D. W. 
was the only one to sit next to a leader less times than the mid-
group; he sat next to Ll three times and L2 not at all. Discounting 
the four times in the early sessions that H. X. sat next to 12 (they 
had si~lar denominational affiliation, and H. X. 1 s sitting near L2 
seems obviously to be a part of gaining security in a strange group), 
H. X. sat next to the leaders only three times. 
There does not seem to be any consistent relationship of seat-
ing. patterns to any of the other data. There is no relationship be- . 
~tween identification (whether determined by the Leary system or by 
the sociometric test) and pairing in seating, nor is there any rela-
tionship betl'Teen liking (as determined by. the sociometric test) and 
sitting next to. Further, there is no consistent relationship between 
sitting by a leader and dependence, whether judged by scores in the 
Leary system or by clinical evaluation of the subjects' group participa-
tion. In fact, the only seating relationship that resembles clearly 
any other data is the 11 distance 11 bet,-Teen D. W. and H. X. .They did not 
often sit next to one another, and D. W. said in the group that he did 
not like H. X. in the specific context of the group. 
The ratings of the individuals in terms of category analysis, which 
were reviewed above, had some implications for the pattern of interpersonal 
relationships. Thus, the perspective added by them needs to be considered 
at this point. It was noted before that both D. W. and G. V. shifted from 
being relatively high in avoiding getting down to work to ~eing rela-
tively high in working at the basic tasks of the group (especially· 
11 feeding-back 11 ). These were the only t•1o subjects to show a .marked 
shift in categories emphasized; however, there were two other general 
tendencies of movement. First, there were definitely fewer stand-out 
categories to be noted in the last two-thirds of the summer than in the 
first third. It is difficult to knovt what this signifies; one pos-
sibility is that it means that there was a greater tendency £or all the 
members to focus upon the agreed upon 11 task11 of the group. If so, this 
can be taken as an indication of a greater level of sharing in the basic 
life o£ the group by its members. 
The second tendency of movement that appeared was as follows: an 
increasingly large proportion of the stand-out ratings were for working 
at the basic task of the group rather than £or avoiding working or 
for working at another task than the basic one. This may be partly 
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inflated ~ the avoidance of the task by the group as a whole in the 
last few sessions. However, it probably also is an indication of the 
developing ability of the group to get to work on the basic task. 
In addition to moveme~t, some consistencies are worthy o£ note. 
C. s., D. W., G. v. and H. X. had considerably more ratings o£ avoid-
ing getting down to work than the rest. B. T. had many more stand-out 
ratings of working at the group task than any of the others. c. s. and 
F. U. had no stand-out ratings on work at the group task, and A. z. had 
none in the last two-thirds of the summer. Thus, it would seem that 
B. T. was the one most active in leading the group in working on its 
basic task. This was the opinion o£ most of the members as well, al• 
though some voiced feelings that he had not really led them in the best 
way. D. W. and H. X. probably were high on avoiding work for two dif-
ferent reasons. D. W. 1s avoidance would fit in with his pattern of re-
jection of the group, while H. X. 1s would fit in with his pattern of 
talking a lot in the group. 
One other aspect of the analysis that is of interest as an index of 
the interpersonal relations of the group is related to this last comment 
on H. X. That ~spect is the matter of amount of talking. By counting 
lines, it was possible to rank order the members o£ the group for amount 
of talking £or each session. Sometimes the di£ferences between members• 
amounts of talking were very small, and there were often fairl~ radical 
revisions of the order from session to session. For these reasons the 
best way to handle the data seemed to be to take pooled rankings. 
The pooled r.anking £or amount of talking during the whole summer was 
in the following order, £rom most talking to least talking: H. X., 
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B. T. and G. V., C. S., A. z., F. U., D. W., and E. Y. 
. . 
A picture of the changes in order that occurred during the summer 
can be had-by comparing the pooled rankings for the sessions from one 
quarter of the program to another (using three weeks as one qua~ter). 
The rankings for each of the four quarters from most talking to least 
talking were as follows: first quarter--H. x., c. s., B. T., G. v.,a£a~ 
A. z., F. U., D. W., and E. Y.; second quarter--H. x., A. z., B. T., 
G. V., F. U., D. \'1., C. s., and E. Y.; third quarter--H. X., G •. V., 
B. T., C. S., A. z., E. Y., F. U., and D. W.; last quarter--H. X., D. W., 
G. V., C. B., B. T!, F. U., A. z., and E. Y. 
It can be seen that the final pooled ranking reflects a fairly sta-
ble pattern of amount of talking that ran throughout the whole summer. 
The stability is further heightened when it is considered that B. T. 1s 
pooled ranking in the last quarter was pulled down by talking the least 
the two sessions when he had a very sore throat. In fact,-the only two 
subjects who showed any great variations from quarter to quarter were 
C. S. and D. W. There are no clinical observations to accord with the 
much lower ranking that C. S. 'held in th~ second quarter, but there is 
an obvious correspondence of D. W. 1s much greater amount of talking in 
the last quarter with the fact that it was at the beginning of this 
period that he expressed his feelings of resentment at the group. It 
\·rould seem that he was -free to participate more when he finally gave 
his feelings to the group. 
Various comments made in the interviews reveal some of the subjects' 
perceptions of the interpersonal relationships that existed in the group. 
A. z. had been struck by the divisive aspect~ of the group, and he char-
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acterized it ~s having "complete non-agreement as to some social issues, 
and faced with som·e irreconcilable theological belie:f's. 11 He did feel t, 
there was a more basic unity present as well. He felt that B. T. and 
H. X. had tried to be the 'leaders, but the rest had:nbt allo'l'red t-M.s. t 
His attitudes toward 11 and 12 had developed 'into increasing confidence 
and appreciation as the summer progressed. 
B. T. said that he felt F. U. and D. W. had held back from the 
group. He pointed to his friendship with H. X. as a very important fac-
tor in his ~hol~ summer experience, including his membership in the group. 
It was H. X., along with A. z. and E. Y., whom B. T. felt had contributed 
most td his feeling of being accepted in the group. He recognized that 
he had been placed on a pedestal by the group, and he felt that this po-
sition was a result both of the group putting him in it and of ·his want-
ing to be in it. He saw in 11 the reason for the existence of the group, 
co~enting that he felt chosen by 11 for the research group. He also 
spoke of feeling that 11 gave support to the group. 
o. S. ref'erred to D. vl. Is staying 11 out11 of the group for most of the 
. 
summer, but becoming a 11f'ull member 11 when he gave his critique of the 
group. He said he was disappointed in F. u., who he felt could have 
. 
changed things :f'or the better but didn't. He saw B. T. as one 1-1ho was 
well able to take care of himself, ~~ng advances and turning q~estions 
back on others;.O. S. said he admired B. T. although he could not agree 
with all he did. He mentioned his feelings. that A. z. was unsuccessful 
as a leader. and that B. T. and H. x. had been the two ~major leaders. 
It·seemed to him that they had led the group in the wrong direction of 
trying to be 11therapeutic. 11 He blamed 11 for allowing this situation to 
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occur and suggested that the group needed more 11 protection 11 from him. 
. ' 
D. W. spoke of his relations with H. X. as being good at the 
' beginning of the program but strained during the middle of the summer. 
It seemed to him that his relations with both H. X. and B. T. were better 
aften·he had spoken out against the way they had operated in the group. 
He reiterated his feeling that those two had been able to lead the group 
11 1ike lambs" because of their dominant personalities, but that they had 
' . 
let it detrimentally. He said that F. U. might have opposed them effec-
nh ~ . ti vely but that 11 e · chose not to. It was D. w. 1 s .feeling that the group 
was inexpert, and he wanted more guidance from 11. 
-E. Y. felt there was a division among the members in their interest 
in the group. He saw A. z., B. T., and H. X. as being most ready for the 
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group, and he identified himself "I'Tith them. It se·emed to him, on the other 
hand, that c. S., D. w., and F. U. ~ere not much interested in helping 
the group. He did not identity G. v. particularly with either of these 
sub-groups. He felt that the leadership offered by B. T. and H. x. had 
been resisted and not much followed, while A. Z. 1 s leadership was more 
accepted. He said he had distrusted B. T. at the beginning of the summer, 
suggesting that envy was the source of this, but that his feeling had 
changed after the first few weeks. He noted that he had projected onto 
Ll some fantasies, particularly about his controlling the group through 
silence. 
F. U. gave his impressions of five of his fellow group members. He 
sat-r B. T. as the 11 calculating one 11 and H. X. as warm and friendly but 
very poor in communicating. He felt that these two had led the most, and 
that their approach ha~ been not therapeutic, but cross-examining. A. z. 
seemed to him to be a 11hopeless idealist 11 vrith 11unreal notions of life, 
and therefore of the Gospel. 11 F. U. said he felt pleased by D. W. 's 
explosion and found it reassuring about D. W. as a person. He saw E. Y. 
as being like himself, only more exaggerated; he J•wouldn 't lead and 
wouldn't follow. 11 He felt that Ll had not been really a person but a 
role in the group and that his comments had certified this; however, 
F. U. commented that in his almost total silence 12 had been a person. 
G. v. did not speak too much of his feelings about particular 
individuals. He commented that there had been a great deal of sub-
grouBi~g in the group on various issues, but that the lines between sub-
groups had shifted. He also f~lt there had been sub~grouping based on 
outside friendships and denominational affiliations. He saw B. T. and 
H. X. as the major leaders. Of ihe two, he felt B .• T. had been primarily 
contributing to the group, while H. x. had been more trying to get the 
spotlight. He added that he had had a 11personality clash" \-lith H. X. and 
-
that he had come to resent B. T. 1 s leadership as the summer went on~ He 
said he had at first-not understood Ll 1 s approach but had come to feel 
more comfortable \d. th it and had no resentment toward 11. 
H. X. had a comment to make ~n his relationships with each member 
of the group. He did not feel he had had any trouble with A. z., and 
he saw A. z. as ranking fourth in leadership. He felt that A. z.•s 
leadership bad been 11exerted 11 vrhen it was about himself and 11natural 11 
-\-lh.en it was about an 11 axe to grind. 11 He sa;i.d that he and B. T. had 
been fast friends, but had ended the summer mad at one another. He felt 
B. T. had been so busy proving himself a better man he had convinced 
himself. It seemed to him that B. T. had led the most, often quite 
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competently, but 11didn 1t have the kick to get across the finish line. 11 
H. X. also commented that he and B. T. had worked together to 11rig 11 many 
of' the sessions. He reported "neutral .:f'eelings 11 about c. s., whom he 
saw as 11a good egg. 11 He :f'el t C. s. had made only one strong leadership 
attempt--when he 'took Ll 1s chair. He said he and D. W. had been nbuddiesll 
at the beginning o:f' the summer, but their relationship had been strained 
in the middle, when H. X. wished to 11 jump on11 D. W., but didn 1t because 
of D. ~f. 1 s wi thdra.wal. He reported withdrawing his challenges when he 
got no challenges in return. He felt that his relationship with D. w. 
had been all right at th~ end of the summer. He also expressed the idea 
that D. W. 1s personality was not suited to leading such a group. It 
seemed to H. X. that E. Y. was a stabilizing force in the group. He did 
not feel that E. Y. had tried to lead, except with humor, but that he 
could 11nip enthusiasm in the bud. 11 He felt that he had had a good rela-
tionship with F. U. that was quite p~sitive, despite the fact they were 
ntheological enemies 11 outside the group. He saw· F• U. as. being able to 
take the leadership v-rhenever he wanted it and as ranking third behind him-
self' and B. T. in leadership in the group. He commented that· he and G. V. 
had had some 11upsets 11 in the group, partly because he felt G. v. was 11too 
~ 
damnably immature. 11 It ~eemed to him that G. v. had been a feeble leader 
at the beginning, but had been better at leading after he had been 
focused on by the group. He felt L2 had genuine compassion but had of-
fered no leadership. On the other hand, he said he had been angry at Ll 
in the beginning, but had experienced growing appreciation, sympathy, and 
respect for him; also, he felt Ll was 11the leader." 
These comments made by the subjects in the interviews add one more 
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dimension to the picture of the interpersonal relationships that developed 
in the group. However, they do not serve to provide an amalgam to bind 
together the various pieces of data collected on the group's relationships. 
Rather it would seem that the different approaches reported here are 
somewhat like the blind man approaching the elephant. Presumably each 
has revealed something of the nature of ~ow the members related to one 
another, but apparently the 11 elephant 11 is too complicated to be described 
other than piecemeal, at least at present. 
In other 1r1ords, the descriptions presented here may be taken as 
indications of vari~us aspects of the interperson~l relationships of the 
group members. Each aspect adds something to our understanding of the 
group. However, very few solid inter-relationships among aspects are 
discernible. Thus, no de£inite conclusions can be drawn. The various 
data must be presented as £acets of the picture of relationships (more. like 
a collage or montage than unified picture). It may well be that this is 
the most accurate kind of representation. 
One general co~ent can be made on the interpersonal relationships. 
The various subjects had differing perceptions of one a~other in rela-
tionship, but apparently a fairly basic unity was developed. The indi-
cations of this are two. First, the agreement in the ranking of the 
group on the various dimensions _on the sociometric questionnaire, all o£ 
which dealt with the 1r1ay in which the members related to the group as a 
whole. Similarly, the intervie\'1S revealed fairly general agreement on 
the question of who the most active leaders were, and most of the feel-
ings expressed by one about another 1r1ere reciprocated. This unity may 
be taken·as testimony to the effect of the interaction during the sum-
mer program·, and particularly in the group. 
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ii. Group Processes 
Because of the effect that the group apparently had on the members 
it is important that the processes that went on in the group, as a 
group, be made as clear as possible. The primary vehicle for this will ', 
·be the analysis of the recordings of the sessions, along with a summary 
of each of·tne~sessions. First, however, three indications of general 
group processes that were found in 'the course of the other aspects of 
the research may be noted. 
One of these indications appeared in comparing the indices of mis-
perception among the various administrations of the Check List. It was 
found that there was significantly less misperception on the third, 
fourth, and fifth administrations than on the first. In part this may 
represent the developing ability of the subjects to perceive one another, 
but it certainly also represents the development of some consensus in the 
group on how each of the members is perceived. In other words, this re-
sult suggests that one process that was going on in the group was the 
building of perceptions of members with general consensus. 
Q 
A second indication appeared in comparing the indices of identifica-
tion among the various administrations of the Check List. No difference 
was. found between the first and last administrations, or among the second, 
third, and fourth administration; but a statistically significant differ-
ence was £ound between both the beginning and ending tests and each of 
the middle three. There was greater disidentification among members 
during the middle of the program than at the beginning and end of it. 
This result suggests the idea that the difference was one of whether the 
processes of inclusion or of individuation were being focused upon. If 
the focus were upon inclusion, then there might be a certain tendency to 
identify-- 11we are alike; therefore, we are together." If the focus were 
. 
upon individuation, the result l'lould be greater dif'f'erentiation and hence 
disidentification. These interpretations fit well with the natural expec-
tation that as it starts and as it concludes the group would be more con-
earned with inclusion, and as it works at the task of understanding proc-
esses and relationships the group would be· supporting individuation. 
The third indication appeared in the analysis of the results of the 
sociometric test. Oniy one of the eight subjects(~. Z.) showed any cor-
relation between his ranking of the members in the order in which he felt 
they had offered leadership and his ranking of them in the order in which 
he would be willing to follow their leadership. In other words, in the 
group as a whole there was a definite unwillingness to follow those who 
offered leadership. This would mean that the group was deficient in the 
quality of 11 followership. 11 This lack was commented on a few times by the 
members, most directly by F. u. in his post-summer interview. 
These ~spects of the process of the group can be inferred from the 
results given by the members as individual· group members. The category 
sy.stem for analysis of the recordings of the sessions was buil~ primarily 
to study the processes of the group qua group. All of the sessions were 
recorded and analyzed except two. The tape of the sixth session was ac-
cidentally used to record one of the later sessions; thus no rating of 
it was possible. The thirty-fourth session was the 11 open 11 session that 
is a regular part of the work with groups in the program at Boston State 
l 
Hospital. During the second last session ( \'thich session thirty-four was) 
the students have an opportunity to question the leaders about the way 
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in which they had functioned in the group and about the reasons for their 
doing this. Because of this peculiar nature of the session it was not 
deemed appropriate to rate it and compare it with the rest of the sessions. 
Despite the intent of.the category system it did not prove to be 
adequate to the task. In some cases there were activities going on which 
~he leaders and the rater felt were significant in the group, but which 
could not be rated. These included especially the realms of the expres-
sion of hostility and of the relationships td the leaders. Sometimes the 
hostile expressions could be categorized according to the system~ but too 
often they could not. It would seem that in fUrther work in this area 
some categories to pick up the varieties of hostile expression should be 
developed. Also, the many aspects of interest in the leader could not all 
be categorized under the only category directly applicable to the leaders, 
"we need the leader to lead us. 11 Agai~, further development should work 
to.provide for the range of expressions directed toward the leader. 
Another area in which the categories were deficient was that of in-
dividuation. The only behavior that was taken to represent this process 
was that of the liandling of differences. A broader range of behavior is 
needed to meet the fullness of individuation. For instance, it would 
seem that the way in which the group responded to a member's attempts to 
try a new way of relating could be called concern with individuation, as 
could the giving of 11feed-back 11 to members to let them know how others 
see the~--insofar as this is done through caring, it would represent con-
cern that the members grow as individuals. 
These deficiencies in the system were the result of important parts 
of the life of the group that it was not adequate to cover. Another de-
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ficiency that appeared was more in terms of the categories that were pro-
vided. These were not found to be of uniform value. In the first place, 
levelsii.(direct statements about the group) and V (st~tements about what 
the· gr~up ~hould be like) were very rarely~used in-the rating. Level 
III also was not used as frequently as the leaders had the feeling the 
g~oup was talking about it~elf through projection. Thus, of the levels 
provided for r.ating, only level I was used extensively--and on this level 
the use of the categories in~olved a good bit of subjective analysis on 
the part of the rater. 
Further, even on level I only one group of categories was really used 
to a full extent, and that was the thn~ dealing with whether or not the 
group was working. These categories proved most.useful. The rest of them 
were only of ftubious usefulness. Perhaps the proba~m lay in the phrasing 
of the categories in terms of self-statements; or perhaps the problem lay 
deeper, in the choice of the behavioral dimensions that would be used as 
the bases for the rating. 
In any event, it is obvious that much more work is needed before a 
system of observation.~directly relevant to the pastoral functions can be 
developed. Perhaps another tack might prove more fruitful for this pur-
pose. In listening to the tapes of the sessions the leader of the group 
felt he heard anew many dynamics going on in the group. This would aug-
gest the possibility of having a small group of those interested in re-
search on this problem get together to listen to the recordings of group 
sessions and to discuss them. A model more like the situation analysis 
used by Powdermaker and Frank1 might help to turn up more fruitful data 
1. Powdermaker and Frank. Group PsychotherapY (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Commonwealth Fund, 1955) •. 
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than the use of content analysis, at least at this stage of researqh. 
However, the.analysis of the recordings was done, and it should 
rightly be presented here. Since there are so many difficulties in the 
system of analysis it is not sensible to give a full presentation of all 
the data from it. Rather, it will be sufficient ~to present only those 
categories for each session that covered behavior for the session that 
was important enough to be rated on 5% of the l~nes. In addition, the 
rating for the three categories dealing with work will be given ~or each 
session. 
The bare presentation of categories, even with discussing some of 
the relationships that occur among_ them, did not 'seem to be a rich enough 
picture of the group's life. Therefore, it was decided to include a brief 
summar,r of each of the sessions. These summaries were based upon the rec-
ordings of the sessions and upon the leaders• statements of their feelings 
about the session (these statements were recorded immediately after each 
session). Further richness of presentation has been added by including 
app~ndices presenting portions of the verbatim transcripts. Excerpts 
from session two are gLven, illustrating the way the group began and its 
attempt to find a goal ~n a project that was oriented outside itself. 
Session eight also had excerpts taken from it, illustrating how the 
group's playing around often gave a clue to what was going on in under-
lying dynamics. The entire transcript of session fourteen was chosen 
for inclusion as a goon example of the group working quite well at the 
task of 11 feeding-back 11 to one another. Some excerpts of session twenty-
one were included to show how the group was struggling with its under-
standing of what it was trying to do. Session twenty-eight represented 
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a period of negative evaluation of what had happened, and also the time 
that D. W. burst forth in the group; thus, some excerpts were taken from 
it. Finally, some excerpts were taken from session thirty-three to show 
the great difficulties the group was having as it was drawing to a close. 
The presentation at this point will give the summary and the most 
important categories rated for each session. The day on which the session 
was held \~11 also be noted. 
Session One (Monday, !lirst-. l'leek). 
Summary: 1fuen all were gathered, Ll gave the contract. This was 
followea:bycfiV.~ minutes of silence. L2 then broke the ice with a I r 
fe.w ques~ions. However, for another ten minutes there were protracted 
silences between relatively brief conversations. Then, some attempts were 
made to get a discussion going, primarily by F. u. First, he drew out 
H. X. and L2 on their denominational situation, then turned to a general 
discussion of interdenominational relations, especially Catholic-Protestant. 
A. z., H. x., and C. s. were quite active in this discussion. A. Z. 1s 
emphasis throughout the discussion tended toward the issue of religion 
and mental health. Ll made one brief comment relating the discussion to 
the group 1s feelings about his arbitrary rules. Although this was not 
picked up, and was even somewhat denied, the leaders felt that much that 
was discussed bore reference to the group situation--the matter of differ-
ences and how to handle them, the question of central authority and 
individual freedom. Ll particularly felt that some of these implications, 
-
plus the way in which the group had welcomed L2 1s participation, indi-
cated that they wanted the leaders to tell them what to do. E. Y. com-
mented a few times, and B. T. once at the end, but D. W. and G. V. said 
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almost nothing throughout the session. 
Categories rated: Of the three categories dealing \'lith work, 
avoiding work altogether was unrated, working at the basic group task 
was rated on only 1% ~f the lines, and working ~t a task set by the 
group rather than the basic task 'l'ras rated on 60% of' the lines. The 
category for trying to include all was rated on 5% of the lines. 
Session Two (Wednesday, first \'reek). 
Summary: The session began with a fairly high level of good feel-
ing among the members. Various topics for conversation came up during 
the meeting, ranging from the contacts with_patients, ~o the way psy-
chiatrists led meetings, to political affairs •.. The leaders felt that the 
concern with psychiatrists' leadership referred to the group 1 s wishes 
for leadership in the group. c. s. brought up a suggestion of the help-
fulness of garters for the women patients. \then A. z. raised the point 
a second time, a project to see if improving patient appearance '\'rould 
help their mental health developed. F. U. had some reservations, and 
A. z. seemed definitely opposed. However, c. S. got some support from 
B. T. and E. Y. and much support from G. V. The upshot of this was that 
C. S. was to see if such a project were permissible. The leaders f~lt 
that the important aspects of this were: a) providing a focus for the 
group, b) organizing the group, and c) doing something in the group. 
~ ~ 
There seemed to be more appreciation expressed of the need for the group 
to do something worthwhile in its sessions, and the interchange among 
members was much higher in the course of the discussions than in the pre-
vious session. (See Appendix A for excerpts from the transcript of this 
session.) 
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Categories rated: Only the categories dealing with v;ork received 
much rating, and they were distributed with avoiding work receiving 
;4%; ''~orking at a task other than the basic one, 19%; ·and 'i'Tork at the 
basic task, only 1%. 
Session Three (Friday, first week). 
Summary: H. x. was absent from the session, without apparent 
advance notice to the other members, but even when Ll pointed out that 
no chair had been left for him the group did not deal with its £eelings 
about his absence. Rather, they soon began to discuss 11marriage mills, 11 
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and the problems of morality associated with the practice. Some of B. T.'s 
comments brought some focusing on his philosophical views. This was 
f soori~interrupted by c. s., who gave his report on the garter project. 
Discussion of what approach to take in proceeding '\ITith the project gave 
the leaders the feeling that the group was not willing to join in follow-
ing a~ one of its members. A. z. objected to the ide~ of such a project, 
and F. U. was oppqsed to limiting it to providing garters--he did vol-
unteer to make a contact with one of the personnel. When C. S. sugges-
ted that L2 be the leader of th~ project, the leaders felt that their 
idea that leadership was the problem had been cronfirmed. Although Ll 
commented on this, the group did not begin to deal directly with their 
feelings. Instead, they went on to devote the last part of the session 
to a discussion of theology, with B. T. representing a relatively radi-~ 
6al~ position. D. w. was most active in arguing with him, and F. U. 
and c. S. also argued with him. The leaders felt that the discussion 
related to the fact that the group knew D. W. was going to have an exam 
in theology that afternoon. 
Categories rated: Avoiding work received 45%, and work at a task 
other than the basic one received 51%, 'I'Thile work at the basic task went 
unrated. In additio~ the categorr for trying to change those who differ 
1rras used to rate '9% of the lines. 
Session Four (Monday, second week). 
Summary: The group began to work on some of its concerns with 
itself in this session. They worked up to it from same discussion of 
penal systems in Russia and Canada, while largely ignoring L2 1s comment 
that he would miss the next session and H. x.•s request to be brought up 
to date. D. W. raised the issue of the group becoming interpersonal, 
and some talk about the interpersonal Check Lis~ensued. This was fol-
lowed by a mixture of interest in the leaders, talking about fruit, and 
talking about blood. Both B. T. and H. X. had doodled pictures of 
guillotines during this conversation, and B. T. pointed out the focus of 
the group on blood and execut~on. Some time was then spent on talking 
about the tests and the group situation, in terms of it b,eing a ~1 game:1 
. 
to be figured out by them. The leaders £elt that this general focus was 
on the feeling that the group wanted the leaders to take care of their 
probiems in being an, interpersonal group. Some discussion about the 
members' feelings about the group followed. In this A. z., B. T., and 
H. x. spoke of the importance of the group, while F. U. and c. s. played 
down its importance.. C. S. maintained it was a place where he was able 
to relax. F. u. suggested this 1rras a guard C. S. kept up, but added· 
that he wouldn't drop his guard. The "garter project" came up in the 
. 
last couple of minutes. 
Categories rated: Avoiding work was rated 17%; work at the basic 
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task, 18%; and work at a different ta~k, not at all. In addition, the 
t'toJO categories dealing with being able to talk about themselves were 
used. Inability was rated 26%, and ability was rated 12%. Two other 
categories each received 5%; they were needing the leader to lead and 
not trying to include all. 
Session:F.ive (Wednesday, second week). 
Summary: L2 was absent from this session, and C. s. sat in his 
-
chair. As soon as all were present, F. U. reported on his assignment 
for the project. The first half of the session was then spent on 
. . 
discussion of the project, with the result that it came to be expanded 
into a general appearance project. It became necessary for someone to 
contact a psychiatrist, and H. X. volunteered, although he expressed 
doubts that the group had really come to agreement on what it wanted to 
do. A. z. then suggested that he felt the group was using the project 
as .a 11 front 11 to avoid dealing with itself. :Much of the rest of the 
session involved this argument~ with B.· T. giving much support to A. z. 's 
position, and with C. S. and F. U. leading the support of the. project, 
with some help. from G. V. F. U. stated quite firmly his dislike pf the 
self-analysis in which he saw A. z. and B. T·. wanting to plunge the 
group. Ll felt several times that the implication was that he w~s a 
roadblock to the group getting an~ihere--by his not being the kind of 
. 
leader they wanted him to .be. He commented a couple of times in this 
vein, and aft~r one of them the group discussed whether or not they felt 
he was a part of the group. B. T. maintained that he liasn 1t,· but most 
of the others seemed to say he was, though a different kind of a part. 
There did seem to be agreement with the characterization. of Ll as a sort 
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of transcendent god. The group did not deal with L2 1s absence, nor did 
it deal with G. V. 1s report that he would miss the next session. 
Categories rated: Only the categories dealing with work were rated 
for more than 5% of the lines.· Avoiding work received 8%; working at a 
task other than the basic one, 41%; and work at the basic task, 44%. 
Session Six (Friday, second week). 
Summary: G. V. was absent, and B. T. was late. Some notice was 
taken of this, but the group did not start on any central focus until· 
D. W. brought in his report for the 11 garter11 or "patient appearance" 
project. The leaders felt that the great emphasis placed upon research-
like concerns in the ensuing discussion was related to the fact that the 
leader of the group· was doing research. After some discussion on this, 
c. S. called for the other report that was due, from H. X. H. X. said 
tha~ he deliberately had not carried out what he had v~lunteered for, 
because he did not feel the project was a good thing. This led to quite 
a discussion, which came to be resolved into one to speak for the project 
and one to speak against it, and then a vote to be taken. C. S. had 
suggested the vote, and H. X. agreed to take it. A. z. was chosen to 
speak against the project, and F. u. for __ it. ~lhen th~y :t~T-e~ done B. T., 
c. S. ,· H. x., and E. Y. all added comments. There w·as some discussion 
of how to vote, with the idea that it be open--to see what the leaders 
di_d.:.-carrying. G. v. 1s vote was counted for the project, and H. X. called 
first for those who wanted to move on. H. X., E. Y., B. T., A. z., and 
(more slowly) D. W. raised their hands. C. S. and F. U. both voted for 
. 
the project. When the vote was over, and the project was dead, there was 
a problem of looking for purpose. The leaders felt this was in part an 
attempt to get them to tell the group '\'That to do. H. X. came up with 
the suggestion that the group use talking about significant events in 
their past as a way of 11 getting interpersonal. 11 He pointed out that 
. 
this would violate one of the rules of the contract. While no one ob-
jected to this, no one made any effort to start. F.inally, they settled 
down to a rather intellectualized discussion o~ feeDangs, in the ab-
stract. C. S. point~d out as the group closed that this also was avoid-
ing getting at themselves, but A. z. professed that this had been what 
he wanted.l 
Session Seven (Monday, th±rd week). 
Summary: The session began \iith some little bits of conversation. 
Some of these related to expressing hostility to authorities, and Ll 
made a comment to that effect. There wa·s some reaction to this, lead-
ing to some discussion of the last session and H. X. 1s comment that the 
group needed to focus, that it was now drifting. D. W. then suggested 
that the group could be a place i'There each could be told by 'the others 
how they felt about him. This was discussed and got growing support in 
the group. When pressed to start the process, D. W. turned to B. T. and 
said he was irritated by B. T. 1s parrying with words. A discussion en-· 
sued from this, during which B. T. received several items of feed-back 
from the members, but which he dominated with his narration of some 
events and with his comments on himself. A. z. several times supported 
B. T., and no one really pressed him, but the group seemed to feel that 
he had been much on th~ spot and came through well. Neither C. S. nor 
F. u. took too much part in the discussion, a.lthough F. U. did contrib-
' • < .. · 
1. Since the recording of this session was lost it was not rated. 
ute a couple of very insightful comments. 
Categories rated: Avoiding 1vork received 12%, h.lmost:,an the rest 
of the lines were rated with the ti"TO related categories of' able to talk 
about themselves (45%) and work at the basic group task (58%). 
Session Eight (Wed~esday, third i'Ieek). 
-
Summary: At the beginning of the session F. u. commented that it 
-
would be ,harder to get started than it was 1dth B. T. This proved to be 
the case; although it was announced that H. X. had been chosen by a coin 
£lip, no one tried to f'ocus on H. X. Rather, there was miscellaneous 
conversation for a while. This was channelled first by H. X.; he 
asked 1vho they .thought they would be if' they vrere to have megalomania. 
This subject was talked at and ¢njoyed, but no real feelings were shared 
among the members. Finally, F. U. and H. X. got the group started piay-
.. 
ing 11 Botticelli, nl although neither A. z., B. T., nor C. S. participated 
much. After a l'fhile Ll commented on the fact that the game inv:olved f'ind-
ing out what somebody else was thinking and was also a ground for test-
ing among members. Some dislike for playing games then came to expres-
sion, but the group went on to tell stories. The leaders felt that the 
story that made the biggest hit indicated the group's fears of hurting 
themselves. This coupled with the interest in Ll that soon followed 
seemed to suggest that the group still wanted the leaders to run things 
for them. Some awareness of the session being unsatisfactory was 
occasionally expressed, but never acted on. (See Appendix B f'or excerpts 
f'rom the transcript of this session). 
Categories rated: Avoiding work received 89% of' the lines, while 
1. "Botticelli 11 is a more complicated version of 11 Twenty Questions. u 
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work at the basic task and work at another task both received 5% of 
the lines. 
Session Nine (Friday, third week). 
Summary: B. T. was late arriving, and while 'waiting for him H. x. 
and F. U. played the game of 11 Botticcelli", with the others kibitzing 
some. When B. T. came in and scorned the game, he got support from 
almost all. Soon F. U. mentioned that H. X. was a conscientious objec-
tor, and the rem§.inder of the session i'las devoted to the ensuing dis-
cussion. H. X., with support from B. T. and A. z., tried to convince 
the others of the essential truth of the position, while c. s. and F. U. 
questioned him on this and tried to show the weakness of the position. 
c. S. was particularly sarcastic \'lith H. x., and maintained that the 
conscientious objector could only hold his position because others pro-
tected his right. Some sorties into theology- occurred,· b~t the focus 
remained on the one argument throughout. The leaders felt that the many 
references to 11the lousy situation in which we find ourselves" pointed 
to ~ome implications of the discussion for the group situation, in terms 
of the problem of what they were going to do with the group, now that they 
were in it. 
Categories rated: Work at the basic task went unrated, and work at 
a different task received only 17%. While avoiding work was rated only 
10%, the related category of inability to talk about themselves received 
71%. Also, 76% of. the lines were rated trying to change those '\o'lho differ. 
Session Ten (Monday, fourth 't'leelc). 
Summary: The session began with apparently high spirits and much 
talking around, though no subject became a real focus of attention. While 
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this was goi~g on, the group waa passing around a brass rod, finally 
C. S. laid it on Ll 1s lap; in the discussion of this a vote was taken 
and all voted for it being left there, except B. T., F. U., and G. v., 
. . . 
who abstained. Shortly thereafter C. S. took the rod off Ll 1s lap. 
There was some more fooling around and story telling after that, while 
the rod was passed around to F. U., who refused to take it. It was then 
passed back through the group (along the chairs, by the back of those 
sitting in them) to D. W., who placed it again on the window sill. H. X. 
then said he was bored, and shortly after brought up the subject of bull-
fighting. He received much support to talk on the subject, and he did 
so for the next half hour. He maintained that bull-fighting should be 
appreciated as an art form. c. S. and G. V. made teasing comments on 
thia idea throughout, but H. X. Has kept in the role of authority on 
bull-fighting. Finally, the.focus faded some, and G. V. deliberately 
shifted the conversation onto A. z., who spoke of a government run house 
of prostitution in an Asian city. He, too, received considerable support 
for this role of authority on a subject, which remained ~entral until the 
last few minutes, when Ll commented and the group reacted to his comment • 
. The leaders felt that the implications of the topics and of the group 1s 
actions pointed to an underlying concern for the expression of both 
hostility and affection, particularly in terms of the one who leads 
being killed (like the bull) and the question of whether the form of 
affection contained the substance of it (like prostitution). 
. . 
Categories rated: Work at the basic task received 4%, and the r~-
mainder was pretty well divided between avoiding work (48%) and work at 
a different task ( 45%). 
' 
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Session Eleven (Wednesday, fourth week). 
Summar,r: There was some miscellaneous conversation at the beginning, 
with a narration by C. s. about just having been seared by a bee. H. X. 
then told of having wrecked a car when stung by a bee. Some of the others 
then told him he had given extensive personal history, and he said he 
would 11 shut-up. 11 The conversation then moved through discussion of a 
lecture they had heard to the question of homogeneity and heterogeneity 
of: national religious life, with the implication of the need for a core 
of unity. ~lhen Ll commented on the relationship of this to the group's 
. 
unity, the idea that not all were involved in the discussion came up, and 
H. X. made the suggestion that if anyone weren't interested he say so.. 
F. u. then said he was disinterested in talking about the group and its 
functioning and would rather discuss a. topic. The rod was again being 
passed around, and just about this ti~e it came to F. u., who laid it on 
Ll 1s lap. H. X. and G. V. pege.n simultaneously to sing 11The Lord High 
. 
Executioner, 11 but went off to talk and sing about 11 The Mikado,n rather 
rather than talk about the leader. This soon broke off, as B. T. and 
the group talked themselves into B. T. 1s presenting the Heisenberg 
principle of indeterminacy. This led to some talk about causation in th~ 
social world. Ll related this to the group, and shortly thereafter, 
. 
some reflected light into his eyes (using mirrors), with comments on his 
being a 11 god-figure. 11 A. z. removed the rod from his lap, and after no-
~ . 
tice of this, the group spent some time discussing different preachers, 
the right of laymen to preach, and how some preachers got their congre-
gation's attention. The leaders felt this related to the members' feel-
ings of not being competent to study group process and of wanting atten-
tion. 
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Categories rated: Avoiding work received 24%; work on a different 
task, 21%; and '\<Tork on the basic task, 9%. Trying to change those l'lho 
differ was the rating for 8% of the lines, and 5% were rated for support-
ing one another's leadership. 
-
Session Twelve (Friday, fourth week). 
Summary: ~he first part of the session was largely occupied with 
talk about a championship boxing match. Then a period of story-telling 
took place. At first, the stories were focused on the issue of change 
and identity, which seemed to the leaders to be a continuation of the 
concern of the last session. Soon some of the stories began to have 
clearly 11 off-color11 meanings, despite the fact that it was reported by 
B. T. that the typist who was transcribing the sessions was a woman. 
The leaders felt that this waa an indirect means of expression of 
hostility t·o them. After a bit, the stories lost .some of their 11 off-
color 11 shade. Then all the members except F. u. and C. s. switched 
chairs (by pre-arrangement). Following this event, a discussion of B. T. 1s 
chapel service led to discussion of the place of creeds in the Chris-
tian religion. B. T. and F. U. virtually carried on a dialogue for .the 
last half hour, Mith the interest of the group centered in them. The 
leaders saw the group-related aspect of this concern as being the ques-
tion of how much diversity the group could stand, as well as what the 
basis of the unity of the group would be. 
Categories rated: Only the categories dealing with work received 
ratings of any size, and the one for work on the .basic task received 
only 2%. Avoiding was 52%, and different task was ;7%. 
Session Thirteen (Monday, fifth week). 
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Session Thirteen (Monday, fifth i'leek). 
Summary: There was some discussion of the ·boxing match_picked up 
from last session. Then B. T. and A. z. entered and soon began to press 
the group to get to "ttork. A focus on A. z. began to develop, but it soon 
shifted to discussion of the alcohol problem. The division on the 
question followed denominational lines, with the four Methodists ranged 
against the other £our. B. T., G. V., and C. s. were the most active 
discussants, and F. U. 1 s comments often brought the group to a focus. 
D. W. and E. Y. were least active in the discussion. L2 was not able to 
be present, but this fact >'ras not remarked on, except for brief notice 
~t the peginning. Ll o£fered only one comment, at the close of the 
session, in 'llhich he gave his· £eeling that the group issue involved in 
the discussion w~s the matter of making decisions--how much freedom an 
individual should have, and hoi·T one can help an individual to make a 
decis~on. Ll felt that this problem and the question of whether the 
group was to work or play were the dynamic undertones of the meeting. 
Categories rated: The group spent almost all its time working on a 
l 
discussion task, giving a rating of 88% to work on a different task. 
Avoiding was rated on 4% of the lines, and work on the basic task occurred 
on only 1% of the lines. 
Session Fourteen ~ Wednesday, fifth week). 
Summary: F. U. started right of£ at the beginning of the session 
with a continuation of the preceding session 1s discussion of alcohol. 
The group joined in on this, until B. T. came in. H. X. had said B. T. 
had some good observations on the last session, and G. V. asked for these 
very shortly after B. T. arrived. B. T. oblfged by giving (from notes 
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he had made in the interval) some impressions of the way the different 
mei;~bers had behav~d in c.haracteristic ways in the discussion. The re-
sult of this was that the bulk of the session 1-1as spent on 11 feeding-back11 
to members the impressions they had made. B.· T. was the f'irst primary 
focus, and A. z. was the second. Along the line G. v. also received 
quite a bit, especially from B. T. and H. X. H. X. tried to get the 
group to focus on someone other than B. T., while F. U., G. V., and E. Y. 
had the most to offer to B. T. B. T. was the first leader in the period 
when A. z. was focused upon; however, he said less and less and the 
others took over talking with A. z. as the session drew on toward its 
close. (The complete transcript of this session is given in Appendix 0). 
Categories rated: The first 16% of the lines were rated as work on a 
different task, and the whole of the rest of the session (84% of the lines) 
,.,as rated as work on the basic task of the group. 
Session Fifteen (Monday, sixth week). 
Summary: The scheduled picnic had been called off, and the group 
began by grousing about this. They went on to,~onversation on various 
topics, accepting readily Ll 1s offered interpret~tion that the group 1-1as 
re-grouping. Finally after a fairly long pause, B. T. asked what 1-1as the 
trouble. The group started to discuss this, but soon blamed their diffi-
~ulties:;on~.preoccupations and tiredness and left the subject. After a 
brief interlude, they began to voice some of their resentment of the 
analytic attitude of the program. The leaders felt this applied to their 
feelings about the analytic punpose of the group. The need for emotion-
ality, the difficulty of talking directly about themselves, and the rela-
tionship of positive to negative feelings were all taken up indirectly 
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in conversation about international issues. A. z. stressed the last of 
these points and related it to his own person9:l "positive appz,:oach. 11 At 
four o'clock C. S. left, as he had announced he \'lould have to: db.; by:.:, the 
same time D. W. had fallen asleep. The group bade good-bye to c. s., 
allowed D. W. to sleep--with G. V. moving up to close the.circle in front 
of him--and turned to the matter of A. z. and his feelings about neg-
ativity. There was some feed-back directly to him, but the tendency was 
fqr illustrations to be picked from national situations. Ll made a com-
ment relating the problems to the task of the group (evaluation and 
analysis) and the necessary leadership, suggesting that there might be 
feelings toward him for forcing this on them. The group denied such 
feelings operating, but went on to discuss Ll the last several minute~. 
-
They described him both as a 11 loving father 11 and as a 11distant Yahweh." 
Also, they accused him of disrupting their interest in A. z. with his 
comment. 
C~tegories rated: Avoiding work was the rating of 50% of the lines, 
along with another 6% that were ra~ed for inability to talk about them-
selves. On tpe other hand, ;6% of the lines were rated as work on the 
basic task of the group. 
Session Sixteen (Wednesday, sixth week). 
Summary: In the early part of the group the focus was on feelings 
and problems arising out of the picnic. H. x. was trying to get G. V. 
and D. VI. to have it out, but neither of them seemed to feel they had a 
quarrel. During the space of a couple of interruptions, the group fooled 
around som~, but tried to get do~m to work. There were some expressions 
of feeling that they weren't getting anywhere, an.d F. U. tried to give 
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some feed-back to A. z. through reference to a patient. The tone of the 
words was pretty light through all of this, and B. T. was fooling during 
most of the time. However, the leaders felt there was much tension, and 
Ll commented on this, suggesting that the group was passing over something. 
A. z. then again tried to draw B. T. in. F. U. had commented on B. T.'s 
fooling around as attention-getting and when B. T. jumped G. v. for speak-
ing fo!' tbhe group ( 11we 11 ), F. U. pointed out that this seemed to represent 
B. T. 's claim on the role of interpreter. The focus for some time was 
on B. T., with F. U. and G. V. offering their perceptions of his behavior 
while B. T. defended himself and tried to turn the attention on the others. 
H. X. had withdrawn more and more during·this, and he was finally jump-
ed for doing so, bringing an exchange between him and B. T. The leaders 
felt that there was an implicit assumption that it wasn't good to lead, 
and that this related to the fear of the consequences, a fear heightened 
by what had happened to thos~ who had tried to lead in the group. 
Categories rated: The lines were distributed among the tb~ee 
approaches to work as follows: avoiding, 26%; different task, 10%, basic 
task, 57%~ No other categories received any sizable ratings. 
Session Seventeen (Friday, sixth week). 
Summary: L2 was missing from this session to attend a funeral, 
. 
and tbe group early remarked on this, but quickly dropped the subject. 
Instead, H. x. brought up the reaction to the picnic, and the group de-
voted considerable time to discussin~ this. One focus was in 11 feeding-
back" to D. W. the idea that he had been scapegoated as chairman of the 
. . 
committee and the feeling that he had asked for the attack by his be• 
havior. Another focus, pressed especially by H. X., was telling G. V. 
he had helped make things. difficult and urging him and D. W. to thrash 
out their feelings. Both said they had nothing to work out. Ll felt 
this related to feelings about what had happened to those who led in the 
group and comm~nted on this. The group did not pick it up, but moved on 
to some stories and fooling around. Some of the stories involved the use 
of 11 cuss-words, 11 and this led to some discussion about the use of them • 
... 
G. V. seemed to feel they were inappropriate, but most defended their 
use as expressive and tension-releasing. Ll commented that the emphasis 
had been on expressing anger and relieving frustration, which was what 
the group had been trying to do that day by sticking to subjects outside 
itself. The result of this comment was so.me feed-back from H. X •. and 
F. U. to G. V. on his judgmental attitudes irking them. 
··categories~~ated: The only categories receiving notable Datings 
were those for work. Avoiding received 11%. Work on a different task 
received 49%. Work on the ?asic task received ~9%. 
Session Eighteen (Monday, seventh week). 
Summary: Nothing was said about L2 1s return. Rather, the group 
talked about a trip H. X. and B. T. had made with A. z. and his yout? 
group to Nantasket by ship over the week-end. After some conversation 
abo1;1t various topics, especially some difficulties D. \~. was having l·rith 
his patient, the softball t~ the st~dents were for.ming, and the base-
ball situation, the topic of the amusements at Nantasket came up again. 
During all this talk there seemed to be much enjoyment of the group by 
its members. Then a little hostile interchange that was partly face-
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tious occur~ed between~· X. and G. V. This was followed by some interest 
in Ll, during which he was called Yahweh. Then it was suggested that 
they tell each other what they thought of one another in regard to the 
adjectives on the Interpersonal Check List. Tliis occupied more than· 
half of the session. After some discussion, F. U. suggested the terms, 
and they went around.the room on aggression and then on dependence-inde-
pendence, getting opinion on each member. H. X. was the prime mover 
throughout this, although there was general support for the endeavor. In 
the process a good bit of £eed-back was given th~ members. 
Categories rated: ·No work on a different task was rated, and no 
other categories are worthy of note except the other two, on work.· Avoid-
ing work was the rating ·of 18% of the lines_; work on the basic task, of 
59%· 
S-ession Nineteen (Wednesday, seventh week). 
Summar,y: The first part of the session was occupied with discussion 
of the morning's disposition staff session. The focus of comments was 
on the way in which the psychiatrist had probed. There seemed to be 
agreement that this was somewhat harsh, but it served a good end. The 
group 'leaders felt that this talk served to bring agreement to the way 
. . 
the group would proceed--by focusing on someone.and pointing out his 
faults. G. v. made a remark about B. T. not attending chapel, and B. T. 
and H. x. pioked this up to bring the focus upon G. v. H. x.· was more 
or less the director of what went on, and B. T. was the most active in 
commenting on G. V. However, all members of the group supported the 
suggestions that G. v. would cloak his aggression by withdrawing imme-
diately behind laughter. They urged him to allow his deeper sensitivity 
to have a chance to operate. The leaders felt that this was done 
l 
roughly at first to get G. V. to heed, but that it was done with real 
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caring, and with some gentleness--a respite was given, and positive as 
well as negative points were made. A comment by the leader was not 
heard by the group as they were getting to work-on G. v., and they were 
not deterred from their course by this. 
Categories rated: Avoiding work was rated for only 2% of the lines, 
and work on a different task was not rated at all. The great bulk"of the 
session was rated in the two related categories of work on the basic task 
(27%) and ability to talk about themselves (61%). In addition support 
of individuation and support of each ot~er 1 s leadership each received 5%· 
Session Tlr1enty (Friday, seventh week). 
F. U. and H. X. were absent, as they had said they would be. C. S. 
took the chair that Ll regularly sat in. Ll asked for it, and when c. S. 
did not surrender it, Ll remained standing in front of him for the rest 
of the session. All the members except A. z. gathered on one side of 
c. S. A. z. stayed on the other, saying that he wanted to keep the·focus 
on the situation. For a while there was discussion of the situation. 
Then B. T. and A. z. led in suggesting that c. S. had hidden motives for 
taking the c~air, while c. s. was saying that the only conscious motive 
he had was to get a comfortable chair. During this D. W. gave some sup-
port to C. S. Then the focus of the feed-back w~s shifted to the "tlay in 
which C. s. was responding to those who were talking to him. _In this all 
the rest joined in trying to make it clear to him that he was fending 
off what they had to say. c. S. gave verbal acceptance of the point, but 
the rest seemed to teel that this didn't really go to the heart of the 
matter, so they continued to press the issue. To soften the blow, the,y 
related this behavior pattern td his previous occupation. c. S. seemed 
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to get the feed-back. At ~he end there was some expression of concern 
for Ll. A. Z.1Shdvred the form of concern for L1 1 s status, and this 11as 
pointed out to him as an indication of his Ol'm needs and problems. The 
leaders felt that C. S.'s action was one of leading for the group more 
than against the leaders and that several had supported his action.· For 
instance, E. Y. sat in the position Ll usually had, and he turned off-the 
recorder at 'the end of the session. 
Categories rated: Avoiding \'lork was the rating of only 2% of the 
lines. Almost all the rest (96%) were rated as work on the basic task. 
Session Twenty-one (Monday, eighth week). 
Summary: After a fairly brief period of warming up, the group tried 
to get down to the business of helping the members to understand them-
selves. During the warm-up H. X. asked for a briefing on the preceding 
session, but not ,much was given. The lead~rs felt this showed the group's 
resentment at his and F. U. 1s absence from that session. F. U. brought 
the focus upon E. Y. However, before long the center of attention came 
to rest on the feeling that not much was being accomplished by their ef-
forts. In the process of this some feed-back was given to F. u., B. T., 
A. z., E. Y., and C. s. Tne general expression was that the ·interchange 
needed to be spontaneous, although H. x. seeme~ to hold out for the 
necessity of working on one member exclusively at a time. Also, there 
was a movement toward rejecting the explicit goal of '11 therapy; 11 F. U. 1s 
. 
suggestion for what should be in its place was 11 leal'ning, 11 with the im-
p~ication that the learning would be in terms of how he and others related. 
L1 1s comment focused on the aspect of leadership, reiating it to caring 
and to the idea that leading often brought hostility on one. The remark 
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had the effect of derailing the grouP., but F. u. returned again to the 
problem. Finally, in the last few minutes, the attention turned to 
D. rl., who had said nothing since the beginning of the meeting. Some 
feelings of resentment at his lack of involvement were expressed, an4. his 
involvement seemed to increase as this took place. (See Appendix D for 
excerpts from the transcript of this session.) 
Categories rated: 1~% of the lines were rated as avoiding work~ 
None were rated as work on a different task. 65~_fwere rated as l'lork on 
the.basic task. No other categories received as much as 5% of the lines. 
Session Twenty-two (Wednesday, eighth week). 
Summary: A. z. was absent from this session. Also, D. W. partici-
pated much more in the conversation. Until the last part of the session 
the conversation did not come to aeal with the.group or its members. In 
fact, both leaders felt very strongly that the g~oup was delib~rately 
avoiding getting down to work, and it seemed to them that some of the 
stories told suggested the group 1s feelings that it could not lead 
it~elf in the work of the group. D. W. and F. U. said that they planned 
to skip a session in the next week to see a friend off at the airport. 
1'ihen questioned about the effect of this on the group D. w. said, 11 I 
don 1t give a damn. 11 The group did not pick this up. The leaders felt 
. 
this indicated a drawing back o£ interest from the group on the part of 
all, and to highlight this Ll commented that the absent one seemed to 
be the leader. Several times G. V. tried to lead the group to discuss 
itself, and finally with just about fifteen minutes left he commented 
that Ll was right, that they had not led themselves in the session. 
Tliis: soon brought recognition of the fact that the continuation of the 
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last session should have brought attention on D. w., but that they hadn't 
done so. The meeting·closed with an interchang~ between H. X. and D. w. 
During this period of group-focus, the tension \'las very high. 
Categories rated: Again, the only categories to be noted are those 
dealing l'Tii.h work. Avoiding received 41%; a different task, 10%; and 
the basic task, 26%. 
Session Twenty-three (Friday, eighth week). 
Summary: First there was a period of warm-up, which included some 
references to the Chaplain Supervisor (the legders felt this referred to 
the group's needs for their leadership). Then A. z. became the focus of 
the group's attention. He had suggested that the group could hurt some-
one in focusing on them, because there wasn't enough caring. When pressed 
on this, he referred to B. T. B. T. soon had turned the point around and 
was pressing A. z. on his behavior patterns. B. T. was the most active 
in this, but all except D. W. joined in. It seemed to the leaders that 
there l'las a great deal of' conc~rn for A. z. being expressed. He '\'las told 
again that he covered up his hostility, expressing it under cover in 
the group. He did not seem to get their point, and they recognized this 
fact. The leaders felt (and Ll commented in the group) that there was a 
good bit of the fantasy in the group that their hostility could kill 
someone. G. V. took a fairly strong role of leadership at several ·points, 
with a lot of caring for the group. D. i'l. seemed quite "1-Tithdrawn, saying 
hardly anything at all, and ~eeming almost to go to sleep, although he 
denied this when A. z. picked it up. 
Categories rated: Work on a different task received 5%, and 
avoiding work received 12%. The other two categories receiving notable 
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ratings receiv~d the bulk of the lines. They were the related categories 
of ability to talk about themselves (~6%) and work on,~he basic task 
( 44%). 
Session Twenty-four (Monday, ninth week). 
. . 
Summary: The session began in a light vein, with some interest 
being displayed in the leaders, which the leaders felt might be a sign 
that the group was starting to work on the problem of termination. Then 
a period of story-telling intervened; it involved much laughter and 
mostly somewhat off-color stories. The leaders felt that the clue to 
this movement had been a suggestion near the beginning that the group 
should have a party at its last session. Finally, Ll offered an inter-
-
pretation of the group's activities, including the ~bove mentioned feel-
ings in it. ·The group rejected the comment, but soon turned to consid-
eration of its members. A. z. raised softly an issue about B. T. G. V. 
follo\'zed through on this to offer his feelings ~ that B. T. put himse~f 
on a higher level than the rest and that he some~imes acted out of his 
· o\'m hurt "feelings rather than consideration for others. H. X. offered 
some defen~e of B. T. The group remained after time was up and the lead-
ers had left in order to work through some of their feelings, for ~ very 
personal matter was at issue between G. v. and B. T.--and A. z. was 
involved in it. 
Categories rated: Work on the basic task was the rating of only 
1~% of the lines, and work on a different task on rio lines. Avoiding 
worK. was the rating on 71% of the lines. No other catego~ies bulked 
I 
large enough to note. 
Session Twenty-five (Wednesday, pinth week). 
F. u. and D. W. were absent, and G. V. and B. T. arriVed five min~ 
utes late. The group neve: settled down to study its own processes or 
to talk about their perceptions of one anothar; neither did ·they ever 
get into a deeper discussion o£ any issue. It seemed to the leaders 
that the major dynamic operating "\"ras a desire not to get to work. In-
stead, superficial conversations and light stories were the order of the 
day. 11 made two comments suggesting that there were unsaid feelings 
about the absent ones, but these were not picked up by the group members. 
The leaders felt tha. t there 'irere many oblique references in the group r s 
conversation that indicated that they felt the absent members didn 1t care 
as much about the group as ~~ey did. This feeling was deemed by the 
leaders to be particularly hard to deal idth because of the explosion of 
feeling at the end of the preceding session. The leaders also felt that 
there was heightened interest in them, particularly in terms of wanting 
assurance that the leaders cared about the group (this, too,,.,as only 
obliquely expressed). 
Categories rated: Ability to talk about themselv~s received 6%, and 
l"rork on the basic task received 11%. "\llork on a different task received 
none, and no other category need be noted except avoiding \'lark, \·rhich 
received 77%. 
Session Twenty-six (Friday, ninth week). 
Summary: F. u. introduced the subject of evaluation of the group 
at the beginning of the session, saying that he felt it had been a was~e 
of time. However, the group gave its attention £irst to clearing up the 
feelings left over from Monday. G. v., A. z., and B. T~ talked about 
some of their feelings. A. z. became a focus of concern for ·,'lhat the 
group saw as his failure to deal 1dth h~s own and others' hostility. Then 
2)1 
there was some giving to B. T. by all group members, except D. w., 
along the line of his holding back emotional expression. B. T. responded 
by a great deal of rationalizing and talking around. The leaders did 
not feel that he was really receiving all that was being said to him. 
During the course of B. T. 1s talking he mentioned that he and H. x. had 
joined with two others in a special interpersonal group, because they 
didn't feel this group would help them. In th~ latter part of the meet~ 
ing the question of evaluation was picked up again, and F. U., with sup-
port in the form of drawing-out-questions from G. V., said he felt the 
problem lay primarily with the constitution of the group, which made for 
very unfortunate complications. He said he felt this was the fault of 
Ll. The leaders felt that the focal problems of the ses·sion were those 
of effectiveness or ineffectiveness, caring or not caring, and saying or 
not saying negative feelings; Ll commented in this vein during the session. 
Categories rated: Avoiding work received only 4%, and work on a 
different task received none. Work on the basic task was the rating of 
67% of the lines. 
Session Twenty-seven (Monday, tenth week). 
Summar.y: The session took up where the last one had left off. F. U. 
gave some more of his feelings about the group, labelling it 11a sort-of-
a group. 11 The rest of the group did not follo?T his lead when he focused 
-
on the problem of support from the leaders; rather, they turned to consid-
er the question of their support of one another. In the process of this, 
A. z. was again told that the rest felt he was to<? umTilling to recog-
nize and express negative feelings, which would then come out in distorted 
fashion. He largely defended himself against this, arguing that his 
philosophy of seeing the positive was effective and Christian. D •. w. 
was told that his withdrawal and near sleeping made the rest very angry 
\'lith him. The main thrust of· feelings was directed at H.· X. and espec-
ially B. T. for their for.ming another interpersonal group; the rest 
told them clearly they saw this as rejection. B. T. was also told that 
he had angered E. Y. and G. V. in his dealing with A. z. the last time. 
B. T. again seemed to defend himself against what the group was saying 
to him, largely in a rationalizing fashion. 
Categories rated: Work on a different task again was unused as a 
rating. Avoiding work was used for 16% of the lines. Work on the basic 
task was rated for 67% of the lines. 
Session ~renty-eight (Wednesday, tenth w~ek). 
Summary: C. s. announced at the p·eginning that he had failed to 
carry out his promise to awaken H. X. for the session. In the inter-
change following this, some suggested that D. W. go after H. X.--becauae 
. 
it would be going against his feelings. D. w. then began to give his 
feelings of disliking the group, beginning with the thought that they 
would generalize too much from particular feelings, but soon going on to 
say he felt that H. X. and B. T. were the members of the group that 
alienated him, but that he felt this way about them only in the group. 
He continued this line of co.mment, even after H. X. had come in about 
forty-five minutes late. B. T. tried a few times to turn the focus of 
inspection upon D. W., but there seemed to be general group support for 
D. W. 1s giving of his criticisms. Ll had commented in the early part of 
the graup on no one going after H. x., and he raised the issue again 
after H. X. had come in and ··no one had brought him up to date on \ihat was 
going on. H. X. then pressed some, but no analysis was pursued further 
tha~the general feeling that some felt they should 1 have gone; but felt 
held back by being in the group. There was some objection voiced 
throughout to the 11 technique 11 of working on another's feelings; neaz: 
the end the leaders sensed that this referred primarily to the fact that 
the helper became no longer a peer to the one he helped. (See Appendix 
E for excerpts from the transcript of this session.) 
-Categories rated: ·Neither avoiding >-rork nor work on a different 
task received any rating at all. Work on the basic task received 89%, 
and the only other category to be noted is ability to talk about them-
s.elves, which received 5%· 
Session Twenty-nine ( Fr.iday, tenth week). 
Summary: H. X. ~s absent from this session, because of badly 
sunburned lips. This was briefly discussed at the beginning of the 
session. A lot of time was spent talking about B. T. 1s car, which his 
brother had just traded in. There was concern 'd. th the grief of his 
separation from a loved-car. The leaders felt that this was a facetious 
way in which the group could say some of its feelings of caring for 
B. T. The theme of grief and separation seemed to relate to the im-
pending end of the group. Further, B. T. 1s concern for his lost 
11 buddy, 11 his car, resembled some feelings c. s. expressed about a former 
buddy of his. rhe leaders felt this related to the missing buddy in 
the group that day, with probably feelings of guilt that he should be 
absent immediately after the p'receding group session. Finally, some 
stories were told that fell flat, and several·fairly long silences fell 
upon the group. Ll offered a comment that the group 'seemed to be la-
boring hard not to talk about something. This triggered some feelings 
from B. T. to F. U. and D. W. that they hadn't done more for the group 
than they had. The leaders felt that the matter of caring showing in 
leadership was the central issue. D. W. maintained, moreover, that 
the group did not care for any of its members. No one really argued 
with this, although B. T. hinted disagreement. 
Categories rated: Work on the basic task of 'the group fell off of 
7%, while work on a different task increased to 19% and·avoiding work 
want all the way up to 69%. 
Session Thirty_(Monday, eleventh week). 
Summary: H. X. was absent from this session. Some concern was ex-
pressed at the beginning, but the group. soon moved on to other matters. 
There was first a fairly brief warm-up period, then the group's atten-
tion was turned to some problems they were having with their patients, 
especially colored by the fact that they were soon to terminate these 
relationships. A discussion then ensued about the group itself, with 
all but B. T. feeling that the impending end of the group was i~fluenc­
ing them heavily. B. T. felt that they would be having the same prob-
lems (lack of movement) even if they were going on. The leaders noted 
that running through this discussion was a str~ng feeling of caring 
for the .group, even though the overtly expressed evaluations were prin-
cipally negative--among other things, no one objected to. the id~a that 
the group should continue. In the course of this discussion D. W. 
explained that he felt much different about the group since he had burst 
out at it and felt accepted in doing so. A good bit of interest was 
also evidenced toward the leaders, and this came to focus on the feel-
ings about the tape recorder. On the one hand, B. T. said it had no 
effect on him; on the other, F. U. said it represented manipulation 
and secret goals to him. The leaders felt that these expressions 
represented the members' continuing dependence and also their projec-
tion of some of their own feelings (of manipulating and being manipula~ 
ted) on the leader. At one point, with complete grqup consensus, F. U. 
switched off the tape recorder. Ll immediately turned it on again, 
remarking that their words were important. Both leaders £elt Ll's re-
mark fitted in ldth the general tone of warmth in the. group. The session 
concluded with A. z. suggesting that it might ·be good to resist group 
pressures to conform by changing. B. T. challenged him, and agreement 
developed on the idea that the individual could grow through the group 
interaction. 
Categories rated: Work on the basic· task moved back up to 76%, 
while avoiding and work on a different task each dropped back. Avoid-
ing was 15% and work on a different task 7%. 
Session Thirty-one (Wednesday, eleventh week). 
Summary: L2 was not at this session, and some resentment was ex-
pressed, especially by F. u., over his absence. The group turned much 
of their attention onto Ll. First, they got him a soft-drink (two of the 
members had gone after drinks for all)--they did not expect him to drink 
~ 
it, and he didn't. Then, they started a lottery for guessing his age. 
Ll did not tell ~is age. Even when the session was over he declined, 
. 
and the members started the recorder and two of them made note o£ the 
fact on the tape. At another point the group speculated on whether their 
behavior would spoil Ll's research. Ll 1s feeling was that the group was 
trying to seduce him into being just "one of the boys 11--in line with 
their desire not to wor,k at the difficult task of self-analysis in the 
closing sessions. This same desire not to work appeared in the tact that 
much time was spent on talking about pranks. the m·embers had played or 
knew of, and also in the closing minutes of the session when there were 
several expressions of wishing it were over and a brief round of 
11 Botticelli. 11 Part of the fee~ings behind this resistance to work seemed 
... ; -
to Ll to be lmplicit· i:b'.the oply direct discussion of group behavior 
that came up. The group talked about a point raised by another student 
that the process.of.the groups could destroy or diminish a person's 
individuality. 
Categories rated: Wo~k on the basic task of the group received 
only 15%, and work on a different task.received less than 1%. Avoiding 
work received 64%. Also, trying to change those who differ received 7%· 
Session Thirty-two (Friday, eleventh week). 
Summary: B. T. and H. X. were several minutes late ~or the session, 
and B. T. had a sore throat and could not speak much. The group avoided 
getting down to work until the last few minutes of the session, follow-
ing a ~omment by Ll. Until then the group passed its time generally in 
. 
good spirits. ~here was talk related to the se~inaries attended by the 
various members. The leaders felt this related to the fact that the 
group was almost over. There were a couple of comments on the feeling 
that not much was being acco~plished, but nothing was started. Later, 
two games were played. Both involved deciphering a secret, and one of 
them involved a good bit of physical contact. The leaders felt, and Ll 
commented, that the contact was an expression of affection. They also 
felt that the idea of guessing secrets as the object of the game was 
related to the group's feelings that it had been trying to guess what 
its object 'I'Tas. It 1-1as after Ll commented to this effect that H. X. led 
the group into some consideration of their feelings about the group. 
H. X. said that the grou~ was just then ready to get down to work if the 
group were to continue. F. U. felt the{.structure was an impediment. 
C. S. seemed to defend the group, pointing out that it had been of value~ 
Categories rated: Work on the basic task received 8%-of the lines, 
and avoiding >'lork received the other 92%. 
Session Thirty-three (Monday, twelfth week). 
Summar,r: The group definitely avoided dealing with ~ny of its 
.processes or feelings in this session. There was a lot of talk about 
the events of the course as it drew to a close, as well as about many 
other topics. None of the occasional comments on what was going on were 
picked up and carried through into discussion. Also, there was a lot of 
fooling around. A. z. kept trying to give H. X. a hot foot, there was 
a period of paper airplane building, and A. z. and H. ·x. got themselves 
tied up in a string. FUrther, H. X. and A. z. came in a few minutes 
late, B. T. came in quite late, and C. S. and F. U. left with about t't'renty 
or more minutes remaining in the session. The leaders felt there were 
two factors operating. One was the nearness of the end, which would make 
the group fearful of getting into anything deep in feelings (this idea 
was hinted at in a couple of comments by members in the session). The 
other was that no one may have wanted to lead after seeing that the. 
hostility brought by leadership had made both H. X. and B. T. ill. (See 
Appendix F for excerpts from the transcript of this session). 
Categories rated: As had been usually the case, only the categories 
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dealing with work are worthy of note. Work on the basic task and work 
on a different task each received 5%· Avoiding work received 84%. 
Session Thir~y-£our (Wednesday, twelfth week). 
Summary: This was the open session in "rhich the leaders "rould 
answer questions on what they had been doing and why. It is worth not-
ing the major areas selected by the group £or question. They wanted to 
know first what the purpose of the group had been, as the leaders saw it 
(they could not remember the statement o~ purpose.given in the con-
tract). They ,.,anted to know l'lhy Ll had not answered questions, why he 
had often commented in figurative language, and what basic theory of 
group life he had. Also, there were several requests that were primarily 
asking for an evaluation of the way in which the group had developed 
(the leaders 'declined to answer these requests, commenting that evaluation 
was something the group could do for itself). In addition, Ll felt that 
there was some feeling expressed that the group was not able to do 
effective analysis, and he commented on his assumption that it could and 
had. H. x. and F.·u. each seemed to have a special concern. F. U. 
pressed his point that the group would have been better to have had a 
structure of discussion provided. H. X. seemed to want to know how Ll 
had been able to maintain his leadership, even when his offerings were 
overtly rejected on many occasions--presumably this reflects dk. x;! s ~, · •J 
desires for his own leadership. Once the group shifted its focus from 
the leaders to a discussion of the problem of the minister and his rela-
tionship to his parish, which Ll commented was essentially the same 
problem as the preceding focus on him and his relationship to the group.l 
1. Since this was the open session, the recording of it was not analyzed 
according to the categories~ 
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Session Thirty~five (Friday, twe~fth week). 
Summary: There was very little direct discussion oj feelings about 
one another or about·the group's process~s, or even of the fact that this 
was the last meeting of the group. !1Io'ltrev.e~, the leaders felt that the . 
group had said good-bye in an indirect fashion. The topics considered 
in the conversation were the same ones that had been talked of in the 
first few sessions, denominational differences, Roman Catholicism, and 
theology (a little). In considering these, though, there was a tone·of 
~ 
underlying unity and of appreciation of having been together. Also, 
there we~e some comments on future ~ontacts among them; no plans were 
made, but several spoke of chance encounters in the future. The leaders 
felt that it was a warm session, with general good feeling among the 
members; for.instance, G. V. brought carmela, which he passed around. 
The o~ly exception to the good feeling was in the opposition to H. X. 1s 
attack on Roman Catholicism; the antagonism seemed to be highest between 
B. T. and H. X. This seemed to pass over, though. H. X. was by far the 
most talkative, but the course of the. group didn't seem to be determined 
by any one member's leadership. Some interest in the lea~ers, especially 
Ll, was displayed, and Ll had the feeling that they were expressing 
appreciation to him. 
Categories r.ated: ~lork on a different task was not used as a 
rating, and work on the 'J?asic task 'ltras us'ed for less than 1% of the lines. 
However, the category of ability to talk about themselves was the rat-
ing for 5% of the lines. other than this, noth~ng can be noted except 
avoiding work, \tlhich was the rating for 87% of the lines. 
The only categories that make it possiblerto compare sessions are 
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the three dealing \dth work. They were rank-ordered £or each session, 
giving two the same rank if they were within 7% of each other and quite 
distant from the third. During the first quarter of the summer avoiding 
work ranked first four tim~second twice, and third twice, working at 
a different task ranked first four times, second twic~ and third twice, 
and work at the basic task ranked first three times, second once, and 
third four times. In the second quarter avoiding ranked first four times, 
second once, and third three times, work at a different task ranked first 
four times, second twice, and third twice, and work on the basic task 
ranked. first twice, second twice and third £our times. In the third 
quarter avoiding ranked first, second, and third three times each, work 
on a different task ranked third in all nine sessions, and work at the 
Qasic task ranked first six times, second three times, and third not at 
all. In the last quarter avoiding ranked first five times, second once, 
and third twice, wor~ at a different task ranked third seven times. and 
s~cond the .other time, and work at the basic task ranked first three 
t~mes, second twice, and third three times.l 
There is a clear tendency observable in this for the group to stop 
trying to work ~t tasks other than its basic task, and either to do its 
primary work or avoid working altogether. Further, there is a definite 
movement toward working at the primary task in the last hal£ of the sum-
mer, although this was cut short by the flight from work that accompanied 
1. There were eight rated sessions in the £irst, second and last quarters, 
and nine rated sessions in the third quarter. The fact that the totals 
on ranks do not accord with this was caused by giving both categories 
the rank of first or:tBird in case of ties and omitting the rank o£ 
second. 
the last few sessions. This tendency was checked statistically by apply-
ing the chi square test to the number of times each of the categories 
ranked first in the last half as compared with-the first half. A signif-
icant 4ifference was ~ound, using the .05 level of significance to deter-
mine the critical region. 
This tendency may be taken as an indication that as the group developed 
it gain~a more awareness of what its task was. Actually, it might be 
better to say that it was more able to be aware of its task and to work 
on it. One way of explaining this would be in terms of the three stages 
suggested for Christian growth. There had to be a measure of inclusion 
and individuation within the group before it could begin to take more 
fully the responsibility for itself represented by studying group proces~. 
This one tendency and its interpretation are the only clear meaning 
yielded by the category system. The fact that this one tendency points 
toward a viable interpretation in terms of the basic approach to under-
standing group processes on which the categories were build may be taken 
as an indication of two considerations. Fir~t, the basic app7oach is a 
sound one. What is needed is more work to develop observational cate-
gories that will give a richer picture in terms of it. Second, the cate-
gories of work on the group task are useful categories. Tney are appar-
ently relatively easy to apply, and their patterns are indicative of how 
the group is developing. 
Many possible clinical comments could be made on the basis of the 
group experience, but extensive study of that sort is not directly within 
the province of this dissertation. There are, however, three consist-
encies that appear in the summaries that are worth noting and commenting 
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on interpretively. One of these is the frequency w·i th which the group 
talked about itself indirectly. It was this feature that the level III 
of the category system was intended to pick up; however, it failed to 
function adequately. Many times the group would talk about outside 
situations in such a way that inside feelings and problems were clearly 
implied. Even more often their forms of jo~ng or playing would be ex-
pressive of major processes in the group. It may be that one major 
function of' this kind of indirect verbal behavior is to create consensus 
within the group on fUndamental issues, 1dthout risking the possible 
consequences of open division on th~m. This would seem to be a very 
f'ruitful question for further research. 
Another striking feature of the group was the position of leadership 
accorded to B.·T. Partly this would be a result of his abilities--quick 
wit, sharp in~ellect, good language ability--and partly it would be a 
result of the ,fact that he was one of the first to begin to move most in 
the direction of the basic task of the group. However, another interpr~­
tation suggests itself when it is considered that the group consented in 
his leadership while many times trying to tell him that he wasn't what 
he thought he was and 'l'rhile other members expressed negative feelings 
toward his leadership in their post-summer interviews. ~hus, there must 
have been some purpose in the dynamic of the group that was being served 
by his leadership. This purpose may be related to the feeling the lead-
ers had throughout the summer that there was much dependency upon them 
not very £ar below the surface of the group's expression. If that is 
the case, then B. T. may well be an example of Bion 1s idea of t~e member 
picked as the substitute for the leader when the dependency group cul-
ture is in operation.l In regard to his needs to be slightly above his 
peers B. T. would fit Bion 1s suggestion that the person thus chosen is 
. 
the 11 sickest11 in the group.2 
If this interpretation is viable, then the dynamic of dependency 
can be said to be one of the major characteristics of·tha group studied. 
It would also be relevant to such events·as C. S. 1s taking of Ll'~ 
chair and the form of F. U. 's, c. s. 1s,.:and D. w. 1s complaints about the 
structure of the group. Something of the same situation has often been 
reported for the interpersonal groups. Thus, this area of group life is 
one richly deserving further study. 
The third general comment on the group covers the full thrust of the 
life of the group. As Ll commented several times during the sessions, 
the group was concerned with the problem of caring. In fact, it can be 
. . 
said that the basic problem of the group was that posed by caring. Even 
F. U. 1s critique of Ll as being more a 11role 11 than a person would_ se_em 
to involve to a great extent the feeling that Ll did not really care for 
the· group. 
Three major forms of concern about'caring seem to have arisen. One 
was the matter of trust. To trust one another meant that the members had 
to feel tnat the others cared for them and that they had to care enough 
about the others. Also, some trust would seem to be involved in caring; 
the members would-have to trust themselves and one another to be able to 
express caring. The second for.m of the prob~em was in the question of 
the value of focusing on one person. The feeling tone that went with the' 
1. See, especially, Bion, !'Experiences in Group, II:j:. 11 
2. Ibid. 
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criticism that· the group had been too ·11 therapeutic" gave the same 
impression as the distinction that F. U. drew--it i'l'as not therapeutic, 
but a cross-examination. What this .. seems to mean is that some felt that 
the process lacked the quality of real caring for the person.· The third 
£orm of the problem qf caring was the one Ll commented on several times 
in the sessions--the leadership offered by the members of the group. 
There i'l'ere several distinctions made by the members, especially in their 
post-summer interviews, between leadership £or the sake of the group or 
what it was talking about and lead~rship for the sake of leading. The 
basic question involved in that distinction is whether or not the leader-
ship is offered because of caring for the gro~p. 
These three forms correspond to the three stages of growth that were 
the basis of the category analysis. The problem of trust is essentially 
the problem of inclusion. The second problem of caring can be stated 
as the question of ;.rhether the focus was on the person to help him 
individuate or for reasons lacking in concern. The problem of leadership 
is a part of the question of responsibility-taking. This. correspqn~ence 
represents some clinical support for the basic theory. It is also 
instructive to note that the problem of caring is a basic religious 
problem and that the three stages were developed within the context of 
the funct~on of·pastoral care (the caring of the Church for its people). 
In summary, then, both the useful section of the categories of 
content analysis and the clinical evaluation of the focal problems of 
the group point tm'l'ard basic processes of' inclusion, individuati'on, and 
responsibility-taking as having been at work in the group. Th~ evidence 
is far from definitive, but the indication seems clear that this line 
of investigation may fruitfully be pursued further. 
CHA.PTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Summary 
The roots of this study lie in the recognition that pastoral care 
of groups is a central part of the work of the Protestant past~r. The 
concern of the Church for the Christ~an growth of its members requires 
that the clergyman be well able to give pastoral care. Because so 
much of his time is spent with groups and because the Church is called 
to be a Christian community in \'l'hich each member is oared for, groups 
provide an impo~tant locus for pastoral care. 
Awareness of the need to help pastors be more effective .in meet-
ing the demands upon them for pastoral care has recently led to a 
growing movement in Protestant theological education to provide train-
ing in clinical settings. The vitality of clinical pastoral education 
is testimony to the effectiveness of this training through existential 
involvement. The primary focus of this training is on the work of the 
student as a pastor with a patient or inmate. However, some centers 
have included special training in group process as a part of their 
programs; Boston State Hosp~tal has been particularly noteworthy in 
this regard. 
Both the general concern for pastoral care of groups and the more 
special concern for training groups provided the impetus· for this 
study. It was undertaken to make a step for\'l'ard in each regard--de-
veloping systematic understanding of small group processes from the 
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point of view of the pastor, and evaluating the group training for 
students in clinical pastoral education at Boston State Hospi~al. Since 
it was to be a first step in research, the study was 'focused on the 
understanding of one training group. The aim:nwas to provide some 
assessment of the effect of the group on its members and to describe the 
processes of the group itself. 
It was necessary to devote three chapters to providing the back-
ground for the study. The first of these reviewed the relevant lit-
erature. A comprehensive review was made of the literature dealing with 
the three fields directly involved in the study--evaluation of clinical 
pastoral education, pastoral care of small groups, and ·group training 
in clinical pastoral education. In addition, representative books and 
articles dealing with group work from the perspective qf religi~us 
education and with the use of groups in the ministry of the church were 
reviewed. Finally, attention was given to examples of work with groups 
in the· secular disciplines which had particularly influenced pastoral 
care o£ groups, especially in group psychotherapy, education,and group 
training. 
A basic theory for pastoral approach tq groups was then developed, 
founded on the ideas that the fUnction of pastoral care is to bring 
Christian growth through interpersonal relations and that the Church is 
a Christian community. Three st~ges of growth of the individual in 
relationship with the community were suggested. The first stage is 
inclusion, in which the person comes into the Christian commun~ty, and 
ultimately, into the Kingdom of God. The second stage is individuation, 
in which the person develops as an individual through his interaction 
in the community. Since individuation brings differentiation, tens~ons· 
. . 
arise between individuation and inclusion.· Creative resolution of these 
tensions can be achieved through the third stage of respo~sibility-taking, 
in which the individual takes responsibility· in and for his· community. 
Clinical pastoral education provided the context of the study, shap-
ing the aims of the group and the standards for assessment; thus; its 
aims and methods were reviel·ted. Its aim l'las seen to be to bring students 
to deeper understanding of themselves, of others, of the processes of 
relationship, and of their pastoral role. The primary quality of its 
method was seen to be existential involvement, under supervision. More 
specifically, the training groups at Boston State Hospital were described 
as using the method of existential involvement in a group situation to 
"deepen understanding of group processes. ·The leader's function was to 
provide basic limits within which the students were free to direct them-
selves; also, he was to comment from tim~ to time on the processes 
operating in the group (characteristically these comments would be 
focused on the group as a whole rather than the individuals in it). 
With this background of concern and purpose the study was interested 
in two major areas of observation. One of these was the effect the 
group experience had on the e~ght group members~ The other was the 
process taking place in the group itself. The effects on the individuals 
which \'tere chosen for observation were determined by the goals of clinical 
training and of the training groups. One aim is the relatively cognitive 
one of understanding of group process. Two other aims are related to the 
11 self11 of the student; greater self-understanding and greater interpersonal 
effectiveness are desired. These three aspects ;iere chosen as the points 
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. at which the study would try to assess the effect of the group. 
Both the subjects' reports on themselves and the evaluations of 
an observer are important in such an assessment. Thus, both kinds of 
data were collected for each of the aspects studied, although most ot 
the subjects' reports were compared and evaluated by an observer (the 
researcher). A system of interpersonal diagnosis of personality de-
veloped by Leary provided some of both kinds of data, and it was used 
as a major research instrument. In addition, several testing procedures 
were specially developed for the study. Some of these yielded data for 
observer analysis, and some gave subjects' reports for observer evaluation. 
The Leary system's levels I (interpersonal behavior) and III 
(projective self-picture) gav? data £or observer analysis, while its 
Levels II (self percept) and V (ideal sel£) gave subject reports be£ore 
and after the program that could be compared. The combination of these 
levels gave a picture of change in sel£-understanding. Three hypotheses 
were suggested for this: 1) levels I, II, and V will converge from 
before to after; 2) level III will predict the direction of change, in 
combination with level~ I and II patte~;and 3) more negative expressions 
will appear on the after scores than on the before scores. Also, the 
predictions for each individual and the results were compared with the 
scoring of each by the rest o£ the subjects. The subjective report on 
change in self-understanding was gathered in an interview ninety days 
after the program ended. · 
An index of misperception was derived from the Leary scores, and it 
was predicted that this would decrease for the group as a whole, as a 
sign of increasing interpersonal effectiveness on the·part of the members. 
To provide a broader range of observer analysis of interpersonal 
effectiveness a system o~ content analysis was developed arid used with 
the tape recordings o£ the group sessions. Its categories were intended 
to pick up behavior showing the levels of response of the individuals in 
their inclusion, individuation, and responsibility-taking. It was 
predicted that a tendency toward higher levels on each of these would 
appear as the group progressed. A role repertory test was·built upon 
the same three areas, with roles in relationship with both peers and 
authorities also included. This test provided the subjects' reports at 
the beginning .and the end for analysis. It was predicted that there 
would be an increase in each area. Also, reports were mathered in the 
post-summer interviews. 
The subjects' own reports on the effect of the group on their under-
standing of group processes were gathered in the post-summer interview 
and in an essay on group processes which was required in the first and 
last weeks of the program. To minimize direct reporting on the e£fect 
an~ provide data for analysis by the observer a picture showing a group 
situation was, included with the projective picture test in the Leary 
battery. 
~10 standpoints were adopted to look at the processes of the group. 
One was the interpersonal relations among the members of the group, and 
the other was the processes of the group qua group. For both these 
standpoints data representing direct subject reports and data for 
analysis by the observer were collected. The Leary Check List was 
administered five times during the summer, giving the subjects• 
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perceptions of one another. These were analyzed to show patterns of 
identification and to discover perceptions of idiosyncratic qualities 
in one another. Both these analyses represented observer use of 
subjects' reports. A sociometric questionnaire yielding each member's 
ranking of the group on several dimensions was administered at the end 
of the summer. This test and the post-summer interview were the sources 
of direct subject report on the interpersonal relations of the group., 
The content analysis of the individuals' participation (from the 
recordings) and an analysis of the charts of seating arrangements for 
the sessions yielded data for evaluation by the observer. 
The schedule for content analysis used with the individuals had been 
developed by extension from the one which was built for analysis of the 
group as a group. This category sy,stem was the principal tool used to 
describe the group's processes. Using levels paralled to the ones used 
by Leary, it was designed to pick up both reports representing the 
group's feelings about itself and behavior revealing expression of the 
basic dynamics in the group. The former would be a form of direct 
subject repqrt, and the latter would be a form of observer evaluation. 
To add richness:.to the picture of the group another form of observer 
analysis was included, that is, summaries of each of the sessions. 
(Also, some excerpts from the verbatim recordings have been included in 
the appendices.) 
The results on self-understanding were conflicting. The comments 
in the interviews suggested much more feeling of change than the Leary 
testing showed. In fact, the results on the Leary battery did not 
confirm any of the three hypotheses developed for it. However, comparison 
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of the self-ratings at the end of the summer with the group ratings 
during the summer (and eonsidering the predictions made for the 
individuals on the basis of the before te~ting) revealed a very strong 
influence exerted by the group on the members' self-understanding. 
There were no definitive results showing increase in interpersonal 
effectiveness on the tests.for it. Yet, the indications given by the 
test results combined with the comments made by the members in the 
interviews to point toward some deepening of interpersonal abilities 
resulting £rom the program, and presumably partly £rom the group 
experience. 
Neither the responses to the projective picture nor the essays 
showed any substantial change in ideas about group life. However, a 
comparison of the tone implicit in the before stories and essays with 
that in the after repponses suggested that a change had occurred, in the 
form of deepened £eeling for group process. The interviews supported 
this indication. 
The attempt to describe the group did not yield any neat comprehen-
sive picture. The several measures of the members' interpersonal rela-
tions did not show much sign o£ measuring a common phenomenon. Each set 
of results was given, with each contributing something to understanding, 
but with no synthesis appearing. On the various measures that could be 
statistically tested the following results were found: 1) no signifi-
cant tendency appeared for the members to identif,r the leaders with 
their parents, but there was a significant tendency for all but one to 
show identification with the leaders when they saw the leaders as identi-
fied with the group; 2) the sociometric test yielded agreement on many 
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dimensions, which were all inter-correlated, except the one for friendli-
ness. 
Some of the results of the other testing procedures bore evidence 
of group processes. There was less misperception once the group was well 
under way. Disidentification was higher in the middle of the group's 
life, >·Then individuation should have been dominant, than at the beginning 
and end, when inclusion should have been dominant. There was no correla-
tion between the members' rankings of who they felt had 9ffered leadership 
and whom they were willing to follow. The content analysis did not provide 
a high rating for any of the categories except those dealing with the way 
in whic.h the group went about its work. Those three categories revealed 
that as the group developed it narrowed it~ choice to working at the task 
of analysis and feed-back or avoiding work altogether. Also, they showed 
that there was increasing readiness to work at the basic task (until the 
problems of termination intervened in the closing sessions). These indi-
cations ma·de contact >'lith the major clinical observation that caring was 
a central problem for the group. Together th~ pointed to an affirmation 
of the activity in the group's life of processes of inclusi~n, .individua-
tion, and responsibility-tald.ng. 
2. Conclusions 
The following conclusions can be dra;rn from this study: 
1. The group exerted an influence upon its members in the three 
areas relevant to clinical pastoral education. The evidence is not 
conclusive, but the tendency seems clear. 
a. Self-understanding by the members was influenced by their 
invbl vement ::in the '/gro~p. 
b. The subjects' interpersonal effectiveness was deepened by 
the program, and it may be presumed that the group experience 
contributed to this effect. 
c. The primary contribution to understanding of group processes 
was deepening the subjects' feelings for such processes. 
d. In bringing about these effects the group played a significant 
part in the program of clinical pastoral education. This conclu-
sion cannot be generalized to all such groups at Boston State 
Hospital on the basis of this one sample. However, it does 
accord with the testimony of many who have been in the program 
in the past. Thus, it can be said that the group procedures 
used for the training groups can make a real contribution to 
clinical pastoral education. 
2. The members of the group formed relationships with one another 
that were i~portant to them; however, no unified picture of them was 
yielded by the testing procedures used. 
~· The group developed during the course of the summer, coming to 
deal more with itself by the second half of the program, but experiencing 
a difficult period in terminating. 
4. The Leary sy~tem of interpersonal diagnosis of personality pro-
vided neither significant measures of change nor predictions of direction 
of change that were confirmed. The results are not conclusive, but the 
weight of them would indicate that the Leary system is not very useful 
for such a purpose as this study's. 
5· The results from the content analysis did not justify the great 
amount of work it required. Other approaches to developing an observa-
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tional system need to be employed in further study. However, the 
categories dealing 'I"Ti th how the group 11worked'11 were used extensively and 
provided significant results; thus, they are ready for fUture use. 
6. The sociometric questionnai!e was a useful instrument, providing 
significant results. 
a. There was agreement among the members in their rankings of 
one another on the dimensions of involvement, leadership, aggres-
siveness, cooperativeness, contribution to. the group, and 
friendliness. 
b. T~ese dimensions, other than friendliness, were all inter-
correlated. 
c. Further use of the questionnaire is suggeste_d. In such use 
its value may be increased by giVing it at intervals during the 
course. 
7. The role repertory test used in this study needs considerable 
development before it will be really useful. 
a. Further development of it should be in conjunction with the 
development of the system of observation. 
b. The test might be developed into ~n attitude test £or the 
three basic dimensions o£ relationship to the group. 
I 
8. While the specific applications o£ it in this study were not very 
successful, the basic theory of inclusion, individuation, and 
responsibility-taking received confirmation at several points in inter-
pretation. Of the two cognitive frameworks used in the measurement 
methods (the other was the Leary system), this one seemed to be more 
fruitful. 
This study 1s findings for specific methods of measurement have been 
mostly negative. However, the positive results on the question of the 
ef£ect on the members.suggest that further study of such groups is 
needed. On one level this study has pointed to directions in which 
some of the measures used could be developed, and it has provided such 
further study with useful techniques in the sociometric questionnaire and 
the categories of observation related to work. On a more basic level it 
has offered the suggestion that the framework of understanding suggested 
by the pastoral task is a valid one for looking at groups; that is, the 
problem of caring is a central problem in group life. Further, seeing 
personal development through relationships in community as involving 
processes of inclusion, individuation, and responsibility-taking seems 
to be a ~helpful way of inte.rpreting group life. 
. The study set out to take some first steps in research. Like any 
first steps th~y involved much faltering. However, they have also been 
useful first steps in suggesting ways in which further steps can be 
taken more surely and in clarifying the directions in which those 
further steps should be pointed. 
APPENDICES 
These appendices contain excerpts from the transcripts of five of 
the sessions and the complete transcript of one session. They are in-
cluded here to give some feeling of the way in which the group functioned 
during the summer. The sessions represent several different attitudes 
of the group, and they are drawn from different periods in the group's 
life. For the one session given in full, the recording is included 
that was made by the leaders immediately after the session, giving their 
feelings about the session. In addition, the ratings of the content for 
the group are noted in the right margin. Th~ symbols 'refer to table 
four, (p. 155). 
A few notes are needed here to explain some special conventions of 
form of presentation that were follo"red. Parentheses·:~l~e used to set off 
descriptions of non-verbal behavior in the group or to note indistinct 
comments. Brackets are used to set off comments either explaining or 
interpreting the text of the transcript. Three dots in the text indicate 
words that were omitted from the transcript, but which were said in the 
group. Two dots or four dots indicate a break in someone's conversation. 
Four dots are used whenever someone breaks off in the middle of a 
sentence. Two dots are used whenever a phrase is interrupted. Two dots 
are used at the end of one line and the beginning of the next to show 
continuity when lines of two persons' speeches are alternated when they 
are talking si'mul taneously. 
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APPENDIX A 
EXCERPTS FROM THE SECOND. SESSION 
[This session took place on Wednesday of the first week. At it 
-the group found a ~ocus for their attention in the suggestion 
for a project inv?lving the personal appearance of the 
patie~ts. The two ~ollowing excerpts show the appearance of 
the idea and its-development into a group project.] · 
B. T.: It was interesting the way [psychiatrist] did it this 
morning. He said;; uh, ~1hy didn 1 t >'l'e go see t'l'TO or three, 
or four of the men,patHmt~,_,·so"....he· gave .us.:'a. list of, I 
think, eleven names; there were nine of us--and he told 
us to see a number of the patients, just walk in, talk to I/IIIB2 
them. I mean, aon 1t tell them what we 1re doing, establish 
a relationship or anything, to see 'I'Thethe:r you can get 
along with them •. Then, next '117eek, we v1ill pick· our 
patients finally. 
G. V.: Is that this building here? 
B. T.: Yeah. You see this is male. patients. And I thought 
E. Y.: 
B. T.: 
c. s.: 
E. Y.: 
c. s.: 
this was l'Tise. 
If l!d of had to do that, I probably wouldn't have 
taken the patient I have. 
Is that right? 
You're not hap~y with the one you have. 
Oh yeah. I 1m happy with her, but she is, uh, just, 
uh, tightened up. 
Yeah. Take a lot of prodding. ·(pause) I don't know 
why they don't provide around here these poor women 
with garters. (laughter) They're just trailing right 
along, and they might trip and.hurt themselves. 
A. z.: What, have you got some Freudian psychology there? 
C. S.: No, just too obvious to miss. (a little laughter). I 1m 
with all the women. And, I imagine it doesn't help. 
their mental outlook. I mean, they just look sloppy, and 
feel sloppy, I guess, and everything else. They could 
give them rubber bands; that 1d hold them up. Just to 
fasten them up. 
B. T.: I wonder if··that 1s true for them. It probably is. It 1s 
certainly true in working with juvenile delinquency .. 
c. s.: Mm bmm. 
B. T.: I mean, you take a bunch of boys who are hoodlums, and 
you get them to dress up and comb their hair, and 
they'll act a lot m6re decent. 
C. S.: They'll act manly and gentlemanly. 
D •. W.: I think that appearance has an awful lot to do with it. 
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C. S.: And most of the women--not most, but many of the women 
I talked to today--make constant reference to the hand-
me-downs and the old rags they're given to '\'Tear. And 
possibly they're very conscious of their attire, nat-
urally, from years of habit. And, uh, that was, uh, 
D. VI. : 
c. s.: 
D. 1'1. : 
c. s.: 
D. \1]. : 
E. Y.: 
D. w.: 
c. s.: 
D. \'l. : 
c. s.: 
D. w.: 
general sloppiness just prevails here. 
That i·tas ••• 
It doesn't help any. 
c, Sk;;tfu±slis~in~geriatrics? 
Yes, geriatrics. 
How about that case we heard about this morningi I 
mean that ~rlthere, I thought she looked pretty. good. 
She didn't have any stockings. 
I wasn 1 t. thinking of that speci f'ically, but I 'I'Tas think-
ing of.the general over-all picture. 
Yeah, well she • • You remember they said she was tak-
ing more personal care of herself, more conscious •• 
Yeah. 
• • care for herself. 
Yeah, but i'lhere does she get the nice S\'teaters and 
stuff? 
C. S.: Also, ~rasn 1 t she referring to hand-me-downs? Now may-
be I'm remembering to her what I heard from someone 
else. That she resented second-hand clothing or what-
ever it was they were giving her. Now, maybe it wasn't 
said over there; I thought it i1as. 
D. W.: I think you're right. 
G. V.: Actual~y I don't remember anything about, any mention 
about where she got her clothes. 
D. W.: Not where. 
G. V.: But three of the girls mentioned it this afternoon. 
D. W.: This is what I mean. Like, she, she appeared, to all 
intents and purposes entirely different from the way 
the other patients I've seen do, around A building. 
H. X.: Well, they prepare these people. You know, let them 
know a bit in advance, so they can pretty themselves 
up, 1cause they know they're going to go in t~ere. 
D. W.: She might >·ralk around in old rags for all I know. 
B. T.: For all intents and purposes, she just see~ed like a 
typical Ne>'r Englander, didn~.t she? (laughter) 
.f 'l'he. group~ want. on: :Co di:scus s::. otgex".1mat:bers .::.for ~a 'While,·.:. b1:1t 
-then a~te~ a~aus~ of twenty-five seconds, A. z. introduced 
c. S. 1 s idea again.] 
A. z.: (to c. s.) This observation you made about sloppiness: 
is this a.general indication of mentally disturbed 
people, that is, something opposite from the accepted 
role? I \'ras just i'I'Ondering. You see it here. Now is 
it because they don't have garters or because they're 
that kind of people? Is it really something which all 
mental patients do? . 
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c. S.: I don't know what all mental patients do. I don't 
know. Never paid much attention to it outside •. I 
guess outside we just call it general sloppiness ~nd 
forget about it. But you don't find many women walk-
ing around with their stockings trailing outside. A 
fe'l't lose garters nol'l and then, but that 1 s about all. 
G. v.: 
c. s.: 
G. v.: 
c. s.: 
G. v.: 
c. s.: 
D. 1'1. : 
G. v.: 
A. z.: 
G. v.: 
E. Y.: 
G. v.: 
I wouldn 1 t knm'l how to ans\-rer you. ~ 
Ever make any pastoral calls? (laughter) 
Do you announce yourself bef'o.re you come 1 
l'lell, I 1ve never made any; I was just vTondering. 
(laughter) No, I hav~n't made any, but I understand 
that you run into those • • 
I know that they hide the liquor bottles. 
If they know you're. coming. 
Yes. 
In the case of Episcopalians. 
Methodists don't have any in their homes, an~'lay, so 
we don't have to worry about that. 
Is this true? 
I don 1 t kno'I'T •• 
A classic remark. 
But I think you find that a lot. You ~nd sloppiness 
everywhere. You exaggerate it here, and you think 
more of' it because you associate it w~th mental ill-
ness. 
C. S.: Maybe we generally don't associate that type of' slop-
piness vtiiih a 1'10man; they're generally vtell kept. And 
vTe see 'SUCh gross lack of' care, possibly it strikes 
you more.. Ah, I w-asn 1 t trying to put it across as, ah, 
possibly as you were speaking, outside of' a morale 
booster. If it were corrected, and they were encouraged 
and helped a little more with their personal hygiene and 
their personal appearance, ah, they might possibly feel 
upli£ted. Maybe, may be just a total waste of time. 
D. W.: There's a lack of' facilities involved for a lot of these 
people. 
C. S.: No, I'm not being critical. I just passed a statement. 
D. W.: No, I'm just saying that, ah, these people can't afford 
anything, so they get these cast-offs. It's the only 
way they can be clothed. 
C. S.: No,· I 1m not talking about the cast-off's novr, just stock-
ings •. I mean, they can be £ull of holes, but i~ they're 
fastened up on top, they'll probably feel a little more 
secure. (delay, then much laughter) 
G. V. : It \'Tould be interesting to see, though, if • • • Say 
you're able to have a control group, and you could 
supply them with the clothes, and the means \'Thereby they 
could--of course t~ey have a beauty shop over here in D 
building--see some of the ladies coming out·of there, 
we saw a couple coming out yesterday. 
C. S.: They're both in~ ward. 
G. v.: They have a beautiful hair job, you know. 
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C. S.: And they were the only t'!ftO today who looked like they .I. 
were just on top of' the world. Everyone else was ~ 
lying in their little old sloppy corner, which they I/IIIB2 
mafl:e up themselves, and these t'-10 girls sitting next to 
one another with their hair still trim, and their 
dresses on, their stockings up, I imagine fastened--at 
least they weren't dragging (laughter)--and, ah, they 
really looked as if they were enjoying themselves. I 
don't know how much of a contrast that is. 
D. W.: Oh,.it does work. I know a girl who 1s af'filiated with 
Danv:ers Mental Hospital. She >·ras assigned a patient 
just like \'Te are. ·And the way she got to this girl a.nd 
firmly established relationship was by going in and do-
ing the woma.n 1s hair £or her. And it did a lot £or her. 
I guess appearance does make a dif'ference. 
F. U.: i'lell, I think the control group of' this should only be 
given garters. I mean, you know, try one article at a 
time •. (laughter)~ 
E. Y.: Maybe we could.all get a pair of garters and bring them 
in £or a ward. 
G. V.: i'lell now you're making light of my suggestion here. 
(laughter) It 1s a serious affair here. It would be in-
terestihg.just to take a small group and see if' you give 
them a chance to doll up--not doll up, but dress as 
normally as you would expect to see a woman in regular 
lif'e. 
C. S.: Are there any channels in the hospital whereby we might 
ask for a control group a.nd the necessary equipment to 
support such a program? (pause) L2 [first name]? 
Anybody? (laughter) I .should think it would be an 
H. x.: 
G. v.:. 
H. x.: 
c. s.: 
G. v.: 
c. s.: 
H. x.: 
c. s.: 
H. x.: 
E. Y.: 
c. s.: 
interestang, ah, ende~vor. 
It might have certain, ah, inf'luences, ah, •• 
Repercussions. 
• • repercussions on a. greater group of patients. 
Try it on a whole ward. 
Try it on one of these wards that don 1t have too many 
in it. 
I've got thirty-five in my ward. And I don 1t think 
they travel from one ward to another--do they, the 
patients? They 1re more or less restricted. 
You 1d have to do it in a ward where they are re-
stricted ••• 
And so you 1 d just take a w-ard • • 
You'd have 't'ra.rd H? raiding ward H6. 
Garter raid. (laughter) 
Well, I think it would be very interesting. We might 
be abl~ to find something. (laughter) It would prob-
ably be that somebody else had already f'ound it already 
and discarded it as invalid. But, nevertheless, for 
our 0>'111 curiosity • • (some little laughing gasps) 
Your minds are all slipping, gentlemen. (some more 
gasps of laughter) 
G. V.: I suggest you ask Chaplain Howard. That'd probably 
be the only place where you could find out. 
C. S.: Oh yes, and another thing I ran across today. Are 
there such a thing--this is not meant to be a joke--is there a chaplain 1 s card? Two women asked me for , 
a Chapl~i§ card. (laughte~) 
E. Y.: Show 'em our meal card. 
G. V.: Did they want to punch yours? 
C. S.: They lV"anted, they \·ranted to have my card, so, so they 
can set it on their desk and look at it. 
G. V.: Oh, I see. 
F. U.: Oh, I see. (laughter) 
G. V.: A. z. has some of his. Pass one around there and show 
them. (laughter) 
A. z.: Leave them on the doorbell when people aren't home. 
(laughter) 
c. S. : (to A. z.) I 111 borrow some of yours. (laughter) 
E. Y.: Do you have those printed up on order? . 
B. T.: Just punch it and give it back to him •. (laughter) 
D. W.: Pass it to C. S. and let him look at it. ~ 
C. S.: l'lhat, do you have a biographical sketch? (laughter) 
A. Z.: (card comes to 12, who doesn't take it). L2 [first_ 
name] doesn't w~nt it. (laughter) _ . -
(Brief pause) 
c. s.: Is there enough interest in the experiment for us to 
try to work it out? 
F. u.: What's this, the chaplains' card experiment? 
c. S. : No·, the garter. 
D. W.: The ~rter. The garter group. 
C. S.: Of course it looks to me like it might be the wrong 
group goal. (laughter) Well, lets try it and see what 
happens. 
G. V.: Nothing wrong 1V'ith that. Talk with Chaplain Hol'lard, 
huh? 
H. X.: Let 1.s see no1·1, ~hirty"p~irtof-garters-,:at' ... about:.t"to bits 
is •• 
G. V.: Where do you buy your garters? 
C. S.: They Aon 1t have to be garters-~rubber bands. 
I/IIIB2 
I/I!!Al 
and 
I/IIIB2 
E. Y.: You could get some. • I/IIIB2 
H. X.: That'll hold 1em together. (laughter) 
E. Y.: You could get some of this elastic that comes in a 
strip, just cut 1em so long and make garters out of' 'em. 
H. X.: What about tourniquet rubber? 
E. Y.: I don't know what that is. 
G. V.: Get that lady in the beauty shop to fix their hair up 
for them. 
C. S.: Boy we're going to be the most unpopular group around I/IA5 
here. . 
G. V.: No, she's nice. I saw her today. I stopped there. She 
seemed to like my.hairdo, and we talked anyway. I/IIIB2 
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C. S.: Well, we 111 start with one thing. We can spruce the 
girls up_a little bit. Then, we can go on further 
and further. See ho\-t far we can go. 
G. V.: We may have them all out of here before we leave in 
August. (laughter) 
C. S.: Take 1em 9ut with us. (laughter) (pause) Can we have 
a committee? 
D. \'1.: Yeah, of one .• 
c. s.: You? 
D. W. : You.. Who else? 
C. S.: This is a group. project. 
H. ·x.: We need somebody to set this down on paper. 
G. V.: I'll •• I'll •• 
E. Y.: We got it down. 
G. V.: I 111 be a secretary. Oh, that 1s right. (laughs a bit) 
C. S.: Yes, that 1s ••• 
A. Z.: I 111 wager that somebody can tell you why the sloppi~ 
ness. You know, and what the outcome of your experi-
ment will be before you even try it. 
G. V.: Yeah, but they don 1t tell you here. You do it anyway, 
then you f'i nd out. That 1 s the "itay all the time. 
(laughter) 
C. S.: Yes. 
G. V.: So, go right ahead and do it. 
C. S.: But, I can't forget those two women yesterday who had 
the h~irdo, and it carried over to today. 
G. V.: Yes, it 1s valid. We could sit here and come up with 
reasons \-thy it wouldn 1 t work--the women themselves, or 
what's wrong with 1em, or the hospital staff, or any-
thing'. 
C. S.: Unless they consider it a 1-reapon of some type, or self-
mutilating instrument, but I don 1t see how. 
E. Y.: Not "p.th your garters. 
C. S.: No. 
A. z·. : These two women may have an interpersonal relationship 
;dth each other of trying to outdo one another in me-
ticulous care • • 
B. T.: Be good if we could get something going, though. 
G. V.: Even if the rest of the girls would keep up with them. 
B. T.: Yeah. They'll be the l~aders, and start a fad. Keep 
up l't~th. the_Joneses. 
E. Y.: But who 1 s going to build the racks? 
c. S.: The nurse. Gotta teach 1em to use .'em again. 
G. V.: Some of' you guys could put in some night \'TOrk who are 
here in the evenings. 
B. T.: Maybe we can get the 0. T. Department to make orders 
for us. Or, um, ah, industry. 
D. W.: Some, some kind of activity. 
G. V.: I have a slight in with the 0 Tin D, so we ought to be 
able to do something over there. (B. T. laughs) 
I/IIIB2 
D. W.: Sub-contracts for one thousand pair of garters. We'd 
have the franchise for the whole hospital. (laughter) 
F. U.: This has been my criticism of group thinking.all along. 
B. T.: 
F. u.: 
G. v.: 
F. u.: 
G. v.: 
F. u.: 
c. s.: 
F. u.: 
c. s.: 
F. u.: 
c. s.: 
B. T.: 
G. v.: 
c. s.: 
G. v.: 
c. s.: 
You get nine or ten men together, put them there for 
three hours, group thinking, and what do they come up 
with? 
Garte.rs. 
The garter theory. (laughter) 
If we hadn't been here thinking about it, it wouldn't 
have happened, would it? 
Exactly, and vre >-rould have saved three hours. 
But I think it 1s all fair for those two women that C. 
S. hl';ls seen. 
Three hours times nine men is twenty-seven man-hours. 
We have to be here anyway, so we might as well do some-
thing constructive. 
Sure. 
What? 
Sure,. I agree. 
At least its worth a try. At least in our ignorance we 
don't know what they've £ound out here or what they 
would like to do. 
This is the scientific method of experiment. 
In order to experiment, you have to have a hypothesis, 
and we were hypothesi~ing. 
About women, with hairdos. That 1s the pypothesis. Who 
will 't'rork on it? 
Let's see if l·re can do it first. 
All. right, I 111 eheck with Chaplain Howard and make a 
report Friday. 
G. V.: Friday, bring in a report. 
C. S.: Yes or no. 
G. V.: Yeah. (laughter) 
D. \f.: Brief. 
G. V.: Then we 111 have to have elections. 
C. S.: Make D. W. head of the garter project. 
E. Y.: Chie£ stitcher. 
A. z.: I understand that the mentally healthy person will be a 
neat person. \1hen something abnormal comes along and 
threatens their security, their initial reaction is to 
be more neat, be more meticulous, trying to overcome 
this insecurity feeling. But when this breaks down, 
when this effort breaks do"Vm, when this thing has 
increased in tension so that they can no longer cope 
with it, this is when there is a marked change in be-
havior, from neatness to sloppiness. This is -vrhat has 
happened here, as I understand it. 
c. s.:.You thin~ that they are so far out· of their former 
category that they could never even care. 
A. z.: And, and when you straighten up their stockings, it is 
the wrong ••• 
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c. S.: Not me, sir. (laughter) 
A. Z.: It is the wrong approach. Um. You've got to go way 
back to the thing that's threatening their security. 
@-.. vr .. :: I don't think C. S. plans to cure them by having their 
stockings pulled up. I don't think that's his idea. 
C. S.: No, it 1 s not part o£ it. 
B. T.: A. z.,.you're saying that this is only a symptom and not 
a cause. 
A. z.: Yes. 
B. T.: But, at the same time there might be a certain amount of 
reciprocal causation. I mean, it might be a kind o£ a 
vicious circle that one~ they get into, sloppiness yields 
more you-don 1 t-care and not caring yields .-rorse vie\-r of 
oneself \·Thich results in more sloppiness, which is a 
circle they can't get out of. And then he wants to pro-
gram garters into this to release them from their circle. 
I mean, it 1s a legitimate hypothesis--on the basis of how 
much we know so far. 
C. S.: That's a very fine presentation. (laughter) 
G. V.: (to A. z.) You're being the skeptic here. 
C. S.: He'll be converted. 
G. V.: He's very skeptical. Why do you try to bash doir.n every-
thing we want to do, A. Z.? 
H. X.: What do you have against us.? (laughter) 
B. T.: A. z., I have some more shar:P ideas, \'Tould you look at 
them for me? 
A. z. : Who didn 1t think nry Sunday School program was going to 
work? (laughter) 
C. S.: That ~asn't a matter of opinion; that was a fact. 
B. T.: You threaten my Sunday School program, and I'll threaten 
your ~rter program. (laughter) ' 
E. Y.: He'll get your garter. (laughter) 
C. s.: I still think D. \'1. ought to be in charge o£ garters, so 
he 111 know what they look like. (B. T. and D. i~. U.S.ugh a 
little) (pause) 
A. z.: vfuo are married here? L2, [first name] C. S., G. v • ... 
C. S.: F. U. 
A. z.: E. Y., you married? 
E. Y.: Yeah. 
B. T.: You should ask who 1s single. 
G. v.: All right, .-1ho 1 s single. 
C. S.: Who's single? 
G. V. : B. T., D. rl. ,, H. x. , and A. z. And those tl'ro over there. 
A. z.: We 1re the only ones in the program with garters to give 
away. 
( G. V. fakes laughing. ) 
B. T.: Who uses garters nowadays? 
c. s. : .. All we have to do noi·1 is r.un across a group of women who 
are used to panty-girdles; then the games up. (~ughter) 
That would ruin the dat~. 
(Laughter) (pause) 
I/IIIB2 
I/II-5 
I/IC2 
G. V.: I think you lost A. z. on that one. (laughter) 
L. 1.: The group seems to have £ound that it 1s easier.to 
kill a program than to bring one to birth. This 
suggests that one T;tay of looking at the concern >'lith 
neatness is to see it as a matter of interest in the 
group's organization. The group's socks are draggin 1; 
,.,.hat we 1ve got to do here is, ah, organize. The 
trouble is, when we organize, somebody 1s going to be 
president, and nobody is too quick to make a nomination. 
G. v.: We've rset aside the matter of organization until Friday, 
a£ter the delegation, Mr. s. has talked with the Chap-
lain about the matter. I think Friday we'll have •• 
C. S.: I'Te 111 organize Friday. Meam.,rhile, between now and then, 
• We 111 det:eat:.: aliropposi tion. (laughter) 
B. T.: That's one way to handle it. (laughter) 
C. S.: Who wants to think about garters ahead?. (laughter) 
G. V. : I noticed everybody checking their socks <trhen Ll [first 
name] made that statement. (laughter) . 
C. s:·: I notice your emphasis on the group, Ll [firstrname]. 
(Pause) 
I mean, you were saying, were you referring to the 
group'' s socks-sloppiness over at the ward, or the 
group.versus the individual? 
A. z.: Any hope? 
H. X.: Anybody?. (laughter) 
G. V.: What'd he say? 
E. Y.: Come out on that again, eh? 
C. S. : He spoke of the group versu.s the individual, and I won-
dered what he was driving at there. ~e were speaking in 
terms of group, general sloppiness, involuntarily by the 
girls. Ah, it might even help them--let's not overlook 
at this point--to eliminate stockings altogether. 
B. T.: Back to nature movement, huh? 
G. V.: I 1d say this is taking away, maybe a possession that 
might really be, ah, •• 
C. S.: Could be. 
(Pause) 
G. V.:.I think it's a noble idea. 
C. S.: Thank you •. 
E. Y.·: The Order of the Garter. (laughter) 
they 
G. V.: Supposing the Chaplain says, 11 Fine •. Go ahead and try it. tt 
What are you, how are you goi~g to go about getting, 
are you just going to get garters for them first? 
C~.S;: I 1mm just going to ask Chaplain, the Chaplain £on per-
mission, then I'm coming back into the group and tossing 
it right into your lap, and then l'le can do what we want. 
(B. T. groans) 
G. V.: I think you'd have to have more than garters. Maybe we 
could send a delegation to Jordan Marsh or Filene 1s or 
someplace like that for some of their • • 
D. W.: Sure, fine. 
G. V.: •• donations. 
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B. T.: Maybe we could get some of these Home Mission Societies 
in some of the churches to sponsor it. 
E. Y.: We'd better catch these churches quick before they close 
up. 
G. V.: Well, A. Z.'s is going at it all summer. (laughter) I/IIIB2 B. T.: Sure. 
G. V.: Your project for the summer. 
B. T.: ~~o kids a Sunday for twelve Sundays. That would be 
twenty-four • • • 
G. V.: That's the \'Thole problem. You can't get clothes. I 
don't know w·here they get the clothes they've got, but 
it's quite obvious they were handed doiin from Salvation 
Ar.my sources or someplace. 
A. z.: Yeah. 
C. S.: Well, as far as the garters are concerned and the 
stocki'ngs are concerned. For the moment it really 
doesn't matter what condition they are in. Most likely, 
all are in very bad condition, for they've been dragging 
on the floors for so long. And run over by wheel chairs, 
•• (laughter) But possibly, if we can just t1nd what 
their general~ temperament will be to\'rard keeping them up. 
(B. T. laughs) 
(Pause--eighty seconds, with some noises of· shifting, sighing, 
etc.) 
[This_last long pause indicated that the group had gone as far 
--as it could on this occasion with the subject of their 11 garter 
project, 11 and they v1ent on to other subjects .for the rest of 
the session.] 
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APPENDIX B 
EXCERPTS FROM THE EIGHTH SESSION 
[This session took place on Wednesday of the third '\>reek. As 
--soon as all had gathered the follo\'ling interchange took 
place.] 
F. U.: I think we might as well face it. There's nobody here 
~s controversial as B. T. It will be a little harder 
getting started today. 
B. T.: Who'i the autopsy going to be on today? 
D. W.-: (brief ,pause) (laughs a bit) \fell, lat.'s flip again. 
G. V.: We've flipped once already today, S· ~~ -H.~X. lost. 
H. X.: I won. 
A. Z.: You won. 
G. V.: Of course, some ofyou weren't in on the flip. Maybe 
you feel you've been cheated. 
B. T.: There 1s a sub-group. (laughter) 
G. V.: It was all we could muster on short notice. 
C. S.: Did you have a majority? 
H. X.: As a matter of fact, the~e were about f.our or:five:otbers I/IIIBl 
guys that '\>reran 1t in this group at all. (laughter) 
G. v.: They take their.chances, that's all. (more laughter) 
H. X.: Something like a lynch mob. 
(B. T. and G. V. laugh) 
H. X.: Interpersonal lynch group. (a little laughter) 
G. V.: Perhaps '\>Te should debate the possibilities of ;:;hat was 
in the cans that B. T. had in that sack. 
H. X. : I knol"t. 
G. V.: Oh, you know. 
D. 1!1.: Ha. 
[Following this lead, the group did not settle down to work 
-during the session, but told stories, talked briefly about 
some subjects, played a game (Botticcelli--something like 
11Twenty Q.uestions 11 ), and quickly shied away from any statts 
they made toward t~lking about themselves. The leaders felt 
that there was a lot of underlying concern with the group and 
its problems which showed directly in some expressions of feel-
ing that the group wasn't·doing anything and indirectly in the 
form of some of the stories. One example of this course of 
events that occurred in the latter part of the session.follows.] 
A. z.: (to H. x., after paus~) You haven't told your joke 
about the acrobat who qlimbed the Empire State Building. I/IIIBl 
(H. X. half laughs) 
(brief pause) 
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B. T.: Which version are you going to tell? 
H. X.: I'll tell the clean version, for the. benefit of the 
listening public. (a little laughter) This guy was 
going to climb the Empire State Building, had cir-
culars out, in the papers and everything, about the 
fact that he was going to climb it, right up the side. 
So when the day came, he stepped out of his big 
limousine l'lith his bat costume on, mask and every-
thing, you know, and this drunk staggers up to him and 
says, uY-Y-You 1re not going to climb that b-b-building 
there buddy. You're chicken." He says, 11 Go on, get 
away, you want to spoil my act? 11 • So he starts climb-
ing, you knol-l, and. about the thirtieth floor the crol-Td 
finally begins to applaud him. He looks do-vm, and a-
bout the twentieth floor there's this drunk coming 
right up after him, you kno>-T. Each ledge, 11 You 1re 
chicken. 11 (some laughter) So the guy says,: 11 Ha, I'll 
you. 11 So he holds on·rwi th just his finger tips and 
waves to the crowd down belo>·r. The drunk just goes 
like this, and turns around on the ledge and goes like 
this to everybody (waving l!rith both hands). (a little 
laughter) • The people go 1-rild. He says, _ 11 Oh my God, 
I 111 climb f'aster. 11 You kno>'l· He gets up:"to about the 
seventieth floor. 'The drunk's coming right on up still, 
shouting, 11 0hicken. 11 (a little laughter) So he jumps 
from the seventieth.f'loor to the. sixty-ninth floor and 
balances on this f'lagpole. Eve~ybody goes wili:l: clap-
ping. The drunk comes right on past him. 11 You 
6ihicken. 11 (D. W. laughs) He climbs up to the seventy-
fifth floor. Jumps, and.lands on one f'oot. The crowd 
is just throwing paper up in the air and going nuts 
dmm there, you know. 11 I 1m ruined. There 1 s only one 
thing I can do. 11 So he fixes his parachute, and dives 
right straight out in space, and the crowd screams. 
He 1 s plummetting do1m, and he pulls the rip cord, you 
kno"Vt, The parachute blossoms out, and he 1 s drifting 
down. The next thing he hears is this, 11 You 1 re a 
chicken. 11 (said dra>m out, with f:l:rsf:ii:ncrease :then 
decrease in volume) (much laughter) 
[The concern of the story seems to reflect two of' the f'ears,df 
-of the group: 1) each member has some feelings of being a 
11 chicken, 11 and 2) each fears taking a chance, and not getting 
support and being hurt.] 
G. V.: You see where Superman shot himself? 
H. X.: Yeah. 
D. W.: I used to know a guy who •• 
G. V.: First time he's been stopped by a bullet, eh? 
D. W.: Yeah. People die today. 
G. V.: Is that right. 
D. 1'1. : l.Ye used to \'latch him • • • • 
G. V.: That's a pretty insecure motive. Why do you suppose 
anybody might do that? 
D. W.: Well •.•• • 
I/IIIBl 
G. V.: \~ do you suppose Superman would shoot himself? 
D. W.: He didn't have his costume on. 
H. X.: He 1-ras in the, he was under the influence, probably, 
of some kryptonite. 
D. W.: That's it. Ooohhh. (some laughter) 
[The implication for the group here seems to be that·no one 
-can be sure he won't get killed if the group starts shooting 
at him, and also that to lead out may be committing suicide.] 
A. Z.: Let's face it. We've completely broken down. 
H. X.: I think the group feels like a kid in the anal stage 
1-1ho just hasn't produced. (laughter) 
G. V.: Anal stage. What do you mean? I feel like that some 
days no\'t. (a little laughter). (pause) (hums) (H. X. sighs loudly) 
("Pause) 
(F. U. mumbles) 
[The group di1splays its unwillingness to deal "''Ti th material 
-directly related to itself] 
E. Y.: (laughs) I can pieture that guy going by. (laughter) 
G. V.: There's~another version to this? 
(D. W. and B. T. laugh) 
E. Y.: Wait for about ~ half an hourp i'le 111 come to the other 
version. (some laughter) 
(f1ause) 
A. Z.:.B. T. has one similar. She don't bother me any more. 
B. T.: 'Vfuat? 
H. X.: The one, the one about the voice. 
B. T.: The voice? 
H. X. : You kno1'1, ;the one about the voice. 
B. T.: Oh, oh, oh yeah. 
D. W.: B. T. your turn. 
(Brief pause) 
B. T.: We don't have time for it. 
H. X.: Oh, stop it. (some laughter) 
B. T.: It's rather long and drawn-out. (a little more laughter) 
H. X.: It 1s about a shaggy, shaggy dog. 
(f?ause) 
F. U.:.Is this the ~oice by the roulette table? 
B. T.: Yeah. 
(G. V. hums) 
(pause) 
A. z.:.I meant B. T. 1s joke, not yours (to H. X.). 
H. X.: Yeah. 
(Pause) 
(G. V. ;-rhistll.es sof'tly) 
A. Z.: There's a gre~t_difference between the two. 
(G. V. hums softly) 
(Pause) 
D. W.:~Hey, A. z. I got a match for you. (pause) Give him the 
match so he can draw. Keep him busy. 
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[A. z. has drawn pictures in the group previously, using the 
.. carbon from the burned ends of wooden matches] I 
B. T. : 0 T. ' -w-
A. z.: 0 T. 
(G. V. hums during pause) I/IIIBl 
E •. Y.: \'le're going to have to bring'.L2 [1st name] a package 
of. tobacco. 
(G. V. continues to hum) 
H. X. : He 1 s smoldn g matches right now. 
(C. S. laughs) 
(Short pauseL 
F. U.: I know a short theological joke. 
G. V.: I!1mm. Hey. 
F. U.: It involves two goldfish. The first goldfish says to 
the second goldfish, 11All right 'I'Tise guy. I£ there's 
no God, then who changes the water every day?" 
(:H. ~JC: laughs) . · 
G. v.: Is that the end of the joke? (some laughter) 
c. s.: That 1 s not the level of Chur.ch humor. (continuing 
laughter) 
H. 
D. 
x.: 
w • . .
I'm not sure •• 
\'lell go ahead. 
H. x.: • • I think I told it to B. T. I'm not sure I ~old any 
o£ the others, about the, • • The masochist said to the 
sadist, • • 
E. Y.: The Mexican said to the •• 
H. X.: The masochist. (some laughter) 
And the sadist says, 11 No. 11 (one 
little groan.) 
D. W.: Whe\"1. 
(~ause) 
He says, 11 Hit me. n 
little laugh, and:one 
H. X.: The guy •••• What do you call that? 
B. T.: Sad. 
D. \'l.: Sad. 
H. X.: No. What would a ball bounce? (some laughter) 
(Pause) 
F. U. :·.A ball bouncing. (laughing) 
H. X.: It's a w,ord that describes rubber that's dead. 
G. V.: It's lost it's resiliency. 
H. x.: Exactly. ~ 
G. V.: You're real resilient. 
H. X.: Precisely. 
G. V.: Non-resilient. 
H. x. :'".Quite: 
(Pause) 
B. T.:AI know a good joke. (pause) His [H. x.'s] raincoat 
cost over eighty dollars. (laught~r) 
H. X.: Well, we all have our crosses to bear. 
F. U.: Where'd you buy it? 
D. w.: I'm quite sure ••.•• 
H. x.: I, I didn't buy it. I helped buy it. ~V brother 
bought it. 
F. U. : Mm hmm. 
H. X.: Ee bought it:in Peoria, •• 
F. u.: Uh huh. 
H. X.: •• Illinois, and it •·rae made, made in England. Lining 
in it, and everything. Eighty-four dollars. 
(D. W. whistles) · 
[The interest in H. X. 1s raincoat reveals both latent positive 
-interest and latent hostility among the members] 
B. T.: They dragged it across the ocean. 
H. X.: It hasn't been cleaned in a year. 
(C. S. laughs) 
A. z.: It looks like it. 
(B. T. laughs) . 
H. X.: I've slept under it on a train, and •• 
A. Z. : Mm hmm. . 
H. X.: •• in stations •• 
B. T.: I can smell it from here. (laughter) 
H. X.: In £act, I took it abroad. So it's in pretty poor shape. 
But it cost some money. (pause) All the waterproofing's 
~one out of it; you wear it, and it soaks every bit of. 
rain up. 
D. W.: Just one big giant sponge. 
C. S.: Sounds about like my fi£teen dollar raincoat. 
H. X.: But this was eighty-four. (laughs a bit) To keep the 
rain off you it should keep the sun'shining, or something. 
(pause, thirty seconds, during which sounds of movement, 
some whistling softly through teeth, and a little Qum-
ming) I finally figured out t-rhy Ll [first name] looks 
around all the time when we're silent. It's because 
he's trying to guess who's g~ing to talk next. 
G. V.: Could be. Do you thi~ so? Is that what he's trying to 
guess? And we're all· sitt~ng here trying to guess if 
he 1 s g.oing to say anything. 
(H. X. laughs a bit,) 
(B'. T. laughs some,_too) 
H. X.: You can pretty vrell tell, right now. 
E. Y.: He could do that with just his ears. 
H. X.: He's got wonderful control of his left eyebrow. (some 
laughter) He can lift his left eyebrow without moving 
his right one. (con~inuing laughter) 
[The interest in Ll seems to represent the group's wish that he 
do something to help them, that he take care of them.] 
F. U.: Is he left~handed, do you know? 
H. X.: I don't know. 
D. W.: Yes, he is. 
H. x.: Is he .left-handed? 
D. W.: Yes he is. I ••.•• 
[Ll is right-handed] 
F. U.: 'Cause I kno\v my right eyebrow \'10rks that way, but the 
left one won't at all. 
D. W.: I think he's left-handed. 
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G. V.: 
o. s.: 
B. T.: 
G. v.: 
B. T.: 
E. Y.: 
G. V.: 
E. Y.: 
B. T.: 
G. v.: 
(Sound 
B. T.: 
D. w.: 
H. x.: 
B. T.: 
G. v.: 
H. X.: 
G. v.: 
H. X.: 
B. T.: 
H. x.: 
Do you develop everything right-handed, like if you're 
right-handed, do you think your whole right side devel-
ops better than your left? 
Your l-Thole left develops better if you 1 re right-handed. 
Your left foot develops better if you're right-handed. 
Is that right? 
Your left. 
Well I • • • • 
Because I kick with my right foot. 
How's th~t, B. T.? 
~That do you mean? , 
You want me to show, to show you? 
of movement) 
Oh, my, kicked the window. (laughter) 
See. 
I don't understand that. 
You mean he 1s left-eyebrowed. 
No, if he 1s.left-handed, you say he's left-eyebrowed;. 
I,!m right-,.handed; my left foot should be developed. 
Oh, it would be so easy if we could ask him. 
Oh, it's more fun to •• , you know. 
Yeah, that's true. 
How much thought have you been giving to this, H. X. 'l 
Well, I just saw hi§ eye • • He just mid it again. 
I sa't'T his eyebrow go up once earlier. I knew a girl 
once who could do this at will. She could pull her 
eyebrow up to about here. 
:.IjiiiBl 
APPENDIX C 
THE COMPLETE TRANSCRIPT OF SESSION FOURTEEN 
[This session \'las held on the Wednesday of the fifth week] 
(Sound of whistling) 
H.·x.: ~fuo are we missing? B. T. 
C. S. : And G. V. 
H. X. l Oh yeah. 
E. Y.: G. v., he was, sent to see his ward. 
F. U.: We found a text last night for the, uh, discussion on 
alcohol. In Matthew, where Christ says, 11 Jobn the Bap-
tist came neither eating nor drinking, and you said that 
he had a demon. The Son of Man bas come eating ~nd 
drinking, and you say that he is a gluttonous man and a 
wine-bibber. 11 (short pause) How would you preach on 
that text in a Methodist Church? [The focus of discus-
sion in the preceeding session was. the alc.ohol ques-
tion.] 
A. Z.: Most, most Methodist preachers find more important texts 
to use. (laughter) 
c. S.: Go on, A. z. 
F. u.: More important texts than the words of Our Lord himsel£1 
C. S.: You mean some social gospel? 
H. X.: Ooooo. 
E. Y.: (laughs a bit) That was a marginai note somebody wrote 
in beside the.scripture. (laughs a bit) 
C. S.: A gloss. 
D. W.: Well, •••• 
(Pause) 
A. z.: I didn 1t mean that the text itself was not important, 
but, ah, what you, what you're driving at is, to me, 
not really valid. (brief pause) And, this would get us 
right-back into the same old discussion, as to abstain-
ers and non-abstainers. (D. w. speaks too softly to be picked up) 
C. S.: (to D. \'1. ) Hmm? _ 
(D. 1'1 •. speaks softly; :words lost behi..pd F. U. 1s) 
F. U.: Well, I think Christ is acknowledging that John ab-
stained, • • 
D. W.: • • • of the golf course • • • . 
F. U.: ••• and, uh, he 1s just finished praising John. Both, 
both of them sent.by God, both of them with a mission to 
perform. One chose one way of life to mediate his mis-
aion; the other chose another. Neither of them made a 
I/IIIC2 
I/IIIB2 
( H. X. and D. W. have 1 ottr-t-oned c onve rsa ti on behind F. U. 1 s '-
l'lords--not picked up.) 
A. Z.:. The central issue of to drink or not to drink is 
really not relevant here, because in the Middle East, 
if you don't drink some kind of wine or some other 
kind of thing, you get polluted water • • 
E. Y.: Get diarrhea. 
F. U.: That's not the issu~ that Christ is talking about, 
though. Uh, • • 
A. Z.: No. 
F. U.: •• Christ was saying that they called him a 
gluttonous man • • 
A. z.: Yeah. 
F. U.: •• and a wine-bibber, 
·said, well, because he 
John; • • 
which seems to imply that they 
eats, he isn't a hermit like 
A. z. : Mm bmm. 
F. u.: 
A. Z.: 
F. U.: 
(H. X. 
A. Z.: 
H. .x. : 
c. s.: 
A. z.: 
(:H. x • 
A. z.: 
c. s.: 
A. z. t 
c. s.: 
A. z.: 
~ 
• • uh, he 1 s eating too much and drinking too 
much.n ••. 
Mm hlmi:l • 
• • Whereas, on the other hand, they said about John, 
11 He must be nuts, he doesn't drink at a.ll or eat 
lit all. 11 
speaks softly, words not picked up) 
I don't 'how much of taxes were spent for, uh, taking 
care of state welfare on cases that have been brought 
about because of alcoholism, or aDf of this. It might 
be relevant to keep the wheel going here. I c~n be 
persuaded. 
A /.;z •• , is • • 
You' re speaking more your own vi e\'rs, aren't you , A j, Z. ? 
Just for the sake of argument, I'm trying to keep him 
from, uh, making his point. • •. 
speaks softly, words los~ behind AJ z. 1s) 
• • That is, I don't think Jesus had the.problem of alco-
holism by dri~king wine, as we do by allowing the 
producers of alcohol to just run rampant in our society. 
What would happen if F. U. did make his point? 
Well, gee that would be tough to take wouldn't, it? 
(some laughter) 
Isn't that the.basic end of all argumentation, seek-
ing for truth. 
This is what we did l~st time, I think; we all argued 
and argued, and actually there was a mee~ng ppint at 
i'lhieh none of us were too far, except maybe G. V. was 
at one extreme and maybe you, C. S., at another 
extreme--the rest of us were pretty well right in the 
center, though we took opposite sides as if we were 
quite far apart. Am I right? (very brief pause) 
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Because, a lot that you said made a whole lot of sense 
to me, and, uh, I was saying to myself that C. S.'s 
right, but I can't agree \'lith him--well, what I mean is, 
I don't want to agree 111ith him. Maybe it ,.,as just you, , 
c. S., or, or, I don 1t kno'I'T what •• 
C. S.: I rubbed you the wrong ~ray? 
A. z.: l'lell, ~ • 
t.ur:--r..~ laughs a bit) 
A. Z.: •• that might be. Just the way you presented it, 
provoked me to, uh, pick up the challenge and argue 
with it, •• 
C. S. : Y.un hmm. 
D. W.: (to H. X.) Thank you very much. 
A. z.: •• Whether.you were right or not right, you see. 
C. S.: Be argumentative. Mm hmm. 
H. Z.: (to D. W.) I 111 get the other one. 
D. W. : (to H. X. ) Ok. 
A. z.: But, uh, •• (brief pause) And I presented the, the, 
uh, Board of Temperance of the Methodist Church's 
position, as well as I could understand it, but.I 
didn't really say I believed in this. I think that in 
suburbia, that there may be--well, thro~ghout our 
society, there may be a better way of approaching this 
than our own Board of Temperance. I think we talked 
about it over in the room a little bit. 
c. s.: Yeah. 
A. z.: Not to face up to the reality and permit alcoholism to 
run rampe:nt, but to, to, uh, realize--G. V. 1s looldng 
at me N.ery"'s!tspfuctousi.by ·h~re . .-rci rea:l:il:y:le~ct:>say.:;h91'T 
I would compromise on the issue. I really can't, ex-
cept that I know that a definite stand might run more 
aanger of negativi~m than, than some half-way stand. 
F. U.: We both got hung up, at the outset, didn't we, on the 
position §~rr~~ppeetivelJommunions had taken. 
A. z. :· Mm hmm. 
F. u.: 
A. Z.: 
c. S.: 
A. z.: 
I mean, we're, we're Anglicans, and the Bishops came 
Qut and said, so that i~ somebody comes out and attacks 
that statement, you sort of £eel you have to run to the 
d~fense of the Bishops. And I think you probably felt 
the same way about the, the position of your temper-
ance group. That's, that's unfortunate, I think. 
After all, the Bishops have made a lot of mistakes. 
~ don't I admit that right off the bat? 
But I think all those comments that we made about 
influencing that man on the borderline that can't 
really help himself--he sees his, his hero taking a 
drink, he 1s going to take a drink, too, and it's going 
to hurt him--I think these are all very valid, • • · 
They are valid. 
•• and you fellows took them too light, too lightly. 
And, as ministers, especially, I think you're taking 
them too lightly. 
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F. U.: Well, now, here's the thing in the text again. I mean, 
there's just as good a chance that the person, the con-
gregation will see the minister abstaining and leading 
a rather rigorous lif'e, and say, nHe 1s, he has a demon." 
You know, the way they said about~John the Baptist. Or, 
11This is demonic religion, 11 you know, if' you want us to 
use up to date terms. And, uh, there's also the chance 
of' misinterpreting what Ch~ist himself' did. Christ*s 
objective was to be the f'riend of' publicans and sinners, 
so he associated with them, he ate \'lith them and drank 
with them. And this was misinterpreted time and again by 
the people who were in the Church of' the day, you know, 
the established church. But Christ was busy with people 
who were outside the church. 
A. Z.: And I would agree with you, C. s., that it comes right 
down.to a man making a basic decision f'or himself'. And, 
uh, we'll recognize that each one of us argued last time 
very unsympathetically; we knew what labels we wore and 
what positions we should be upholding, and this is what 
we did; right to the letter, every one·of' us. And, uh, 
whether it ltould cause you to stop drinldng or not, \'lell, 
this group wasn't going to convince you. 
C. S.: No, l'Te were speaking here •• 
H. X.: No, I think that, I think that, um, B. T. had some very 
pointed comments t9 make about our l~st.session, uh, that 
uh, he was, he was thinking about it quite a lot after-
wards, in terms of' each one of' our feelings toward him-
self, toward each other. And, uh, it, it was really 
interesting, because, uh, on, on ~ particular subject, 
be it what it may, each person's reaction changes in terms 
of' his own subjective feelings.on that. He made this 
statement, he made this, this consensus right after the 
darn thing was over, and, uh, I think if' we'll wait til 
he gets here, he 111 probably point it up pretty well. 
A. z.: As I remember this thing started of'f by a query from 
you to me as to my position on alcoholism. 
H. X.: Hmm hmm. 
A. z.: I stated it as I feel it as an individual, •• 
c. s. : Mm hmm. 
A. Z.: •• and then I followed it up, as a, both in that vein 
and in the vein as a, as a minister, not just espe-
cially a Methodist minister, just what I feel a minis-
ter should do. And I still would argue with you fellows 
when you say you can drink and get by with it in a 
parish situation and not hurt your "dtness. I'm sure 
of this. 
F. U.: I, I will still say that you can abstain and hurt your 
witness, too. 
G. V.: Oohp. Excuse me. (some laughter) 
A. Z.: But no •••• 
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G. v.: Well, I have P.ne question. The other, Monday we were 
talking, I don 1t know if it 'I'Tas you, F. U., or C. S., 
you were discussing the fact that, uh, this taking a 
drink, uh--I!m not sure how to say it, because I 1m not 
sure I understood how you said it--something about get-
ting to, in with the group. In other 'I'Tords, this gave 
you a chance, sort of an in with them, because you drank 
F. u.: 
G. v.: 
F. u.: 
G. 16.: 
F. u.: 
G. v.: 
F. u.: 
G. v.: 
F. u.: 
G. v.: 
A. z.: 
F. u.: 
G. v.: 
F. u.: 
c. s.: 
G. v.: 
c. s.: 
F. u.: 
c. s.: 
G. v.: 
~~ 
-· 
c. s.: 
H. x.: 
c. s.: 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
c. s.: 
G. v.: 
F. u.: 
with the~you could go into a bar with them. 
Yeah. Jesus '~>Tent with the Publicans. 
But, in every day life now, ho'l't would they •• 
How would they like me and the guy I'm calling for? 
Yeah. In other words, doing as they do, this is sort of 
a way to get in with them and maybe help, be a minister. 
Well, I don 1t use it as a way to get in with them. 
Mm bmm. 
It, it just so happens that I do some of the things they 
do, and I don 1t feel ashamed.about doing them, •• 
Mm hmm. 
•• and they don 1t feel ashamed about doing them. And, 
we get together in a different setting than would be 
possible otherwise. 
Now, the question that comes to me, would you use this 
same method of approach in 'l'torking with a prostitute? 
(brief pause) Quite a thing. 
In working with a prostitute? 
Yeah, would you join in with .the prostitute 1 s, uh, " 
actions, too, in working with her, as you would with the 
boys in the corner bar, drinking with them? 
I still don 1t know •• 
Poesn 1t Father Meyer work along that line, F. U., in New 
York •• He 1s located right in the heart of the Prostitute 
area • • . 
Does he frequent the houses then, is that how he • • 
Oh, he goes into the houses, •• 
Mmm. 
•• but he doesn 1t follow through. 
Ok, but he doesn 1t,uhe. doe.13n~t :.actual:ly:hjoin .:i,n.-::with them 
in the act. 
He lives with them, •• 
You don 1t join in with an alcoholic, either. 
• • he loves them • • 
(to H. X.) You're drinking with them. That's the same 
as far as I'm concerned. You're joining them in 
their, uh, •• 
You are not. 
He goes where they are, Father Meyers does, and he, 
uh, • • 
Then why can't you go into a bar-room where the men are 
drinking and.not drink, if you go into a house of 
prostitution and not have an act. 
Well, uh, you can have two reasons for going into the 
bar, you know, you can •• 
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F. U.: •• you can either go in to have a drink, or you can go 
in with a Salvation Army hat on, giving out war-cries. 
These are, these are the only two excuses for going into 
a bar, unless you 1re a patron of one. 
:(.E." .y;. )Jaug}ls~ e:. 0-:t--t):; 
G. V.: I don't, uh, ~ee that that's necessary. 
E. Y.: Can they respond, F. U.? . 
c. S.: Well, probably more.. But the point is that there are a 
lot of other things. 
E. Y.: I'm not sure we know what we're talking about. 
G. V.: You still haven't answered my question, I don 1t think. 
I'm still concerned about it. 
F~ U.: I'm just saying •• Well, look, if I felt drinking was 
wrong, and I did not drink myself, I would not pave the 
occasion to.meet men in certain settings, in which it 
is possible for me to meet them now, on a natural basis, 
you know. 
G. V.: That I don't understand, because I wouldn't feel at all 
at eaee about going into a bar, and I wouldn't drink 
when I got there. In fact, I spent ~any a night in a 
night.club in an atmosphere that way, but I don't drink. 
I did at that time,Cbt I've been in since l drank, and 
it didn't bother me. 
c: S.: Well, maybe this will answer you G. V. The way Father 
Meyer works it, from what I understand of it, he knows 
the prosti tute.s all well,; he know.s them by their first 
names and their nick names. Uh, it's open business, so 
he's not surprised, not surprised that he's around. He 
mingles with them, he joins them, in the sense of their 
sociability, he 1s talking with them, he invites them 
over to church,.not necessarily to worship, but, 11 Come 
and join one of our Church groups. 11 They may attend 
church, taking a couple of hours off, and go right back 
to the trade again. But they have found an area where 
Meyers has been working, that as hie church attendance 
or group activity, uh, increased and the people became 
interested in church, prostitution population declined. 
He never said, 11 Thou shalt not commit adultery." 11 You 
D. W.: 
c. s.: 
G. V.: 
c. s.: 
G. V.: 
D. 111. : 
are wrong. 11 11 You are dregs of society." 11 You 
shouldn't do it. 11 Well, they'd just throw:him out on 
his ear.most likely. 
Sure. 
He goes with them. He goes into the houses. He does 
not participate in the act. 
This is good, this is fine, the man dan do this, but 
that doesn't have anything to do with my original ques-
tion. 
Well, he prevailed •• 
We were talking about the 
Yeah. 
• • 
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G. V.: 
c. s.: 
G. V.: 
c. s.: 
c. s.: 
G. V.: 
c. s.: 
G. V.: 
F. U.: 
G. V.: 
F. U.: 
G. V.: 
Yeah, you're equating adultery with~;yh, and I 1m 
o§ayi.ng •• 
I'm not equating adultery and drinking ••• 
You're saying both are vices. 
•• I 1m just asking if you would use this, if you, why 
you can 1t use that same method in a bar that you do, -:.: .:. 
that Father Meyer does 'd th the Presti tutea. 
You would be, except that he doesn 1t participate with 
them 
He might be drinking with them, I suppose. 
He doesn't consider drinking a sin, or a vice, or 
whatever you would consider extra-maritial relations, 
or participat~ in a way untrue in a moral sense. 
How do you determine, differentiate, then? Hoi'r do you 
say what, what one is evil and which one is not evil? 
Hol'l' do you put prostitution under an evil and drink- . · 
ing not? 
I think a prostitute has already, a prostitute has al-
ready made her d~cision on a moral basis; she has the 
facts, and what she can handle •• 
How about drinking? 
He has the facts. He has made his choise, too. I don't 
consider drinking sinful, so I will enjoy a drink at a 
bar or at home. 
In other words, if one goes off the line one way it's 
sinful, but if he goes of the other way, it 1s all right. 
\~hat line are we going off? 
Prostitution, you have ••. 
Here we 1re going of£ the line of family relationships. 
We're tending to destroy the idea of the family. The 
family is a divine ordin~nce. 
Mm hmm. 
F. U.: Uh, so there •• 
A. Z.: \~en you begin to talk about the family, if you say 
that alcoholism doesn't break up families, •• 
F. U.: Alcoholism does, too; alcoholism is a sin. 
~ .G:· ;v; (s.{:!;y)l" something; indistinct) 
H. X.: There'' s a d·ifferenc~ between alcoholism and alcohol. 
F. u.: We 1re.talking about drinking. 
A. Z.: There isn't a difference. 
F. U.: Drinking does not, of necessity, have anything to do 
with breaking up the family. 
H. X. : Right. 
F. u.: It can sometimes be a help to family relationships. You 
get a German who goes into a bar and has a (German WordJ; 
I/IIIB2 
this is where the family gets gemutlich together. I 
H. X.: Yeah. 
F. U.: This is a good thing for family relations. 
A. Z. : Mm bmnl. 
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F. U.: But you could never find a, uh, situation of prostitu-
tion, where a Father would take his son to the cat-
house, and you could Say that this was good. 
(some laughter) 
E. Y.: 
F. u.: 
E. Y.: 
A. z.: 
(li. ::x;. 
A. z.·: 
CJJ T~ • . .. 
A. z.: 
G. v.: 
F. u.: 
D. \'l. : 
F. u.: 
B. T.: 
G. v.: 
B. T.: 
F. u.: 
G. V.: 
B. T.: 
G. v.: 
B. T.: 
¢~.·.-v~ 
B. T.: 
G. V.: 
B. T.: 
G. V.: 
I 1ve heard that it 1s been done. 
I. don 1.t think it w·ould work, though. 
(laughs) I would question it. 
But just how do you deal with the problem of alcohol~sm? 
~p~akko softly~in background to B. T., who has entered). 
You've never said anything positive as to how you deal_ 
with it. Your only argument has been you like a social 
drink. 
41-so~· talking in background, with H. X. and B. T. 
At least the Methodist Church, say what we can for it, 
is starting from ground zero and saying this is wrong. 
But see, they don't say it is wrong, so we can't, they 
can't agree with us. 
tlell, everybody in the Episcopal Church that I know .· 
says that the abuse of liquor is wrong. • • 
This whole thing is • • 
•• Uh, we're pretty clear on this. 
Are we still drinking? 
B. T., we 1ve been informed that you have some viewpoints 
on the session we had Monday, and before we get bogged 
do•m •• 
Hey, listen here • • (Starting to get out a notebook) 
We don 1t want to get off the track. 
You got it all written down in there? 
Yes, I made some notes after we got out of here last 
time •. 
Oh, oh. You're on • • Oh, after you get out of here 
it 1 s all right. 
Yes, it's all right, after you get out of here. (some 
laughter) And this is strange; every time we get out 
of here we have mo~e interpersonal groups by the time 
w.e get out than we have the whole lQr@~, f99r·w~~~§ : ! 
~ay~· something, lost behind B. T.) (laughs a bit) 
Oh, no. It 1s just this. I just noticed •• 
The leader will be jealous 
• • immediately when we got out of the, uh, what we 
started, you know we started in on being interpersonal, 
then we got a•~Y from it. And I just made some notes on 
how some of us reacted, uh, to the getting on to this. 
D. W. got very hostile at me, as he always does--
usually does, I should say. And G. V • •• 
Here I am. 
B. T.: There you are ••• Had a very difficult time getting 
serious until he became personally involved. And this 
is, this is usual, because you have a very difficult 
time just being serious, even when serious things are 
discussed. And C. S., of course, became very defensive, 
as he usually does, because very •• 
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cs;~-v • 
B. T.: 
H. X,.: 
B. T.: 
H. X.: 
B. T.: 
G. V.: 
B. T.: 
D. W.: 
F. U.: 
B. T.: 
H. X.: 
B. T.: 
iaugos~ .softly--sort o£ a snicker) 
• • sarcastic, very critical when.he felt that he was 
personally being threatened. And E. Y. would hardlf 
say a word. (some laughter) And this, too, is usual. 
There are some real patterns forming here. Ah, I t~lk­
ed to E. Y. afterwards. We had our little interpersonal 
group when we got through. 
I can show you the scars. (some laughter) , 
And A. z. (during laughter) •• And then, .uh, A. Z.l 
Yes, yes. (laughter) A. Zl-1 s the one we started out !on 
last time; uh, we were getting interpersonal in hi~ di-
rection. And A. z. was darn glad to get the spotl~ght 
off of himself. I went in his room afterwards and:we 
spent about an hour talking about this. ' 
The spotlight got him. (a little laughter) ' 
Yeah, So, we had another interpersonal group. A. jZ. is 
entirely,.-tooideif'ans:irve~. UH, this was grought out just a 
little bit. Uh, whether or not this hurts his pers~~:-/ 
ality might be debatable, but this is one of the·t~ngs. 
Uh, H. X. became concerned with the subj.ect, but nQt 
with the group. H. X. becomes concerned with individuals 
at a time, or v1i th the subject, but never with the.l group. 
Uh, let's see •• 
F. U. 
•• the alcohol topic itself was a defense. It was an 
umbrella, if we may speak in those terms. 
(to G. V.) He forgot him. 
You may. . 
Good, ~ now when I tried to come in and shake the group 
out of this topic it was discussing--box, uh, the iboxing 
match, you remember, now I could do this, and be ~ gadfly 
and pester you enough to shake them out of this, 9ut it'd 
only last about, oh, at most, ten minutes; and I qouldn 1t 
keep putting myself in, uh, as a, as a gadfly to tell you 
you 1re all wet, because, you have to have, one pe~son 
can!t do this without support. And it 1s strange that 
four of us have talked about this very sort of thing--A. 
I z., and H. X., and E. Y.--and we've talked about we 
would try to get this group to become an interpersonal 
group, and they would all say that when the time comes, 
we 1 r~ going to really pitch in, and we 1re going to throw 
a bomb in. But, when the time comes, they won't ~o it. 
Of course the spotlight was on A. z.; A. z. had r~ason 
to be defensive. H. X., he helped a little bit at first, 
but then, uh, he accused me of trying to manipula~e him. 
I kne'\'1 darn well you were. j 
But the thing of it is, of course I was trying t~ manip-
~late him, but he had agreed before, uh, the meet~ng, 
several days ago, that he ''~ould agree to this ki'1d of 
manipulation, but when it came he couldn't take ~t, he 
couldn 1t follow along with what he said he would do. 
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B. T.: 
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G. v.: 
B. T.: 
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B. T.: 
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B. T.: 
H. x.: 
F. u.: 
H. x.: 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
F. u.: 
H. x.: 
I 
Now, E. Y., I don 1t know what his stor.y is. 
smile) (laughter) E. Y., what 1s •• (with~ 
I think B. T. has just given out enough rope to hang-
himself. (a little laughter) 
All right, this is true. 
It puts him in the position of playing Bod. 1 
This is true. (laughter) We 1ve become more interpersonal in 
i11e'kty ·minutes following the group and during din~er 
than we have been the past '&h:Me 1 or :rouP ~-iae:ks.; ··un; --~t wa.s 
strange some of the comments that 1-1ere made about other 
members of the group after we got out. I don 1t know 
whether I should quote some members• comments.about 
other members. This ~dll really • • 
Don 1t say, don't say who gave them; just tell us what 
they were. 
This would really make this interpersonal. We~l, maybe 
I could compromise at that point. Ah, one of the members 
who was arguing on your side, c. s., said, 11 0. S. made 
me mad. Anyone could have said the exact same thing he , 
was saying, and I would have agreed. I believe what he 
was saying, but just because it was he who was saying 
it, I got mad and was arguing against him. 11 
Mm hmm. . 
You should have been here earlier this session. 
Because A. z. just said the same thing. 
A. z. said the same thing. (a little laughter) 
(to C. S.) And it wasn't A. z., so you have two. (laugh-
ter) Two.solid friends. Uh, ok, you can chop me back 
now. Not just A. z. 
Where was I, B. T.? 
I couldn't figure y~u out. 
Gee. (a little laughter) That makes me feel real good. 
Well, you didn't make an impression. (much laughter) 
\'le cert-, we certainly knew i'lhere you stood on the sub-
ject all the time. In fact, you, you were the, uh, the 
most concise, you made the most concise statement of all 
the • • C. s., I think, headed it up more because of 
his sarcastic remarks at times, and, and his always 
jumping into the fray. But, uh, you at this point were 
the evaluator and, and the, uh, the critical, uh, uh, 
synopsis-maker, I suppose, of your, your particular 
viewpoint of this. 
\qhy, why didn 1t B. T. do that, then? 
Well, B. T. was doing it for his side. 
B. T. saw the same thing. 
But, the thing is, B. T. finally •• 
Is he. saying the same thing? 
•• came around and finally agreed, finally agreed with 
you, found that you both felt the same way at the end, 
when in reality he was the gadfly all the -way through 
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this. This is what I saw and was so mad about. He was 
arguing on this side. and mald.ng you think he was on 
this side, •• 
F. U. : Mm hnnn. 
H. X.: •• see? But yet, in the end, •• 
E. Y.: You just. 'identified yourself. Didn't you?. 
H. X.: Huh? 
E. Y.: You .just identified yourself. 
H. X.: What? 
E. Y.: I'll say no more. 
H. x.: I didn't say either one of those statements; no. 
E. Y.: Well, maybe not. 
H. x. : What do you mean? 
E. Y.: Well, I 111 drop it at that. 
H. X. : No, go. ahead. \'fuat do you~·mean? (some laughter) 
B. T.: (to E. Y.) Talk, talk, we want y~ur voice on the.tape. 
(laughter) 
H. X.: I don't h~ve patience. 
B. T.: He's talking. (continuing laughter) 
A. Z.: I know what he was going to say. 
B. T.: No, let him say it. (laughter) 
E. Y.: I£ you lieren 1t the one, then you almost identified your-
self' as being someone who would say the same thing as 
hostile at c. S.', because he •• 
H. X.: I wasn't hostile at C. S., at all. 
E. Y.: From what you said •• 
H. X.: I was agreeing with C. S. all the time. 
E. Y.: Then "1hy did you withdra;-1 after the discussion got 
going last time? 
H. X.: Because I was mad at B. T. See? I was mad because I 
could just see him dragging his work horses right 
through here. (a little laughter) 
E. Y.: You think B. T. is one who manipulates? 
H. X.: Oh, he will if he could. 
E. Y.: Anybody? 
H. X.: Anybody,. yes sir. He 111 do it, too. 
E. Y.: I put that down on the check list. 
H. x.: Oh, yeah. Well, this is something that I told him in 
our little interpersonal group afterwards. (a little 
laughter) B. T., B. T. is a great one f'or monopolizing 
the conversation. He, •• 
E. Y. : You lmol'l, uh, • • 
H. X.: He has to. 
E. Y.: •• he considers himself as a gadfly, •• 
H. x.: Yeah. 
E. Y.: •• as Socrates did. 
H. x.: Yes. 
E. Y.: But Socrates also considered himself the mid-wife, 
wbkh B. T. doesn't. 
C. S.: As a what? 
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E. Y.: Mid-wife. (a little laughter) 
B. ·T.: I'm not that. 
H. X.: No, but B. T. will monopolize a conversation, •• 
E. Y.: Yeah. 
H. X.: •• and this, I think, is even more basic than B. T. 1s I/IIIB; 
faults, •• 
E. Y. : Mm hmm. 
H. X.: •• which he says he has, but which we can't get to. 
E. Y.: I think •• 
H. X.: This is just sort of a warding off. He says this, and 
we think, well we won't try, then. But, uh, this is, 
this is much deeper than this sarcastic, uh, cata-
lystic sort of business that he started out with the 
first of the year, saying, 11You feel as if you 1re 
hostile." I think this is deeper yet, deeper yet. It 
happened,the other night when we were over at those 
girls 1 ·apartment. You monopolized it. A. z. was jealous. 
I was jealous. (someone laughs a bit) We were both ;jeal-
ous of you; we were mad at you. (som~ laughter) vfuen 
you were telling the stor.y of the umbrella, you did a 
good job, and we were mad. As we were sitting •• 
B. T.: Well, you asked me to. 
H. X.: Yeah, but then you did. (laughter) Well, I'm only 
starting talking. I'm mad at a lot of these guys. 
(some laughter) 
B. T.: Well, you meet •• 
G. v.: Somehow, this couldn't be happening. 
B. T.: •• up with some people you can't manipulate. 
H. x.: I don't try to manipulate people. I just get upset 
when I can't, can't communicate with them. 
B. T.: You really do try, though. 
H. X.: Yeah, I try, I try to communicate with them, and when I 
find that ~ communication has g~ven exactly the opposite 
of meaning from what I see it has • • You, when you get 
--I can remember this so well--you get just a little 
tipsy, and everybody says, 11Yeah, we know what you mean, 
j!eah, 11 and you know just exactly what you mean, but yet 
~ they think that you don't know what you mean because 
you've had one too many, you s~e. This, this really 
makes me mad. 
( Brief pause) 
E;'. y;.:·~You 1 do try to manipulate, then. 
H • .x. : \'llio doesn 1t try to manipulate people to their own ends. 
E. Y.: Thank you. That's very important to me. (some laughter) 
H. x.: I mean, who doesn't really? 
B. T.: But when you accuse me of manipulating •• 
E. Y.: I don't know. I wouldn't say that. 
B. T.; •• people, obviously you mean something out of the ~ 
ordinary. 
H. x.: Yeah, I would say, yeah. 
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B. T.: The same thing applies to you, I mean, I'll, I'll 
admit I do dominate conversations, I mean, when I get 
the chance. 
H. X.: Yeah. 
B. T.: Not out of' any attempt to say, 11li'ell, I want to dominate 
this, 11 but I just get carried ,up in it, and • • 
H. x.: I know you do, I knm~ you do, and we respect you for 
getting carried.up in it, and really getting serious 
about it, •• 
B. T.: Yeah. 
H. X.: •• so we let you do it. 
B. T.: Yeah. 
H. X.: But at the point where you're the gadfly, I rebel 
completely, because I don 1t want to be manipulated. 
B. T.: But you had agreed some time back that when this very 
thing came, if' •• 
H. X.: If' you kept it on an interpersonal level. 
B. T.·: Well, that 1 s l'that I was trying to do, was get it on an 
interpersonal level. 
E. Y.: But you 1re, uh, •• I think one~of' the aig dangers you 
run into is you're tr,#ing to get on an interpersonal 
level, but you aren't. 
H. x.: You're pushing us away from it. 
G. V.: You see, from now on, B. T., none of' us will trust you. 
B. T.: I think so. 
G. v.: Because every time you open your mouth, we'll think, 
11Now he 1s just trying to do something to one of us, 
because he's •• 11 
H. X.: Now, wait a minute, G. v., I don't trust you. 
G. V.: Huh? 
H. X.: I don't ~rust you, in that sense, because I would not 
say a serious thing to you, because I'm afraid you'll 
twist it to something humorous, you see. 
G. V.: Well, that may be. 
B. T.: Because you can 1t stay serious. 
G. v.: I can't stay serious. 
H. X.: Serious. 
B. T.: I'm not saying this, •• 
G. V. : Serious. 
B. T.: Yeah, because we had discussed this, and one of' ' :.: 
GUP • • 
G. V.: Yw, my nature is not the serious; my nature is hum-~ 
(}rQus ;.J.-:f.ght. 
B. T.: But, you're •• 
H. X.: Yeah, -vre kno-vr that. 
G. V.: That's the way I enjoy life. 
H. X.: Well, when I use the word trust in this sense, I 
wouldn't trust you by, by •• 
G. v.: Well, no-vT •• 
H. x.: •• giving you a statement •• 
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G. V.: •• it all depends on vthat we're talking about. 
H. X.: If I told you in all due seriousness that a bull-fight 
had esthetic value, •• 
G. V.: Well, to me it isn't serious, a bull-fight isn't 
serious. 
B. T.: You can't respect what's serious to other people. 
H. X.: You see, I know that you wouldn't respect this either. 
G. V.: I could probably respect you for having the view. I 
oan understand ''~by you \'rould e~joy the l5ull-fight. 
H. X.: Yeah, but you see, •• 
G. V.: But to me it 1s •• 
H. X.: •• but vthen you twist this, \-Then you twist it, •• 
G. V.: Yeah. 
H. X.: •• everybody laughs. 
G. V.: That's all right. That's the thing. 
H. X. : It 1 s not all right with me, though. 
G. v.: W~ll, it 1s all right with me, though. i1bat I'm say-
ing right now is that because B. T. (mispronounces name~, 
B. T. (Pronounced correctly~ is a manipulator, in this 
sense-~what'd you call it, ~manipulator? 
H. X.: You become a manipulator at this point, too. 
G. V.: Well not like he does, though. 
F. U.: Just call him B. T. {mispronounces name as G. V. diU;J.. 
G. v;: I mean I just throw in •• 
H. X.: What's in a name? (some laughter at F. U. 1s comment 
going on) 
G. V.: •• a sarcastic wise-crack, or something like that, •• 
H. X.: What's in a name3 
G. V.: •• but he sits there, and he manipulates by being on 
one side •• 
:(:H.~ ·X. ~c..omment'm softly, words not picked up) 
G. V.: •• you know how· I stand. You know how I stand about 
bull-fights; there's no doubt in your mind. 
H. X.: Yeah, but I also know how you stood about alcoholism. 
G. v.: All right. But, but I wasn't trying to, I wasn't, I 
wasn't 'saying that I was against alcohol while I was 
really for it, like some people I know. 
B. T.: No1'1, this is not vthat I was saying, either. 
G. V.: Huh? 
B. T.: You 1.re missing the point here. This is not what I was 
saying. I was saying that we agreed on a basic level, 
on an ultimate level. 
G. V. : :Ymi'::hmm. 
B. T.: We were just sta~~ng it in the superficial attitudes 
somewhat differently. 
G. v.: Yeah, but when you talk about being serious, I can't 
see anything different in~ way of not being.serious 
than in B. T. 1s \'tay of not being serious, in a sense, 
about what we're talking about. 
H. X.: But B. T. is serious in a sense. 
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G. V.: 
H. X.: 
A. z. : 
H. X.: 
A. z.: 
H. X.: 
A. Z.: 
B. T.: 
A. Z.: 
\'lell, • • 
i mean, I know this, A. z. knows it, because we 1ve talked 
~bout it before. 
Even beyond that, I'd like to make one statement here. 
Talking about B. T._being a manipulator, I think he is 
being manipulated, uh, b.1 our quiet leader. 
By our own complacency. 
No, by our quiet leader. Because, whether we know what 
this fellow here is for or not, he wants something to 
come out of this group. We don 1t know what it is yet, 
but B. T. thinks he knows, and so he, he is getting out 
all this information, and I 1ve noticed him looking out 
of the corner of his eye at our quiet leader to see if 
Ll ~1st name1 smiles •• 
He has to get approval, you see. 
Now, this is manipulating, whether B. T. knows it or 
not. He, he's tr,ying to, ah, win over the leadership, 
especially because ours is quiet. Uh, isn't that 
right? (to B. T.) 
I think no. (l~ughter) You're projecting. This is the 
ex~ct thing I was accusing you of yesterday evening, • • 
Oh. 
B. T.; •• of trying to win other people on your side; I mean, 
do '\'that other people want· to do, and I think you!re pro-
jecting this into me. The reason I'm doing this, the 
reason I look at him is that half the time I try to get 
him to tickle, because I know if I sndle, He'll smile. 
(laughter) Because I know that wh~n we leave here, the 
20 minutes after we leave here, we drop our rules, we 
talk about what we want, you know, we get interpersonal 
--and this is what we 1re supposed to do, and the guys 
who have had the course tell what they do in here, and 
they get right do~~ to the basics like we're just be-
ginning to do right no\'T. And I think this is what we're 
supposed to be doing. 
H. X.: Yeah. 
B. T.: I mean, this is why we're here; this is what an inter-
personal group is, I mean, as far as I know the defini-
tion of it, and we're not doing it. 
A. z.: But do you deny the fact that you're shooting for leader-
ship rignt now, and that this • • 
E. Y.: Caught you now. 
A. z.: •• going around after the group and taking the inter-
~ersonal initiative on your own •• 
B. T.: Yeah. 
A. Z.: •• this is, this is •• 
H. X.: No, I think he 1d say, I think he'q like to say that this 
is a real concern for him, but unconsciously it is an 
emergency, uh, for him, to be able to try to become 
leader. 
B. T.: Yeah, but initiative is not the ultimate goal. I 1m try-
ing to get something done. If becoming the leader is the 
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way to do this, ok. 
A. z. : Mm bmm. 
B. T.: But, kno~dng myself, with somewhat of an inferiority 
idea about myself--infer~ inferior-, not a complex, 
but inferiority idea. 
A. z.: I think it's superiority. 
H. X.: I think that too. 
B. T.: No, it's not that, I don't think. Uh, •• 
E. Y.: vfuy do.you feel that way? 
G. V.: He feels natural that l'lay .• 
B. T.: I think that I wouldn't strive for leadership just for 
the sake of l~adership. 
(G. v. and E. Y. have brief conversation; words lost behind 
. B. T. Is) 
B. T.: !_wouldn't strive for the leadership of the group 
because I feel I couldn't maintain it, but when some-
thing wants to be done, I feel self-confident enough 
to say, '•This needs to be done; all right, I'll try to 
do it. t1 -~nd I'll have confidence that I can.at least 
get it_rolling. 
E. Y.: Why do you say you have this inferiority feeling, when 
you give everybody else, uh, the opinion and idea that 
you're so superior? 
B. T.: (brief pause) Uh, well, (other student] and I were talk-
- ing about this last night. Another interpe~sonal group. 
<,~11..~~:,.!_~~~%'3 a bit) · 
B. T.: Uh, and this is strange. Uh, I think it 1s somewhat 
contradictory. But as I, as I analyze it, I can see why 
people would get_tha idea that I would think i 1m super-
ior. 
E. Y.: I mean, I was wondering if you broadcast it quite a bit. 
(some laughter) 
B.· T.: Well now, what,do you mean? w • •• 1, 
E. Y.: Well, like when you say that [B. T. 1s supervisor] didn't 
know when he threatened you. 
B. T.: Well, it's simply that he is not in a position to tell, 
and i~ L can't really respect him, the only way he could 
threaten me would be by, by being able to offer me some-
thing. And I have perceived so fax from his comments 
that he has nothing to offer me, so that I feel cheated 
in that instead of being above me, he's on, he's on my 
level. And I think a supervisor should be a little dif-
ferent than that. 
D. W.: You and I agree on this. 
B. T.: And this,is what, this is exactly what I was saying to 
him. 
E. Y.: I've often found that, uh, any person has something to 
offer, if you're •• 
B. T.: \fell, if you 1 re going to make the word applicable to 
everybody, • • 
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E. Y.: 
B. T.: 
E. Y.: 
B. T.: 
E. Y.: 
B. T.: 
E. Y.: 
H. X •. : 
B. T.: 
E. Y.: 
B. T.: 
H. X.: 
B. T.: 
Yeah, yeah. 
• • then i'~ has no narrow meaning. 
Well, I mean anybody that I would even consider a peer. 
And you were just saying that you consider him a peer. 
No, I was just saying that he didn't offer me enough to 
threaten m~ by threatening to ~dthdraw. 
Well, let's don't get bogged down in one instance. 
Well, this is one you brought up. 
Yeah, I brought it up. But there's a •• 
Let's stay with A. z., or stay with somebody. 
Yeah, Well, I think he's getting at why can't I be 
threatened. I'm not saying that I can't be thr~atened. 
I just made the statement there, ~nd !_made the state-
ment to him--this is what you heard. . 
Well, I, I would rather say about you, that this is the 
way you appear to act. 
Yeah, I 1m just saying that so far he has not done it, 
and fr9m what I know about him, I don't think he can. 
If you're going to, if you're going to be doing this 
task, then you'd better damn straight switch it from 
yourself now, because you 1ve been on yourself an a~tful 
lot. 
Huh? 
H. X.: You better switch the focus of conversation, the criti-
cism, the introspection of the group on you to somebody 
else if you're going to follow through on this task. 
Because right now you're manipulating, or you have 
ceased to manipulate, because it has become centered in 
you. The conversation has become centered in you, your 
reactions, your feelings, you see. 
A. z.: But this, this, uh, •• 
B. T.: I'm not sure what you're saying--! think maybe you're 
~aying something. 
H. X.: Yeah, I'm saying the conversation has succeeded in get-
ting back to you again, precisely because you are one 
of, one of the, • • 
B. T.: Well, I think •• 
H. X.: •• the outstanding figure in this group, •• 
B. T.: Yeah ••• 
H. X.: •• because you can talk about yourself easily and free-
ly, because you don 1t have any real vulnerable spots 
open~you, you knew.about them already, so you can talk 
about them, you see: 
B. T.: So I ~tould say, 11 Fine. 11 But, I 1m not saying we should 
sit here and talk about me. I know A. Z. has vulner-
able spots. 
H. X.: Well, we all do. 
B. T.: Yeah, I mean all of us do, including myself--but the 
group hasn't been able to reach mine, and I really 
don't kno~1 what they are. And that's why I say I wish 
we could get down to business. Then we could find out, 
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not only about me, but about everyone--because that's 
what we're her.e for, to learn something about ourselves. 
As long.as we're talking about bull-fights and alcohol, 
I'm not learning anything about myself, or I'm not 
learning anything, really, about my reaction to other 
people and the way other people react to me. 
C. S.: Well, I found out a lot about myself talking about 
bull-fights and alcoholism. 
B. T.: Well, in comparison to what you could have •• 
C. S. : Possibly I could have found out niore, but I found out; 
plenty. 
B. T.: Now, for instance, this conversation that I had with 
you in'your room; I mean, where you •• 
c. s.: That came out of the bull-fight. 
B. T.: It wasn't because of the bull-fight, but because I 
went to.you and said, 11 You are so sarcastic that it 
affects your per~onali ty. 11 
c. s.: Mm bmm. 
B. T.: And just these few statements, these were inter-
personal; bull-fighting was just a •• 
C. S.: But that came out of the bull-fight. 
B. T.: But we ge~ into conversations outside of here. I 
could have pulled the same comment out of hearing you 
talk in the cafeteria, • • 
C. S.: Yeah. 
B. T.: •• and said, 11 C. s., \'then you get defensive, you get 
sarcastic, and:it hurts what you've got to say; •• 
c. s. : Mm bmm. 
B. T.: •• it hurts your personality." 
C. S.: That's right. 
B. T.: And then you said you went home and didn't sleep well 
that night, thought about it, rolled and.tossed, and 
you were willing to bring it up the next day. 
c. s. : Mm bmm. 
B. T.: Ah, I would wonder ho\'1 much you'd really like to get 
down.into this. You say • • . 
C. S.: I got down into it very deeply, because I gave myself a 
good self-evaluation. 
B. T.: Yeah. Well, •• 
A. z.: But, ah, don't j:u l'il.b.dltr~Y.~ "Mi.tht silk gloves ;'lhen you 
do this, rather than • • 
c. S.: Well, •• 
A. Z.: •• subjecting yourself to the criticism here of eight 
observers. 
c. S.: It's a possibility. 
G. V.: But don't you think, ah--this is personal observation 
on this point--I don't think that just by saying we're 
going to get into something, let's pick out somebody and 
let's find out their faults, don't these faults come out 
in the conversation. 
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A. Z.: They come out there. 
G. v.: How do we observe this? Like, in the alcohol discus-
sion, • • 
A. z.: Yeah. 
G. V.: •• or, ah, uh, that was apparently the, one of the •• 
A. z.: Yeah. 
G. V.: •• first times that you apparently got a feeling about 
some of us, •• 
B. T.: No. 
G. V.: •• or this is something that came out. 
B. T.: No. 
H. x.: These are mental notes which have been revivified, 
revivified. 
B. T.: You see •• 
G. V.: But they come out through the discussion. I don't 
think we could just sit here and start talking about 
A. z., or you, or me, or anybody. 
A. z.: You're saying that we need to do a certain amount of 
groundwork in free discussion before • • 
G. V.: I think we need the discussion, then we've found some-
thing that somebody feels about, then all of a sudden 
you get a new insight into that person's personality. 
A. z.: I feel like B. T. here, I think. Enough of this goes 
on, outside, in the cafeteria. 
G. V.: Then why have this group at all? 
A. z.: To discuss it, to •• 
G. V.: What 1-1ent on in the cafeteria? I don't see half' you 
guys in the cafeteria. I eat with my wife. I don't 
know what you guys talk about. 
A. z.: Yeah, this is • •. 
G. v.: I don't have these little interpersonal groups in the 
dor.mitory at night. I go home; I talk to my wife. 
A. Z.: All of us go out. 
G. v.: What's this got to do with •••• I ~an 1 t see •• 
A. z.: We make some evaluations about •• 
H. x.: Well, you could accomplish that by being ae~iioils;r j. 
then. 
G. v.: What do you mean? Why? As far as I'm concerned there 
hasn't been very much in here to be.serious about. 
H. X.: We don't have anything to offer you. 
G. v.: That may well be; maybe that's why I'm not serious 
about it. 
H. X.: Then why are you here? 
G. V. : Because I have to be. . 
H. x.: No you don't. 
G. V.: W11at do you mean I don't have to? I, I paid seventy-
five bucks for this course. 
H. x.: You can get up and walk out of here if you want to. 
G. v.: Oh, I could, but I might miss a lot of' fun, see. 
A. z.: Well, G. V ••• 
B. T.: You're trying not to get down to business, then. 
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G-. V.: 
B. T.: 
H. x.: 
B.· T.: 
G. v.: 
B. T.: 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
G. v.: 
H. X.: 
G. v.: 
It's fun to, if somebody really gets down to something I 
that's business-like, then I 111 •••• I thought I ~ 
was pretty good in the alcohol discussion. 
Yeah, yoU' were. 
Yes, you were. I/IIIB; 
Because you were involved in it. 
I was interested in it. I'm not interested in inter-
deter-, I can't even pronounce that word, the inter-
determinate· th~ory of somebody. 
I wasn 1t interested in bringing that out either. 
Well, •• 
You see, you, you, you feel that you're, you're, you 
have enough self-evaluation between the dyadic relation-
ship with your wife ••• 
No that's not what I'm saying ••• 
• • And you don't have to be serious with these guys. 
• • I 1m saying that you 1re telling me that we do enough 
of this interpersonal talking outside, then 1-rhen we get 
in here, we can start evaluating guys, but I don 1t get 
in on this interpersonal stuff out here. 
A. z. : But what you did say, G. V. , was that because you are 
with your wife, this group doesn't offer you anything, 
because you. haven't got the reactions for it. 
G. V.: I'm saying that there are others of us~~c. S. is married, 
~d F. u., and E. Y.--we all go home at night, so we 
don't get in on these little talks around the room 
H. x.: 
G. V.J, 
H. x.: 
F. u.: 
E. Y.: 
G. v.: 
E. Y.: 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
G. v.: 
E. Y.: 
G. v.: 
where you get a chance to evaluate each other, but I'm 
saying that this group has • • 
You're putting the cart before the horse. 
I never put the cart before the horse. 
Yes, you are, by the very fact of your non-seriousness 
in here. 
Wait, E. Y. wants to say something. (laughter) 
Yeah, let's not distract me, p~ease. No, I was just 
going to say that this group means a lot to me, mainly 
because I don't have these evening sessions. 
Oh, I enjoy the group. There 1 s nothing wrong \'lith that. 
I me~, I have a good time here. 
But you don't have this experience, you said. 
I enjoy coming. I look forward to it, sometimes. I 
looked:fo~ward.,..tbt.it today, because of our talk on 
alcoholism Monday. I wanted to hear what '"as going to 
happen today. But that doesn't mean I have to be 
serious about it when I come here. 
Yeah. This is, "1-Tell, this is your feeling. 
All right, so that's what you're after, isn't it? V~ 
feeling? The, uh, .•• 
Why, uh,. do you jump on the defensive the minute we 
accuse you of being not serious. 
I'm not on the defensive. I admit that I'm not serious. 
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E. Y.: You have been, though. 
G. V.: I admit that I 1m not serious. 
E. Y.: Yeah, but ±t•s.been, your admission has been in a 
defensive way. 
G. V.: Well, maybe I'm apologetic, and at the same time 
apologizing •.. 
E. Y.: Well, see, you're on the defensive now. 
G. V. : Is there anything wrong with that? 
E. Y.: Yeah. (a little laughter) 
D. W.: What? ~ 
E. Y.: Well,, he's not accepting himself really, £or what he 
really is. I mean, if he would accept that he were on 
the defensive •• 
D. W.: You just said it back. That's what he just said, that 
he's on the defensive. 
E. Y.: Yeah, but he 1s not accepting •• 
D. W.: Oh, oh. 
E. Y.: •• what it means that he 1s not serious. 
B. T.: I 1d like' to see you make a statement about somebody 
that's not complimentary. (to A. z.) 
A. z.: Well, if there were positive value in the thing. 
B. T.: Ok. 
H. X.: There is. 
A. Z.: I don't know what statement you meant. (some laughter) 
G. V.: You mean there's been more than one. 
B. T.: vlhen you said he was a neophyte. 
A. Z.: Yeah. This one is the only one that I can remember, 
and G. V. confessed this to me himself. 
G. V .• : Yeah, what is it? 
A. Z.: That you are a neophyte in the ministry, that you are 
a [G. V. 1s former profession] first year in seminary, 
and that you don't really have confidence in yourself 
before an audience. You told me this when you went out 
to speak to our, our young people's group, and I told 
this to B. T. This is a valuable thing. 
G. V.: Yeah, all right, all right. 
A. z.: And, uh, •• 
G. V.: I would only make one qualification to what you say. 
I don't have confiden~e in front of an audience when 
I 1m talking about things religious, •• 
A. z.: Yes. 
G. V.: •• because I don 1t have enough background. It's not 
that I'm nervous in front of an audience, because I'm 
E. Y.: 
G. V.: 
A. Z.: 
B. T.: 
A. z.: 
not. 
No, I don't think he is. 
I 1m only nervous to that 
It comes back to me now. 
this, G. V., was •• 
He's giving an excuse for 
(laughs a bit) •• because 
out you up. He sees more 
of us. 
extent or in that, uh, •• 
I think the reason that I said 
it. 
B. T., B. T. was all eager to 
openings in you than in most 
~ 
I/IIIB? 
H. X.: Boing, boingl 
A. Z.: But I warned.him, I cautioned: him, saying that you 
are new in the ministry, and this might be damaging. 
G. V.: On the contrary, it wouldn't bother me in the least. 
He could cut me all he wanted to, and I would just 
laugh in his face, most likely. 
B. T.: And this is your defense. This is your defense •• 
G. V.: All right. 
B. T.: •• to keep from learning anything about yourself. 
G. V.: No, I would, I would, I would hear what you said. 
B. T.: But you said ••• 
G. V.: And when I go home tonight, I would tell [wife] about 
what you said about me, see, and we 1d talk it over, 
see. 
H. X.: You 1d defend each other. You'd defend backand forth, 
see. \'/here you didn 1 t have a.:.chance to here. You 1 d 
laugh here rather than putting up your defenses here. 
G. V.: Depends on l'lhat he said, really, ho\'1' hard I would 
laugh, I suppose. 
H. X.: Yeah. 
B. ·T.: It would depend on whether you'd come across the room 
and punch me. 
E. Y.: I got you. 
H. X.: That's it, that's it. 
E. Y.: Ha, ha, ha, kissshhh. 
H. X.: You laugh, and on the inside you're kicking. 
G. V.: No, I don't think so. 
A. z.: I want to.get B. T. on this one statement. He said to 
me he 1d like to hear me say something really negative or 
or detrimental to some man's character. I think B. T. 
is quite--well I shouldn't just turn this,back--but what 
is wrong wi~h saying something positive about some man's 
character? Isn't this just as interpersonal and valu-
able?><.· I1bfac.ti isntt:::ftj'.is~!t.at~more .t.aluable. to do 
this ~ort of thing, in the valuable, •• 
H. X.: I~ other words, reassert the good. 
A. z.: •• the value of love. lYe 1re just as afraid to express 
love to one another as we are hostility. 
H. X.: You're right. 
A. z.: Even more so. We 1d rather •• 
B. T.: Well, I phrased it like that, because I thought you 1d 
know 1r1hat I mean. I meant it in light of our conversation 
where I said that you flatter people ·where there was no 
basis for it; I mean, you just built people up and would 
just come out ~nd s~ all those things •• 
A. z.: Yeah. 
B. T.: •• with certain ulterior motives that were selfish. 
A. z.: And this is something •• 
B. T.: And this is •• 
A. Z.: •• which the group could get at. 
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B. T.: Yeah. And this was just what I was saying. I wasn't 
saying_go out and kick somebody. 
A. z.: I see. 
B. T.: Uh, this was more or less facetious. But I thought 
you would pick it, I thought you would understand. And 
what, you were defending this now. 
A. Z.: I'm defending it right now because I've had a chance to 
think about it, and I really don 1t think that I flatter 
people with things that are not true, basically, to 
something that I • • ' 
B. T.: But you put it in such a way that people take it as 
flattery. Well, we spent an hour on this. How much do 
you want to go over here? 
A. z.: Yeah. 
L. 1.: I get two feelings about what the group is doing •• 
H. X.: (to B.T., in a whisper) Write this down. 
L. 1.: •• One is that •• 
B. T.: (whispered) 1~at? 
H. X.: (whispered) Come ~n. 
L. 1.: •• the concern is with who cares, how much, and how do 
you show that you care if you do. And the other is that 
the big roadblock in the group is me. If everything 
goes fine when I'm not around and lousy when I'm here, 
there's no doubt about who the bastard is that louses 
everything up. 
H. X.: Yeah, we don't like you anyway. 
B. T.: (laughs a bit) 
G. v.: I was looking directly across the room from you, not at 
you. 
H. X.: At B. T., Huh? 
B. T.: That leaves me.. (a little laughter) 
H. X.: Finally reached it. 
E. Y.: Two bastards. (laughter) 
H. X.: I don't recognize, I don!t recognize this, though,you 
see. 
E. Y.: Is that because you refuse to recognize it because you 
don't want to accept him as the leader? 
H. X.: I don't want to accept him as the leader any more than 
I want to accept you or c. S. or F. U. or anybody. 
G. V.: Because maybe you want to be the leader yourself. 
H. X.: Exactly. (some laughter) 
G. V.: That would_be my response to you, I think. That's t~e 
way I would feel about you, I think. 
B. T.: I think E. Y.'s cutting your water off the other day 
was good. 
H. X.: It happens all the time. 
B. T.: And this is w~ you think I shouldn't be the leader, 
or anybody else, because you haven't.been able to be 
it. 
H. X.: You haven't adequately, as far as I'm concerned had 
your water out off. 
B. T.: That's right. 
H. X.: 
B. T.: 
H. x.: 
A. z.: 
H. x.: 
E. Y.: 
H. x.: 
E. Y.: 
R. x.: 
E. Y.: 
H. x.: 
E. Y.: 
A. z.: 
E. Y.: 
A. z.: 
E. Y.: 
A. z.: 
E. Y.: 
F. u.: 
A. z.: 
(G. v. 
E. Y.: 
G. v.: 
A. z.: 
That's the way I feel about it. 
And misery loves company, and you don't have company; 
therefore •••• (some laughter) 
That's right, that 1s right. ~ 
lY'ell, does anybody think that they can cut his l'later 
off? If so, well, let him have it. 
I think, •••• Here's the thing, I think I can, but 
I think he 1s had enough attention. He basks in this, 
you see. 
You know one thing I've got to get in here on B. T. 
(some laughter) Uh, he seems to be one to look for stool 
pigeons, and, uh, A. z. seems to be his chief stool 
pigeon so far. I have been threatened to be one of his 
stool pigeons, but in a way I've resented it, and, uh, 
refUsed to be. In other words, he picks you to work 
through. He, in a way, has picked H. X. to work 
through • • 
He says this. 
Yeah. And he has tried to pick me. I mean, he 1s named 
the three of us in the group, •• 
Mm hmm. 
• • to work through. 
Yeah. 
And, ah, •• 
This is •• 
• • consequently, his water doesn't •• 
This is why • • 
• • get cut off. 
• • This is why I accused him of leading. 
Huh? 
Three stoolies. (laughs a bit) 
This is why I accused him of being shooting things off 
at the leaders around here, because I recognized this 
just as well as you, E. Y. 
and F. U. laugh~ a bit) 
Yeah. 
Quite a thing. 
I won't speak out against it, because I think '\'That he's 
doing is caring, caring the most, as our quiet leader 
just said.. Uh, it depends on how, which of us cares the 
most. I think B. T. cares; therefore, I 1m going to join 
his rank. I might not like the gQy, but.what he 1s doing 
is all right. 
E. Y.: Yeah. . 
A. Z.: And he 1s all right. This is an interesting guy. 
E. Y.: But when, when you get within a certain distance, range 
of_his radar, you immediately become attracted to the 
center, see, something like a magnetic field. 
H. X.: And then, and then you, and then you step outside, and 
you say, "\'lell, he has feet of clay, but dammi t, I : 
can 1t find them. 11 And this, this is what repels you 
and pulls you at,the same time. 
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A. Z.: Well, one, one thing that doesn't follow in what B. T. 
--if we 1 re to shoot him do1tm, I! 11 give him one blast 
--one thing that this doesn't follo'ltT is that you say 
that you have something inferior, a feeling of not 
really being 'li'That people say you are, but yet, out-
wardly, you leave every evidence just as many of us 
have mentioned, that, that, uh, we see you as superior. 
The only evidence you give us is superior. 
H. X.: Yeah. 
A. Z.: And, uh, you do this consciously, I think. I think 
you, you leave the labels out, uh,. \'Then you get your 
term papers back, you might have just spent two days on 
it, but you make sure that as many people as possible 
H. x.: 
A. z.: 
H. x.: 
A. z.: 
H. x.: 
A. z.: 
H. x.: 
A. z.: 
H. x.: 
A. z.: 
H. x ... : 
B. T.: 
H. x.: 
E. Y.: 
H. x.: 
B. T.: 
H. x.: 
A. z.: 
H. x.: 
A. Z.: 
D. 1'1. : 
know that you got A. 
Right. 
And, •• 
And that you didn't spend too much time on it, weren't 
too interested in.it. . 
Yeah. Therefore, you really aren't what [professor at 
seminary] thought you were by giving you an A, but 
really you want everybody to know that you did get an A. 
Yeah. • • 
That's what you do. 
•• In other \-tords, this doesn't say much about [pro-
fessor]: . ·· 
Uh, to you in your relationship with [professor], you're 
inferior, but as you broadcast it, • o' 
You're inferior. 
Superior. 
Yeah, because us lowly ones have to plod. 
There's a real grain of truth in this. 
Grain.of truth! (laughter) A whole husk. 
I think that you can even get scriptural on this: 11 He 
who exalts himself11 applies right here. 
Mm hmm. 
This is the day o£ judgment. 
You know [pt.] says thgt no\'t, says that to a lot of guys 
going in.-
I wish this guy would say something (nodding toward D. '., 
W.). He has more hostility for you than anybody. 
Mmm. 
And he just won't, won't let it go. 
No, it's, it 1s funny. :I may have hostility toward B. 
T., but it 1s.only on certain levels. Like, B. T. and I 
get along fine. vle drove down to [Ne\II'.Eng. city] to-
gether, last week-end. Great, great fun. 
H~ X.: Well, we, we get along fine; too, but I have hostilities 
toward you that •••• (mu~h laughter) He golfed with 
me yesterday, and he told me, he told me what my score 
\'las on the hole--and, uh, the last time this happened 
was when we used to play for dime skins in high school, 
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and we used to doubt each other 1s honesty on the golf 1 
course and integrity. And, he was doubting my integrity t 
at this point, and it made me madder than a son-o£-a-
gun. 
G. V.: Well, D. W. was kind of mad himself yesterday, with the I/IIIB~ 
game going the way it was. (laughs a bit) 
D. W.: Well, that was right. Early in the game •• 
H. X.: \that t mean was, we get along fine all the time. 
D. W.: Sure we do. So it 1s the same thing. 
H. X.: That 1s what I mean. These things have to come out 
whether we get along fine or not, they're· there. 
D. W.: I know they 1re there. 
0. S.: He rubs you the wrong way, does he? 
D. l~: No. Yeah, at times. But, you can 1~, I can 1t categor-
ize it and say, 11 B. T., you rub me the wrong way, 11 
period, end of report. This is, this is • • • • 
H. X.: Yeah. 
B. T.: Yeah, I think this is true. In areas. 
D. W.: Sure, in areas. 
B. T.: Now, I use you guys for stool pigeons, •• 
~. z.: No, •• 
B. T.: •• but this is not the word. 
A. Z.: Disciples. 1 B. T.: We, we talked together about what we would like to do, 
and the group had attacked me, and I was probably the 
least vulnerable among us, so I, I'll speak out, and 
the rest of you guys wouldn 1t,.so this •• 
H. X.: I don 1t think you are the least vulnerable. 
B. T.: Well,.at least in the eyes of the group. 
H. x.: I think you might be most vulnerable. 
B. T.: Ok. 
H. X.: Jou see. 
B. T.: Yeah. But, at least in the eyes of the group, like 
A. z. said. Sl5:-!J-and in my eyes~~o:I \IIould, I would 
attempt to speak out here. But, when I speak out, 
after talking to you guys before hand, and then you 
don 1t back me up •• 
H. X.: We 1re turncoats. 
B. T.: Yeah. 
E. Y.: Yeah, but how did you, uh, when ·you stop back and think, 
how did you, uh,organize your group? 
H. X.: You rallied them around yourself. 
B. T.: This may be true. 
H. X.: Did you go pick up coins, or did you, uh, just by your, 
your sheer personality of you, I mean, your personality, 
did we automatically come to you and say, 11 Let 1s shake 
this group up. 11 
B. T.: No, this was my idea. I mean, •• 
E. Y.: That 1s it, see. 
B. T.: I mean, it 111as my idea, but we had all talked about it. 
E. Y.: Yeah, that 1 s right. 
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A. z.: 
B. T.: 
E. Y.: 
A. z.: 
E. y.: 
B. T.: 
A. z.: 
B. T.: 
I 1d like to see with you trying to push this. 
But I wouldn-'t push this •• 
(to A. z.) \'/hat 1 
I 1d like to see -him with you, trying to get your. loy-
alty to •• 
I think he would. 
I did. 
I think •• 
And c. s. was going to, we were going to bring it out 
the next day, but we c~me up with our joke session, and 
we couldn 1t get serious. And, and we couldn't come 
out • • . 
H. X.: G.~., G. V. has tried this~ instigating. G. V. 1s 
tried to instigate i·lithin the group. I remember, : 
'member, I think, one time, I think about the chair. 
G. V.: Yeah, we were talking about the chair. 
H. X. : Yeah, and I said, 11You 1 re an instigator. 11 And you 
said, 11Yeah, I am.~ But what I was saying in essence 
was,,youv.got ~11 these good ideas, but all you want to 
do is sit back and laugh at somebody else being the 
fool, instead of you doing it. You see? And, if you 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
want it done, do it. 
But don 1t you think that at the same time I was doing 
it, it was more or less sort of a fancy. 
No, I don 1t. 
You think.! was serious about iU' 
I think you'd really like to see ~t happen. See? 
I don 1t know. 
Because this just feeds this non-serious • • 
It was just something to talk about. 
Yeah, and this makes the gvoup more attractive to you, 
because it 1s a non-serious aspect of it. We don 1t get, 
we·don 1t get close to you, and we don't get close to 
somebody else. We don 1t make, involve y.ou in a serious 
way, you see. 
B. T.: You see, C. s. got involved with the group in a serious 
way, and C. S. 1s going to do something about it. Now 
this is where this ~rord stool pigeon breaks down. I .go, 
and C. S. and I get to talking • • 
c. S.: We had a very serious discussion, after that session. 
B. T.: And I wasn't trying to manipulate C. S. 
c. S.: I brought up the conversation. He just dropped into my 
room, and I thanked him very much for making such an 
acute observation. · 
B. T.: And so we got to talking, and we decided something should 
be done. Well, then·I talked to A. z., and we dec~de 
that something should.be done. And I talked to H. X. 
and E. Y., and we say something should be done, put no-
body's doing anything. So, •• 
H. X.: You were writing at that point. Your notebook was going 
like crazy. 
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B. T.: Well, yesterday, I walked in, and said, 11 iYe 've been 
thinking something should be done; well this is a 
A. z.: 
E. Y.: 
c. s.: 
B. T.: 
c. s.: 
B. T.: 
H. x.: 
B. T.: 
G. V.: 
H. x.: 
G. v.: 
H. X.: 
G. v.: 
good time. Just on the way in, it just hit me. I said 
to A. z., 11 I 'm going to cut you apart today. 11 Then I 
said, 11No,. the group won 1t, the group won't follow 
along.~ So he said, 11Why not tell them that and see 
what'll happen." So I did, and then I got out, and I 
made some observations. Today I came in, and with them 
just in my pocket, I walked in--I had forgotten about 
them, I was involved and sort of,excited before I came 
in. And, somebody else said, 11Read them. 11 So I did. 
And so all this fits together.in a fairly coherent ~at­
tern, as long as you speak in terms of general labels. 
But stool pigeon I don't think is really the word. 
No, no. 
The word might break down. It was the first thing that 
came to my mind. 
It might be better to say tools. 
Yeah. 
Tools. 
But, I would say, a willing tool, and I would not say 
that I was putting myself above these guys. I'm just 
saying that here is something that needs to be.done, and 
ok, I 111 do it. Now, I'm vying for leadership in the 
sense.that a leader is someone who tries to lead the 
group into a goal. I'm not vying for leadership in the 
sense that I want the.attention for any other motives, 
at least as far as I kno\'r. I 1m just saying I want the 
group to get down to business, and I'll put myself in as: 
e.: ·cat.~ly~t;. or a gadfly,-; or whatever word you want to 
use, and see if we can do this. And I think it 1s worked. 
I think it has. And I think the leadership is beginning 
to pass from me; as H. X. challenges it, he gets a part 
of it. Ah, it 1s spread among all of us. Ah, and this is 
fine ,.,i th me, because I think that I 1m a true leader only 
when this really happens, because I'm not really a leader 
in my own eyes until I achieve my goal. 
You see, self-deprecation keeps people away from what is 
really vulnerable in you. 
(brief pause) Well, this may be. 
Is H. X. 1s defense words as mine is humor? 
Hmm? 
Because every time we get to H. X., he starts off tal~ng 
on something else. 
Well, this was on B. T. 
I don't mean H. X.j I mean B. T. Well, you know, A. z. 
had something against B. T., that, you know, he had what 
he thought was a fairly pregnant point. And B. T. said, 
"Yeah, that 1 s a good point. 11 Then he 1 s of£ on something 
else. 11 I did this, 11 and 11 Ldid that, 11 11 ! thought I had 
to do this. II And, we get.a bunch of words that has been 
I/IIIB;$ 
• • 
B. T.: Well, •• 
G. V.: •• reported to us on what he's done, see. 
B. T.: Yeah, but this was •• 
\ 
G. V.: Isn't; this a defense the same way as you say when I 
laugh it's a defense. 
H. X.: Yes, yes. 
G. ·v.: That's all I wanted to know. 
:("H; JC• ~~ something softly, words 1 ost behind B. T. 1 a) 
B. T.: Well, we had already by-passed E. Y. 1s part, point, to 
go to his. Now I'll go back to his. I 111 agree that, 
well, uh,--I 111 probably be accused of the same thing 
here. When I got a paper back from [professor], I got 
a good grade on it that really surprised me. I was ex-
pecting a C-, because I had written the paper in £our 
days, this was including reading 1500 pages of material. 
I was just tickled to death; I really was. And i drop-
ped in a room. A. z. \'las in talking to [student.at 
school], and I dropped in, and I said, 11 ~Student 1 s name], 
is tprQfesgor] a:'liar.d •. gr~der?~'~ Andj ,utt;··h~ sa±sr, 11 Yes, 
very difficult. 11 ·~And I said,. 11 vlell, I. got an A from 
him. 11 And A. z. just took the.paper and looked at it 
page.by page by page, and I felt A. z. was jealous. 
A. z.: I was. . 
B. T.: But I didn't feel, I didn't feel that you were inferior. 
H. X.: That 1s just the way it goes, A. z. 
G. V.: How did you do A. Z.? 
B. T.: But, I didn't feel superior to A. z., because I didn't 
feel i 1d done as good a~job on it, I really didn't. 
H. X.: D, W.,D. W. 
D. ~1.: Hmm? 
H. X.: Ri~t at this point I'm mad, because you 1ve done it again. 
B. T.: I 1ve done what? 
H. x.: You 1ve pulled i~ back again, to yourself. 
(A~rz• ~laughs a bit) 
H. X.: You went all through it again, and now there's nine peo-
ple that know you got an A and how you got it. (laughter) 
B. T.: Now, he just called upon me to go back to A! z.•s point, . 
and now you're mad at me for going back to A. z.•s point. 
H. X.: You were selective. You selected that thing which would 
bring it back to you. 
B. T. : (to G. V.) Is that what you \'lere talidng about? 
G. v.: I merely,.I.didn 1t, all I said was your defense. was words. 
I didn't aek you.to expl~in it. (some laughter) 
H. X.: You see l'lhat I mean? 
.(A.~ z: r laughs some) . 
G. v.: Let's get down to cases. A. z. already told me what you 
did. I didn't want to hear it from your lips. 
H. x.: What I'm saying is that it gets brought back to you too 
much •. This group is spotlighting on you. 
E. Y.: I think~ word at the first was right, broadcasting. 
I think it keeps 1Caming out. 
I/IIIB; 
·~ 
H. X.: You see this group as a pawn~ you keep bringing it 
back to you. 
B. T.: Well, what is my goal? 
H. X.: I don 1t know what you~ goal is, but it seems to be, 
it seems to be that you want all of us to get involved 
in cutting each other apart so we know where we stand{ 
we become more adequat~ in our understanding of our-
selves. But, this ain 1t necessarily so, bud. (a 
little laughter) It keeps coming back to you, and you 
are using this group as a pawn by which you can play 
with us, since you've already let us know, 11 You can 1t 
touch me, so I 1m going to bring it back to me and show 
you you can 1t touch me. II 
B. T.: I think you're projecting. I think you're, you're of 
course being hostile, but I think you 1.re projecting 
your own needs out of leadership onto me. (same 
laughter) 
c. S.: Vulnerability all over the place. 
B. T.: You say that I want the leadership, but I think it 1s 
because you want it, and you can 1t have it. 
A. z.: Well, the thing that you pointed out about me, last 
time, being quiet, you know, so that, uh, the focus 
won 1t get back on me. There are quite a few quiet 
ones. 
B. T.: 
H. x.: 
B. T.: 
c. S.: 
H. X.: 
c. s.: 
F. U. always does this. I mean, he admits that he 1s 
afraid for us to pry into his inner life. He said that 
the day that • • 
Yeah, and he said to me, too, also, that, uh, he 1s 
willing to go along with this, too, outside. 
Yeah, but he's not going to volunteer hi~self. 
I've never known a situation where F. U. didn't speak 
up when he had something wortbwhile.to say. 
Yeah, but it was about a subject. 
Uh, he may be a little different than most of us. 
He'll think out what he says, then spew it out, and 
that's it. 1Vhere I, and possibly others, will just 
come into the middle and tr,r to think as we go along, 
and get in~o jams or difficulties, whatever the case may 
be. 
B. T.: I think you defend him because you want him on your f':.. 
side. 
c. S.: Maybe so. 
A. z.: Ho\"rever, I think C. S. is saying more to me by \"lay of' 
not being.E. U. 1s stool pigeon like I was your stool 
pigeon, using your term. Uh, I said some good things 
ab9ut you when we were discussing you, because I saw 
a value in you, a value that I really love, and this 
is wh~tih~"sees· be:zte~:. Uh, ,.,s.nd::.:t.his~·:ts wey I, go- aloilg 
with B •. T. I, I see this value; it means something to 
me, and \"lpy keep away from it. 
c. s.: You can express •• 
B. T. : Yeah, -...re talked about that. 
I/IIIB3 
0. S.: •• You can express feelings to people without being neg- J 
ative. I have seen a quality which I admire in F. U., 
and I st~ted it. So if character delineation is one ::. • ,_ 
-thing, then it's also positive and negative. In this 
case, I gave a_neg-, a positive one. I/IIIB; 
B. T.: But, he realizes this, I think ••• 
0. S.: He does something, and I •• 
B. T.: •• Let's get on to som~thing he doesn't know. 
o. S.: •• gave an opinion, just like we're expressing 
opinions. 
B. T.: Yeah, but let's get on to something he doesn't know. 
0. S.: Well, that's his business. . 
B. T.: That's what I said to A. z., I said, 11A. z., when some-
body.else was chopping me, you came to my defense. Now 
why?u 
E. Y.: That.!s what I want to kno\'to 
A. z.: That's just exactly \'That @.--.s ••• 
B. T.: I said, 11I didn't, I didn't need your defense. 11 I 
mean, I was doing, was doing fairly well. I se..id, 11Now 
why did you do this? 11 (laughter) All right, all right. 
H. X. : There he goes again... (continuing laughter) 
B. T.: I think you were buttering me up, because •• 
A. z.: Not buttering you up. 
0. s.: Why are you suspicious of him? 
A. z.: Is that buttering you up? I d~n 1 t think so. 
B. T.: Because I think he buttera everybody up, and I was 
just using this to point it out. 
C. S.: You mean he can 1t have an honest and good opinion of 
you, without you •• 
H. X.: I think this guy is really serious here. 
0. S.; I think he is, too. 
H. X.: He really, he really is the, the~ the ultimate of what 
I see myself as being as a minister, in terms of how 
my relationship is with people. But, I can't be that , 
\'ray. If I see a fault in a person, I 1m not. going to 
overlook it. • • 
C. S.: A. z. is •• 
H. X.: I'~ I'm going to look at this thing myself and say, 
110h, . geeminy, that makes me mad. 11 
C. S.: A. z. seems to be interested in bringing out a positive 
factor about someone if he sees it, but he doesn't 
hesitate to bring out a negative one ~ither. 
H. X.: But he brings out more positive than negative, see. 
c. S.: I never have weighed it out ••• 
H. X.: He sees more good in people. 
c. S.: •• I know he can give a positive one. 
A. z.: Do you know \'that this has gained, though~ '• A' l:a:Bel :'o:f' 
insincerity. 
G. V.: Yes, from one man. 
A. z.: No, others. 
G. V.: Oh. In this group, there's been more than one. 
A. z.: No, ah, it first hit me my senior year in college, 
someone said, 11A. z., you're so sincere and so • • ( 
C. S.: They question you. ~ 
A. z.: Yeah. 
E. Y.: That a possibil-, I know ministers have been that way. 
And they get to the point where they're so sincere, I/IIIB' 
that they're just •• 
H. X.: Handing out platitude after platitude, not dealing 
with people. 
C. S.: But you can't, you can't always be suspect of love, 
Christian love. 
A. z.: And, and the thing that B. T. is getting at is my free 
and easy comments about something-- 11Well,.you hand-
some devil, 11 I think I 1ve called you this, 11 this hand-
some devil 11 and buttering· you up this way, and, uh, I 
don 1t know ''~'hat this is for. Thi.s is ''~hat B. T. is 
driving at in .my insincerity. 
C. S.: I wouldn't call it that. Only you know your own mo-
tives. But" there's nothing wrong with a compliment if 
one is to come. Just like there's nothing wrong in 
this group if a derogatory statement is made, although 
a constructive intent is presupposed. But if we 1re 
going to point out a person 1s characteristics, we 
ought to try, if we can find a positive one, also make 
·that, in passing. Nothing wrong with it. 
E. Y.: I think they would come out. Don't you, c. S.? 
C. S.: Yes, I would think so, just like the negative ones 
come out, too. But they're also, also defined. 
B. T.: I don't think you know your motives. This came to me 
yesterday evening. 
A. z.: This is true. I don't know my own motives. 
B. T.: You don't know your motives. And, like I said to you 
yesterday, I think you are basically sincere. I think 
you're basically sincere, but you express this, uh, 
'\'then you speak in superlatives so often, superlatives 
are not superlative any more, they lose their meaning. 
And then, people question your sincerity. 
A. z.: I've thought a great deal about this. 
B. T.: But I think there's a reason that you speak in super-
latives, instead of just ordinary conversation. 
H. x.: How about, how about the fact that he is functioning 
here '\'Tith tl'i'enty-nine others like himself, who he knows 
in the future he's not going to be with as much, that 
here are people on his level, interested in the same 
thing as he is, do, going to do and meet the same hard-
ships as he is, but yet he is going out, and he is going 
to be alone, virtually·, when he receives a parish. And 
right here, he 1s with the bunch, the crowd, the people he 
really identifies with. I identifY with, with this group t 
here more than with any other one that I've been in, very 
deeply. I think A. z. does, too. He feels a very common, 
common denominator here, that he 1s never felt with other 
groups. I do too, more so than even with those· I went 
to school \·lith in a liberal seminary, much more, because ~ 
they're much closer to my theological stand. Everything 
points to this, for me, for A. z., for you. A;..z~; :.Uh, • • I/IIIB,? 
B. T.: Well, do you think that he limits these compliments to 
just the course here? 
H. X.: No, naturally not. 
B. T.: See, this goes in his church too. And, uh, was it, uh, 
the preacher's wife who said something to you about this, 
or one of the qounselors, about telling all the young 
girls about 11:My, how excellent and outstanding" they 
were. 
A. z.: 
B. T.: 
A. z.: 
H. x.: 
B. T.: 
Yeah, well, one of the young people's mother. 
Mmm. 
She said I was going to get ~self into trouble doing 
this. 
You aren't kidding. 
And [girl's name] wife, uh, [boy's name] wife, [girl's 
name], out there, she said something really cutting. 
That's the first time that I 1ve ever heard her say any-
thing cutting about anybody •. She said about A. z., 
right after he had made one of these highly flattering 
comments to me--which was basically true, but it was so 
over-stated (some laughter) •• 
H. X.: You will put in your oar. 
C. S.: Let me butt in if I may. Uh, I think any, any tru~ con-
fessions that come out of this.group ought to be from 
the individual, rather than us quoting a story that we 
H. x.: 
F. u.: 
B. T.: 
H. x.: 
B. T.: 
A. z.: 
H. x.: 
(F. u. 
H:;.:~X.: 
F. u.: 
B. T.: 
F. u.: 
c. s.: 
B. T.: 
A. z.: 
heard, because it may have been in confidence. 
Yeah, but if, he doesn't remember it. 
Well, B. T. quoted the story because it involved a com-
pliment to him. 
This is not the reason. This was, this was an example 
that I know that would apply to this poinF• 
Ok, well, tell it, and get it over with •. 
I don't even--! just •• 
I remember this, and I felt it, too. 
Tell it, and get it over with. 
laughs) 
B. T., .come on. 
Come on, you conceited so-and-so, •• 
I said I don't remember it. 
• ·• tell the story. 
Chop, chop. 
I can't remember all the good things I've been told. 
(some .laughter) 
Before we get too far away from what H. X. said here, 
about actually the reason I move in fast and make 
these buttering up comments is to get to kno\'1' people. 
;o6 
I've thought about this, B. T., and I think this might 
be one reason. See if you agree. Uh, since high 
school, ten years ago, I've been thrown into a new 
group all by myself, I've had to introduce myself in 
order to find other people--this has happened to me 
sixteen times in the last ten years--all by mwself. 
And, you have to get to know people to become part 
of the group, and this is probably the way I've found. 
It's sixteen or seventeen times in ten years time. 
E. Y.: That's a lot of moving. 
B. T.: But, after, after you get to know them, does this at-
tain a functional autonomy? Do you still have to keep 
doing it?' 
A. z.: Probably not, because •• 
B. T.: But you do keep doing it. 
A. z.: Uh, •• 
E. Y.: Yeah, but I think it would naturally become automatic 
for him to do something like that. 
B. T.: And when it becomes automatic it loses its b~sic sin-
cerity. 
E. Y.: Yeah. 
C. S.: Well, A. z., would you go about looking, finding a good 
thing in a person, that doesn't exist? That would be 
buttering up more than anything else •. 
A. z.: Yeah, this is what •• 
c. s.: Or, would you acknowledge the :good points that you saw? 
A. z.: I definitely believe in reaching do~m into a person's . 
character, • • 
c. s.: And trying to find them. 
A. z.: •• and bringing out latent potentialities, calling 
their attention to it; other people might not have 
seen it, but if you 1re sensitive you can see that •. 
And, you're obligated as a Christian minister with 
your life based on a Gospel of love, to do this. The 
personality of Jesus demands that you do this for 
everybody that you come in contact with. If you 
don 1t, you're not a, a good minister, I think. 
F. U. : If we don 1 t do what now? Look for i'lhat 1 s good--is this 
what you're saying? . 
A. z.: Look ~or what's good and what's beyond other people's 
perception. You owe it to yourself to become sensitive 
to people so that you can see in them something that 
other people haven't seen. . 
F. u.: This to me, this to me is another misconception of what 
Jesus is all about, what the minister is all about. 
Jesus saw Pharisees walking down the street and he cat-
egorized them. "You see these men walking down the 
street, they're whitewashed sepulchres ••• 
A. z.: I don't think he did that •• 
F. u.: , • Outside they're all nice and clean. Inside they're 
rotten bones. 11 
.?07 
I/IIIB.? 
A. z.: This, this would be a good point of discussion. 
I don't think Jesus condemned any person. 1 
F. U.: I think he condemned many people, and does condemn t 
many people. I think that we are continually 
being judged, and the judge is.Christ. I/IIIB; 
(Brief. pause) 
H. X.: (clears throat) Well, •• (pause) A little 
tangent here. 
A. z.: At least that opened me up here. 
H. X.: Yeah. 
'(F. U. and one other say something--indistinct.) 
H. x.: 
F. u.: 
H. x.: 
F. u.: 
That's a baiting statement, right there,.F. u. 
Hmm? 
That.•s a baiting statement right there. It 1 s a, 
it's tw.ue as far as you're concerned, and sincere 
as far as you're concerned·. 
Yeah. 
H. X.: But it is a baiting statement, bec§use you know that 
there is disagreement vlith the statement, and we're 
getting off the subject. 
F. u.: Well, he keeps justifYing what he's doing on the basis 
of his understanding of the ministry and his understand-
ing of what Christ is like. ~Tell, I 1m saying he 1 s got 
the wrong understanding. 
H. X.: I know you do. I know you do. 
F. U.: Is that off the subject? 
(C. s., G. v., a~d H. X. speak ~imultaneously, causing jumble, 
until c. s. tops the others.) 
C. S.: \'lhether or not A. z. is using the Scripture correctly 
in any investigation, I think the point he's trying to 
make, uh, and is making, at least to me, is that he'll 
look for good as well as look for a critical point in 
a person. And he finds that to him it's not buttering 
up. He may be buttering up in a sense, he'll find a 
good quality, express it, to get to know people. Be-
yond that • • 
E. Y.: Is that the way you do, C. S., in your sa~es, your 
selling •• 
C. S.: I used to be~ salesman for several years, and I think 
I used that technique. But there was a more selfish 
motive involved; I wanted business, and I would call 
on men that I had very little personal respect for. 
And, uh, •• 
)(E. Y.: What'd you call them? 
C. S.: Hmm? I called on them. 
E. Y.: Oh, l see. (laughs a bit) 
c. S.: Called on them in their office. And, ah, I would use 
whatever, whatever I could to gain their business. 
But I think A. z. is speaking person to person, some-
one he deals with, is interested in. 1 
(Brief pause) 'f 
H. X.: And here we are on the subject of.who cares and who 
;oa 
F. u.: 
H. x.: 
F. u.: 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
L. 1.: 
H. X.: 
G. V.: 
doesn •t, chopping the man who for, for, \'Tho sticks out 
significantly as the one who cared, and chopping him 
do'l'm, • • 
Does he care about them? 
• • And wanting self-deprecation. 
Does he ca~e about them, though? 
This whole thing seems to be to .see ho>'l much we can 
cut somebody, or let's, let's, or we got all the bad 
things about him, \'Thich is, I think, revolting to 
A. z., in a way. 
But you're doing it, you're doing it in terms of things 
which hinder your personality. 
Yeah, but why just • • 
You're trimming out those things in his character which 
• • pick out the bad things, where A. z. would pick out 
the good things, •• 
Oh yeah. 
• • and accentuate the good things and see if these 
couldn't overcome them. 
We~re not accepting these and supporting them; we 1 re 
trying to analyze it either out of existence or into 
another, another motivation, in A. z. 
One way of looking at what's going on is to see it as a 
question of what is going to be the function of the 
group·, what is going to be the focus .of the group 1 s at-
tention. And if we look back over the history of the 
group, we find that a succession of people have offered 
leadership to the group to move·in various directions, 
and no one has been followed very far down any road. 
The question seems to be: What happens to a leader, 
then? In a sense, I .suppose this is my fault, because 
no one would have to lead the group in the right di-
rection, if I hadn't left it in the mud-hole. So, if a 
guy gets chopped, whose fault is it? Who's the big ma-
nipulator? 
Well, you '·re using self-deprecation now yourself. I 
realize I'll receive no answer on this, but, in the same 
way, self-deprecation. 
No, but, maybe he's got a, got a, one thing, there was 
no leadership at the beginning. Right? 1'1e just came 
in here. I mean from who we would expect • • Well, 
you would say silent leader or transcendent leader, but 
I mean we just came here; some of us didn't know what 
groups were for, what they did--and this is the neo-
phytism again, coming out--well, we just, what did we 
do? We just came in and.started talking, after about 
twenty minutes and L. 2 ~ name] asked about smoke. 
And this is, so the ice.is broken. But we had no idea 
what we were supposed to talk about, oh, where are we 
headed, what does it mean. Now, some of you guys who 
have worked in groups said, '\'Tell, you knO\'l exactly 
\'That 1 s supposed to be going on. 
I/IIIB~ 
• 0 
H. X.: Well, I've never worked in a group before. 
G. v.: ~d maybe you've bad some experience in a group. So, 
it's, you know, maybe then you say, 11 Well, I see where 
they're •• 11 B. T. says, 11 Something has to be done, 
H. x.: 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
G. v.: 
H; X~: 
G. v.: 
H. X.: 
because I know where this group should be going. 11 
Don't • • · 
The rest of us don't know this. 
Don't you remember that speech of biases that Jud gave 
us? 
I remember it was something about the~ries. 
His biases, interpersonal relationships. 
No. 
The first week. 
I remember him talking, but I don't remember what he 
said; at this point now I don't. 
\'!ell, if you don't, I, •••• I mean, I l'las tempted 
to make the statement that we are, we are underneath 
it all supporting our-actions by the very fact that we 
agreed to his biases on interpersonal relationships, 
and in doing what we are doing here, we are supporting 
his views. 
G. V.: You remember what they were? 
H. X.: Oh, his biases on the way in which dyadic relations 
affect each other; or are effected between people, 
among people. Go over the notes. 
G. V. : I don 1 t remember "l'tha t he said. 
(Brief pause) 
F. U.: Look,~! was interested in trying to find out something 
~bout A. z. Now is this out of order? 
G. V.: No. 
B. T.: No, that's what we're supposed to be at, part of it. 
Go ahead. 
F. U.: Ok. 
A. z.: And don't cut down B. T. for initiating this, or lead-
ing the group, because he's been the closest at getting 
into whatever is here than any other person I've met in 
a long time. 
G. V.: You mean you. 
A. Z.: Yes. 
G. V.: Oh, we're not cutting him down for that. 
A. Z.: Well, just in case he gets back to some illustration, 
don't chop him up. 
E. Y.: Well, it wouldn't be chopping him up because of getting 
you; it would be about a different point. 
H. X.: That's right. 
G. V.: The question about different leadership in the group and 
the fact that nobody had followed anybody down the road 
--that was the question we were on. 
A. Z.: I'm just saying, if you want to pursue what F. U. is 
talking about, listen to B. T., because he, he's close. 
I really can't explain it, b~t he's close. 
G. V.: (to F. u.) \'las that what you had. in mind, or was it 
some other point you wanted to bring up? 
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F. U.: Well, I want to listen to A. z. for a little bit. I 
want to find out if, if you ever come to the point where ~ 
you re~lly grapple with other people, where you ever 
really wrangle with them, and, and, uh, pick up some- I/IIIB; 
thing th~y say and get mad about it, and, and do some-
thing about it; or, if, if this bit about looking for 
what's good isn't some sort of dodge to avoid a fight. 
A. z.: I've.been mad many times, but it hasn't been outwa~dly 
shown. 
B. T.: The question, 11 Do you like competition? 11 yesterday. 
A. z.: Yeah, that 1 s a good one. ._ 
B. T.: This is exactly what he's saying, and more specifically. 
F. U.: Because I've noticed in talking to you many times we 
have a pretty good discussion, ·and we usually try to 
agree with each other, because I think we both start off 
pretty much the same way, ,.1e 1d like to find groups of 
agreement. But, but, r get irritated because, uh, we go 
on too long agreeing with each other, and you don't, you 
don't hit something that I've thrown out, that you may 
not agree with. And, I get particularly irritated when 
at the close of the discussion as we go our different 
ways, you leave me with this pleasant smile, as if to 
say, 11 Well, God be l'Tith you, you dear friend, 11 and all 
this sort of stuff. I, I 1d much rather have,:have you, 
uh, • • • • 
(E. Y. laughs a bit) 
F. U.: I'm sure you.can 1t agree with everything I say. I'd 
much rather have you tear it apart. 
A. z.: Yeah, and this, this worries me real.ly. The fact- cen-
ters on whether or not I am effective with the p~ople. 
No personal history, but, uh, it \'Tould probably reveal 
that I am or am not, according to thia procedure. Now, 
this I don't know. Am I effective, or am I not? This 
is what you're saying, isn't it, F. U.? 
E. Y.: No, I don't think so. 
B. T.: This is what's important to you. 
A. Z~: Yes, very much so, because if I'm not effective, I 1m 
all ready to change to become effective. 
B. T.: And he's telling the tr.uth here. 
G. v·.: Well, how would one determine if he 1 s been effective? 
F. u.: Yeah, that 1s, that's a good question. What kind of . 
facts are you looking for? 
(pause) 
G. V.: \1ell, 
A. z.: Another point that worries me is that this getting to 
know you business--uh, call it buttering up, or what 
you want--has left a long trail of leadership, that is, 
being president of student bodies. Is this a mo-
tivation? I 1ve real~ considered t~t it might be. 
Do I have. to be popula~ in order to be effective, or 
does this end in popularity? No personal history, but, 
it might be relevant. 
;n 
B. T.: 
A. z.: 
B. T.: 
A. z.: 
B. T .. : 
A. z.: 
B. T.: 
When you speak in terms of popularity, the end goal 
here is not effectiveness; the end goal .is popularity. 
In-that leadership role as president, you can do a 
whole lot to influence the lives of bther people, and 
I get letters from my college, saying, 11 Your footprin'!J· 
still is here; your imprint is still being felt. 11 
This, this is effectiveness. 
But you have to keep these letters co.ming in. 
Yes, it means •• 
You need them. 
•• a lot to me. 
1 1m not saying it 1s wrong. This is not being judg-
mental. But, I remember one.of the first comments I 
heard about you last year, in our junior year, was in 
the parish ministry course, and somebody talking about 
a 11big man 11 complex, somebody said, "A. z. has this; 
A.:z. hast~ be a big man. He thinks that he 111 not 
be satisfied if he has to take second best. 11 And 
I 1ve looked at you a lot of times in the light of this. 
I 1m not putting a moral judgment on this. I think that 
could be either way, but I think there's a grain of 
truth here. 
A. z. ~ Could I draw, could I draw some hostility no't>t from you 
folks? Uh, did Jesus have a ~g man complex, did he 
live t.his kind of psychic life, that, uh, he was going 
to give to it everything he could? 
B. T.: Not the same.kind. At least, not ~hat I have in mind. 
A. Z.: But, just feeling naturally human, this is what r·feel. 
G. V.: B. T., do you mean now when you talk about this big man 
complex that consciously everything that A. z. does is 
designed to make him a big man, as far as holding of-
fice and friends, and getting letters? 
B. T.: No, not consciously, not, not consciou.sly. I think •• 
. G. V.: Yeah. Sub-consciously he wants to be a big man, and so 
he does this because this leads to a big man, being a 
big man in the sense • • 
B. T.: I think this is his, one of his emotional goals. I 
think it 1s a great deal unconscious. But conscious 
things he does are oriented this way, and this is the 
flattering, buttering-up approach to.people that he may 
have just met, or he may have known a long time. This 
buttering-up, this approaching a person in terms of his 
highest qualities, I think that he doesn't, he, he gets 
to be more personally, but he doesn't let them get too 
close. This is one thing I 1ve noticed, when he talks of 
people as 11 this i'ellow11 ancl. 11 this fellmr here 11 he keeps 
them, by calling,· this~keeps:him from calling:them by 
their name. He knows what I'm going to say here. 
This is for the benefit of the group. Uh, uh, this is 
clefense, you don't get on a personal level when you can 
refer to people as a category, or as a "this fellow. 11 
It 1 s like hiding behind the formality of 11 sir. 11 
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A. z.: And 11yes, m1am. 11 
( Brief pause) ' · 
B. T.: If it 1s not natural to you. ~ 
E. Y.: Do you:remember names easily, A. Z.? 
A. z.: I could give you six hundred names at [undergraqijat~ 
s~hool], the student body. I can give-you all but I/IIIB~ 
about thirty at [seminary]. 
G. V.: A. z. makes a point to learn names. 
E. Y.: Well, I wasn't asking •• 
G. V.: I don't know the reason, just the point that he does. 
E. Y.: Generally when I learn a name, it 1s because the person 
is there too. I mean, I would assume you 1ve done possi-
bly the same thing. 
A. z.: Yeah. 
E. Y~ : Nothing ~rong. 
A. z.: It means a whole lot :to say, 11Hello, F. U. 11 in the morn-
ing, rather then 11Hello. 11 There's a great:deal of dif-
feren~~ in it, and, uh, someti mea if I give a 11 Hi , F. 
u., 11 and I just get a 11Hi 11 back, I just feel that F. U. 
doe6~ 1 t know my name, and:this hurts. 
F. U.: This is a Dale Carnegie approach to life. Have you 
ever r,ead his book, by any chance 'l 
·A. z.: I neveir 'have. I 1ve been accused o,f it; but I haven 1t. 
(G. V. laughs: a bit) . . 
F. u.: Because if you say, 11 Hi, F. U. 11 to me, and I know that 
you kPow the names of e~erybody in the building, includ-
ing, you know, the '\'TOmen that wash up at night, and 
(laughs a bit) the guy that comes once a week to fix the 
plumbing, something l~ke this, then 11 Hi, F. U., 11 doesn 1t 
mean too much. · 
E. Y.: You 1re dealing in superla-, same as dealing in superla-
G. v.: 
F. u.: 
G. V.: 
F. u.: 
G. v.: 
tives~ 
(to F, U.) Was it you or H. X., though, that didn't 
khaw? the names of all the guys in the group when it came 
time3 to fill out the forms? 
I didn't. 
Was it you that asked because you didn 1t kno'\'1 who all 
the guys were? You know them now? 
Oh, yeah. 
Because sometimes this is the thing, 11Well, he knows all 
the n~es, but I'm not sure I know his name. 11 That 
bothers me. I was wondering if this was your case. One 
thingi about A. z. You wer~ talking about this big man 
business. [G. V. narrates incident of A. z. helping in 
an or:ganization to which both belonged, comments that 
A. z •. was the mos~ respected member.] Now, and I still 
feel this way about him, I still have a great re~pect 
for him, we come along and '\'le get this idea, 11 Well, is 
he doing all this because he wants to be a big man 'l r 
He 1 s pointing f..or something when he does this. 11 And, \ll 
and somebody may feel that. B. T. may feel that. I 
don't know whether he does or not, or if this is just 
an observation that he is making, and I think we all 
feel dif£erent ways about di£ferent people. And 
B. T. may feel that way--this, this buttering-up is 
just a process; and H. X. may not--he's shaking his 
head no, and I can't see it that way •. 
H. X.: No, I don't; I don't, because I •• 
G. V.: But at the same time, he, I don't think--maybe I'm 
wrong--I don't think A. z. would have been elected 
President of the [o~ganizgtio~] this year. Even 
though he 't'ras respected by everybody in the group, 
I don't think that he would have been elected Pres-
ident., But I don 1t, I, I feel that [student] would 
have beaten you out anyhow. 
A. z.: Oh, yes. Easily. 
G. V.: But it wasn't because they didn't like you or had no 
respe~t for you, which is just a '~Y for me of saying 
that I don't think this big man idea is here. 
H. X.: Yeah. I don't either. 
G. V. : I know~ it might be, but that \'las just a thought. 
H. x.: This i~ something that's been beneficial to you to con-
sider yourself, for what it's worth to you. I don't 
feel this is true, because I £eel that what you mani-
fest in your actions toward.other people denotes a 
very positive and very deeply convicted religious 
feeling towards life and towards people. 
G. V.: I think he has a genuine concern for others, from my 
talk the other day, this is the thing that is really 
impo~tant to me, that we be concerned for others. 
I think A. z. has that concern. 
F. U.: Has he, or has he just got a concern about being effec-
tive with them? 
G. V.: No, I don't. • .• 
A. z.: There's a great di£ference her~. 
G. V.: •• I.don 1t. 
F. U.: This.is what he has said time and again. 
H. X.: Yes, b~t this is my £eeling about it. 
G. V.: It may 'affect us differently. No'I'T to you, it may not 
be general concern, or not to point him out and say, 
11 You don 1t ·feel this 1 11• but to anybody, it may not be 
general concern, it may be just a, a thing with him. 
A. z.: This can 'be spelled out in 't'tords like these: Do I 
select my friends and those people that I can be . 
concerned about not for what they are JUst as individu~ 
als, bu~ what they can do for me, by way' of making me 
a succe~s? 
B. T.:.This is'to~ over-stated. 
(Brie£ Pause) 
H. X.t I think so, too. 
B. T.: You can over-state it, and t-Ie 111 all say, 110h no, that 1 s 
not it, II because we know· this is not so. 
A. z.: I wasn't sure. 
H. X.: Well, uh, I mean, •• 
I/IIIB.? 
(G. V. says something indistinct and brief) ~ 
R. X.: •• the question comes up •• 
G. V.: ·This is the same kind of thing. 
H. X.: Yeah, the question become.s did you make the statement 
because you knew we were going to say no to it, or I/IIIB~ 
did you make the statement over-exaggerated because 
it was the only way you could say it? 
A. Z.: This statement I read out of a book, and it really, 
it really got into me. The book is So You Want to 
Preach, by a follo11 called Stamm, \'Tho 1 s .a r.etir.ed . 
minister. It's a letter to young ministers, the 
other,name to it. And it says, 11Do you select your 
friends not for who, what they are just as individu-
als, but for what they can do for you by way of mak-
ing you a success ?11 Bang. 
G. V. : This would bring U:P only one other comment about 
A. z. ' ~lhen he, when we 1-1ere talking about this, 
B. T. ,was saying about he refers to 11this fellow 
here, 1~ or nthis f'ellow 11 instead of being pe~sonal. 
This would.be the only:thing I would say about that, 
and this of course, from my own experience with A. z., 
that t, I think I can see that, too. I don't know 
who A. z.•s real close friends are. He's friends 
with everybody, from his point of view, but from us 
coming in, I don't know, I couldn't name, for instance, 
·I coul,dn 1t tell you who your real close friends are. 
Now, this may be because I'm not, I'm not right in 
there, see, where I think I ought to be or should be, 
or that l just haven't been associated with you 
enough at school. 
H. X.: Yeah, yeah. 
G. v.: But,I don't know who these good guys, who he would 
say, you know, not buttering-up, but 11 This is my good 
buddy.il1 11 This is my good friend. 11 Or, this guy could 
feel that.he was your good friend, your close friend. 
Or, is' there this just sort of like a circle, every-
body's ~ good friend, nobody is like this with him? 
And that's the only thing that I would be bothered . 
. about--not bothered, But I question, because I don't 
,know if there is anybody like this. Maybe you don 1t 
need a~ybody like that, and maybe y~u know who they 
are; m~ybe you do have some, but we don't know about. 
Now, I 1 don 1t kno~ that this is bad. That would be the 
only thing that I would know. 
A. Z.: ~m hmmt (pause) (to G. V.) Why so glum? 
G. V.: I'm not allo'I'Ted to crack jokes any more, .so I •• 
(laughte~) You haven't said anything, B. T., for about a 
half hour, what happened? . 
F. U.: It just seems like a hal~ hour. (laughter) 
E. Y.: \'low! (laughs a bit) . 
A. z.: (brief~pause) Well, I've appreciated an hour like 
this very much. If you try to get yourself off of it, 
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don't do it, because it's worth a lot, not because 
it comes out positive or negative, but just because 
it gives you perception •• 
H. X. : Yeah, someday l'Te can do, do these two gentlemen here 
a favor and. give our o'm evaluations about the whole 
thing, so they don't have to sit down after we're 
gone and do it themselves. 
I/IIIB?) 
~. 1 Time's up. 
Leaders' Fee~ings·~bout Session: 
lJ •• ll JI hardly kno\'1' where to begin on that session. It was packed. 
L. 2 The fi;rst ljump, of course, \!las B. T. They all ldnd of passed the 
pie around until he got in here, and ~hen he took that. 
L. 1 But he was told. And today B. T. had the l~adership for a long 
time, but it passed, as he remarked. And the attentio~ passe~ 
from B. T. to A. z. A. z. was certainly the focus of the group 
L. 2 
L. 1 
L. 2 
L. 1 
L. 2 
L. 1 
L. 2 
for the last section of it. 
Yeah. ' 
And after my comment, it was F. U. who took it back to A. z. I 
think ~he rest of them would have gone off someplace. F. u. stayed 
with it, and he weathered H. x.•s objection that it wasn't relevant 
to this basic point that he was trying to hammer at. But I felt 
that they picked up where they left off last session. F. U. did 
this. \And, the net ei'fect of this was to warm them up, more 
quickly in i'act then they 1 d ever l'l'armed up before, because, in 
effect,: what happened was, I think, that they were able to call 
back to'mind the involvement the last time, and this really set 
the stage for B. T. 1 s observations, which were strictly on the 
members•, o'f the. group. And, uh, what he had to say l'l'as a jibe at 
every member. And it was no wonder that they cut him in return 
for this. But B. T •. was asking for it. But the point that they 
noticed ''~'as that when they had him on the. spot he squirmed--and 
this di~n 1 t go without note, because they laid off. 
In other words, they found a vulnerable spot. 
They found that when they hammered him, he felt it, and he was 
uncomfortable. I thought A. z. was less uncomfortable than B. T., 
but I didn't feel that A. z. was hammered. 
I think he felt that F. U. was hammering him. 
I think that the basic issues today were two-fold. I commented 
on both of them in ~ two comments. The one was the leadership 
aspect. ' The other was the matter of caring. Now, it seems to me 
that the~ 1 re tied together by A. Z. 1s comment that leadership is 
an expre'ssion of caring. B. T• 1 s trying to lead the group, because 
he. cares about where the group goes. This is true. The same was 
true of c. 8. when he tried to get them going on the project--he 
cared. But they get chopped for leading. Now it seems to me that 
this is ~ two-fold phenomenon. On the one hand, it's that the 
caring i~ threatening. On the other hand, it's because they're 
unwilling to follow anyone's leadership. 
Those are going to cut across each other. You can't care and not 
follow through. 
L. 1 
L. 2 
L. 1 
L. 2 
L. 1 
L. 2 
L. 1 
L.· 2 
They must. The leadership aspect is intimately tied with us. 
Anybody who gets out for leading gets out, in part, on a 
soapegoating basis, especially when they lead as they think I 
want them to, as A. z. pointed out. 
B. T. pointed it out, too. 
B. T. was saying somewhat the same thing, but when A. z. said 
it ba~dly, B. T. tried to evade the point. But nevertheless, 
this remains, and remains a part of it, despite the fact that 
i'Jhen I made the comment, you know, taking it on myself, both 
times there was the effect of their not spending too much 
time on it. The second time H. X. said, 11 You 1re deprecating 
yourself,, 11 which was a way of his relieving some of his 
hostility at me, because this was a nasty word in his vocabulary 
at that moment. My feeling the second time was, this was 
when they were beginning to focus on B. T. again, and I kind 
of wanted to take the pressure off him in this respect, and 
I did ~t in my usual way of taking it onto myself. I was 
doing this not just to save B. T., but to get this other 
though~ in their heads. The. other main aspect under caring 
is the business of how do you show that you care. And it 
seems to me that this was the fundamental issue about A. z. 
\fhen you're nice to a person, is this really caring? c. S. 
was saying, 11 When you see something nice, you should· say it. 11 
But he 'was always saying, 11 But you see something bad, you 
say that too. 11 Or, at least, he was emphasizing the niceness. 
Now, I ·had the! feeling that some of' these guys were saying, 
when they \'lere s~porting A. z. , 11We don 1 t want to be cut 
the way B. T. just was. We don 1t.want to be hammered like 
that. 11 That was one reason why I went to B. T. 1s defense, 
uh, to hi,ghlight the positiveness of this thing,.in a sense. 
So, it seems to me that there's a fundamental point here, 
that a guy can be angry and pick out nasty things, and still 
be carihg. Now, I thought that when they were going after 
A. z., that F. u. was caring for A. z., that there was a 
reaching for him. Now, there was one other point that I 
think ~as in the group and that was fear. The only one that I 
heard saying this clearly was c. s., wh~re he said, 11No one 
can judge a man's motives but himself. 11 Similarly, I'd feel 
that his wanting to empha~ize the positive came out of this 
same thing, that he was a little scared of the kind of thing 
that was going on here, where somebody would say to him, nwhat 
you're doing is this. n And this can be very threatening. 
This was an overtone or an undertone, or something like that. 
The dom:tnant issueS. were leadership and caring, and ho'\'1 to 
express caring. . 
I was interested in how H. X. has come more into· the group, 
instead of just telling good stories. 
Yes, he took the point of B. T. 1s comment, 11 H. X. doesn't 
really care about the person.n Well, today:H. X. was caring. 
I found it a very stimulating:session today. I was interested 
without any effort, all the way through it. · 
Yes, even to trying to smoke D. W. out. 
He was pretty quiet all the way through it. 
Yes he was. 
APPENDIX D 
EXCERPTS FROM THE TWENTY-FIRST SESSION 
[This ses~ion was held on the Monday of the eighth week. The 
preceding session both F. U. and H. X. had_been absent. Thus, 
when all were gathered, the foll01'1ing conversation was 
initiated by H. X.] · 
H. X.: Listen, could somebody fill me in, and F. u., too, on 
what happened Friday. I sort of missed it. 
(B. T. and G. V. and E. Y. have l'lhispered conversation, too 
low to pick up.) 
H. X.: Hey. 
E. Y.: D. w., you ought to explain the best. (laughs a bit) 
D. \'1.: Yeah. 
G. V.: We tried awful hard to get something going, but • • 
H. X.: i'lhile I wasn't here 1! 
G. V.: Yeah •. 
H. X.: Why don't you do it when I'm here? 
G. V.: Well, we had more fun when.you weren't here. 
H. X.: (laughs some) You mean you thought it would be more 
successful. _ 
(B. T. laughs a bit) 
D. 1q.: You should h~ve been here, H. X. 
G. V. : ~le had a marathon, of sorts. 
D. '\'1.: Mm bmm. 
G. v.: One might say. 
D. \1.: Yeah. 
G. V. : No one ,got hurt. 
D. W.: A battle of wills. 
(The fact that H. X. had-to ask twice to be filled in and the 
-fact that he gets this kind of response seems to indicate 
some resentment of the absence.] 
H. X.: I*ve heard of the battle of the bulge. (to 'Ll) How's 
your knee cartilages? 
( !1ause) 
B. T. :.Ho\'r early did he get there today? 
G. V. : I \V"as going to say • • 
(E. Y. laughs some) 
B. T.: In time to get his chair? 
E. Y.: Was anybody here? 
B. T.: He even beat me here. 
H. X.: He was here at seven a.m. 
E. Y.: Came over after lunch. 
( Brief pause) 
G. V. : Ho1-1 do you find that 
C. S.: Pretty comfortable. 
chair today, C. S.? 
(some laughter) (mumbles) 
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I/IIIBl 
H. X.: (To C. S.) You're the one that said no matter what 
position, .'lrhat.chair, or '\'That ol:?;ject you're sitting in, 
you're comfortable. 
C. S.: Generally try to make myself so. 
H. X.: Well, you appear to be so. (E. Y. laughs a bit) 
C. S.: Now wait a Einute. 
(H. X. laughs) 
D. W.: He even had the room locked up tight, so nobody could 
get in before him. 
B. T.: Is that right? 
D. W.: Yeah. I came .here and found the door all locked, and •• 
E. Y.: Are those yours, A. Z.? Lreferring to two books on 
deale in corner] 
A. Z.: No, they're Ll 1s [first name]. 
H. X.: They're, they're not •• Are they Ll's [First name]? 
Huh? Ll [first and last name]. Signs his name rather 
small,.doesn 1t he? 
D. w. : Autographed copies .• 
C. S.: Are those Ll 1s [first name]? Handwriting analysis. 
D. W.: Autographed copies? 
H. X.: You are •• (laughs, a bit) You are very frugal •• 
Signs his name do>in here in the corner •••• 
D. W.: Stingy, you mean? 
H. X.: You are very frugal •• 
G. v.: Anything else you '\'rant to know about Friday, H. x.? 
Or are you filled in enough already? . 
H. X.: No, I 1m waiting for somebo~y to take off and let me 
know •. 
G. V.: Oh, I thought maybe you felt you knew enough now. 
H. X.: No. (mumbles) 
(G. V. mumbles!) 
H. X.: I certainly looked forward to being here, but I 
couldn't. I'm sor~. I was in [city where H. X. will 
be serving a.churchj. ~ apologies to the gro~p, but 
I did let you knol-l before hand. 
[The group backed off from this area, but after a little more 
··Unrelated conversation turned to the attempt to 11 get at 11 one 
another. E. y. became the focus, but after a vrhile the 
group's attention shifted'to the question of the effective-
ness of focusing on one member at a time. There seemed to be 
some feeling in the group that this was not a ver,r effective 
session. During this time the following interchange took 
place.] 
C. S.: I think B. T. and I, I think all of us, at one time or 
another, talked it.ov~r. Remember, B. T. when you and 
I talked in my room, and, ah, sa:i,d, 11\'lell •• 11 We 
started talking about what to do for~that afternoon, 
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and, ah, you made the statement, I agreed, that'it 1s 
something you can 1t plan. Well, it 1s planned. I mean 
that, one, regardless of who it is,.is the target for 
today, 'and whoever "'Tants to can ask questions. Ah, 
that 11s a structured affair. The glibness of the give 
and take, the man in action, is not there. 
B. T.: I don 1t think it would be fruitful though, and that's 
why I. think this particular session isn 1 t. When we • • 
H. X.: Now,. wait a minute. 
B. T.: •• were \'lorking \'lith G. V. I don't want to wait a 
minute right now •••• 
H. X.: Yeah. 
B. T. : • • When we 1<1ere working, talking with G. V. , this, 
well, this was spontaneous. Well, we had something in 
mind, and I think there was something coming out of it 
and going into it. 
H. X.: Yeah, but •• 
B. T. : But, when we were talking l'li th E. Y., • • (to H. X.) 
Do you want to come back in a while when I 1ve finished? 
(laughter) 
H. X.: No, 'you go ahead, and I 111 battle back. 
E. Y.: You won 1t hold out £or.long. 
B. T.: I get the feeling, I get the feeling right now that it 1s 
E. Y. 1s turn all of.a sudden, and now he's on the spot, 
and I.don 1t think there's anwthing there to pull apart. 
I me~n, he 1s under fire, and I don't see anything to 
shoot at •. 
F. U.: Wall, I get the £eeling right now that maybe the reason 
E. Y. hasn't talked all along is because B. T. 1s been 
yakking so much, and c. s., •• 
G. V.: Who's decided that it's E. Y. 1s turn, though? 
F. U.:.- •• that he hasn't had a chance. 
c. .s. : ~lho are the manipulators? Now, we seem to have two 
co-bosses. 
F. U.: Oh, keep going. I don 1t mind. I'm like E. Y •••• 
A. Z.: F. U. started it o£f this time. 
F. U.: •• start talking about, oh, you know. 
B. T.: 'l'lhat 1d you say, A. z.? 
A. z.: F. U. started this one. off on, on E. Y. today. 
B. T.: Yeah. 
E. Y.: F. u. has wanted to get wt, haa taken a few shotS at 
me, so far, and I have the feeling that he-~s been 
rather clpse. I thought, had sort of thought Wh~n··:iiiy,' as 
you say B. T., turn, \'lhich I had been anticipating, 
came up that the two of us would be pretty much along 
the same boat. 
(Brief Pause) 
B. T.: I don!t see anything to shoot at. I, I •• 
H. X.: Yeah.~ . 
B. T.: • • would consider E. Y. the most mature or the most 
nor-mal or whatever the wora is of anybody in the group. 
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H. X.: He can be nothing else but, that's all you've said, 
because you don't see anything. 
E. Y.: Well, I, uh, •• 
H. X. : Now, I !m not saying there 1 s anything there--there 
probably isn't, you see--but here's where I have the 
bone to pick.with your feeling toward this, (to B. T.) 
and that is that with G. V. it was superficial at the. 
beginning also, in the sense that we had to keep 
nurturing this growing disrelationship in order to get 
it to mean something. 
B. T.: \'lell, I think there was a goal in mind, though, there, 
and here I don't see, I mean, I don't see anything to 
work toward. I don 1t see starting out on a superficial 
H. x.: 
c. s.: 
H. x.: 
B. T.: 
c. s.: 
E. Y.: 
c. s.: 
E. Y.: 
B. T.: 
E. Y.: 
basi~ just bec~use it proved valid one time. 
No, I think you 1re right. 
How was it G. V. was picked out? I mean, ah, •• 
Because .he 1 s a different person .th~n G. V. 
That's e~actly right. 
Why is it G. V. • ~ 
I mean, ah, I 1m not going to just throw up all I think 
of about mwself, but F. u. had got something, that I 
mean if you wanted to work on you could. I think you 
could work on both of us. 
Mm bmm. 
I mean I have a certain enjoyment about taking a crack. 
But I don 1t see the point. 
You know our group with Dr. Howard? (to G. V.) 
G. V.: Yeah. . 
E. Y.: lihen we were discussing our one member, uh, I don't 
know whether it 1s a sadistic streak or what. 
G. y.: No, this is, this is, this is the way you operate. 
E. Y.: Well, I say, it might be a sadistic streak. 
G. V.: Before, before we really get going, I'd like to get 
back to Q. s.•s last remark. .. 
[G. V. takes the leadership to get the group to work on his 
~agenda. In effect B. T.'s comments bad set the sta~e for 
G. V. to take the group's attention away £rom E. Y.j 
C. S.: What's that? 
G. V.: About, ah, (~ause) about being my turn; you were 
saying •• 
C. S. : Yeah, how come, by what route was G. V. shipped i'nto 
the seat of honor or placed himself in the seat of 
honor? . . 
H. X.: This took about three, three or four, sessions. 
G. V. : Who 1 s taking all the credit £or it? 
H. X.: i'le 't'Tere bandying around • • . 
c. S.: I mean did you say the period before, 11 Today, today \'Te 
can work on G. V. ?u It came out of a spontaneous 1 
group interchange?.. 'f 
H. x. : It \'Tas a natural r.esul t of what happened the first 
three sessions. 
C. S.: And the, ,and G. V. was a natural culmination to the 
interchange between some groups and G. v., G. V., being ~ 
on the spot. 
H.. X. : If I 1m • • I/IIIB;5 
C. S.: Did.G. v. ask for it? I mean, did G. V. start out the day 
as he normally would ~-rh~re he could have been easily, ah, 
ah, placed in the spotlight, or \'las it, ah, well, the day 
of G. v., 11 Let 1s work on G. V. 11 ? 
( Brief pause) . , 
H. X.: No, I think we started out that time the.same way we 
always had, but this time • • 
E. Y.: (to G. V.) But you made a comment and B. T. picked it up. 
G. V.: Yeah, B. T. jumped on it. B. T. had been .-raiting for 
some time •• 
C. S.: He wanted an opening. 
G. v.: •• for something that he felt he could •• 
E. Y.: H. x. had pushed you see. 
G. v.: H. X. had been pushing. See, when you brought this question 
up (to c. _,s.), just noi-r, I, I, had the feeling, see, that 
here are' the~e two guys here.working together, I see them 
looking :at each other, shaking heads, you know,. just like. 
well, 11 Today is E. Y. 1s turn. 11 11Today is somebody else's 
turn.". See. And when you brought that up about who decided 
it was my turn, or how did this all come about, he said, 11It 
was the culmination of three days. 11 I got the feeling, well 
now, H. X. feels he built this up, with B. T. 1s help or by 
himself, I·1m not sure, but it took him thret? or four days 
to get me in a position where they could then go to work on 
me, but they had it all in mind all the way along, see? 
So I keep getting back to th1s • • 
H. x. : 1'1ell • • 
G. v.: . • thing that bothers me: Are we all being manipulated by 
these two guys, or one, or •• 
c. S.: Apparently. I know 111hen B. T. was, ah, running the shoi'l for 
a couple of days, H. X. resisted him vehemently. Now they 
seem to have come to a co-god relationship. 
G. v.: An understanding between them. 
E. Y.: Co-creative. (laughs a bit)' 
C. s.: And they both i'lork together, l'lhich is all right. 
G •. v.: He kind of fires the opening sally, [referring to H. X.], 
and sits back and lets B. T. do the-interpreting, i'lhich is 
more effective and of much more value, if I may say so 
from my experience. 
(A. z. laughs) 
(C. S. laughs, then mumbles something laughingly) 
G. V. : I'm being: judgmental. 
(C. S. laughs loudly) 
G. V.: No, I decided.to press that, C. S., when you brought it up, 
because of feeling this. 1 
C. S.: It 1s a question I felt. I don't know bow valid it is. I W 
just raise it to.see. 
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A. Z.: I'm in favor of what they 1ve been doing. 
G. V.: All right, but I'm not saying favor or·disfavor, 
but is this wha~ you feel is nappening? 
A. z. : Y§ah." 
G. V.: Ok. So. (b~ief pause) I think it's very good) if 
there's a_valid result. 
H. X.: You see the thing is 'that where you said that each 
person is being manipulated, it is true, but it is 
only true in the sense that each person is being 
manipulated in terms of the group. In other words., 
every person is going along at a different rate of 
speed, until they reach t~e point where • • 
G. V.: Yeah, but in the meantime, while this is all going 
on, we have two guys doing the.manipulating, but 
we never get around to them. 
C. s.: Yeah. In other •·rords, our defenses are·up, but 
their defenses haven't had a chance to be tested. 
G. V.: Bec~use they always m~ke another the target. 
c. S.: I mean, B. T. mentioned Friday that my defenses were 
up, as he claimed, and for the situation as it was, 
they were, because there was nothing else to give, 
really--that's beside the point, though. He said he 
hasn't been ,gotten to, H. X. hasn't been gotten to, 
and, ah, F. u., and I think • • I, I don't want to 
misquote you, B. T., did you say, "Our defenses •• , 11 
110ur defenses are set up, but you haven't been able 
to penetrate yet? 11 
B. T.: Well, I said tha~:about you. 
C. S.: Yeah, but when you mentioned you and H. X. and, ah, 
F. u., did you have the same implication for the 
three of you? 
B. T.: I said that y.ou probably never l'lOUl!i get to .us. 
C. S.: Oh? 
B. T.: Fo~ different reasons. 
G. v.: I don't think we ever can get to B. T., really. It 
will take a lot longer than we have here this summer, 
.because he· 1s really •• 
H. X.: Sick. 
G. V.: •• I'll have to admit it, he's got a lot of stuff on 
the ball. Unless we catch him on a day like today when 
he's pretty tired. I mean, you know, he, he might be a 
little slow on the uptake. 
B. T.: I disagree, because I don't think I have all this many 
defenses. And I think that you wo~ldn 1 t get to me, 
unless you poin~ed out something to me.that I didn't 
know about myself. You'd really have to speak up 
behind me. This sounds.terribly immodest. 
G. V.: You see, he ·knOI'lS himself pretty well, and this is, 
this is •• 
c. s.: rlell, you f'ello"rs kno\'1 him better. 
I/IIIB) 
I/IA). 
~d 
I/IIIB? 
I/IB2 
I/IIIB) 
G. V.: As far as I'm concerned, there's no reason to get to 
B. T., see, because I got, what I've seen about him's 
all right. I mean h~ doesn't irritate me; he doesn't 
make me \'rant. to go out and. say, 11Well now, we 1 re going 
to tear apart B. T. today. 11 Because what I kno'l'r, he 1s 
pretty well oriented. Patient said to me over here, I/IIIB; 
11 Some of them are pretty well oriented." (laughter) 
Any guy tha~ can walk down the street back'\'Tards 
must be pretty much so. [G. V. seems to have backed further and further away from 
-.B. T., with encouragement from B. T.] (E. Y. laughs some) 
G. V.: But I do think that eventually we could get H. X., 
because I don't think his defenses are as strong. 
C. S.: No1·1, just what 1s the idea of getting H. X., or get-
ting anybody? .Just -l'rhat are we shooting at? 
G. v.: That's •• Well, I don't know. 
C. S.: I mean, are we getting moods? 
G. V.: This is the thing. 
~. T.: Group therapy. 
~. \'1.: laughs) 
C. S.: In other words, G. V. got it Wednesday, and E. Y. 1s 
getting it today, F. U. is going to get it Friday, 
and •• 
F. U.: I'm looking for some knowledge. I don 1t know what 
you're shooting at. 
C. S.: Yeah, yeah. 
F. u.: I would like some knowledge of how, how, how, how 
you operate~ (to C. S.) and maybe how you operate, 
(to B. T.) and how I operate. 
B. T.: Oh, I agr~e. I learned a lot about myself, just talk-
ing to C. s. the other day. I thought C. s. • • 
That 1 s the re.ason I 'iTas sure, and had some, what I 
considered insight, because I could see in you some 
things that I've seen in myself. And I see the 
same thing, I think in each of us. Just like D. W. 1s 
sleepi~g rigbt now, trying to. Ther~ 1 re times.when I/IA; 
I 1d like to •• 
D. W.: I'm awake. {a bit of laughter) 
B •• T.: •• See you can 1t. There are times when I'd like to 
run away, too, but I can't. I've got to stay and 
prove myselfr I think getting, when we say getting I/IIIB; 
to somebody I tbink we learn a lot about ourselves. 
But as far a~ manipulation, that 1 s 1-1hy I think today 
is different, because there's really not much to get 
at. I mean, \I can't get at you, unless you'v.e got 
defen~es I ca~ leap over • • 
[B. T. leads att~ntfon back tp E. Y.] 
(E. Y. makes remar,k~ lost behind B. T.) 
B. T.: •• and I dorl 1t think they're there. Ah, it 1s like 
leaping over\a net, a tennis net that's not there. 
I 
E. Y.~: I had a professor 't>rho once said that it was the g:veat 
secret to kno1-1 't>then the bars of the gate were up, so 
you can take them do1m; in other words, to know when 
they're down, so you 1-1on 1t have to jump over them. 
B. T.: Yeah, Ah, I think we could just talk frankly and 
openly with, without trying to get at something; and 
we'd learn a lot more. 
F. U.: Well, how about it B. T.? That's what I was trying 
to do. 
E. Y.; Go ahead, F. u., you're •• I mean, ah, •• 
F. U.: It ''~asn 1t a shot. . 
E. Y.: •• if I didn't know, maybe you can ah, know '\"there to 
get at me., 
F. U.: Could be" could be. (brief' pause) This conversation · 
has just been completed. 
(H. X. laughs a bit? 
F. U.: What was your opinio~ of that? 
E. Y.: What? 
F. U.: See ~f it 1s the same as mine, anyway, to ·know if 
we're on.the same subject. 
E. Y.: MW opinion of what? 
F; U.: Of this whole sess~on and the group. 
(Pause) . r 
E. Y.: Self-grou,p analysis, I guess. 
F. u.: Think it 11s valuable? 
(Pause) 
E. Y.:~I think both G. V. 'and c. S. have some rather ill 
feelings toward H. x. and B. T. for their manipulative 
attitude. 
F. U.: ¥.an hmm. 
G. V.: That wasn't the question. 
F. u.: They're just talking about •• 
E. Y.: (to G. V.) Well, he asked me what I thought. 
G. V.: He asked if you think it had any value, the discussion 
in the group, but you didn't answer that question. 
E. Y.: I, right no"t>r, no, there 1s no value. I don 1t think, 
unless somebody gets something from it, then there'd 
be value. 
H. x.: I notice that there's a long silence before you speak. 
Is it because of your, uh, forwarding yourself the 
t.he past fe'\"r meetings, the past many meetings, you've 
given me the impression that I want you to precede 
your statement with the statement, 11 Confucius say. 11 
(F. U. laughs) 
(B. T. laughs, after F. U.) 
(Pause) . ~ 
E. Y.:_Quite an approach, I guess. (half laughs) 
B. T.: What can you sa:y, ttr, I, I, I1 11 
(E. Y. laughs) 
G. v.: That 1 s .. a sign of affection and respect for your 
statements. 
I/IIIB:? 
H. X.:. The lotus-palm and all. 
G. v.: Confucius was kind of a wise man, some people say. 
F. u.: I~ 1 s ~ort of a joke, too. 
H. x.: He.was a real kind man, too. 
B. T.: You should hear some of the things he said. 
G. v. :_ I 1ve heard some of the things he said. (laughs) 
E. Y.: Sort of a western interpretation. 
F. u.; Yeah. 
(.Brief ,pause) 
E~ Y.: I aon!t know. Maybe it 1s just because I wear this 
tunic. I don 1 t kno,.r. Is that it? 
(Brief pause) 
H. X.: And, because when you do 
.(pause) Ypti see; I have 
E. Y.: You mean, then, \'l'hat you 
·say anythi1;1g? 
speak, you say something: 
just • • 
say most'of the time, you don 1t 
H. X.: I was just going to say this~ 
y.ou have. I have exactly the 
E. Y.: I have been. thinking what you 
H. X.: ):eah. 
(brief pause) But 
opposite cour~e. 
said, see. 
E. Y.: And~ dorl 1t think I express myself enough. 
H. X.: And I run.. off at the mouth. Now, there's, there· 1s 
the difference., Maybe that 1s the reason why I say, 
11 0onfucious say. 11 
E. Y.: we ought to pour:our chemical together and see if 
we couldn 1t come out in the middle. 
(Pause) . 
(B. T. laughs a bit) 
E. Y.: What you laughing at, B. T.? (laughs a bit) 
H. X.": Sometimes he doesn't really -know, I think •. I really 
do. 
( Brief pause) 
B. T.: I made an association between what he said about 
running off,at the mouth and diarrpea. (some laughter) 
It's verbal, but this was aimed at content. 
H. X.: (laughs a bit, others join in some) Oh, I see you're · 
back. 
B. T.: Plus a certain constipation of ideas. 
[From this point the group went on to work some more at one 
-another for the hulk of the rest of the session.] 
~ 
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APPENDIX E 
EXCERPTS FROM THE Tv~TY-EIGHTH SESSION 
[Session held on 1'lednesday' of the tenth '\'leek] 
D. W. : \fuere is , everybody? 
C. S.: I haven't seen F. U. today. Is he around? 
(D. W. makes comment too soft for pick-up) 
B. T.: (to D. 11 .. ) What? 
(D. \t. repeats comment; again too soft for pick-up) 
(B. T. laughs a bit) 
C. S .. : Sure, F. U. 1s got interest. (brief pause) Oh, gee, I 
forgot to wake up H. X. 
D. ~1.: Tough. 
C. s.: You're probably going to be minus one member. 
D. W.: That's tough. 
(Pause, then laughter) 
C. S.: And,. I'm sorry you're not going to miss him,.D. W. I 
>·ras going to on my way over, but I didn 1t go near the 
building. · 
G. V.: E. Y. will be here. 
C. S.: He v1ouldn 1t set his alarm clock because it 
disturbed him when it waked him. 
D. \'l.: ~lhat a pity. 
A. z.: (to D. w.) Why don't you surprise H. X. and r~n over 
and >'lake hiln up? 
C. S.: (to D. W.) Why d.on 1t you do something contrary to what 
you woula like to have done and just go bring him back. 
(pause, wi~h a.little laughter) Bring him back alive--
by Frank Buck. 
G. v.: It might be interesting to see his reactions to that. 
C. S.: He might be flattered. , 
D. W.: Why? I mean there's nothing special about it. 
G. V.: Say, ni heard you '\'Ter.en 1t ~t IP, so I thought I 1d come 
and wake y~:m up. n , 
C. S.: The very fact that you 1d overcome your own feelings. 
D. W.: But, my feelings, you guys over-emphasize my feelings. 
C. S.: Oh, do we? 
D. W.: 1fuat? 
C. s. : Do we.? 
A. z.: Ne hav~ a tendency to do this. 
D. W.: You have a tendency to do it with everybody, 
categorize. That's one thing I find, that's one 
reason I dislike this group so. (a little laughter) 
C. s.: You mean individually or collectively? 
D. W.: The group. Everyone of the guys in the group I get 
along with. 
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G. V.: (to E. Y., who has just entered) Hi, E. Y. 
D. W.: This group, as a group. 
G. V.: (to E. Y.) 'I have a squeaky chair. 
C. S.: It threatens you, the group? 
G. v.: (to E. Y.) Needs some oil. 
D. W.: No, it's not a threat. I don't think you threaten me, 
particularly. I just don't like it, as a group. 
E. Y.: F. U.'s coming. 
A. Z.: H. X.'s sleeping. 
D. W.: You see? There's so much generalization that goes on 
in here,. with no, you know, no real thought behind it. 
This bothers me. 
B. T.: For instance, D. W.? 
D. W.: What? 
B. T.: For instance? 
D. W.: Well, this remark here that he made, just to take an 
example. c. s.•s remark about rnw •••• Gees, you'd 
swear that ! feel uncomfortable, or that I, I •••• 
I dislike H. X. within the setting of this particular 
group. ilfe can go outside and play golf and have a ball. 
\'/ell, you saw us sitting in the i'Tindow that Monday. 
¢. S.: (to F. U., '\'tho enters) Hi, F. U. 
D. W.: This is something that I think we're all in danger of 
here. We tend to generalize. We latch upon one thing, 
one feeling, one, one, one hostile act that I • • •• 
So I 1m hostile to H. X. all the time, because I, I just 
don 1t understand him or I don 1t communicate \1i th him, or 
because I just can't feel with him in the context of 
this group. 
C. S.: Yet, you can do all those things with H. X. vthen you're 
with him in a social relationship. 
D.~~: Exactly. It's because this group is so damn artificial. 
F. U.: Hear, hear~ (a little laughter) 
G. v.: Don't burst the balwoo~,1bpy. 
A. Z.: The tape reconder's smoking. 
G. V.: What would we do for the next two weeks? 
E. Y.: I~ the group's artificial, ·it must be composed of 
artificial people. 
D. W.: I think everybody in this group is artificial within the 
context of the group. 
c. S.: You mean, there's no •• 
D. W.: I think the whole c.atmosphere, right from the beginning 
of the summer has been one of, of, I don't know now to 
describe it, other than artificial. But, if somebody 
'-rare to come along and pop the balloon on which this 
group is sitting on the very top • 
E. Y.: All fall on our ass. 
D. lv.: Yeah, in a bfug 'tfray, too. Frankly, I think it fell on its 
ass the day it started. 
F. U.: (laughs some) 
E. Y.: You mean •• 
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D. w •. : It's never gotten off it. 
C. S.: Consequently, the progression of the group has proved·-
your initial, uh, feeling. 
E. Y.: You'll be kind of glad when it's over, huh? 
D. W.: Yes, I 111 be gamn glad when it 1s over. 
G. V.: Because it's over, or because you can then staxt on 
your vacation? 
D. W.: What? Oh, no.. That, that has nothing to do with it. 
I 111 .be glad i t,1 s over because it 111 be over, I think. 
Well, actually, in a way it's been sort of interest-
ing, because, in, in some sense, in the sense that 
it 1s fun to watch the way it develops in a purposeless 
way. (some laughter, especially F. U.) And, and this 
is the only interest I've gotten out of this group. 
E. Y.: Sort of like an ameoba floating around. 
D. 1.Y.: Yes, exactly'. 
C. S.: Like a study in futility. (a little laughter) 
D. W.: It shifts around, you know, this kind of thing. 
C. S.: A study in £utility. 
D. W. : A study of sterility '\'Tould be better. 
G. v.: ~terility? Hey, he's really hot today. Whoo. 
F. U.: (laughs a ·bit) 
E. Y.: One member's not, not sterile, anyway. 
G. V.: Just what has brought on all this 'tremendous out-
burst. (a little laugh:t.er) (to C. S.) See \>that you get 
for opening your big mouth. (some laughter) 
B. T.: (to c. S.) What'd you say, an~day? 
C. S.: I asked him ho"r he f'elt, and he had a lot to express. 
D. W. : Anything more you \-Tant to know? 
C. s.: No. 
B. ·T.: Yep. (a little laughter) No, I was just wondering 
what your contribution tQ this mess has been. 
D. W.: What? I suppose my contribution, in a certain sense, 
because of my absolute rejection of this group, ah, in 
~ own terms, ah, has been, uh, has been my contribu-
tion, in a certain sense. You follow what I'm driv-
ing at? 
'[3. T.: 1'lell, y.ou mean your contribution •• 
D. W.: MY contri~ution is entirely negative. 
E. Y.: Sort of like a corpse, like ,a cadaver, I mean. 
D. 1'1. : What? No.· 
C. S.: A dead fish among six live ones. 
D. W.: What? I don 1t think I 1m going to be the one rotten 
apple. in the barrel that spoils all the rest. 
E. Y.: No, no. 
D. W.: My contribution •• 
E. Y.: Something for the rest of us to work on. 
D. W.: \that? No, because you haven't done it at all. You've 
been ~rorkin g on the live members. 
E. Y.: Yeah. 
D. W.: Right? (some laughter) 
I/IIIB, 
B. T.: Is this why you didn't become a live member? 
D. w.·: What? This is part of' the reason why I didn. 1t become 
a live member. I think there was a set of' circumstances, 
uh, and~ and, well, just circumstances that developed I/IIIB5 
in this group as it did. Then, once it got sta~ted, it 
became a vicious circle from which I can't get out. It 
just goes round and round, and one thing makes it worse, 
then that in tur,n makes the original thing •• 
E. Y.: What? 
D. W.: Let me try to explain. At the beginning of' the summer, 
you remember the £irst few, well, the first week, those 
three meetings that we had, we spent about f'orty-f'ive 
minutes to an hour of the first meeting saying nothing. 
Well, this was kind of' anxiety producing at the very 
start. But, the next two times, Wednesday, and that 
Friday, what did we talk about? 
E. Y.: Garters. 
D. W.: No, we didn't. No, we didn 1t. We talked about philos-
ophy f'irst of all. You remember, that first Friday B. 
T. and I got going on Christology. Remember? And the 
f'irst thing we started discussing was Universalists and 
Unitarians. The first things we started with \'tare the 
things most, most pertinent and common to us all, our 
religious background, see. This was the obvious thing 
that we all brought in common to the group, before we 
could go deeper to get, to get any other feelings out, 
out of the group. 
E. Y. : Mm bmm. 
D. W.: The most obvious, the most, well, on an immediately top 
level thing, was our religious background and the £act 
that we were all going to be religious. So, we latched 
onto this. And then I had this stupid exam that Friday, 
too. And so getting into all this philosophy just kick-
ed me the wrong way as far as the group was concerned. 
So, I kind of shut up. And then, because I shut up 
because of that, I, nobody paid any attention to me, and 
so it works two ways now. I keep on being quiet, and 
you guys forget about me, so I sleep, and it gets worse 
and vtorse. This is what 1 s happened. 
[The session continues with the primary focus being upon D. W.'s 
·-expression of his negative feelings about the group. It soon 
turned up that he felt primarily negative toward B. T. and 
especially H. X. in the group. H. X. came in forty-five min-
utes late, and fina1ly asked for a summary. He gradually be-
came more involved in the discussion. Finally he pressed 
some on his feelings of' being hurt because none had gone after 
him. As there came a silence in the discussion, with about 
twenty minutes remaining in the session, he spoke up] 
H. X.: You still let me sleep. I/IIIB5 
B. T.: 
H. x.: 
c. s.: 
H. x.: 
c. s.: 
D. w.: 
H. x.: 
A. z.: 
c. s.: 
G. v.: 
H. X.: 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
D. w.: 
H. x.: 
D. w.: 
c. s.: 
(pause) Hmm? 
I say, you still let me sleep. 
I take responsibility £or that, H. X. 
Yeah, but • • • • 
Hmm'l 
I wouldn't worry about it. 
You shoved the responsibility off yourself immediately 
upon telling everybody that I was asleep. I 1d say 
everypody let me. 
Did you have an alar.m clock? 
I t'lasn 1t shoving it' off. I :was telling I 'l'tas supposed 
to wake H. X. up, and I didn't. 
\fuy would you ask him to wake you up in the first 
place? 
Oh, no:w listen. Before I start blaming everybody else, 
let me say that it was my responsibility to get up and 
be here. But, I'm still, I still want to carry this 
out. 
He's the one to pound [referring to C. S.], because 
he.didn 1t get you up. 
No, it 1s no~ c. S. 
Any of us, because we didn't, didn't have enough •• 
Yeah, yeah. 
• • duty, sort of'. 
That 1 s right. 
Uh, you know, probably, why I didn't. 
Well, obviously, you were involved.in what was going on. 
No, it wasn't that. I mean, I wouldn't have ~v.en gone 
before. 
Oh, I know how it all happened. I said to D. 1'1., uh, 
after I made the statement I was supposed to wake you 
and D. W. made some comment, I forget what it was, I 
said, 11 Well, why don 1 t you go contrary to your feelings 
and go and wake up H. X.? 11 
D. W.: Yeah. Oh, this is how it. ~11 started out, you see. 
I/IIIB3 
And, I said, you see, by categorically saying I had 
hostile feelings to you, they, they figured that on, on 
the outside we're, we~re, uli;.;at .. odas o:xf.the outside of,,tr.e 
group, too, 'which isn!t true. Right? 
H. X.: Right. 
D. W.: See, I don't care whether you come to this group or not, 
to the group. (a little laughter) No, I don't. You 
know that. 
H. X.: Oh, I see. You mean as f'ar as how :l;'ar this group goes·. 
D. W.: Yeah, I don't give a damn whether you come, or B. T. 
The rest o£ the guys I like to see here, but these two; 
I can do without you two guys. 
H. X.: In other words, personages--I mean, the figures we 
represent--you don't give a narn whether we come, uh, 
but, as people, as people •• 
D. W.: Not the figures you represent; you. 
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H. X.: Well, now, this is in direct contrast to what you just 
said. I 1m having trouble ext!i::icati~m~ t1B real meaning 
of what.you 1re saying. 
D. W. : Uh, would you say .that another l-Iay? Direct contrast 
with \'rhat? (a little laughter) . , 
H.' X.: You 1ve just said about, uh, something about, uh, ,.,e as, 
uh, .you and I as,.. uh, two people go, you have no, no, 
uh, disagreement with my being here, or something like 
that. 
D. w.: 
H. x.: 
D. 1'1. : 
H. x.: 
D. w.: 
H. x.: 
B. T.: 
D. w.: 
B. T.: 
D. w·· .. 
H; X.: 
D. w.: 
G. v.: 
D. 1'1. : 
No, I didn 1t say that. Outside of this group •• 
Oh, outside. 
• • you and I get along all rrght. Right? 
Oh, yeah, ye~h. 
We can sit out last Monday night and talk over the way 
we did, but inSide this group • • 
You don't want us here. 
You 1re saying when we come in this group we become 
somebody else. 
Uh, no ••• 
We 1re the same people we are outside, D. W. 
• • I, I think this is true. That's all right as a 
way of :;;ayin g it. 
I mean, you've got to spin this out, because this 
means something about me. 
Yeah. When you're here, I don't like it. I don't like 
it. I don 1t like you, in.here. But yet, when we get 
outside, it makes, you k:nol'l' •••• 
(to H. X.) You get the, you get the picture now? 
It's, it 1s hard to understand, H. X., but I get ~ut of 
this room, walk out that door, ~nd it 1s, it's just like 
turning off a light--or turning on a light would be 
better, a better way of saying it. 
A. z.: The, the point of focus between you, H. x., and B. T. 
in this group is different than the rest of us in this 
group, and the point of you, H. x., and B. T. outside 
of this group is different than in it. 
D. W.: See now, I detest this group to the utmost. I hate it. 
B. T.: 
D. \'1. : 
H. x.: 
B. T.: 
E. Y.: 
H. x.: 
B. T.: 
E. Y.: 
I don't like it. I come. I find it interesting some-
times, perhaps. But, I don't like it. I don't. I 
don 1t like what goes on here; I think it's artificial, 
sterile. 
Would you like it if H. X. and I weren't here? 
Uh, I souldn 1t say that. I mean, we've never ~perated 
on this basis. 
Yeah, \'Te weren't here once. 
No, I 1ve always been here. 
B. T. 1s always been here. 
(to B. T.) You 1ve always been here? 
Yeah .. 
That 1s right. 
I/IIIB;l 
D. 11.: (to H. X.) You've been gone a couple times, 
can't remember, frankly, whether I •••• 
were gone today, for a while, and.there was 
as w·as brought out before. 
and I, I 
But, .you 
~ difference, 
C. S.: I • • 
D. W.: You two guys, as far as I 1m concerned, are the dominant 
figures in this group, and this has caused, and the 
way you twist and manipulate, uh, is what's caused me, 
part of vrhat 1 s caused me to dislike the group. 
B. T.: Then, it's not the fact that we were, in your eyes, 
dominant figures, but because of the way we were dom-
inant figures. 
D. W.: I don't know. Maybe. I can't tell you that either. 
Maybe.it 1 s because I don't want to see you two guys dom;l 
inate, because I'd rather have somebody else in the 
group dominate •. This, •• I don't know. I think it's 
the 'l'lhole thing. , Now see, you 1 re trying to split it up 
and find one, pin-point a reason for my • • • • See 
\'That I mean 'l You were trying to pin-point my feeling, 
and, and, and bring it back to one specific thing to 
cause me to feel as I do, 1-1hich I don 1t think you can 
do. And, I think this is something, uh, uh, that you 
run a great danger of doing all the time, picking out 
one specific instance, one specific feeling that causes 
all the rest. Because as far as I'm concerned it 
doesn't happen this uay. It's the.whole combination of 
things, the total experience. \'lhich I 1ve had 'in the 
situation. 
F. U.: I think tha.t 1s a. pretty good criticism of the kind of 
~nalysis that 1s gone on in this group, too. 
A. z. : Yes, yes. .. 
F. U.: It 1s always been an either/or sort of thing. 
[A. z. then attempted to turn the focus on B. T., but the focus 
-~came to be a more general consideration of relationships among 
members, with D. 1q. still having a very central place] 
[The leaders felt that one aspect of the criticism of the group 
-was implicitly directed at them. The group's lack of purpose 
and the manipulation and misdirected leadership by members was 
made possible by the leaders not giving active direction. In 
this sense, the criticism initiated by D. W. continued that. 
offered by F. U. in the pr~ceding session.] 
APPENDIX F 
EXCERPTS FROM THE THIRTY-THIRD SESSION 
[This session was held on the Mbnday of the twelfth week. There were 
no signs o;f' starting to \'Tork at the task of understanding \'That was 
going on in the beginning moments. A. z., B. T., and H. X. \'Tare late 
in arriving, having gone after a mal ted milk for B. T., who was just 
recovering from a very sore throat. The follm~ing discussion 
occurred just before B. T. came in, and after A. z. and H. X. had 
arrived at the room.] 
H. x.: (singing) tii 1ve got the \'Till to fail, the will to I/IB4 
fail."· (a little laughter) 
E. Y.: vfhose is that Client-Dentered Therapy over there? 
A. z.: 
F. u.: 
H. X.: 
F. u.: 
H. x.: 
F. U.: 
H. X.: 
F. u.: 
G. V.: 
F. U.: 
G. v.: 
H. x.: 
F. u.: 
G. V.: 
H. x.: 
G. v.: 
D. w.: 
G. v.: 
D. w.: 
G. v.: 
Mine. 
Carl Rogers. 
Finding out what you 1 re saying, huh? 
\'/hat? 
You took the T A T. 
Well, • • (pause) Kind of interesting, though, to see, 
you know. Separated from ~ patient this morning; this 
afternoon all the pictures that I sa\'T dealt with 
separation, grief and all these things. 
There wasn't a happy one in the bunch. 
Oh, I tria~ ·to put a fet-T happy thoughts in some of 
them~ 
Did you separate this morning, really? 
Yeah. 
How come so soon? 
Into four parts. . 
Ah, I couldn't take it any longer, you knot-T. You 
start getting ready to say good-bye for a couple of 
weeks in advance. After you 1d done that twice, I 
thought I'd say good-bye once more, and •• 
~line thought I was already gone. (laughter) 
She wasn't expecting you today, and you showed up. 
As far as she's concerned I don't think it would 
make any difference if I didn 1t.come anymor~ anyway. 
I 1m s"Qre. 
Didn't make even a little impression. 
Huh? 
Didn't make even a little impression. 
Yeah. That's true I suppose. They'd shut down the 
Male Mome and everybody was gone. She thought it 
was all'shut up, nobody in there, you know. 
I/IB4 
and 
I/IIIB2 
H. x.: The barracks are empty; the troops have gone home. 
E. Y.: War's over. 
(Pause) . 
G. v.: ~Is B. T. coming in? 
H. X. : Yes, when he feels .like it. 
A. Z.: He's painting his throat. 
H. x.: Ho.hum. 
D. W.: What? 
• A. z. : He 1 s .taking some medicine. 
F. U.: Yeah, a malted milk with two eggs in it. 
A. z.: Yeah. 
H. X.: You knew that malt he ordered had two eggs in it?· 
A. z.: Yeah. 
H. X.: He went up to the gp.y and says, 11lfuat kind of chocolate 
do you have? 11 The gp.y says, 11 We:don 1t have any 
chocolate. 11 .:He says, 11Well, give me a chocolate 
malt. 11 (brief pause, half laughs) 11I said we didn't 
have any chocolate. 11 11 0h, well,what other kind? 11 
Da, da, ah, ah, e:h~: 11 Strawberry malt~ \llith two. 
eggs in it. 11 The gp.y went, (gestures) 11 '!Vwo eggs,. 
yeah, fine.~ He went back and got two eggs. 
D. vl. : But he had. to really squeeze the chicl(ten to get 
1em though. 
H. X.: Did you ever hear that story? 
D. W.: What? 
H. X.: The Englishman comes into the restaurant. The 
wai tar comes up and says, 11 I say, sir, good 
morning. What will you have today, sir? 11 He aays, 
11 Braised beef tongp.e is very, very good .today. 11 
He says, 11 Beef' tongp.e! 11 He says, 11My God, man; 
I never eat anything out of' an animal's mouth. 
·Give me two fried eggs. 11 (brief pause, then a very 
little;laughter) · 
D. \'1. : Aah. 
H. x.: Well, •• (laughs a bit) 
E. Y.: Ha, ha. • 
~. X.: (singing) 11 I 1ve got the will to fail. 11 (laughs a 
bit) (pause, fifteen seconds, with sound of' squeak-
ing chair moving) I have a =reeling that • • (E. Y.: laughs a bit) 
H. X.: •• next to \'lednesday's session, -vrhen we can ask 
Ll [first name] questions, and he can talk, the 
other three hours will be pretty well wasted. 
D. W.: By gosh, that ought to be pretty interesting. 
0. s.: We ought to throw a party. 
H. X.: Get smashed. 
D. ~'1.: What? 
0. S.: Have a party. 
D. W.: Yeah, how about a party Friday morning? 
0. S.: I'll bring the mixing if somebody will bring 
the scotch. 
H. X.: You always say that, 0. s. 
3.?5 
I/IB4 
and 
I/IIIB2 
I/IIIB2 
o. S.: I will though. 
H. X.: Well, why don't you bring the scotch? 
O. S.: I 111 bring the mixings; I 111 bring part of' it. 
G. V.: Let's have something to ~at, because I don't like 
fish on Friday, •• (0. S. laughs a bit) 
~. V.: •• and we could have something; you know, •• 
D. W.: Maybe we could get Dr. Barton •• 
G. V.: •• f'ish is kind of' •• 
D. W.: •• on Friday to have a going away party. 
F. U.: Who? 
D. w.: Dr •. Barton. 
H. X.: Like the picnics. 
D. W.: He 1s giving us certificates on Friday. 
H. X.: He is? 
E. Y.: Better, '\'rear a suit and tie, then. 
D. \'l.: No. 
H. X.: Oh, gees. 
G. v.: \there's this going to take place? 
H. X.: Wear levis ~nd aT-shirt. (a li~tle laughter) 
G. V.: Nobody tol~ me anything about it. 
0. S.: A. z., stop. 
F. U.: Oan you see '\'that you 1d do, if' you wore these 'l'thite 
sneakers and a U. S. Army shirt, your underwear 
sticking out • • 
(E. Y. laughs some) 
E. Y. : You 1 d be detained for about t\oTO days. 
H. X. You've really got a fine thing, too, the way you 
come in. (laughs a bit) 
[The group went on to play games and f'ool around. The 
-following excerpt is a good sample of this.] 
F. U.: We've got to see whether or not your aeronautical 
I 
ability is. good. 
H. X.: Well, that's silly. (laughs a bit) 
( Brief pause) 
F. U.: You s~ying ~omething? . 
(Brief pause, then a little .laughter) 
G. V. : Ho'l'r did that happen? (some laughter, especially 
H. X.) That's twice. today you've struck him. 
F. U.: I didn 1t.aim.to. 
H. X.: I'll watch him •• 
G. V.: It wouil.a be interesting to see >-rhich way your planes 
go, then •• 
(H. X. talking simultaneously with G. V., words lost 
behind G. V. ) 
G. V. : • • you 1 d kno;-r, not kno\'ling '\'there they were going to 
go, you'd know where your hostilities were, wouldn't 
you. Just let the plane fly where it will and that will 
be your hostile • • Like, I shot an arro\-t in the air, 
and it fell I kno'l'r not where, but I got it in the end. 
Or something. 
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I/IIIB2 
I/IIIB2 
(C. s. laughs) 
(Chorus of' oh 1s) 
H. x. : Clunk. 
A. z.: See how that one went. 
H. x.: That one ~ras mine. It f'lew. 
G. v.: You 1ve got to throw them up in the air f'irst. 
H. X.: I did. I'm convinced that thing will f'ly, if' 
D. W. will f'ix it. 
D. W.: vfuat? This? 
(Brief' Pause.) 
H. X. : Fix the 'l'lings. 
(Pause, with sighs and yawns) 
D. W.: Ah, I 111 end up by taking one right off. 
H. X.: Uuuhhh. (a little laughter) Ooohhh. (loudly) 
D. w.: This group is getting very •• 
A. z.: We 1re able to hear. 
(Brief' pause) , 
F. U.: That's just like B. T. 
c. S.: Yeah. 
(Some ooo.!s and a·whistle) 
D. W.: Just like a rocket. 
F. U.: Shoot Achilles right in the heel. 
(Pause) 
c. s.:,Here, try again. 
(Pause, fifteen seconds) 
(D. W. laughs a bit; some others laugh a bit) 
G. V.: If' we can get enough air in it, it'll go up. 
D. W.: F. U. 1s got, F. U1s got •• 
E. Y.: Jet current air. 
D. W.: F. U. 1s got the knack of' flying them,though, you know. 
(Pause) 
G. v.: Up in the air there 1s a draft. They hit·the current. 
(Brief' pause) 
D. W.: Ooop. 
G. V.: Oh oh. 
E. Y.: There goes the paper. 
(Pause, fifteen seconds) 
(G. V. st~rts to hum) 
(D. W. mumbles very softly) 
(Pause) 
[The group 1s activities reveal their desire to have a good 
.time together and avoid worldng, but the pauses point to 
the feeling of' dissatisfaction and boredom.] 
H. x.: (to F. U.) Cigarette? (laughs a bit) 
(Brief' pause) 
G. v.: You given up smoking, F. U.? (brief' pause) Has 
F. u. given up smoking? 
F. U.: Yeah. 
G. V.: Congratulations. 
(Pause) 
E. Y.: Why, G. V.? 
I/IIIBl 
I/IA5 
I/IIIBl 
G. V • : I think i·t 1 s pretty good if you can do it. (brief 
pause) I admire anybody that smokes and then gives 
up; 'cause ,I know it's pretty hard to do, to stop 
smoking. . _ 
B. T.: Did you start smoking? 
G. V.: No. 
B. T.: You never smoked. 
G. V.: Uhh, uh. 
H. X.: Joe Olean Mouth all over the place. (a little laughter) 
B. T.: I suppose you've never had any liquor either. 
G. V.: Oh, I've had a little of each, but never to any 
great extent 1-1here it '\fras any hardship to give~.it up. 
(Pause) 
H. X.:.I was not firing at you. (pause) Good. (some 
applause) 
G. V.: H1 raaaay~ 
H. X.: Nice. (top. W.) You made mine fly. 
G. V.: (to D. w.) B.y golly, they did ·teach you something at 
[undergradu~te school], didn't they. (some laughter) 
D. vl.: You couldn 1 t make one go.· _ 
G. V.: I didn't go to [D. W. 1s undergraduate school]. 
(some laughter)~. 
H. X.: You know \"tho I. think you· should really th~ow that 
~t? A. z. He gave it to me, and he said, •• 
D. vl.: Oh,. well. 
G. V.: Watch out for (D. '!fl. 1 s undergraduate shcool] n01-1. 
(brief pause) Bo~, that's really getting beaten, 
soggy. 
A. z.: Pass it right to me, G. V. (a little.laughter) 
H •. x.: Go get it. 
D. i'l.: What time is it? 
G. V.: Five of four. , 
H. x.: If you're going to •• 
G. V. : (to D. \'1. ) .Ready to go home? 
D. W.: I'm just about ready. 
G. v.: A. z., D. W. is ready to go. (brief pause) I can't 
go home til five any way, so •• 
H. X.: (laughs a bit) Don't. I'm ticklish too. 
(Pause) . 
( G. V. ~starts to sing 11Row, ro\'1, row, your boat 11 ) 
H. x.: A. z., stop. \that are you doing that for1 
G. V.: A. z., what are you doing there? 
H. X.: Play with your own gut. 
o. S.: A lot of harmony there today, man. 
G. V.: If you'd like us to go and leave you two alone, 
why • • (some laughter) 
E. Y.: Step in the close( there; boys. 
0. S.: Yeah. H. X. was already in there waiting for you. 
(some laughter) 
H. X.: That was an unkind remark. You should consider it not 
said. 
I/IIIBl 
C. S.: Yes sire. Unsaid. 
H. X.: Otherwise I won't eat any of your candy. 
C. S.: Oh, I'll bring some in. 
·D. lf.: (to H. X.) Your loss. (c. s. laughs a bit) 
H. X.: Well then. 1 111 bring my o~m. 
D. W.: Without any chocolate. Is that it? 
A. Z.: How are your teeth back there? 
H. X.: What?~ Oh, (laughs a bit) Ve.ry well. 
D. W.: (very .. softly) What's two· q.~..plusttwq q? 
H. X.: There is a q.factor. 
C. S.: It's done. 
H. X.: Oh. 
D. \'1.: (very soft'ly) What's two q plus two q? 
B. T.: (very soft~y) I don't know. 
A. z.: He didn't knqw the answer. (some laughter) 
H. X.: No private jokes, you gUys, come on tell us. 
( sqme more' laughter) Coma on, _te 11 us all, so ~Te can 
all laugh. D. W. 
F. U.: Let B. T. tell it, it would sound funnier. 
H. X.: Yeah, it would sound funny, and we'll have our mouths 
and we'll have our mouths full of saliva. 
E. Y.: It·. l-Tould sound funny whether the joke 1 s good or not. 
H. X.: Tell it, B. T. It might fail. But try. 
D. W.: Don't do it. 
B. T.: Is he trying to manipulate me? 
D. 1'1.: B. T. 
c. S. : (to B. T.) \'lould you repeat that? 
B. T.: Is he trying to manipulate me? 
H. X.: I'm just trying to hear it, that's all. I'm not try-
ing to manipulate a~one. 
· (Pause) 
B. T.:.He censored it. 
H. x.: What 1d you say that for, D. Vf.? 
D. ~1. : What? 
H. X.: Not to. 
D. W.: Oh, just on general principles. 
H. X. : Why? 
( Brief pause) 
D. W.: Really no special reason. 
H. X.: Well, there must have been a reason. 
D. \'1. : Oh, no. (c. s. laughs a bit) 
H. X.: Oh, heck. (laughs a bit) Tell me. 
D. w.: \vhat? 
H. X.: What .are you laughing at? 
[The possibility of personal encounter and the attendant work 
.. of looking at what is going on is backed off from.] 
(Pause) 
D. W.:.IBM pomputation. 
I/IIIBl 
l 
( Pause, thirty seconds, with some humming by G. V. ) t .. 
. H. X. : We 1 re right bac.k where we started from. ~ 
( Brief' pause) 
E. Y.: Are Y9U sorry? 
A •. Z.: That's the sto.ry of' our lives. I/IIIBl 
(C. S. laughs a bit) 
(Pause) A 
.D. W.: c. s. you should have gone. 
c. s.: Hmm? 
D. W.: You should have gone to meet your >'life. I/IA2 
c. S.: Yeah. Afraid so. 
(Brief' pause) I/IIIBl 
. B. T.: Is t~t where you were going? 
C. S.: Yeah. Now she's taking a cab. home. 
B. T.: That'll be a fare. 
(This last mentioned feeling of' the worthlessness of' the 
.session grew in strength, coming occasionally to expression, 
but never really worked at. Finally, with about fifteen 
minutes remaining, F. u. and c. S. left. The rest remained, 
although complaining about the session being uninteresting. 
The last few minutes are recorded in this excerpt.] 
(Pause, fifteen seconds) 
G. v.: How do you spell occurred, o-c-c-u-r-r-e-d? 
(a little laughter) 
D. W.: No, wron~. 
G. V.: One r? Thank you. I/IIIBl 
H. X.: Two r '.s. 
D. W.: Is ;i.t? 
G. V.: Two r'.s looks right, but I,. I 1m always a little 
confused. 
H. X.: Yeah, I think it's two. (laughs a bit) 
G. V.: I wrote it that way. 
E. Y.: Wait'~ about ten minutes and you can ask. 
H• X.: How do you spell withholding? 
B. T.: Two h 1s. 
H. X.: Hmm? . 
B. T.: Two h's. 
G. v.: Spell room-mate. 
H. x.: Two m1s. ·(pause) (laughs a bit) Golly, it's hard. I/IB~ 
Why do \'le stay? ~ (very softly 
(Pause) 
(~E. ';Y; Clears throat loudly) . I/IIIBl 
(D. W. clears throat) 
(Pause) 
G. v.: Ooooo. 
H. X.: vfuat you doing? 
(D. W. answers too softly for pick up of words) 
(Pause, t'ITenty-fi ve seconds) 
E. Y.: Ezekiel two. 
G. v.: Ezekiel two? 
D. w.: Also. 
G. 
E. 
H. 
D. 
G. 
E. 
v.: 
Y.: 
x.: 
w.: 
v.: 
Y.: 
~lso what? 
T-\-T-o. 
The second chapter? 
(very softly) Second chapter. 
What 1 s that say? 
It 1s.L2 1s [firs~ name] text £or Sunday~ Preaching 
at Ll!s [first name] church. They-really got a 
close • .-
G. V.: Mmm. 
E; Y.: • • close •• 
G. V~: I think I like, uh, • • 
D; W.: There's going to be a tape recorder in the bottom 
of the pulpit. 
G~ V.: I think I like Ecclesiastes one better. It fits 
pretty well the group today. ·(laughs a bit) 
( Brief pause) . · ' 
E~ Y •. : 11Vanity, vanity? 11 
G. V.: 11All is vanity. 11• (laughs a bit) (brief pause) 
How's that for pulling a quote out of the Bible? 
E. Y. : I identified it, too. , (some laughter) . 
H. X.: Eeaahhh. You're getting ink all over.everybody. 
A. z.: You don 1t'care for green ink. 
H. X.: Oh. I 1m sorry. (pause) (laughs a bit) Oh, Ll 1s · 
[:first. name,IT keeping it. (a little laughter) The 
whole thing!s going to be ruined. (a 1i ttle _ 
. laughter) 
.(Pause) . _ 
(E. Y. ~laughs a b'it) 
H. X.: (sings a bit.of 11I 1ve got the will ;to fail. 11 ) 
(a little laughter) 
A. z.: I hate you. (a little laughter) 
A. z.: What for? 
H. X.: (laughs s~me) (pause--H. X. is trying to get out of 
string he is tied in) (laughter a bit) Try, try 
again. 
E. Y.: I wonder if his shoe string could do that. 
D. 11. : Yeah. 
H. x.: Yeah. (laughs a bit) 
D. W.: Untie his shoes. . 
H. X.: (laughs a bit) (pause) I was going to try to put the 
string through his ears, but I didn't figure I could 
pull it all the way. (laughs some). 
E. Y.: He 1s got his head sideways, so ••. 
H. X. : \'lho 1 s going to care n01rr. (laughing) (brief pause) 
Ha, ha, ha. 
D. VT.: (Pause) He 1s going the wrong "tTay. (laughs a bit) 
(pause) .(same laughter) 
B. T.: Cut me.down. _ 
E. Y.: A. z., you 1re going to be bald-headed in three years. 
A. z.: Two. (a little laughter) 
(Pause) 
I/IIIBl 
D. W.: This summer, •• 
(H. X. starts to hum) 
D. W.: •• I doubt, has helped that problem any. 
(H. X. continues ·to hum) · 
D. \'l.: I doubt if this summer's helped that problem any. 
( H. X. hums a bit,, then stops) 
( G. V. starts to hum, then stops) 
(Pause, fifteen seconds since D. W. spoke) 
E. Y.: \'lhat 1 s the 11Valley of Dry Bones, 11 L2 [first name], 
Jeremiah thirty-seven? 
(Brief p·ause) . 
(r~. '·X: starts to hum) 
E. Y.: He was talking about preaching on that. 
B. T.:.Doesn 1t that make very good fertilizer? 
E. Y.: Huh? 
B. T.: Doesn't that make good fertilizer? 
E. Y.: Ah, if they're ground up and spread around a little· 
bit. . 
B. T.: Yeah. [First name], uses bones. Put them on the 
cabbage-patch. 
ca. x. resumes humming) 
(Pause) . 
A. Z.:.It 1s in Ezekiel. 
E. Y.: Valley of Dry Bones? 
D. W. : Sure is. .It 1 s Ezekiel sixteen. (brief pause) I 
think it's sixteen • 
. E. Y.: No, i don't think it's sixteen. 
D. W.: Is it about sixteen? 
(H. X. stops humming) 
E. Y. : Ezeldel sixteen is about the, uh, daughter • • 
(Brief pause) 
D• W.: Oh, yeah. Well, Ezekiel eight, then. (H. x. starts to hum again) · 
D. if.: I don 1t knol't, some\'l'here in there. 
H. X.: (hums dUring twenty-second pause) (laughs a bit) 
BangJ (laughs some) 
D. 1if.: (laughs a bit \'lith H. X.) (brief pause) I bet Ll 
[first name] will be glad when this one's over. 
( H. X. humming again) 
A. z.: I think he must be real disgusted with us. 
( Brief pause) 
B. T.: No, we wouldn't ~isgust him. 
(H. X. still hummin~) 
D. l'l.: Hey, Ll, Ll Lfirst name], maybe l'le treat you like 
dirt. Yoy know. (laughs a bit) 
[This interest in the leaders is probaply a sign of the group 1s 
-wish that the leaders would do something to take care of a 
very bad situation.] 
E. Y.: (To D. \11.) Ho\"t do you spell it? (a little 
laughter)~ 
G. v.: (pause) What was that statement about ourse+ves, •• 
D. W.: Time's up. 
I/IIIBl 
I/IOl 
I/IIIB;i 
H. X.: G1bye. 
G. V.: •• this subjective, objective, subjective I 
guess it is, subjective, •• (A. z. speaks ver~ softly, not picked up) 
~. V.: •• not of the course but of ourselves? 
H. X.: (to A. z.) Oh, yeah. • 
E. Y.: What it 1s_done for us as a person. 
G. v.: How does that make sense? 
E. Y.: It 1s a description of you~self. 
H. X.: It 1s you of yourself as a person. 
D. W.: Well, I'm off, for parts unknown. 
E. Y.: This is question number eight? 
G. V.: No, no, no. 
H. X.: See you, D. W. 
G. v.: This is the other besides this evaluation. 
E. Y.: The self-e·v~luation. 
G. V.: This is the self-evaluation, isn't it? 
E. Y.: Oh, that thing, yeah. 
G. V.: A personal evaluation. 
H. X.: Tschee. (laughs a bit', others join a bit) 
D. W.: Gees, the thing goes "'Tay up there. 
(H. X. starts to hum, 11 Come Back to Sorrento 11 ) • 
(Brief pause) . . . . 
' . 
(D. w. says something softly, lost behind H. X.'s humming) 
(Pause, while H. X. continues to hum) 
G. V.: (starts to whistle) (stops twenty seconds after D. W. 
spoke) Mood music. 
(H. X. continues to hum, only more softly) 
( Brief pause) 
B. T.: There!s nothing like mood music. (laughs a bit) Like' 
the cow that got drunk and mooed indigo. 
(Pause fifteen seconds during which H. X. continues to hum, 
but a different tune) 
CE.:rr. laughs a bit) 
(Pause, thirty-five.seconds, H. x. still humming) 
E. Y.: Time 1s up. 
(H. X. starts to hum 11 Tea for Two 11 ) 
( G. V. starts to "'lhistle with H. x~ ) 
(Fifteen seconds pause since last cQmment) 
E. Y.: B. T., that suit looks like it 1s really taken a 
beating. 
B. T.: One of the gals in the group today said she liked it. 
. She 1s not crazy. 
E. Y.: Are you saying something? 
B. T.n People who don't like my suit are crazy. 
L. l Time 1s up. 
I/IIIB.? 
I/IIIB~ 
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ABSTRACT 
The need of the Church for pastoral care, including especially 
pastoral care of groups, and the opportunity in clinical pastoral edu-
cation for training to meet this need stimulated this study. It was 
undertaken as a first step in research to develop systematic understanding 
of small group processes from the pastoral standpoint and to evaluate the 
training groups whi~h are a regular part of the program in clinical pas-
toral education at Boston State Hospital. One group of eight members 
was studied to assess the group's effect on its members and to describe 
its processes. 
As foundation for the study four steps were taken. F.irst, the 
literature was reviewed. The review was comprehensive for evaluation of 
clinical pastoral education, pastoral care of small groups, and group 
training in clinical pastoral education. Also reviewed were representa-
tive books and articles on group work from the perspectives of religious 
education and church life. Attention was briefly given to secular disci-
plines which had influenced pastoral care of groups, especially group 
psychotherapy, education, and group trai?ing. 
A basic theory for a pastoral approach to groups w~s then dev~loped 
from the ideas that the function of pastoral care is to b~ing Christian 
growth and that the Church is called to be a Christian community. Three 
stages of growth of the individual in relationship with the community 
were suggested: (1) includion in the Christian community, (2) individua-
~5) 
tion, or development of individuality within the community, and (3) tak-
ing responsibility in and for the community. 
Because clinical pastoral education set the context and the stan-
dards of evaluation for this study, its aims'and methods were reviewed. 
~ts aim was seen to be deepening understanding of self, others, relation-
ship, and the pastoral role. The primary quality of its method was seen 
to be existential i'nvolvement, under supervision. 
The nature of the training groups was described as existential in-
volvement in a group situation, in order to deepen understanding of group 
processes. Their leaders provide basic limits 'I'Ti thin which the students 
direct themselves, and they comment on processes operating in the group. 
The particular nature of the group and the aims of clinical pas-
toral education suggested evaluation of the effe~t ~f ~he group on three 
aspects of its members• development: (1) self-understanding, (2) inter-
personal effectiveness, and (3) understanding of group pr~cesses. Methods 
of study w~re chosen to provide data representing subjects• direct re-
ports, observer's comparative analysis of-subjects• reports, and obser-
ver's evaluation of the subjects. 
Leary's system of interpersonal diagnosis of personality,! which 
gives all three kinds of data, was used to measure change in self-
understanding, administering the test battery before and after. It was 
predicted that the scores for the levels of interpersonal behavior, self-
description, and self ideal would show convergence, that the scores from 
the pre-conscious level would help predict direction of change, and that 
there "rould be an increase in negative loading on the scores. 
1. Interpersonal Diagnosis of Personality (New York: Ronald Press, 1957). 
:S55 
A role repertory test and categories for content analysis were de-
Yeloped to measure behavior of inclusion, individuation, and responsibility-
taking. It-was predicted that increasing amounts of each would appear on 
the after rqle test as compared with the before test and in the l~ter ses-
sions as compared with the earlier. The Leary Check List was adminis-
tared five times during the pr.ogram, and it was pred1cted that the index 
of misperception would decrease for the group .in the later administrations. 
. . 
Both these predictions look tow~rd increasing interpersonal effectiveness. 
Understanding of group processes was measured primarily with two 
instruments. One was a required essay on group process. The other was a 
picture of a group situation added to the projective .Picture test in the 
Leary battery •. Each was given at the beginning and at the end of the 
program. In addition, subjects• reports dealing with all these areas 
and with the interpersonal relationships that had d~veloped in the group 
'\'lere gathered in an interview held ninety days after the end of the pro-
gram. 
The three hypotheses derived from the Leary testing were not con-
firmed, but comparison of these results with the results on the group's 
Check Lists revealed considerable influence of the group on self-
understanding. Too few statistically significant results were achieved 
to demonstrate conclusively an. increase in interpersonal effectiveness, 
but there were clear indications that there had been some such effect. 
The testing on group understanding revealed little change except a greater 
depth in tone. Comments in the interviews suggested the same result--the 
· experience had brought a deepening of feeling for group processes. 
~~o aspects of group process were studied. Only one instrument was 
used for describing the group as a whole, but several were used to describe 
the interpersonal relationships among the me~bers. The Leary Check List 
. 
yielded scores for identifi~ation and perception of idiosyncratic quali-
ties. There was significantly more disidentification in the middle test-
ing that Jitl either the beginning or the end, and there was a tendency to 
identity with the leaders when seeing them as identified with the group. 
A sociomet~ic questionnaire was developed and used at the end of xhe pro-
gram. It showed agreement in ranking on several dimensions, and inter-
correlation among these dimensions. Seating charts failed to demonstrate 
any consistent relationship. No synthesis could be given, but the data 
were presented as showing facets of the complex of relationships. 
Categories for content analysis of the group qua. group were built 
for behavior of inclusion, individuation, and responsibility-taking. 
Only the categories on how the group 11worked 11 were employed extensively, 
and they showed significant movement in the group. In addition, summaries 
of the sessions were given, and transcripts of portions of them were in-
eluded as appendices. Cons[deration of the group clinically suggested 
the centrality of the problem of caring for the group. Inclusion, in-
dividuation, and responsibility-taking were useful concepts for interpret-
ing the group's processes. 
The results suggested the following conclusions: 
1. The group affected its members by (a) influencing their self-
understanding, (b) contributing to deepening of their interpersonal 
I 
effectiveness, and (c) deepening their feelings for group processes. 
Thus, it played a significant part in the program of clinical pastoral 
education. 
2. The group members formed relationships among themselves, but no uni-
fied picture o£ them appeared in the testing. 
5· The group developed during the program, coming to deal more with it-
self, but had a difficult termination period. 
4. The Leary sy.stem of interpersonal diagnosis of personality provided 
neither measures o£ change nor accurate predictions o£ direction o£ 
change. Thus, it may not be useful £or such studies as this. 
5· The content analysis did not justify the work it required; other ap-
proches to systematic observation should be tried. However, the cate-
gories £or 11work11 were extensively used and provided si~i£icant results. 
6. The sociometric questionnaire gave significant· results. There was 
significant agreement in rankings on the dimensions of involvement, lea-
dership, aggressiveness, cooperativeness, contribution to the group, and 
friendliness. These dimensions, except friendliness, were inter-
correlated. Further use o£ the questionnaire may benefit £rom p~riodic 
administration. 
7• The role repertory test needs further development to become really 
useful. 
8. The basic theor,y o£ inclusion, individuation, and responsibility-
taking was useful in interpreting the group, suggesting that ~t was a 
more fw.~itful cognitive framewo!k than Leary 1s. 
~n sum, the power 6£ such groups was indicated, some measurement 
techniques we~ shown to be fruitful, and lines £or further investiga-
tion related to the basic theory were suggested. 
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